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Abstract 
This report describes the work to develop and evaluate state-of-the-art relational 

pattern learning algorithms for the Evidence Assessment, Grouping, Linking and 
Evaluation (EAGLE) program. The University of Wisconsin team consisted of leaders in 
relational data mining and relational machine learning, in particular inductive logic 
programming (ILP).  Major contributions by the team included the development of an 
ILP system implemented entirely in database operations, FOIL-D, and a statistical 
relational learning (SRL) system that incorporates explicit probabilistic constraints into 
ILP, CLP(BN).  CLP(BN) incorporates all the representational power of probabilistic 
relational models (PRMs) but uses an ILP approach to learning.  Another major 
contribution is the definition and development of View Learning, an approach to change 
of representation for SRL.  Though SRL systems are particularly well-suited to the goals 
of EAGLE – indeed, the field of SRL received much of its impetus for growth from 
EAGLE – these systems have been constrained to work with the input representation, 
typically a relational schema.  View Learning in SRL permits the definition of a new 
schema – a new view of the database – better suited to the learning goals.  This project 
also made advances within learning ensembles, including the DECORATE approach to 
diverse ensembles, the use of bagging within ILP, the GLEANER algorithm to construct 
ensembles of relational rules having varying trade-offs of precision and recall, and a 
parallel implementation of bagging in ILP.  The project also contributed novel stochastic 
search algorithms for ILP. 

 
Each of the preceding contributions resulted in one or more publications in major 

computer science venues, such as the International Joint Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence (IJCAI), the International Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial 
Intelligence (UAI), the International Conference on Machine Learning(ICML), the 
International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), the International 
Conference on Intelligence Analysis (ICIA), the National Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence (AAAI), and the Machine Learning Journal, and included the ICIA’05 Best 
Technical Paper and the ILP’04 Best Student Paper. 
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Section 1: Executive Summary 
 
Most algorithms for statistical classification, supervised machine learning or data 

mining assume every example or data point is represented by a feature-vector; a feature-
vector specifies a value for each of a fixed set of variables or attributes.  This feature-
vector representation is assumed by popular and well-know learning algorithms such as 
support vector machines (SVMs), Bayesian network learning algorithms, decision tree 
learning algorithms, and ensembles of classifiers, including those constructed by boosting 
or bagging.  On the other hand, detecting or predicting a threat event requires the analysis 
of data consisting of many objects – people, location, materials – and the relations among 
these objects – communications, purchases, transportation.  Such data is inherently 
relational and cannot (at least as of this writing) be represented in feature-vector format 
without loss of information, change in statistical properties, or explosion in data size.  
Rather, such data is naturally represented in a relational database with multiple tables.  
Consequently, machine learning algorithms are needed that can directly analyze such 
relational data. 

Inductive logic programming (ILP) has for over a decade been a leading approach to 
learning from relational data.  But ILP at the start of this project had major shortcomings 
for analyzing threat events.  These included long processing times and failure to 
incorporate and reason about probabilities.  Our specific goals at the start of the program 
were to (1) incorporate explicit probabilities into ILP in an elegant manner (measurable 
objective: publication in a leading conference on probabilistic approaches), (2) reduce 
ILP processing times without reducing accuracy (measurable objective: cut processing 
time in half, not counting gains made because of the development of faster hardware), 
and (3) improve active learning methods (measurable objective: reduce training examples 
required for a given degree of accuracy).  All three goals were met – see Sections 2.1, 2.3 
and 2.4, respectively.  A fourth goal was added, to implement a leading ILP algorithm 
completely in database operations; this goal was met with the system FOIL-D, now 
available in both MySQL and Oracle implementations. 

Overall, the accomplishments of our project have substantially increased processing 
speed for ILP algorithms and have incorporated explicit probabilities in a natural way, 
yielding leading approaches within the new area of statistical relational learning (SRL).  
The resulting algorithms have been applied to all of the EAGLE evaluation databases; the 
application to prediction of aliases yielded the Best Technical Paper in the 2005 
International Conference on Intelligence Analysis.  In addition, these algorithms have 
been applied successfully to other relational databases of importance to society, including 
the prediction of malignancies among abnormalities on mammograms, the prediction of 
protein function from biological data, and automated information extraction from text. 
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Section 2: Technical Summary 
 
This section presents the technical accomplishments of our project.  Each 
accomplishment substantially extends capabilities in the state-of-the-art of relational 
learning.  Each accomplishment has been tested on the EAGLE databases and/or other 
large real-world relational databases.  For evaluation of our accomplishments, our group 
participated in every TIE except the first (which intentionally omitted pattern learning 
components).  Our work on the last TIE led to the 2005 International Conference on 
Intelligence Analysis Best Technical Paper, already mentioned. In addition to the TIEs, 
we also participated in the Cyc/21st Century Mini-TIE evaluating performance on real-
world data (al Qaida).  We focused on the tasks of predicting when two people were 
acquainted, and more generally when two people were “linked” (friends, acquaintances, 
relatives).  Each accomplishment described below also is discussed in full detail in one or 
more associated, cited papers. 
 
2.1.  CLP(BN): Incorporating Explicit Probabilities into ILP 

Datalog provides a standard theoretical underpinning for relational databases.  Non-
recursive Datalog with negation-as-failure is a restriction of first-order logic that is 
equivalent to relational algebra.  In Datalog, missing values are represented by Skolem 
constants.  More generally, in first-order logic missing values, or existentially-quantified 
variables, are represented by terms built from Skolem functors.  In an analogy to 
probabilistic relational models (PRMs), we wish to represent the joint probability 
distribution over missing values in a database or logic program using a Bayesian network.  
We provide an extension of logic programs that makes it possible to specify a joint 
probability distribution over terms built from Skolem functors in the program.  Our 
extension is based on constraint logic programming (CLP), where the constraints are 
Bayesian networks, so we call the extended language CLP(BN).  We show that CLP(BN) 
subsumes PRMs; because CLP(BN) programs are logic programs, though, they can be 
learned by ILP algorithms with very simple modifications. CLP(BN) is publicly available 
as part of YAP Prolog at http://www.cos.ufrj.br/~vitor/Yap/clpbn.  Details about 
CLP(BN) are available in the proceedings of UAI’03 [Santos Costa et al., 2003]. 

 
2.2.  View Learning for Statistical Relational Learning 

Statistical relational learning (SRL) constructs probabilistic models from 
relational databases.  A key capability of SRL is the learning of arcs (in the Bayes net 
sense) connecting entries in different rows of a relational table, or in different tables.  
Nevertheless, SRL approaches as of 2004 were constrained to use the existing database 
schema.  For many database applications, users find it profitable to define alternative 
"views" of the database, in effect defining new fields or tables.  Such new fields or tables 
can also be highly useful in learning.  We provided SRL with the capability of learning 
such new views.  The view learning approach is based on ILP to learn the definitions of 
new fields in a database.  View learning was shown to significantly improve performance 
of SRL on the task of predicting whether abnormalities in a mammogram are malignant 
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or benign.  Details about our view learning approach are available in an IJCAI’05 paper 
[Davis et al., 2005]. 

 
2.3.  Stochastic Search in Inductive Logic Programming 

Recent statistical performance studies of search algorithms in difficult combinatorial 
problems have demonstrated the benefits of randomising and restarting the search 
procedure.  Specifically, it has been found that if the search cost distribution of the non-
restarted randomised search exhibits a slower-than-exponential decay (that is, a “heavy 
tail”), restarts can reduce the search cost expectation. We report on an empirical study of 
randomized restarted search in ILP. Our experiments conducted on a high-performance 
distributed computing platform provide an extensive statistical performance sample of 
five search algorithms operating on two principally different classes of ILP problems, one 
represented by an artificially generated graph problem and the other by three traditional 
classification benchmarks (mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, finite element mesh design). 
The sample allows us to (1) estimate the conditional expected value of the search cost 
(measured by the total number of clauses explored) given the minimum clause score 
required and a “cutoff” value (the number of clauses examined before the search is 
restarted), (2) estimate the conditional expected clause score given the cutoff value and 
the invested search cost, and (3) compare the performance of randomised restarted search 
strategies to a deterministic non-restarted search. Our findings indicate striking 
similarities across the five search algorithms and the four domains, in terms of the basic 
trends of both the statistics (1) and (2). Also, we observe that the cutoff value is critical 
for the performance of the search algorithm, and using its optimal value in a randomised 
restarted search may decrease the mean search cost (by several orders of magnitude) or 
increase the mean achieved score significantly with respect to that obtained with a 
deterministic non-restarted search.  Further details are available in a Machine Learning 
Journal paper as well as two ILP papers [Zelezny et al., 2003, 2004, 2006]. 

 
2.4. The DECORATE Algorithm for Enhancing Diversity in Ensembles and for 
Active Learning 

We developed a new meta-learner, DECORATE (Diverse Ensemble Creation by 
Oppositional Relabeling of Artificial Training Examples), for building diverse ensembles 
of classifiers by using specially constructed artificial training examples [Melville et al., 
2003].  Experiments demonstrate that our method performs consistently better than 
bagging and Random Forests. It also obtains higher accuracy than boosting on small 
training sets, and achieves comparable performance on larger training sets. We also 
demonstrated the resilience of DECORATE to three types of imperfections in data: 
missing features, classification noise and feature noise. DECORATE is now publicly 
available as part of the standard WEKA data mining software package.   

Based on DECORATE, we developed a new method for active learning to 
significantly reduce the amount of supervised data required for effective learning. Our 
approach uses DECORATE ensembles to select the most useful examples to be labeled 
for training. Experimental results show that our approach produces accurate classifiers 
with fewer training examples than other Query by Committee approaches to active 
learning. In applications such as fraud detection, credit ranking, and direct marketing it is 
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also critical to have good class probability estimates. For such applications, we have 
shown that Jensen-Shannon divergence (a similarity measure for probability 
distributions) can be used to improve active learning for probability estimation [Melville 
et al., 2004]. 

 
2.5. ILP in Database Operations: FOIL-D 
 
 Multi-relational rule mining is important for knowledge discovery in relational 
databases as it allows for discovery of patterns involving multiple relational tables. ILP 
techniques have had considerable success on a variety of multi-relational rule mining 
tasks.  Nevertheless, because ILP implementations operate in RAM, most ILP systems do 
not scale to very large relational databases. We performed two major extensions to one of 
the most popular ILP systems, FOIL, to improve its scalability. First, we showed how to 
implement FOIL entirely in database operations, rather than in RAM, and constructed 
both Oracle and MySQL implementations. The resulting system we called FOIL in 
Databases, or FOIL-D.  FOIL-D enables the FOIL algorithm to run on data sets that 
previously had been out of its scope. Second, we developed estimation methods, based on 
histograms as used widely in database management systems, that significantly decrease 
the computational cost of learning a set of rules. The full paper [Bockhorst & Ong, 2004] 
presents detailed experimental results that indicate that on a set of standard ILP datasets, 
the rule sets learned using our extensions are equivalent to those learned with standard 
FOIL but at considerably less cost. 
 
2.6. Varying Precision-Recall Tradeoff Among ILP-Induced Rules: GLEANER 
 

Many relational domains, including those in EAGLE, involve highly unbalanced data. 
Most people or actions in a database are not threats; most names are not aliases; most 
possible attacks are never made.  Another task involving unbalanced data is Information 
Extraction (IE), a task that typically involves many more negative examples than positive 
examples. IE is the process of finding facts in unstructured text, such as biomedical 
journals, and putting those facts in an organized system. In particular, we have focused 
on learning to recognize instances of the protein-localization relationship in Medline 
abstracts. A common way to measure performance in these domains is to use precision 
and recall instead of simply using accuracy. We developed Gleaner, a randomized search 
method which collects good clauses from a broad spectrum of points along the recall 
dimension in recall-precision curves and employs an “at least N of these M clauses" 
thresholding method to combine the selected clauses. We compared Gleaner to ensembles 
of standard Aleph theories on the IE task and observed that Gleaner produces comparable 
testset results in a fraction of the training time needed for ensembles [Goadrich et al., 
2004].  We also applied Gleaner to the challenge task for the Learning Language in Logic 
Workshop with success [Goadrich et al., 2005]. 
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Section 3: List of Publications 
 
The details of the technical accomplishments discussed in the previous section appear 

in the following publications in major computer science venues.  All these venues are 
rigorously refereed, and the papers gratefully acknowledge the EAGLE/Air Force grant 
F30602-01-2-0571. 

 

1. P. Melville and R. Mooney (2003).  Constructing Diverse Classifier 
Ensembles Using Artificial Training Examples.  Proceedings of the 
Eighteenth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-
03), pp. 505-510. 

2. L. Tang, R. Mooney and P. Melville (2003).  Scaling Up ILP to Large 
Examples: Results on Link Discovery for Counter-Terrorism.  KDD-03 
Workshop on Multi-Relational Data Mining, Washington DC. 

3. Santos Costa, V., Page, D., Qazi, M. and Cussens, J. CLP(BN): Constraint 
Logic Programming for Probabilistic Knowledge. Proceedings of the 
Nineteenth Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI'03).  U. 
Kjaerulff and C. Meek (Ed.s)  San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 
pp. 517-524, 2003. 

4. Dutra, I., Page, D., Santos Costa, V. and Shavlik, J. An Empirical Evaluation 
of Bagging in Inductive Logic Programming. Proceedings of the Twelfth 
International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP'02), 
published as Lecture Notes in Computer Science 2583, Springer 2003, S. 
Matwin and C. Sammut (Ed.s), pp. 48-65, 2003. 

5. Zelezny, F., Srinivasan, A. and Page, D. Lattice-Search Runtime Distributions 
May be Heavy-Tailed. Proceedings of the Twelfth International Conference 
on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP'02), published as Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science 2583, Springer 2003, S. Matwin and C. Sammut (Ed.s), pp. 
333-345, 2003. 

6. Mooney, R., Melville, P., Tang, L., Shavlik, J., Dutra, I. and Page, D. 
Relational Data Mining with Inductive Logic Programming for Link 
Discovery. In H. Kargupta and A. Joshi (Ed.s), Data Mining: Next Generation 
Challenges and Future Directions.  Cambridge, MA: MIT/AAAI Press. 2003. 

7. Page, D. and Srinivasan, A. ILP: A Short Look Back and a Longer Look 
Forward. Journal of Machine Learning Research, 4, pp. 415-430, 2003. 

8. J. Bockhorst and I. Ong.  FOIL-D: Efficiently Scaling FOIL for Multi-
relational Data Mining of Large Datasets.  Proceedings of the Fourteenth 
International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, Porto, Portugal, 
2004. 
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9. J. Davis, V. Santos Costa, I. Ong, D. Page, and I. Dutra.  Using Bayesian 
Classifiers to Combine Rules.  KDD Workshop on Multi-relational Data 
Mining, 2004. 

10. F. DiMaio and J. Shavlik.  Learning an Approximation to Inductive Logic 
Programming Clause Evaluation. Proceedings of the Fourteenth International 
Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, Porto, Portugal, 2004. 

11. M. Goadrich, L. Oliphant and J. Shavlik.  Learning Ensembles of First-Order 
Clauses for Recall-Precision Curves: A Case Study in Biomedical Information 
Extraction. Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on 
Inductive Logic Programming, Porto, Portugal, 2004.  Winner of Best 
Student Paper Award.  Longer version to appear in special issue of 
Machine Learning Journal, on ILP, 2006. 

12. F. Zelezny, A. Srinivasan and D. Page.  A Monte Carlo Study of Randomized 
Restarted Search.  Longer version of ILP’04 paper, To appear in special 
issue of Machine Learning Journal, on ILP, 2006 

13. J. Davis, I. Dutra, D. Page and V. Santos Costa. Establishing Identity 
Equivalence in Multi-Relational Domains. To appear in the Proceedings of 
the International Conference on Intelligence Analysis (ICIA’05).  Winner of 
ICIA’05 Best Technical Paper Award. 

14. J. Davis, E. Burnside, I. Dutra, D. Page, R. Ramakrishnan, V. Santos Costa 
and J. Shavlik. View Learning for Statistical Relational Learning: With an 
Application to Mammography . Proceedings of the International Joint 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2005. 

15. H. Corrada Bravo, D. Page, R. Ramakrishnan, J. Shavlik and V. Santos Costa.  
A Framework for Set-Oriented Computation in Inductive Logic Programming 
and its Application in Generalizing Inverse Entailment.  Fifteenth 
International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP’05), 2005. 

16. M. Goadrich, L. Oliphant and J. Shavlik.  Learning to Extract Genic 
Interactions using Gleaner. Proceedings of the Fourth International Workshop 
on Learning Language in Logic, Bonn, Germany, 2005. 
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Section 4: Appendix -- Published Papers 
 
This section includes in their entirety each of our papers published under this project, 

as surveyed in the Technical Summary (Section 2) and listed in Section 3.  These papers 
include the detailed Accuracies, Precision-Recall curves, ROC curves and run-times 
discussed in Section 2 as showing that we met and exceeded the quantitative objectives of 
our project.  Some papers cover additional data sets on which we evaluated our 
algorithms as well, included the prediction of which abnormalities on a mammogram are 
malignant, the analysis of synthetic graph data, and information extraction from text. 
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Proceedings of the IJCAI-2003, pp.505-510,
Acapulco, Mexico, August 2003

Constructing Diverse Classifier Ensembles using Artificial Training Examples

Prem Melville and Raymond J. Mooney
Department of Computer Sciences

University of Texas
1 University Station, C0500

Austin, TX 78712
melville@cs.utexas.edu, mooney@cs.utexas.edu

Abstract

Ensemble methods like bagging and boosting that
combine the decisions of multiple hypotheses are
some of the strongest existing machine learning
methods. The diversity of the members of an
ensemble is known to be an important factor in
determining its generalization error. This paper
presents a new method for generating ensembles
that directly constructs diverse hypotheses using
additional artificially-constructed training exam-
ples. The technique is a simple, general meta-
learner that can use any strong learner as a base
classifier to build diverse committees. Experimen-
tal results using decision-tree induction as a base
learner demonstrate that this approach consistently
achieves higher predictive accuracy than both the
base classifier and bagging (whereas boosting can
occasionally decrease accuracy), and also obtains
higher accuracy than boosting early in the learning
curve when training data is limited.

1 Introduction
One of the major advances in inductive learning in the past
decade was the development ofensembleor committeeap-
proaches that learn and retain multiple hypotheses and com-
bine their decisions during classification[Dietterich, 2000].
For example,boosting[Freund and Schapire, 1996], an en-
semble method that learns a series of “weak” classifiers each
one focusing on correcting the errors made by the previous
one, has been found to be one of the currently best generic
inductive classification methods[Hastieet al., 2001].

Constructing adiversecommittee in which each hypothesis
is as different as possible (decorrelated with other members
of the ensemble) while still maintaining consistency with the
training data is known to be a theoretically important property
of a good committee[Krogh and Vedelsby, 1995]. Although
all successful ensemble methods encourage diversity to some
extent, few have focused directly on the goal of maximizing
diversity. Existing methods that focus on achieving diversity
[Opitz and Shavlik, 1996; Rosen, 1996] are fairly complex
and are not generalmeta-learnerslike bagging[Breiman,
1996] and boosting that can be applied to any base learner
to produce an effective committee[Witten and Frank, 1999].

We present a new meta-learner (DECORATE, Diverse En-
semble Creation by Oppositional Relabeling of Artificial
Training Examples) that uses an existing “strong” learner
(one that provides high accuracy on the training data) to build
an effective diverse committee in a fairly simple, straightfor-
ward manner. This is accomplished by adding different ran-
domly constructed examples to the training set when building
new committee members. These artificially constructed ex-
amples are given category labels thatdisagreewith the cur-
rent decision of the committee, thereby easily and directly
increasing diversity when a new classifier is trained on the
augmented data and added to the committee.

Boosting and bagging provide diversity by sub-sampling
or re-weighting the existing training examples. If the train-
ing set is small, this limits the amount of ensemble diversity
that these methods can obtain. DECORATE ensures diversity
on an arbitrarily large set of additional artificial examples.
Therefore, one hypothesis is that it will result in higher gen-
eralization accuracy when the training set is small. This pa-
per presents experimental results on a wide range of UCI data
sets comparing boosting, bagging, and DECORATE, all using
J48 decision-tree induction (a Java implementation of C4.5
[Quinlan, 1993] introduced in[Witten and Frank, 1999]) as a
base learner. Cross-validated learning curves support the hy-
pothesis that “DECORATEd trees” generally result in greater
classification accuracy for small training sets.

2 Ensembles and Diversity
In an ensemble, the combination of the output of several
classifiers is only useful if they disagree on some inputs
[Krogh and Vedelsby, 1995]. We refer to the measure of
disagreement as thediversity of the ensemble. There have
been several methods proposed to measure ensemble diver-
sity [Kuncheva and Whitaker, 2002] — usually dependent
on the measure of accuracy. For regression, where the mean
squared error is commonly used to measure accuracy, vari-
ance can be used as a measure of diversity. So the diver-
sity of the ith classifier on examplex can be defined as
di(x) = [Ci(x) � C�(x)]2, whereCi(x) and C�(x) are
the predictions of theith classifier and the ensemble respec-
tively. For this setting Krogh et al[1995] show that the gen-
eralization error,E, of the ensemble can be expressed as
E = �E� �D, where�E and �D are the mean error and diversity
of the ensemble respectively.
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For classification problems, where the 0/1 loss function is
most commonly used to measure accuracy, the diversity of
theith classifier can be defined as:

di(x) =

�
0 : if Ci(x) = C�(x)
1 : otherwise (1)

However, in this case the above simple linear relationship
does not hold betweenE, �E and �D. But there is still strong
reason to believe that increasing diversity should decrease en-
semble error[Zenobi and Cunningham, 2001]. The underly-
ing principle of our approach is to build ensembles of classi-
fiers that are consistent with the training data and maximize
diversity as defined in (1).

3 DECORATE: Algorithm Definition
In DECORATE (see Algorithm 1), an ensemble is generated
iteratively, learning a classifier at each iteration and adding it
to the current ensemble. We initialize the ensemble to contain
the classifier trained on the given training data. The classifiers
in each successive iteration are trained on the original training
data and also on some artificial data. In each iteration artifi-
cial training examples are generated from the data distribu-
tion; where the number of examples to be generated is spec-
ified as a fraction,Rsize, of the training set size. The labels
for these artificially generated training examples are chosen
so as to differ maximally from the current ensemble’s predic-
tions. The construction of the artificial data is explained in
greater detail in the following section. We refer to the labeled
artificially generated training set as thediversity data. We
train a new classifier on the union of the original training data
and the diversity data. If adding this new classifier to the cur-
rent ensemble increases the ensemble training error, then we
reject this classifier, else we add it to the current ensemble.
This process is repeated until we reach the desired committee
size or exceed the maximum number of iterations.

To classify an unlabeled example,x, we employ the fol-
lowing method. Each base classifier,Ci, in the ensemble
C� provides probabilities for the class membership ofx. If
PCi;y(x) is the probability of examplex belonging to class
y according to the classifierCi, then we compute the class
membership probabilities for the entire ensemble as:

Py(x) =

P
Ci2C�

PCi;y(x)

jC�j

wherePy(x) is the probability ofx belonging to classy.
We then select the most probable class as the label forx i.e.
C�(x) = argmaxy2Y Py(x)

3.1 Construction of Artificial Data
We generate artificial training data by randomly picking data
points from an approximation of the training-data distribu-
tion. For a numeric attribute, we compute the mean and stan-
dard deviation from the training set and generate values from
the Gaussian distribution defined by these. For a nominal
attribute, we compute the probability of occurrence of each
distinct value in its domain and generate values based on this
distribution. We use Laplace smoothing so that nominal at-
tribute values not represented in the training set still have a

non-zero probability of occurrence. In constructing artificial
data points, we make the simplifying assumption that the at-
tributes are independent. It is possible to more accurately es-
timate the joint probability distribution of the attributes; but
this would be time consuming and require a lot of data.

In each iteration, the artificially generated examples are la-
beled based on the current ensemble. Given an example, we
first find the class membership probabilities predicted by the
ensemble, replacing zero probabilities with a small non-zero
value. Labels are then selected, such that the probability of
selection is inversely proportional to the current ensemble’s
predictions.

Algorithm 1 The DECORATE algorithm

Input:
BaseLearn - base learning algorithm
T - set ofm training examples< (x1; y1); :::; (xm; ym) >
with labelsyj 2 Y
Csize - desired ensemble size
Imax - maximum number of iterations to build an ensemble
Rsize - factor that determines number of artificial examples
to generate

1. i = 1

2. trials = 1

3. Ci = BaseLearn(T )

4. Initialize ensemble,C� = fCig

5. Compute ensemble error,� =
P

xj2T :C�(xj )6=yj
1

m

6. While i < Csize andtrials < Imax

7. GenerateRsize � jT j training examples, R,
based on distribution of training data

8. Label examples in R with probability of class labels
inversely proportional toC�’s predictions

9. T = T
S
R

10. C 0 = BaseLearn(T )

11. C� = C�
S
fC 0g

12. T = T �R, remove the artificial data

13. Compute training error,�0, of C� as in step 5

14. If �0 � �

15. i = i+ 1

16. � = �0

17. otherwise,

18. C� = C� � fC 0g

19. trials = trials+ 1

4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Methodology
To evaluate the performance of DECORATE we ran experi-
ments on 15 representative data sets from the UCI repository
[Blake and Merz, 1998] used in similar studies[Webb, 2000;
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Quinlan, 1996]. We compared the performance of DECO-
RATE to that of Adaboost, Bagging and J48, using J48 as the
base learner for the ensemble methods and using the Weka
implementations of these methods[Witten and Frank, 1999].
For the ensemble methods, we set the ensemble size to 15.
Note that in the case of DECORATE, we only specify a max-
imum ensemble size, the algorithm terminates if the number
of iterations exceeds the maximum limit even if the desired
ensemble size is not reached. For our experiments, we set
the maximum number of iterations in DECORATE to 50. We
ran experiments varying the amount of artificially generated
data,Rsize; and found that the results do not vary much for
the range 0.5 to 1. However,Rsize values lower than 0.5 do
adversely affect DECORATE, because there is insufficient ar-
tificial data to give rise to high diversity. The results we report
are forRsize set to 1, i.e. the number of artificially generated
examples is equal to the training set size.

The performance of each learning algorithm was evaluated
using 10 complete 10-fold cross-validations. In each 10-fold
cross-validation each data set is randomly split into 10 equal-
size segments and results are averaged over 10 trials. For each
trial, one segment is set aside for testing, while the remaining
data is available for training. To test performance on vary-
ing amounts of training data, learning curves were generated
by testing the system after training on increasing subsets of
the overall training data. Since we would like to summarize
results over several data sets of different sizes, we select dif-
ferentpercentagesof the total training-set size as the points
on the learning curve.

To compare two learning algorithms across all domains
we employ the statistics used in[Webb, 2000], namely the
win/draw/loss record and the geometric mean error ratio. The
win/draw/loss record presents three values, the number of
data sets for which algorithmA obtained better, equal, or
worse performance than algorithmB with respect to classi-
fication accuracy. We also report thestatistically significant
win/draw/loss record; where a win or loss is only counted if
the difference in values is determined to be significant at the
0.05 level by a pairedt-test. The geometric mean error ratio

is defined asn
qQn

i=1
EA
EB

, whereEA andEB are the mean

errors of algorithmA andB on the same domain. If the ge-
ometric mean error ratio is less than one it implies that algo-
rithmA performs better thanB, and vice versa. We compute
error ratios so as to capture the degree to which algorithms
out-perform each other in win or loss outcomes.

4.2 Results
Our results are summarized in Tables 1-3. Each cell in the
tables presents the accuracy of DECORATEversus another al-
gorithm. If the difference is statistically significant, then the
larger of the two is shown in bold. We varied the training
set sizes from 1-100% of the total available data, with more
points lower on the learning curve since this is where we
expect to see the most difference between algorithms. The
bottom of the tables provide summary statistics, as discussed
above, for each of the points on the learning curve.

DECORATE has moresignificantwins to losses over Bag-
ging for all points along the learning curve (see Table 2).

DECORATEalso outperforms Bagging on the geometric mean
ratio. This suggests that even in cases where Bagging beats
DECORATE the improvement is less than DECORATE’s im-
provement on Bagging on the rest of the cases.

DECORATE outperforms AdaBoost early on the learning
curve both on significant wins/draw/loss record and geomet-
ric mean ratio; however, the trend is reversed when given 75%
or more of the data. Note that even with large amounts of
training data, DECORATE’s performance is quite competitive
with Adaboost - given 100% of the data DECORATEproduces
higher accuracies on 6 out of 15 data sets.

It has been observed in previous studies[Webb, 2000;
Bauer and Kohavi, 1999] that while AdaBoost usually sig-
nificantly reduces the error of the base learner, it occasionally
increases it, often to a large extent. DECORATEdoes not have
this problem as is clear from Table 1.

On many data sets, DECORATEachieves the same or higher
accuracy as Bagging and AdaBoost with many fewer training
examples. Figure 1 show learning curves that clearly demon-
strate this point. Hence, in domains where little data is avail-
able or acquiring labels is expensive, DECORATE has an ad-
vantage over other ensemble methods.

We performed additional experiments to analyze the role
that diversity plays in error reduction. We ran DECORATEat
10 different settings ofRsize ranging from 0.1 to 1.0, thus
varying the diversity of ensembles produced. We then com-
pared the diversity of ensembles with the reduction in gener-
alization error. Diversity of an ensemble is computed as the
mean diversity of the ensemble members (as given by Eq. 1).
We compared ensemble diversity with theensemble error re-
duction, i.e. the difference between the average error of the
ensemble members and the error of the entire ensemble (as in
[Cunningham and Carney, 2000]). We found that the correla-
tion coefficient between diversity and ensemble error reduc-
tion is 0.6225 (p1 � 10�50), which is fairly strong. Further-
more, we compared diversity with thebase error reduction,
i.e. the difference between the error of the base classifier and
the ensemble error. The base error reduction gives a better in-
dication of the improvement in performance of an ensemble
over the base classifier. The correlation of diversity versus
the base error reduction is 0.1552 (p� 10�50). We note that
even though this correlation is weak, it is still astatistically
significantpositive correlation. These results reinforce our
belief that increasing ensemble diversity is a good approach
to reducing generalization error.

To determine how the performance of DECORATEchanges
with ensemble size, we ran experiments with increasing sizes.
We compared results for training on 20% of available data,
since the advantage of DECORATEis most noticeable low on
the learning curve. Due to lack of space, we do not include
the results for all 15 datasets, but present five representative
datasets (see Figure 2). The performance on other datasets is
similar. We note, in general, that the accuracy of DECORATE
increases with ensemble size; though on most datasets, the
performance levels out with an ensemble size of 10 to 25.

1Thep-value is the probability of getting a correlation as large as
the observed value by random chance, when the true correlation is
zero.
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Figure 1: DECORATEcompared to AdaBoost and Bagging
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Figure 2: DECORATEat different ensemble sizes

5 Related Work
There have been some other attempts at building ensembles
that focus on the issue of diversity. Liu et al[1999] and Rosen
[1996] simultaneously train neural networks in an ensemble
using a correlation penalty term in their error functions. Opitz
and Shavlik[1996] use a genetic algorithm to search for a
good ensemble of networks. To guide the search they use
an objective function that incorporates both an accuracy and
diversity term. Zenobi et al[2001] build ensembles based
on different feature subsets; where feature selection is done
using a hill-climbing strategy based on classifier error and
diversity. A classifier is rejected if the improvement of one of
the metrics lead to a “substantial” deterioration of the other;
where “substantial” is defined by a pre-set threshold.

In all these approaches, ensembles are built attempting to
simultaneously optimize the accuracy and diversity of indi-
vidual ensemble members. However, in DECORATE, our goal
is to minimizeensemble errorby increasing diversity. At no
point does the training accuracy of the ensemble go below

11



Table 1: DECORATEvs J48
Dataset 1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 75% 100%

anneal 75.29/72.49 78.14/75.31 85.24/82.08 92.26/89.28 96.48/95.57 97.36/96.47 97.73/97.3 98.16/97.93 98.39/98.35 98.71/98.55
audio 16.66/16.66 23.73/23.07 41.72/41.17 55.42/51.67 64.09/60.59 67.62/64.84 70.46/68.11 72.82/70.77 77.8/75.15 82.1/77.22
autos 24.33/24.33 29.6/29.01 36.73/34.37 42.89/41.22 52.2/50.53 59.86/53.92 64.77/59.68 68.6/65.24 78/73.15 83.64/81.72
breast-w 92.38/74.73 94.12/87.34 95.06/89.42 95.64/92.21 95.55/93.09 95.91/93.36 96.2/93.85 96.01/94.24 96.28/94.65 96.31/95.01
credit-a 71.78/69.54 74.83/77.46 80.61/81.57 83.09/82.35 84.38/84.29 84.68/84.5985.22/84.41 85.57/84.78 85.61/85.43 85.93/85.57
Glass 31.69/31.69 35.86/32.96 44.5/38.34 55.4/46.62 61.77/54.16 66.01/60.63 68.07/61.38 68.85/63.69 72.73/67.53 72.77/67.77
heart-c 58.66/49.57 65.11/58.03 73.55/67.71 75.05/70.15 77.66/73.44 78.34/74.61 79.09/74.78 79.46/75.62 78.74/76.7 78.48/77.17
hepatitis 52.33/52.33 71.95/65.93 76.59/72.75 78.85/78.25 80.28/78.61 81.14/78.63 81.53/79.35 81.68/79.57 82.37/79.04 82.43/79.22
colic 59.85/52.85 68.19/65.31 74.91/74.37 78.45/79.94 81.81/82.71 82.47/83.41 82.74/83.55 83.5/84.66 83.93/85.18 85.24/85.16
iris 33.33/33.33 50.87/33.33 80.67/59.33 91.27/84.33 93.07/91.33 94.4/92.73 95.07/93 94.07/93.33 94.67/94.07 94.93/94.73
labor 54.27/54.27 54.27/54.27 67.7/58.93 71.47/64.77 78.6/70.07 81.67/73.7 85.67/75.17 84.2/75.8 87.53/77.4 89.5/78.8
lymph 48.39/48.39 53.49/46.64 65.73/60.39 72.79/68.21 74.57/70.79 78.84/73.58 78.37/74.53 78.31/73.34 78.06/75.63 78.74/76.06
segment 67.94/52.43 80.75/73.26 89.52/85.41 92.87/89.34 94.99/92.22 95.82/93.37 96.54/94.34 96.93/94.77 97.56/95.94 98.02/96.79
soybean 19.37/13.69 32.12/22.32 55.55/42.94 73.51/59.04 84.63/74.49 88.52/81.59 90.37/84.78 91.35/86.89 92.85/89.44 93.81/91.76
splice 63.48/59.92 67.56/68.69 77.34/77.49 82.62/82.58 88.2/87.98 90.46/90.44 91.82/91.77 92.5/92.4 93.41/93.47 93.92/94.03
Win/Draw/Loss 15/0/0 13/0/2 13/0/2 14/0/1 14/0/1 14/0/1 14/0/1 14/0/1 13/0/2 14/0/1
Sig. W/D/L 7/8/0 10/3/2 11/4/0 10/5/0 11/4/0 12/3/0 13/2/0 12/2/1 10/4/1 10/4/1
GM error ratio 0.858 0.8649 0.8116 0.8098 0.8269 0.8103 0.7983 0.8305 0.8317 0.8293

Table 2: DECORATEvs Bagging
Dataset 1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 75% 100%

anneal 75.29/74.57 78.14/76.42 85.24/82.88 92.26/89.87 96.48/95.67 97.36/96.89 97.73/97.34 98.16/97.78 98.39/98.53 98.71/98.83
audio 16.66/12.98 23.73/23.68 41.72/38.55 55.42/51.34 64.09/61.76 67.62/66.9 70.46/70.29 72.82/73.07 77.8/77.3282.1/80.71
autos 24.33/22.16 29.6/28 36.73/35.88 42.89/44.65 52.2/54.32 59.86/59.67 64.77/65.6 68.6/69.88 78/77.97 83.64/83.12
breast-w 92.38/76.74 94.12/88.07 95.06/90.88 95.64/93.41 95.55/94.42 95.91/94.95 96.2/94.95 96.01/95.55 96.28/96.07 96.31/96.3
credit-a 71.78/69.54 74.83/77.99 80.61/82.58 83.09/83.9 84.38/85.13 84.68/85.78 85.22/85.59 85.57/85.64 85.61/86.12 85.93/85.96
Glass 31.69/24.85 35.86/31.47 44.5/40.87 55.4/49.6 61.77/58.9 66.01/64.35 68.07/66.3 68.85/68.44 72.73/72 72.77/74.67
heart-c 58.66/50.56 65.11/55.67 73.55/68.77 75.05/73.17 77.66/76.12 78.34/77.9 79.09/78.44 79.46/79.11 78.74/79.05 78.48/78.68
hepatitis 52.33/52.33 72.14/63.18 76.8/75.2 79.48/78.64 80.7/80.42 81.81/81.07 81.65/81.2283.19/81.06 82.99/80.87 82.62/81.34
colic 58.37/53.14 66.58/63.83 75.85/76.44 79.54/80.06 81.33/83.04 82.47/83.58 83.02/83.98 83.1/84.47 84.02/85.4 84.69/85.34
iris 33.33/33.33 50.27/33.33 80.67/60.47 91.53/81.4 93.2/90.67 94.2/92.33 94.73/92.87 94.4/93.6 94.53/94.47 94.67/94.73
labor 54.27/54.27 54.27/54.27 67.63/56.27 70.23/65.9 79.77/74.97 83/75.67 84.17/76.27 83.43/78.6 89.73/80.83 89.73/85.87
lymph 48.39/48.39 53.62/47.11 65.06/60.12 71.2/69.68 76.74/73.6 78.84/76.58 78.17/77.68 78.99/76.98 79.14/76.8 79.08/77.97
segment 67.03/55.88 81.16/76.36 89.61/87.42 92.83/91.01 94.88/93.4 95.94/94.65 96.47/95.26 96.93/95.82 97.58/96.78 98.03/97.41
soybean 19.51/14.56 32.4/24.58 55.36/47.46 73.06/65.45 85.14/79.29 88.27/85.05 90.22/87.89 91.4/89.22 92.75/91.56 93.89/92.71
splice 62.77/62.52 67.8/72.36 77.37/80.5 82.55/85.44 88.24/89.5 90.47/91.44 91.84/92.4 92.41/93.07 93.44/94.06 93.92/94.53
Win/Draw/Loss 15/0/0 13/0/2 12/0/3 11/0/4 11/0/4 12/0/3 11/0/4 10/0/5 10/0/5 8/0/7
Sig. W/D/L 8/7/0 10/3/2 10/3/2 9/5/1 10/2/3 8/4/3 6/7/2 8/5/2 5/7/3 4/9/2
GM error ratio 0.8727 0.8785 0.8552 0.8655 0.8995 0.9036 0.8979 0.9214 0.9312 0.9570

that of the base classifier; however, this is a possibility with
previous methods. Furthermore, none of the previous stud-
ies compared their methods with the standard ensemble ap-
proaches such as Boosting and Bagging ([Opitz and Shavlik,
1996] compares with Bagging, but not Boosting).

Compared to boosting, which requires a “weak” base
learner that does not completely fit the training data (boosting
terminates once it constructs a hypothesis with zero training
error), DECORATErequires a strong learner, otherwise the ar-
tificial diversity training data may prevent it from adequately
fitting the real data. When applying boosting to strong base
learners, they must first be appropriately weakened in order
to benefit from boosting. Therefore, DECORATE may be a
preferable ensemble meta-learner for strong learners.

To our knowledge, the only other ensemble approach to uti-
lize artificial training data is the active learning method intro-
duced in[Cohnet al., 1994]. The goal of the committee here
is to select good new training examples rather than to improve
accuracy using the existing training data. Also, the labels of
the artificial examples are selected to produce hypotheses that
more faithfully represent the entire version space rather than
to produce diversity. Cohn’s approach labels artificial data ei-
ther all positive or all negative to encourage, respectively, the
learning of more general or more specific hypotheses.

6 Future Work and Conclusion

In our current approach, we are encouraging diversity using
artificial training examples. However, in many domains, a
large amount of unlabeled data is already available. We could
exploit these unlabeled examples and label them as diversity
data. This would allow DECORATEto act as a form ofsemi-
supervised learningthat exploits both labeled and unlabeled
data[Nigamet al., 2000].

Our current study has used J48 as a base learner; how-
ever, we would expect similarly good results with other base
learners. Decision-tree induction has been the most com-
monly used base learner in other ensemble studies, but there
has been some work using neural networks and naive Bayes
[Bauer and Kohavi, 1999; Opitz and Maclin, 1999]. Exper-
iments on “DECORATing” other learners is another area for
future work.

By manipulating artificial training examples, DECORATE
is able to use a strong base learner to produce an effective,
diverse ensemble. Experimental results demonstrate that the
approach is particularly effective at producing highly accurate
ensembles when training data is limited, outperforming both
bagging and boosting low on the learning curve. The empir-
ical success of DECORATE raises the issue of developing a
sound theoretical understanding of its effectiveness. In gen-
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Table 3: DECORATEvs AdaBoost
Dataset 1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 75% 100%

anneal 75.29/73.02 78.14/77.12 85.24/87.51 92.26/94.16 96.48/97.13 97.36/97.95 97.73/98.54 98.16/98.8 98.39/99.23 98.71/99.68
audio 16.66/16.66 23.73/23.41 41.72/40.24 55.42/52.7 64.09/64.15 67.62/68.91 70.46/73.07 72.82/75.92 77.8/81.74 82.1/84.52
autos 24.33/24.33 29.6/29.71 36.73/34.2 42.89/43.28 52.2/56.13 59.86/62.2 64.77/69.14 68.6/72.03 78/80.28 83.64/85.28
breast-w 92.38/74.73 94.12/87.84 95.06/91.15 95.64/93.75 95.55/94.85 95.91/95.72 96.2/95.84 96.01/95.87 96.28/96.3 96.31/96.47
credit-a 71.78/68.8 74.83/75.3 80.61/79.68 83.09/81.14 84.38/83.04 84.68/84.22 85.22/84.13 85.57/84.58 85.61/84.93 85.93/85.42
Glass 31.69/31.69 35.86/32.93 44.5/40.71 55.4/49.78 61.77/58.03 66.01/64.33 68.07/66.93 68.85/68.69 72.73/74.69 72.77/76.06
heart-c 58.66/49.57 65.11/58.65 73.55/70.71 75.05/72.5 77.66/76.65 78.34/78.26 79.09/78.96 79.46/79.55 78.74/79.06 78.48/79.22
hepatitis 52.33/52.33 72.14/65.93 76.8/73.01 79.48/76.95 80.7/79.44 81.81/79.22 81.65/81.27 83.19/82.63 82.99/83.24 82.62/82.71
colic 58.37/52.85 66.58/67.18 75.85/72.85 79.54/77.17 81.33/79.36 82.47/79.24 83.02/79.51 83.1/80.22 84.02/80.59 84.69/81.93
iris 33.33/33.33 50.27/33.33 80.67/66.2 91.53/84.53 93.2/90.73 94.2/93 94.73/93.33 94.4/93.53 94.53/94.2 94.67/94.2
labor 54.27/54.27 54.27/54.27 67.63/58.93 70.23/65.1 79.77/73.2 83/76.9 84.17/79.57 83.43/80.1 89.73/84.07 89.73/86.37
lymph 48.39/48.39 53.62/46.64 65.06/60.54 71.2/69.57 76.74/74.16 78.84/78.62 78.17/80.35 78.99/79.88 79.14/80.96 79.08/81.75
segment 67.03/60.22 81.16/77.38 89.61/88.5 92.83/92.71 94.88/95.01 95.94/96.03 96.47/96.9 96.93/97.23 97.58/98 98.03/98.34
soybean 19.51/14.26 32.4/23.36 55.36/49.37 73.06/69.49 85.14/85.01 88.27/88.37 90.22/90.04 91.4/90.89 92.75/92.5793.89/92.88
splice 62.77/65.11 67.8/73.9 77.37/82.22 82.55/86.13 88.24/88.27 90.47/89.82 91.84/90.8 92.41/90.78 93.44/92.63 93.92/93.59
Win/Draw/Loss 14/0/1 11/0/4 13/0/2 12/0/3 10/0/5 10/0/5 10/0/5 9/0/6 6/0/9 6/0/9
Sig. W/D/L 7/7/1 8/6/1 11/2/2 10/3/2 7/6/2 4/9/2 5/5/5 5/6/4 3/6/6 3/6/6
GM error ratio 0.8812 0.8937 0.8829 0.9104 0.9407 0.9598 0.9908 0.9957 1.0377 1.0964

eral, the idea of using artificial or unlabeled examples to aid
the construction of effective ensembles seems to be a promis-
ing approach worthy of further study.
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Abstract. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) has been shown to be a
viable approach to many problems in multi-relational data mining (e.g.
bioinformatics). Link discovery (LD) is an important task in data min-
ing for counter-terrorism and is the focus of DARPA's program on Ev-
idence Extraction and Link Discovery (EELD). Learning patterns for
LD is a novel problem in relational data mining that is characterized
by having an unprecedented number of background facts. As a result
of the explosion in background facts, the eÆciency of existing ILP al-
gorithms becomes a serious limitation. This paper presents a new ILP
algorithm that integrates top-down and bottom-up search in order to
reduce search when processing large examples. Experimental results on
EELD data con�rm that it signi�cantly improves eÆciency over existing
ILP methods.

1 Introduction

The terrible events of September 11, 2001 have sparked increased development
of information technology that can aid intelligence agencies in detecting and
preventing terrorism. The Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery (EELD)
program of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is one
attempt to develop new computational methods for addressing this problem.
More precisely, Link Discovery (LD) is the task of identifying known, complex,
multi-relational patterns that indicate potentially threatening activities in large
amounts of relational data. Some of the input data for LD comes from Evi-
dence Extraction (EE), which is the task of obtaining structured evidence data
from unstructured, natural-language documents (e.g. news reports), other input
data comes from existing relational databases (e.g. �nancial and other transac-
tion data). Finally, Pattern Learning (PL) concerns the automated discovery of
new relational patterns for detecting potentially threatening activities in large
amounts of multi-relational data.

Scaling to large datasets in data mining typically refers to increasing the
number of training examples that can be processed. Another measure of com-
plexity that is particularly relevant in multi-relational data mining is the size of
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examples, by which we mean the number of ground facts used to describe the
examples. To our knowledge, the challenge problems developed for the EELD
program are the largest ILP problems attempted to date in terms of the number
of ground facts in the background knowledge. Relational data mining in bioinfor-
matics [5] was probably the previously largest ILP problem in this sense. Table 1
shows a comparison between link discovery and, to our knowledge, the largest
problem in bioinformatics.

Domain # Bg. preds. Avg. Arity # Bg. facts
Link Discovery 52 2 � 568k
Bioinformatics 36 4.9 � 24k

Table 1. Link Discovery versus Bioinformatics (e.g. carcinogenesis). # Bg. preds. is
the number of di�erent predicate names in the background knowledge, Avg. Arity is
the average arity of the background predicates, and # Bg facts is the total number of
ground background facts.

Scaling up ILP to eÆciently process large examples like those encountered
in EELD is a signi�cant problem. Section 2 discusses the problems existing ILP
algorithms have scaling to large examples and presents our general approach to
controlling the search for multi-relational patterns by integrating top-down and
bottom-up search. Section 3 presents the details of our new algorithm, Beth.
Section 4 presents some theoretical results on our approach. Experimental results
are presented and discussed in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in
Section 6.

2 Combining Top-down and Bottom-up Approaches in

Beth

The two standard approaches to ILP are bottom-up and top-down [6]. Bottom-up
methods start with a very speci�c clause generated from an individual positive
example and generalize it as far as possible without covering negative examples.
Top-down methods start with the most general (empty) clause and repeatedly
specialize it until it no longer covers negative examples. Both approaches have
problems scaling to large examples.

The state-of-the-art ILP approach, originated from bottom-up methods, is
based on inverse entailment [2]. The most popular approach to implementing
inverse entailment is a two-stage process: 1) saturation which builds up the
most speci�c clause (a.k.a. bottom clause) describing a positive example, and
2) truncation which �nds solutions that generalize the bottom clause [3]. This
approach is implemented in Progol [2] and its successor Aleph.1

1 The Aleph Manual can be accessed via
http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/areas/machlearn/Aleph/aleph.html.
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Given a positive example and background knowledge, the bottom clause can
be in�nite, and practically one has to bound it. In Progol, it is bounded by
�ve parameters: i, r, M, j�, and j+ (please refer to [2] for more details). Un-
fortunately, the complexity of Progol's bottom clause is exponential w.r.t. the
variable depth i, which results in a hypothesis space that is doubly exponential!
(The size of the subsumption lattice is two to the power of the size of the bottom
clause.)

In problems with large examples like EELD, the background knowledge con-
tains many facts using numerous predicates that describe each complex object
or event. Typically, many of these facts are irrelevant to the task. However, Pro-
gol's bottom clause includes every piece of background knowledge (within the
recall bound r) in its body. This leads to intractably large bottom-clauses which
generates an exponentially larger hypothesis space when learning a clause. This
leads one to wonder if it is possible to bound the bottom-clause di�erently so
that it contains only a relevant subset of background facts.

A strength of the top-down approach is that the generation of literals is
inherently directed by the heuristic search process itself: only the set of literals
that make re�nements to clauses in the search beam are generated. Clauses with
insuÆcient heuristic value are discarded, saving the need to generate literals
for them. So, there is a tangible link between the entire set of literals that
could be included in a bottom-clause and the heuristic search for a good clause.
Therefore, perhaps it is possible to employ the heuristic search as a guide to
selecting a relevant subset of background facts for inclusion in an alternative
bottom-clause.

A major weakness of the top-down approach (as far as literal generation
is concerned) is that the enumeration of all possible combination of variables
generates many more literals than necessary; some literals generated by the
algorithm are not even guaranteed to cover one positive example. The complexity
of enumerating all such combinations in Foil [7] (and mFoil [6]) is exponential
w.r.t. the arity of the predicates [8]. 2 A corresponding strength of the bottom-
up approach is that a literal is created using a ground atom describing a known
positive example. The advantages are: 1) specializing using this literal results in
a clause that is guaranteed to cover at least the seed example, and 2) the set of
literals generated are constrained to those that satisfy 1).

Given the strengths and weaknesses of typical top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches, it seems that one can take advantage of the strength of each approach
by combining them into one coherent approach. More precisely, we no longer
build the bottom clause using a random seed example before we start search-
ing for a good clause. Instead, after a seed example is chosen, one generates
literals in a top-down fashion (i.e. guided by heuristic search) except that the
literals generated are constrained to those that cover the seed example. Based
on this idea, we have developed a new system called Bottom-clause Exploration

2 Enforcing argument type restrictions can help lower the complexity but cannot com-
pletely solve the problem.
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ThroughHeuristic-search (Beth) in which the bottom clause is not constructed
in advance but \discovered" during the search for a good clause.3

3 The Algorithm

Beth's bottom clause is virtual in the sense that the algorithm does not have
to construct it to work, unlike Progol/Aleph; it is, nonetheless, constructed
to facilitate collection of statistics. However, the virtual bottom clause is a real
bound on the subsumption lattice (see Section 4).

Let us begin with some basic de�nitions. A predicate speci�cation takes the
form PredName/Arity where PredName is the name of the predicate in concern
and Arity its arity. A list of predicate speci�cations for the background knowl-
edge is given to the ILP system before learning starts. The function predname(P )
returns the predicate name of the predicate speci�cation of the background pred-
icates P and arity(P ) returns its arity. Likewise, predname(L) returns the pred-
icate name of the literal L and arity(L) returns its arity.

3.1 Constructing a Clause

The outermost loop of Beth is a simple set covering algorithm like that of any
typical ILP algorithm: 1) �nd a good clause which covers a non-empty subset of
positive examples, 2) remove the positive examples covered by the clause from
the entire set of positive examples, 3) add the clause found to the set of clauses
being built (a.k.a. theory) which was initially empty, 4) repeat step 1) to step
3) until the entire set of positive examples are covered by the theory, 5) return
the entire set of clauses found.

The way a clause is constructed in Beth is very similar to a traditional top
down ILP algorithm like Foil; the search for a good clause goes from general to
speci�c. It starts with the most general clause 2 which is specialized by adding
a literal to its body. The most general clause 2 = T  true where T is a literal
such that predname(T ) = predname(e) and arity(T ) = arity(e), where e is a
randomly chosen seed example from the set of positive examples. A beam of
potentially good clauses is kept while searching for re�nements of each clause in
the beam. The construction of a clause terminates when there is a clause in the
beam which is suÆciently accurate (i.e. its m-estimate is greater than or equal
to a certain threshold).

In addition, we also compute the bottom clause which bounds the search
space. The initial bottom clause is set to the smallest (i.e. e  true which has
an empty set of literals in the body of this initial bottom clause and e is from the
set of positive examples) in which case the search space contains only the most
general clause (a.k.a. the empty clause). The bound is expanded incrementally
during the search for a good clause. The bound is �xed when a suÆciently good

3
Progol and Aleph are really, more precisely, \Subsumption lattice exploration
through heuristic-search". Here, we explore the bottom clause and the subsumption
lattice simultaneously.
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clause is found, at which point both the clause and the bound are returned as
solutions to the search. The algorithm which constructs a clause is outlined in
Figure 1.

1. Given a set of predicate speci�cations P of the background predicates, a beam width b, a
bound on the clause length n, variable depth bound i, recall bound r, a non-empty set of
positive examples Pxs and a set (possibly empty) of negative examples Nxs.

2. Randomly choose a seed example e 2 Pxs.
3. ?0:=e true:
4. Q0:=f2g.
5. Q:=Q0.
6. ?:=?0.
7. REPEAT

generate re�nements(Q;P; b; n; i; r;Pxs;Nxs; Q0;?;?0),
Q:=Q0,
?:=?0

UNTIL
there is a clause C 2 Q which is suÆciently accurate. Q0 and ?0 are output variables and the
rest in generate re�nements are input variables.

8. Return C and ?.

Fig. 1. The construction of a clause in Beth

3.2 Generating Re�nements for a Clause

To �nd all the re�nements of a given clause Ci, �rst �nd a substitution �, which
satis�es the body of the clause (a \successful proof" of the clause, given the
background facts); then construct a literal (with dummy variables) Rj for a
predicate speci�cation in P , and �nd a substitution � that makes Rj� a ground
atom such that Ci� and Rj� satisfy the following conditions we call re�nement
constraints: 1) the link constraint: one of the arguments of Rj� has to appear
in Ci� (this is to make sure that the resulting clause is still a linked clause), 2)
the unique-literal constraint: Rj� 62 Ci� (to avoid making two identical literals).
We try to �nd pairs of � and � satisfying the re�nement constraints, but at
most r distinct ground atoms Rj� will be used. For example, suppose Ci� =
f(a; b)  g(a; c); h(c; d); g(b; e) and Rj�1 = g(e; f) and Rj�2 = g(a; c), then
only Rj�1 satis�es all the re�nement constraints, as Rj�2 fails the unique-literal
constraint. So, only Rj�1 will be used to make literals for the clause Ci.

To avoid repeatedly �nding a successful proof of a given clause by theorem
proving, we make a set of \cached proofs" for each clause in the beam (similar
to the way variable bindings are stored in extensional Foil) by starting with
the initial proof e  true, where e is a randomly chosen seed example, and we
incrementally update the cache of proofs of each clause by adding to the end of
each proof a ground atom satisfying all the re�nement constraints. A bound is
also given to the cache size. When �nding a satisfying substitution � for a clause
Ci in the beam, we will simply unify Ci with a proof in its cache. If there is no
Rj� satisfying the re�nement constraints, which can happen if the �rst chosen
example e was a \bad" one, a new example e0 6= e will be randomly chosen
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from the remaining set of positive examples to be covered. The clause Ci will be
replaced (in the beam) by the most general clause such that its cache of proofs
will contain only e0  true. The idea is that if a clause cannot be re�ned, then
we will just restart with a di�erent seed example.

One can also take advantage of type declarations (if available) to further
restrict the number of predicate speci�cations needed to be considered for a
given clause | one needs only to consider those which contain at least one
argument type which is the same as at least one of the types of all the variables
in the current clause (so that a linked clause that satis�es the type constraints
is possible).

One can also make use of mode declarations (if available) by substituting
arguments with \input" mode for constants which appear in the clause, provided
that the argument type and the constant type are the same (similar to the way
the bottom clause is built in Progol). One needs to �nd satisfying substitutions
for Rj , for each unique way of substituting arguments with input mode for
constants in the clause. The algorithm for generating re�nements to a clause is
outlined in Figure 2.

1. Given a set of predicate speci�cations P of the background predicates, a beam width b, a
bound on the clause length n, variable depth bound i, recall bound r, a non-empty set of
positive examples Pxs and a set (possibly empty) of negative examples Nxs, the current bottom
clause ? (i.e. the current bound on the search space).

2. For each clause Ci 2 Q and for each Pj 2 P, make a literal Rj with dummy variables such that
predname(Rj) = predname(Pj) and arity(Rj) = arity(Pj).

3. Find substitutions �; � such that 1) � satis�es Ci, 2) � satis�es Rj , and 3) Ci� and Rj� satisfy
all the re�nement constraints.

4. Collect at most r such ground atoms Rj� for di�erent � and �.
5. For each pair of Ci� and Rj� satisfying all the re�nement constraints,

make literals(Ci�;Rj�;Lits) and add Rj� to the body of ?.
6. For each L 2 Lits, add L to the body of Ci to make C0i and let the set of all C0i's be Qi.

7. Evaluate each clause in
S

Ci2Q
Ci by a heuristic (e.g. m-estimate) given Pxs and Nxs.

8. Put only the best b clauses into Q0.
9. Let ?0 be the resulting bottom clause after adding all the ground atoms Rj�'s to the body of
? for each Ci and Rj (such that there exists � and � satisfying all the re�nement constraints).

10. Return Q0 and ?0.

Fig. 2. Generate Re�nements

3.3 Making Literals

To make literals given a clause C, a satisfying substitution � of C, and a ground
atom Rj�, we replace arguments of Rj� by variables in C instantiated, in �, to
these arguments in Rj�, only if Rj� is not in C� and the resulted literal observes
the variable depth bound. ��1 replaces all occurrences of a term by the same
variable. For example, consider a clauseC : f(A;B) g(B;D); h(A;E); l(D;E),
� = fA=a;B=b;D=b; E=eg (thus, ��1 = fa=A; b=B; b=D; e=Eg) and two ground
atoms a1 = p(b; e) and a2 = p(e; f). We can make two literals using a1: 1)
p(B;E) (since b=B; e=E 2 ��1), and 2) p(D;E) (since b=D; e=E 2 ��1). We can
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make one literal using a2: p(E;F ) (since e=E 2 ��1, but the constant f is not
bound to any variable in ��1). However, if the variable depth bound is one, then
the literal p(E;F ) will be rejected because the depth of F is two. The variable
depth d(V ) of variable V is de�ned in Linus [6]. The algorithm for making
literals is outlined in Figure 3.

1. Given a clause C� of the form e  a1; : : : ; an (where C is the current clause being re�ned,
i.e. specialized, and � is a substitution that satis�es C and e 2 Pxs and background knowledge
BK j= ai for each ground atom ai in the body of C�) and a ground atom an+1 such that
BK j= an+1.

2. Make a set of literals Lits such that each literal L 2 Lits satis�es: 1) predname(L) =
predname(an+1), 2) arity(L) = arity(an+1), 3) suppose the constant ci is the ith argument

of an+1 and the variable Vi is the ith argument of L. If ci appears in C�, then ci=Vi 2 ��1;
otherwise, Vi is a new variable not appearing in C, 4) there is no variable V in L such that
d(V ) > i where i is the variable depth bound.

3. Return Lits.

Fig. 3. Make Literals

3.4 A Concrete Example

We can see how the algorithm works through a simple example from the family-
relation domain. Suppose we want to learn the concept uncle(X;Y ), which is
true i� X is an uncle of Y (blood uncle).

Suppose we have the following set of background facts (Figure 4):

1. male(Bob), male(Tom), male(T im)
2. female(Ann), female(Mary), female(Susan), female(Betty), female(Joyce)
3. parent(Tom;Mary), parent(Tom;Betty), parent(Tom;Bob),

parent(Mary;Ann),parent(Joyce; Susan),parent(Tom;T im)
4. friend(Mary; Susan), friend(Susan;Mary), friend(Joyce; Betty),

friend(Betty; Joyce)

and P = fmale=1; female=1; friend=2; parent=2g (exactly in this order from
left to right) is our set of predicate speci�cations. We will use 0+0 to denote the
output mode and 0�0 the input mode here. The following is the set of mode
speci�cations for each predicate speci�cation:

male(�); female(�); parent(+;�); parent(�;+); friend(+;�); friend(�;+)

and the following is the set of type speci�cations for each predicate speci�cation:

male(person); female(person); parent(person; person); friend(person; person)

Suppose we have this set of training examples:

1. Positive: uncle(Bob; Ann)
2. Negative:

uncle(Bob; Susan), uncle(Betty;Ann), uncle(T im; Susan), uncle(Tom;Betty)
uncle(Susan; Betty), uncle(Joyce; Ann), uncle(T im; Joyce), uncle(Tom;Mary)
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Fig. 4. A simple family relation domain

We present a trace of how our algorithm discovers a good clause, given a
beam size and a recall bound of one, and a clause length of four. It starts by
choosing a random seed example from the set of positive examples. This has to
be uncle(Bob;Ann) since there is only one positive example. When generating
re�nements to a clause, it considers each predicate speci�cation in P (from left
to right). We will show the specialized clause before its set of cached proofs.
The literal added to the clause currently being built is generated from the new
ground atom added to the body of the cached proof of the current clause.

The algorithm starts with:

1. The most general clause which covers every pair of people: uncle(X,Y) :- true

2. The set of cached proofs for this clause: funcle(bob,ann) :- trueg
3. The empty bottom clause: uncle(bob,ann) :- true

It considers male=1 and generates the following:

1. The specialized clause: uncle(X,Y) :- male(X)

(m-est = 0.153)

2. The set of cached proofs for this clause: funcle(bob,ann) :- male(bob)g
3. The updated bottom clause: uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob)

Next, the algorithm considers female=1, and the literal female(Y) is gener-
ated (in the same way as male=1), the new ground atom female(ann) is added
to the current bottom clause. The specialized clause uncle(X,Y) :- female(Y)
has anm-estimate of 0.111. Next, it considers parent=2 (using parent(+;�)) and
generates the following:

1. The specialized clause: uncle(X,Y) :- parent(Z,X)

(m-est = 0.136)
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2. The set of cached proof of this clause: funcle(bob,ann) :- parent(tom,bob)g
3. The updated bottom clause:

uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob)

Similarily parent=2 (using parent(+;�)) is used to generate another special-
ized clause uncle(X,Y) :- parent(W,Y) (m-estimate = 0.122) using the ground
atom parent(mary,ann).

The predicate speci�cation friend=2 was considered but no ground atom
was found to satisfy all the re�nement constraints; the link constraint could
not be satis�ed, because neither Bob nor Ann has a friend. There are totally
four di�erent re�nements to the most general clause. The clause with the best
m-estimate is:

uncle(X;Y ) male(X)

Since the beam size is just one, only this clause is retained in the beam. This
clause is still covering negative examples: uncle(Bob; Susan), uncle(Tom;Betty),

uncle(T im; Susan), uncle(T im; Joyce), and uncle(Tom;Mary). So, it still needs to
be re�ned. Next, male=1 is considered but no ground atom is found to satisfy
all the re�nement constraints; the unique-literal constraint could not be satis�ed
(male(Bob) is already in the cached proof of the clause). The current bottom
clause is uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob).

Next, it considers female=1 and generates the following:

1. The specialized clause: uncle(X,Y) :- male(X),female(Y)

(m-est = 0.153)

2. The set of cached proof of this clause:
funcle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann)g

3. The updated bottom clause:
uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob),

parent(mary,ann)

Next, it considers parent=2 (using parent(+;�)) and generates the following:

1. The specialized clause: uncle(X,Y) :- male(X),parent(Z,X)

(m-est = 0.204)

2. The set of cached proof of this clause:
funcle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),parent(tom,bob)g

3. The updated bottom clause:
uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob),

parent(mary,ann)

parent=2 (using parent(+;�)) can be used to generate another specialized clause
uncle(X,Y) :- male(X),parent(W,Y) (m-estimate = 0.175) using the ground
atom parent(mary,ann).

The predicate speci�cation friend=2 was considered but no ground atom
was found to satisfy all the re�nement constraints (the link constraint cannot
be satis�ed). There are totally three di�erent re�nements to uncle(X;Y )  
male(X). The clause with the best m-estimate is:

uncle(X;Y ) male(X); parent(Z;X)
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This clause still covers a non-empty set of negative examples:

uncle(Bob; Susan); uncle(T im; Susan); uncle(T im; Joyce):

The algorithm continues in exactly the same manner for the last two steps
(omitted to save space). The clause uncle(X;Y )  male(X); parent(Z;X) has
four di�erent re�nements. The clause with the best m-estimate is:

uncle(X;Y ) male(X); parent(Z;X); parent(W;Y )

which is still covering a non-empty set of negative examples: uncle(Bob; Susan)
and uncle(T im; Susan).

There are totally eight di�erent re�nements to

uncle(X;Y ) male(X); parent(Z;X); parent(W;Y ):

The clause with the best m-estimate is:

uncle(X;Y ) male(X); parent(Z;X); parent(W;Y ); parent(Z;W )

which covers all the positive examples and no negative examples. At this point,
the algorithm has found the target concept. Both the bottom clause discovered
and the consistent clause found are returned. Notice that the bottom clause
found by Beth is:
uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob),parent(mary,ann),

male(tom),female(mary),parent(tom,mary),friend(mary,susan),

friend(susan,mary)

whereas, Progol's bottom clause is:
uncle(bob,ann) :- male(bob),female(ann),parent(tom,bob),parent(mary,ann),

male(tom),female(mary),parent(tom,mary),friend(mary,susan),

friend(susan,mary),female(susan)

which is bigger than Beth's bottom clause.

4 Analysis

Let ?(b; n;P ; r; i) be the bottom clause constructed by Beth (Section 3) given
the parameters b, n, P , r, and i which are the beam width, the maximum clause
length, the set of predicate speci�cations, the recall bound, and the variable
depth bound respectively.

Theorem 1. Suppose B is a beam of clauses produced by Beth, for any
clause C 2 B, C � ?(b; n;P ; r; i).
Proof. Suppose Cj is a clause in B such that Cj = H  L1; : : : ; Lm where
m � n. Each Lk is produced from a ground atom ak and H from a partic-
ular seed example e. Obviously, e 2 ?(b; n;P ; r; i). For any k : 1 � k � m,
ak 2 ?(b; n;P ; r; i), since each ground atom satisfying all the re�nement con-
straints is added to the current bottom clause and only ground atoms satis-
fying all the re�nement constraints are used to make literals for any clause.
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Thus, there's a substitution � which satis�es Cj s.t. Cj� = e  a1; : : : ; am.
So, Cj� � ?(b; n;P ; r; i). And, we have Cj � ?(b; n;P ; r; i). Hence we have
C � ?(b; n;P ; r; i) for any clause C 2 B. 2

Theorem 2. The worst case length of ?(b; n;P ; r; i) is O(bnjPjr).
Proof. The maximum number of ground atoms that 1) satisfy the re�nement
constraints and 2) make literals observing the variable depth bound i for any
clause in the search beam at the point the clause is being re�ned are jPjr. There-
fore, the maximum number of ground atoms satisfying the re�nement constraints
after adding n literals to the body of the most general clause are njPjr. Since
there are at most b clauses in the search beam at any time, the maximum num-
ber of ground atoms satisfying the re�nement constraints are bnjPjr. Thus, the
worst case complexity of the bottom clause ?(b; n;P ; r; i) is O(bnjPjr). 2

The length of Progol's bottom clause is O((rjMjj+j�)ij
+

); where jMj
is the number of mode declarations, and j+=� are bounds on the number of
(+=�) types in a mode declaration [2] | which makes a hypothesis space doubly
exponential w.r.t. i. Whereas the length of Beth's bottom clause is only linear
w.r.t. n (which gives rise to a much smaller hypothesis space).

5 Experimental Evaluation

We compared our system, Beth, with two other leading ILP systems | Aleph

and mFoil.

5.1 Domain

After the events of 9/11, the EELD project has been working on several Chal-
lenge Problems that are related to counter-terrorism. The problem that we
choose to tackle is the detection of Murder-For-Hires (contract killings) in the
domain of Russian Organized Crime. The data used in all EELD Challenge Prob-
lems include representations of people, organizations, objects, and actions and
many types of relations between them. One can picture this data as a large graph
of entities connected by a variety of relations. For our purposes, we represent
these relational databases as facts in Prolog.

For the ease of generating large quantities of data, and to avoid violating pri-
vacy, the program currently only uses synthetic data generated by a simulator.
The data for the Murder-For-Hire problem was generated using a Task-Based
(TB) simulator developed by Information Extraction and Transport Incorpo-
rated (IET). The TB simulator outputs case �les, which contain complete and
unadulterated descriptions of murder cases. These case �les are then �ltered for
observability, so that facts that would not be accessible to an investigator are
eliminated. To make the task more realistic, this data is also corrupted, e.g.,
by misidentifying role players or incorrectly reporting group memberships. This
�ltered and corrupted data form the evidence �les. In the evidence �les, facts
about each event are represented as ground facts, such as:

murder(Murder714)
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perpetrator(Murder714, Killer186)

crimeVictim(Murder714, MurderVictim996)

deviceTypeUsed(Murder714, PistolCzech)

The synthetic dataset that we used consists of 632 murder events. Each mur-
der event has been labeled as either a positive or negative example of a murder-
for-hire. There are 133 positive and 499 negative examples in the dataset. Our
task was to learn a theory to correctly classify an unlabeled event as either
a positive or negative instance of murder-for-hire. The amount of background
knowledge for this dataset is extremely large; consisting of 52 distinct predicate
names, and 681,039 background facts in all.

5.2 Results

The performance of each of the ILP systems was evaluated using 6-fold cross-
validation. The total number of Prolog atoms in the data is so large that running
more than six folds is not feasible.4 The data for each fold was generated by sep-
arate runs of the TB simulator. The facts produced by one run of the simulator,
only pertain to the entities and relations generated in that run; hence the facts
of each fold are unrelated to the others. For each trial, one fold is set aside for
testing, while the remaining data is combined for training. To test performance
on varying amounts of training data, learning curves were generated by test-
ing the system after training on increasing subsets of the overall training data.
Note that, for di�erent points on the learning curve, the background knowledge
remains the same; only the number of positive and negative training examples
given to the system varies.

We compared the three systems with respect to accuracy and training time.
Accuracy is de�ned as the number of correctly classi�ed test cases divided by
the total number of test cases. The training time is measured as the CPU time
consumed during the training phase. All the experiments were performed on a
1.1 GHz Pentinum with dual processors and 2 GB of RAM. Beth and mFoil
were implemented in Sicstus Prolog version 3.8.5 andAleph was implemented in
Yap version 4.3.22. Although di�erent Prolog compilers were used, the Yap Pro-
log compiler has been demonstrated to outperform the Sicstus Prolog compiler,
particularly in ILP applications [4].

In our experiments, we used a beam width of 4 for Beth and mFoil; and
limited the number of search nodes in Aleph to 5000. We used m-estimate
(m = 2) as a search heuristic for all ILP algorithms. The clause length was
limited to 10 and the variable depth bound to 5 for all systems. The recall bound
was limited to 1 for Beth and Aleph (except for some mode declarations it was
set to '*'). We modi�ed mFoil to be constrained by the maximum clause length
and the variable depth bound, to ensure that it terminates. We refer to this
version of mFoil as Bounded mFoil. All the systems were given 1 second of
CPU time to compute the set of examples covered by a clause. If a specialized

4 The maximum number of atoms that the Sicstus Prolog compiler can handle is
approximately a quarter million.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the systems versus the percentage of training examples given

System Accuracy CPU Time (mins) # of Clauses Bottom Clause Size

Beth 94.80% (+/- 2.3%) 23.39 (+/- 4.26) 4483 34
Aleph 96.91% (+/- 2.8%) 598.92 (+/- 250.00) 63334 4061
mFoil 91.23% (+/- 4.8%) 45.28 (+/- 5.40) 112904 n/a

Table 2. Results on classifying murder-for-hire events given all the training data. #
of Clauses is the total number of clauses tested; and Bottom Clause Size is the average
number of literals in the bottom clause constructed for each clause in the learned
theory. The 90% con�dence intervals are given for test Accuracy and CPU time.

clause took more time than allotted, the clause was ignored; although the time
it took to create the clause is still recorded.

The results of our experiments are summarized in Figure 5. A snapshot of
the performance of the three ILP systems given 100% of the training examples
is shown in Table 2. The following is a sample rule learned by Beth:

murder_for_hire(A):- murder(A), eventOccursAt(A,H),

geographicalSubRegions(I,H), perpetrator(A,B),

recipientOfinfo(C,B), senderOfinfo(C,D), socialParticipants(F,D),

socialParticipants(F,G), payer(E,G), toPossessor(E,D).

This rule covered 9 positive examples and 3 negative examples. The rule can be
interpreted as: A is a murder-for-hire, if A is a murder event, which occurs in a
city in a subregion of Russia, and in which B is the perpetrator, who received
information from D, who had a meeting with and received some money from G.
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5.3 Discussion of Results

On the full training set, Beth trains 25 times faster than Aleph while losing
only 2 percentage points in accuracy and it trains twice as fast as mFoil while
gaining 3 percentage points in accuracy. Therefore, we believe that its integration
of top-down and bottom-up search is an e�ective approach to dealing with the
problem of scaling ILP to large examples. The learning curves further illustrate
that the training time of Beth grows slightly slower than that of mFoil, and
considerably slower than that of Aleph.

The large speedup over Aleph is explained by the theoretical analysis on
the complexity of the bounds on the search space, i.e. the di�erent sizes of the
bottom clauses they construct. The size of the bottom clause for Beth is only
linear w.r.t. n compared to that of Aleph which is exponential w.r.t. to i (i � n)
even for small i. As a result, Aleph's search space is much larger than Beth's.
Aleph's bottom clause was on average 119x larger than Beth's and the total
number of clauses it constructed was 14x larger, although a theory of similar
accuracy was learned.

Systems like Beth and Aleph construct literals based on actual ground
atoms in the background knowledge, guaranteeing that the specialized clause
covers at least the seed example. On the other hand, mFoil generates more
literals than necessary by enumerating all possible combination of variables.
Some such combinations make useless literals; adding any of them to the body
of the current clause makes specialized clauses that do not cover any positive
examples. Thus, mFoil wastes CPU time constructing and testing these literals.
Since the average predicate arity in the EELD data was small (2), the speedup
over mFoil was not as great, although much larger gains would be expected for
data that contains predicates with higher arity.

Nevertheless, searching a smaller space comes at the cost of spending more
time generating each literal for re�ning a clause. In Aleph, all the necessary
ground literals are generated before the search starts, while Beth must spend
time computing a set of ground atoms satisfying the re�nement constraints on
literal generation, resulting in fewer clauses tested per unit time compared to
both Aleph and mFoil.

From the experimental results obtained, we can conclude that 1) an approach
like Beth, which emphasizes searching a much smaller space over testing hy-
potheses at a higher rate, can outperform (in terms of eÆciency) an approach
like Progol/Aleph, which trades o� the two factors the other way around, and
2) using ground atoms directly avoids testing useless literals, improving training
time over a purely top-down approach like mFoil.

6 Conclusions

An important under-studied aspect of scaling to large databases in multi-relational
data mining concerns the size of examples rather than their number. For ILP
methods, this issue involves scaling to large numbers of connected background
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facts associated with each example or set of examples. We have developed a
new ILP algorithm that integrates top-down and bottom-up search in order to
more eÆciently learn in the presence of large sets of background facts. Challenge
problems constructed for DARPA's program on Evidence Extraction and Link
Discovery concern identifying potential threatening activities in large amounts of
heterogeneous, multi-relational data. These problems contain relatively modest
numbers of examples but involve very large sets of background facts. Experi-
mental results on these problems demonstrate that our new hybrid approach
substantially decreases training time compared to existing ILP methods.
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Abstract

In Datalog, missing values are represented by
Skolem constants. More generally, in logic
programming missing values, or existentially-
quantified variables, are represented by terms
built from Skolem functors. In an analogy to
probabilistic relational models (PRMs), we wish
to represent the joint probability distribution over
missing values in a database or logic program us-
ing a Bayesian network. This paper presents an
extension of logic programs that makes it pos-
sible to specify a joint probability distribution
over terms built from Skolem functors in the pro-
gram. Our extension is based on constraint logic
programming (CLP), so we call the extended
language CLP( ��� ). We show that CLP( ��� )
subsumes PRMs; this greater expressivity car-
ries both advantages and disadvantages for
CLP( ��� ). We also show that algorithms from
inductive logic programming (ILP) can be used
with only minor modification to learn CLP( ��� )
programs. An implementation of CLP( ��� )
is publicly available as part of YAP Prolog at
http://www.cos.ufrj.br/˜vitor/Yap/clpbn.

1 Introduction

A probabilistic relational model (PRM) [4] uses a Bayesian
network to represent the joint probability distribution over
fields in a relational database. The Bayes net can be used
to make inferences about missing values in the database.
In Datalog, missing values are represented by Skolem con-
stants; more generally, in logic programming missing val-
ues, or existentially-quantified variables, are represented by
terms built from Skolem functors. In analogy to PRMs, can
a Bayesian network be used to represent the joint proba-
bility distribution over terms constructed from the Skolem
functors in a logic program? We extend the language of
logic programs to make this possible. Our extension is

based on constraint logic programming (CLP), so we call
the extended language CLP( ��� ). We show that any PRM
can be represented as a CLP( ��� ) program.

Our work in CLP( ��� ) has been motivated by our interest
in multi-relational data mining, and more specifically in in-
ductive logic programming (ILP). Because CLP( ��� ) pro-
grams are a kind of logic program, we can use existing ILP
systems to learn them, with only simple modifications to
the ILP systems. Induction of clauses can be seen as model
generation, and parameter fitting can be seen as generat-
ing the CPTs for the constraint of a clause. We show that
the ILP system ALEPH [11] is able to learn CLP( ��� ) pro-
grams.

This paper is organised as follows. First, we describe
the design of CLP( ��� ) through examples. Next, we dis-
cuss the foundations of CLP( ��� ), including detailed syn-
tax, proof theory (or operational semantics) and model-
theoretic semantics. We then relate CLP( ��� ) with PRMs.
Finally, we present the results of experiments in learning
CLP( ��� ) programs using ILP.

2 CLP( �	� ) by Example

We shall use the school database scheme originally used
to explain Probabilistic Relational Models [4] (PRMs) to
guide us through CLP( ��� ). We chose this example be-
cause it stems from a familiar background and because it il-
lustrates how CLP( ��� ) relates to PRMs. Figure 1 presents
the database scheme and the connection between random
variables. There are four relations, describing professors,
students, courses, and registrations. Field names in italics
correspond to random variables.

Random variables may depend on other random variables,
inducing the dependencies shown in Figure 1. In a nutshell,
a professor’s ability, a course’s difficulty, and a student’s in-
telligence do not depend on any other factors explicitly rep-
resented in the database. A professor’s popularity depends
only on his/her ability. A registration’s grade depends on
the course’s difficulty, and on the student’s intelligence. A
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Figure 1: The School Database

student’s ranking depends on all the grades he/she had, and
a course’s rating depends on the satisfaction of every stu-
dent who attended the course.

One possible representation would be to use Skolem
functions to represent random attributes. In the
simplest case, professor ability, we would write:���������	��
�����������	�������������� , where �	������������ is a Skolem
function of ���� . Unfortunately, our assertion is not very
illuminating. We would also like to represent the probabil-
ities for the different cases of ability, that is, we would like
to write:

��������� ��
�����������	������������!�#"$ ��� �%����������'&)(��*&,+%-/.0" $ ��� �%����������'&,�1�*&,+%- 2

We would further like to use special inference rules for
probabilities. Logic programming systems have used con-
straints to address similar problems. Logical variables are
said to be constrained if they are bound to one or more con-
straints. Constraints are kept in a separate store and can be
updated as execution proceeds (ie, if we receive new evi-
dence on a variable). Unifying a term with a constrained
variable invokes a specialised solver. The solver is also
activated before presenting the answer to a query. In con-
straint notation, we could say:

3�465,798�: ;<:9=	>%?A@<:!B�5C4ED�FG 4IHKJ�LNMO?A@<:�B�D�FQPR?S4THVU�DWHYX�Z [*FQPR?S4THK;	DWHKX�Z \<]
The curly brackets surround the constraint store: they say

that ^ must take the value of the function � �%���������� , and
that it has two possible values with complementary proba-
bilities. CLP( ��� ) programs manipulate such constraints.
We use the following syntax:

{Abi = a(jim) with p([h,l],[0.7,0.3],[])}

CLP( ��� ) Programs A CLP( ��� ) is a constraint logic
program that can encode Bayesian constraints. CLP( ��� )
programs thus consist of clauses. Our first example of
a clause defines a student’s intelligence in the school
database:

intelligence(S,Int) :-
{Int = i(S) with p([h,l],[0.7,0.3],[])}.

In this example we have the same information on every stu-
dent’s intelligence. Often, we may have different probabil-
ity distributions for different students:

intelligence(S,Int) :-
int_table(S, Dist),
{Int = i(S) with p([h,l],Dist,[])}.

int_table(bob, [0.3, 0.9]) :- !.
int_table(mike, [0.8, 0.2]) :- !.
int_table( _, [0.7,0.3]).

Probability distributions are first class objects in our lan-
guage: they can be specified at compile-time or computed
from arbitrary logic programs.

Conditional Probabilities Let us next consider an exam-
ple of a conditional probability distribution (CPT). In Fig-
ure 1 one can observe that a registration’s grade depends
on the course’s difficulty and on the student’s intelligence.
This is encoded by the following clause:

grade(Reg, Grade) :-
reg(Reg,Course,Student),
difficulty(Course,Dif),
intelligence(Student,Int),
{Grade = grade(Reg) with p(
[a,b,c],[0.4,0.9,0.4,0.0

0.4,0.1,0.4,0.1,
0.2,0.0,0.2,0.9],[Dif,Int])}.

To keep the actual CPT small, we assume that _E`Ca and bNc�d
each can take only two values. Note that in general, CPTs
can be obtained from arbitrary logic programs which com-
pute a number from any (structured term,constant) pair.

Execution The evaluation of a CLP( ��� ) program re-
sults in a network of constraints. In the previous example,
the evaluation of

?- grade(r2,Grade).

will set up a constraint network with e�f �1g�h%� f%i � depend-
ing on g��<j��Ck�l�m f�n hN� and � o���� n �1m%g�h�o���� . CLP( ��� ) will
output the marginal probability distribution on e�f �1g�h%� f%i � .
One major application of Bayesian systems is conditioning
on evidence. For example, if a student had a good grade
we may want to find out whether he or she is likely to be
intelligent:

?- grade(r2,a), intelligence(bob,I).

The user introduces evidence for f%i ’s grade through bind-
ing the argument in the corresponding goal. In practice, the
system preprocesses the clause and adds evidence as an ex-
tra constraint on the argument. The system then executes
as a standard constraint logic program, building a Bayes
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net with two variables. The network is evaluated through
variable elimination, or another standard technique.

CLP( ��� ) provides syntactic sugar to insert evidence in the
program:

grade(r2, a) :- {}.

declares that we have evidence that the value of grade for
registration r2 is a. Compile time evidence is processed at
run-time as a query extension.

3 Foundations

We next present the basic ideas of CLP( ��� ) more for-
mally. For brevity, this section necessarily assumes prior
knowledge of first-order logic, model theory, and resolu-
tion.

First, we remark that CLP( ��� ) programs are logic pro-
grams, and thus inherit the well-known properties of logic
programs. We further interpret a CLP( ��� ) program as
defining a set of probability distributions over the models
of the underlying logic program. Any Skolem function �	�
of variables ^�� � - - - � ^�� , has an associated CPT specifying
a probability distribution over the possible denotations of�	��� ^�� �9- - - � ^�� � given the values, or bindings, of ^�� , ...,
^�� . The CPTs associated with a clause may be thought
of as a Bayes net, where each node is labeled by either a
variable or a term build from a Skolem function. Figure 2
illustrates this view using a clause that relates a registra-
tion’s grade to the course’s difficulty and to the student’s
intelligence. At times we will denote a CLP( ��� ) clause
by

���
	
, where

�
is the logical portion and

	
is the prob-

abilistic portion. For a CLP( ��� ) program
$

, the logical
portion of

$
is simply the conjunction of the logical por-

tions of all the clauses in
$

.

       reg(Reg, Course, Student),
       difficulty(Course, Dif),
        intelligence(Student, Int).

Dif Intgrade(Reg, grade(Reg)):−

grade(Reg)

Figure 2: Pictorial representation of a grade clause.

3.1 Detailed Syntax

The alphabet of CLP( ��� ) is the alphabet of logic pro-
grams. We shall take a set of functors and call these func-
tors Skolem functors; Skolem constants are simply Skolem
functors of arity 0. A Skolem term is a term whose primary
functor is a Skolem functor. We assume that Skolem terms
have been introduced into the program during a Skolemiza-
tion process to replace the existentially-quantified variables
in the program. It follows from the Skolemization process

that any Skolem functor �	� appears in only one Skolem
term, which appears in only one clause, though that Skolem
term may have multiple occurrences in that one clause.
Where the Skolem functor �	� has arity c , its Skolem term
has the form �	����� � � - - - �� � � , where � � � - - - �� � are dis-
tinct variables that also appear outside of any Skolem term
in the same clause.

A CLP( ��� ) program in canonical form is a set of clauses
of the form ��� � ��	 . We call � the head of the clause.
� is a literal and � is a (possibly empty) conjunction of lit-
erals. Together they form the logical portion of the clause,�

. The probabilistic portion,
	

, is a (possibly empty) con-
junction of atoms of the form: ��� &��*����� �1( � $����

.
We shall name these atoms constraints. Within a constraint,
we refer to �'� as the Skolem term and

� $��
as the condi-

tional probability table. We focus on discrete variables in
this paper. In this case,

� $��
may be an unbound variable

or a term or the form � � _ � � � $ � . We refer to _ as the
domain,

�
as the table, and

$
as the parent nodes.

A CLP( ��� ) constraint
	��

is well-formed if and only if:

1. all variables in
	��

appear in
�

;

2. �*� � � functor is unique in the program; and,

3. there is at least one substitution ! such that
� $�� ! &

� � _"! � � ! � $ ! � , and (a) _�! is a ground list, all mem-
bers of the list are different, and no subterm of a term
in the list is a Skolem term; (b)

$ ! is a ground list, all
members of the list are different, and all members of
the list are Skolem terms; and (c)

� ! is a ground list,
all members of

� ! are numbers # such that +%$ # $'& ,
and the size of

� ! is a multiple of the size of _"! .

If the probabilistic portion of a clause is empty, we also call
the clause a Prolog clause. According to this definition,
every Prolog program is a CLP( ��� � program.

3.2 Operational Semantics

A query for CLP( ��� ) is an ordinary Prolog query, which
is a conjunction of positive literals. In logic programming,
a query is answered by one or more proofs constructed
through resolution. At each resolution step, terms from two
different clauses may be unified. If both of the terms being
unified also participate in CPTs, or Bayes net constraints,
then the corresponding nodes in the Bayes net constraints
must be unified as illustrated in Figure 3. In this way we
construct a large Bayes net consisting of all the smaller
Bayes nets that have been unified during resolution.

A cycle may arise in the Bayes Net if we set a constraint
such that ( is a parent of ^ , and ^ is already an ancestor
of ( . In this case, when unifying ( to an argument of the
CPT constraint for ^ , ^ would be a sub-term of the CPT
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constraint for ( : we thus can use the occur-check test to
guarantee the net is acyclic.

       reg(Reg, Course, Student),
Dif Int

       difficulty(Course, Dif),
        intelligence(Student, Int).

 

from first clause with

grade(Reg, grade(Reg)):−

Resolve grade(Reg, grade(Reg))

grade(Reg’, Grade’) from second

satisfaction(Reg’, sat(Reg’)):−
       course(Reg’, Course’),
       professor(Course’, Prof’),
       ability(Prof’, Abi’),
       grade(Reg’, Grade’).

Abi’ Grade’

satisfaction(Reg’)

clause.  Note that the ’ symbol
is simply to rename all variables 
when standardizing apart.

satisfaction(Reg’, sat(Reg’)):−
       course(Reg’, Course’), 
       professor(Course’, Prof’),
       ability(Prof’, Abi’),
       reg(Reg’, Course, Student),
       difficulty(Course, Dif),
       intelligence(Student, Int). satisfaction(Reg’)

Abi’

IntDif

grade(Reg)

grade(Reg)

Figure 3: Resolution.

To be rigorous in our definition of the distribution defined
by a Bayes net constraint, let

� � ��	 �
, & $ ` $ c , be the

clauses participating in the proof, where
� �

is the ordinary
logical portion of the clause and

	 �
is the attached Bayes

net, in which each node is labeled by a term. Let
�

be the
answer substitution, that is, the composition of the most
general unifiers used in the proof. Note that during resolu-
tion a clause may be used more than once but its variables
always are renamed, or standardised apart from variables
used earlier. We take each such renamed clause used in the
proof to be a distinct member of � � � ��	 ��� &%$ ` $ c � . We
define the application of a substitution

�
to a Bayes net as

follows. For each node in the Bayes net, we apply
�

to the
label of that node to get a new label. If some possible val-
ues for that node (according to its CPT) are not instances
of that new label, then we marginalise away those values
from the CPT.

3.3 Model-theoretic Semantics

A CLP( ��� ) program denotes a probability distribution
over models. We begin by defining the probability distribu-
tion over ground Skolem terms that is specified by the prob-
abilistic portion of a CLP( ��� ) program. We then spec-
ify the probability distribution over models, consistent with
this probability distribution over ground Skolem terms, that
the full CLP( ��� ) program denotes.

A CLP( ��� ) program
$

defines a unique joint probability
distribution over ground Skolem terms as follows. Con-
sider each ground Skolem term to be a random variable
whose domain is a finite set of non-Skolem constants.1 We
now specify a Bayes net ��� whose variables are these
ground Skolem terms. Each ground Skolem term � is
an instance of exactly one Skolem term d in the program$

. To see this recall that, from the definition of Skolem-

1This can be extended to a finite subset of the set of ground
terms not containing Skolem symbols (functors or constants). We
restrict ourselves to constants here merely to simplify the presen-
tation.

ization, any Skolem functor appears in only one term in
the program

$
, and this one term appears in only one

clause of
$

, though it my appear multiple times in that
clause. Also from the definition of Skolemization, d has the
form �	����� � �9- - - �� � � , where �	� is a Skolem functor and� � � - - - � � � are distinct variables. Because � is a ground
instance of d , �6& d ! for some substitution ! that grounds
d . Because d & �	��� � � �9- - - �� � � appears in only one clause,
d has exactly one associated (generalized) CPT,

�
, con-

ditional on � � �9- - - � � � . Let the parents of � in ��� be� � ! � - - - � � � ! , and let the CPT be
� ! . Note that for any

node in ��� its parents are subterms of that node. It fol-
lows that the graph structure is acyclic and hence that ���
is a properly defined Bayes net, though possibly infinite.
Therefore ��� uniquely defines a joint distribution over
ground Skolem terms; we take this to be the distribution
over ground Skolem terms defined by the program

$
.

The meaning of an ordinary logic program typically is
taken to be its least Herbrand model. Recall that the indi-
viduals in a Herbrand model are themselves ground terms,
and every ground term denotes itself. Because we wish to
consider cases where ground Skolem terms denote (non-
Skolem) constants, we instead consider Herbrand quotient
models [8]. In a Herbrand quotient model, the individuals
are equivalence classes of ground terms, and any ground
term denotes the equivalence class to which it belongs.
Then two ground terms are equal according to the model if
and only if they are in the same equivalence class. We take
the set of minimal Herbrand quotient models for

$
to be

those derived as follows.2 Take the least Herbrand model of
the logical portion of

$
, and for each non-Skolem constant,

merge zero or more ground Skolem terms into an equiva-
lence class with that constant. This equivalence class is a
new individual, replacing the merged ground terms, and it
participates in exactly the relations that at least one of its
members participated in, in the same manner. It follows
that each resulting model also is a model of

$
. The set

of models that can be constructed in this way is the set �
of minimal Herbrand quotient models of

$
. Let _ be any

probability distribution over � that is consistent with the
distribution over ground Skolem terms defined by

$
. By

consistent, we mean that for any ground Skolem term d and
any constant � , the probability that d & � according to the
distribution defined by

$
is exactly the sum of the proba-

bilities according to _ of the models in which d & � . At
least one such distribution _ exists, since � contains one
model for each possible combination of equivalences. We
take such �A_ � ��� pairs to be the models of

$
.

2For brevity, we simply define these minimal Herbrand quo-
tient models directly. In the full paper we show that it is sufficient
to consider only Herbrand quotient models, rather than all logical
models. We then define an ordering based on homomorphisms
between models and prove that what we are calling the minimal
models are indeed minimal with respect to this ordering.
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3.4 Agreement Between Operational and
Model-theoretic Semantics

Following ordinary logic programming terminology, the
negation of a query is called the “goal,” and is a clause in
which every literal is negated. Given a program and a goal,
the CLP( ��� ) operational semantics will yield a derivation
of the empty clause if and only if every model �A_ � ��� of
the CLP( ��� ) program falsifies the goal and hence sat-
isfies the query for some substitution to the variables in
the query. This follows from the soundness and complete-
ness of SLD-resolution. But in contrast to ordinary Pro-
log, the proof will be accompanied by a Bayes net whose
nodes are labeled by Skolem terms appearing in the query
or proof. The following theorem states that the answer to
any query of this attached Bayes net will agree with the
answer that would be obtained from the distribution _ , or
in other words, from the distribution over ground Skolem
terms defined by the program

$
. Therefore the operational

and model-theoretic semantics of CLP( ��� ) agree in a pre-
cise manner.

Theorem 1 For any CLP( ��� ) program
$

, any derivation
from that program, any grounding of the attached Bayes
net, and any query to this ground Bayes net,3 the answer to
the query is the same as if it were asked of the joint distri-
bution over ground Skolem terms defined by

$
.

Proof: Assume there exists some program
$

, some deriva-
tion from

$
and associated ground Bayes net

	
, and some

query
$�� ��� � � � such that the answer from

	
is not the same

as the answer from the full Bayes net ��� defined by
$

.
For every node in

	
the parents and CPTs are the same as

for that same node in ��� . Therefore there must be some
path through which evidence flows to � in ��� , such that
evidence cannot flow through that path to � in

	
. But by

Lemma 2, below, this is not possible.

Lemma 2 Let
	

be any grounding of any Bayes net re-
turned with any derivation from a CLP( ��� ) program

$
.

For every query to
	

, the paths through which evidence
can flow are the same in

	
and in the full Bayes net ���

defined by
$

.

Proof: Suppose there exists a path through which evidence
can flow in ��� but not in

	
. Consider the shortest such

path; call the query node � and call the evidence node � .
The path must reach � through either a parent of � or a
child of � in ��� . Consider both cases. Case 1: the path
goes through a parent # of � in ��� . Note that # is a parent
of � in

	
as well. Whether evidence flows through # in a

linear or diverging connection in ��� , # cannot itself have

3For simplicity of presentation, we assume queries of the formP���?	��
 �OD
where

�
is one variable in the Bayes net and the evidence�

specifies the values of zero or more other variables in the Bayes
net.

evidence—otherwise, evidence could not flow through # in
��� . Then the path from � to # is a shorter path through
which evidence flows in ��� but not

	
, contradicting our

assumption of the shortest path. Case 2: the path from � to
� flows through some child � of � in ��� . Evidence must
flow through � in either a linear or converging connection.
If a linear connection, then � must not have evidence; oth-
erwise, evidence could not flow through � to � in a linear
connection. Then the path from � to � is a shorter path
through which evidence flows in ��� but not

	
, again con-

tradicting our assumption of the shortest path. Therefore,
evidence must flow through � in a converging connection in
��� . Hence either � or one of its descendants in ��� must
have evidence; call this additional evidence node c . Since
c has evidence in the query, it must appear in

	
. Therefore

its parents appear in
	

, and their parents, up to � . Because
evidence can reach � from � in

	
(otherwise, we contradict

our shortest path assumption again), and a descendent of
� in

	
(possibly � itself) has evidence, evidence can flow

through � to � in
	

.

4 Non-determinism and Aggregates

CLP( ��� � can deal with aggregates with no extra machin-
ery. As an example, in Fig 1 the rating of a course depends
on the satisfaction of all students who registered. Assum-
ing, for simplicity, that the rating is a deterministic function
of the average satisfaction, we must average the satisfaction
Sat for all students who have a registration R in course C.
The next clause shows the corresponding program:

rating(C, Rat) :-
setof(S,Rˆ(registration(R,C),

satisfaction(R,S)), Sats),
average(Sats, CPT),
{Rat = rating(C) with CPT}.

The call to setof obtains the satisfactions of all students
registered in the course. The Prolog procedure average
computes the conditional probability distribution of the
course’s rating as a function of student satisfaction. In
our implementation, if the number students of small, the
CPT will have manageable size. If the number of students
grows large, using a single CPT is impractical. In this case
average splits the CPT into a set of binary CPTs, which
are merged together in a binary tree. The process, usually
known as divorcing, is thus implemented automatically by
the program.

5 Recursion

Recursion provides an elegant framework for encoding se-
quences of events. We next show a simple example of how
to encode Hidden Markov Models.

The Brukian and Arinian have lived in a state of conflict for
many years. The Brukian want to send their best spy, James
Bound, to spy on the Arinian headquarters. The Arinian
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watch commander is one of two men: Manissian is careful,
but Lufy is a bit lax. The Brukian only know that if one of
them was on watch today, it is likely they will be on watch
tomorrow. The next program represents the information:

caught(0,Caught) :- !,
{Caught = c(0) with p([t.f],[0.0,1.0],[])}.

caught(I,Caught) :-
I1 is I-1, caught(I1, Caught0),
watch(I, Police),
caught(I,Caught0, Police, Caught).

watch(0, P) :- !,
{P = p(0) with p([m,l],[0.5,0.5],[])}.

watch(I, P) :-
I1 is I-1, watch(I1, P0),
{P = p(I) with

p([m,l],[0.8,0.2,0.8,0.2,0.8],[P0])}.

caught(I, C0, P, C) :-
{C = c(I) with

p([t,f],[1.0,1.0,0.05,0.001,
0.0,0.0,0.95,0.099],[C0,P])}.

The variables c(I) give the probability James Bound was
caught at or before time I, and p(I) gives the probabilities
for who is watching at time I.

6 Relationship to PRMs

Clearly from the examples in Section 2, the CLP( ��� ) rep-
resentation owes an intellectual debt to PRMs. As the
reader might suspect at this point, any PRM can be rep-
resented as a CLP( ��� ) program. To show this, we next
present an algorithm to convert any PRM into a CLP( ��� )
program. Because of space limits, we necessarily as-
sume the reader already is familiar with the terminology
of PRMs.

We begin by representing the skeleton of the PRM, i.e., the
database itself with (possibly) missing values. For each re-
lational table � of c fields, one field of which is the key,
we define c�� & binary predicates

��� �9- - - � � � . Without loss
of generality, we assume the first field is the key. For each
tuple or record � d� �9- - - � d � � our CLP( ��� ) program will con-
tain the fact

� � � d � � d � � for all � $ ` $ c . If d � is a missing
value in the database, then the corresponding fact in the
CLP( ��� ) program is

� � � d � � �	� � � , where �	� � is a unique
constant that appears nowhere else in the CLP( ��� ) pro-
gram; in other words, �	� � is a Skolem constant. It remains
to represent the Bayes net structure over this skeleton and
the CPTs for this structure.

For each field in the database, we construct a clause that
represents the parents and the CPT for that field within the
PRM. The head (consequent) of the clause has the form� � � Key � Field � , where the field is the `��	� field of relational
table � , and 
 ��� and R` ���	� are variables. The body of
the clause is constructed in three stages, discussed in the
following three paragraphs: the relational stage, the aggre-

gation stage, and the CPT stage.

The relational stage involves generating a translation into
logic of each slot-chain leading to a parent of the given
field within the PRM. Recall that each step in a slot chain
takes us from the key field of a relational table � to another
field, ` , in that table, or vice-versa. Each such step is trans-
lated simply to the literal

� � � ^ � ( � , where ^ is a variable
that represents the key of � and ( is a variable that repre-
sents field ` of � , regardless of directionality. If the next
step in the slot chain uses field ` of table � , then we re-use
the variable ( ; if the next step instead uses the key of ta-
ble � then we instead re-use variable ^ . Suppose field ` is
the foreign key of another table � , and the slot chain next
takes us to field � of � . Then the slot chain is translated
as

� � � ^ � ( ��� ���N� ( ��� � . We can use the same translation to
move from field � of � to the key of � , although we would
re-order the literals for efficiency. For example, suppose
we are given a student key StudentKey and want to follow
the slot chain through registration and course to find the
teaching abilities of the student’s professor(s). Assuming
that the course key is the second field in the registration
table and the student key is the third field, while the profes-
sor key is the second field of the course table, and ability
is the second field of the professor table, the translation is
as below. Note that we use the first literal to take us from
StudentKey to RegKey, while we use the second literal to
take us from RegKey to CourseKey.

registration � � RegKey � StudentKey � ,
registration

� � RegKey � CourseKey � ,
course

� � CourseKey � ProfKey � ,
professor

� � ProfKey � Ability �
In the preceding example, the variable Ability may take sev-
eral different bindings. If this variable is a parent of a field,
then the PRM will specify an aggregation function over this
variable, such as mean. Any such aggregation function can
be encoded in a CLP( ��� ) program by a predicate defini-
tion, as in ordinary logic programming, i.e. in Prolog. We
can collect all bindings for Ability into a list using the Pro-
log built-in function findall or bagof, and then aggregate
this list using the appropriate aggregation function such as
mean. For the preceding example, we would use the fol-
lowing pair of literals to bind the variable ^ to the mean of
the abilities of the student’s professors.

findall � Ability � � registration
� � RegKey � CourseKey ���

course
� � CourseKey � ProfKey ���

professor
� � ProfKey � Ability �����V���

mean �	� � ^ �
At this point, we have constructed a clause body that will
compute binding for all the variables that correspond to
parents of the field in question. It remains only to add a
literal that encodes the CPT for this field given these par-
ents.
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The close link between PRMs and CLP( ��� ) raises the
natural question, “given that we already have PRMs, of
what utility is the CLP( ��� ) representation?” First, while
there has been much work on incorporating probabilities
into first-order logic, these representations have been far
removed from the approach taken in PRMs. Hence while
there is great interest in the relationship between PRMs and
these various probabilistic logics, this relationship is diffi-
cult to characterise. Because CLP( ��� )s are closely related
to PRMs, they may help us better understand the relation-
ship between PRMs and various probabilistic logics. Sec-
ond, because CLP( ��� ) programs are an extension of logic
programs, they permit recursion, non-determinism (a pred-
icate may be defined by multiple clauses), and the use of
function symbols, e.g., to construct data structures such as
lists or trees. This expressivity may be useful for a variety
of probabilistic applications. Of course we must note that
the uses of recursion and recursive data structures are not
unlimited. CLP( ��� )s disallow resolution steps that intro-
duce a cycle into a Bayes net constraint. Third, and most
importantly from the authors’ viewpoint, the following sec-
tion of the paper demonstrates that the CLP( ��� ) represen-
tation is amenable to learning using techniques from induc-
tive logic programming (ILP). Hence CLP( ��� )s provides
a way of studying the incorporation of probabilistic meth-
ods into ILP, and they may give insight into novel learning
algorithms for PRMs. The methods of learning in PRMs
[4] are based upon Bayes net structure learning algorithms
and hence are very different from ILP algorithms. The
CLP( ��� ) representation provides a bridge through which
useful ideas from ILP might be transferred to PRMs.

7 Learning in CLP(BN) using ILP

This section describes the results of learning CLP(BN) pro-
grams using the ILP system ALEPH [11]. Other ILP sys-
tems could be applied in a similar manner.

7.1 The School Database

We have so far used the school database as a way to explain
some basic concepts in CLP( ��� ), relating them to PRMs.
The school database also provides a good example of how
to learn CLP( ��� ) programs.

First, we use an interpreter to to generate a sample from
the CLP( ��� ) program. The smallest database has 16 pro-
fessors, 32 courses, 256 students and 882 registrations;
the numbers roughly double in each successively larger
database. We have no missing data. Can we, given this
sample, relearn the original CLP( ��� ) program?

From the ILP point of view, this is an instance of multi-
predicate learning. To simplify the problem we assume
each predicate would be defined by a single clause. We use
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) score to compare

alternative clauses for the same predicate. Because ALEPH

learns clauses independently, cycles may appear in the re-
sulting CLP( ��� ) program. We therefore augment ALEPH

with a post-processing algorithm that simplifies clauses un-
til no cycles remain; the algorithm is greedy, choosing at
each step the simplification that will least affect the BIC
score of the entire program.

The following is one of the learned CLP( ��� ) clauses; to
conserve space, we simply write “CPT” instead of showing
the large table.

registration grade(A,B) :-
registration(A,C,D), course(C,E),
course difficulty(C,F), student intelligence(D,G),
� F = registration grade(A) with p([a,b,c,d],CPT,[F,G]

�
.

Figure 4 illustrates, as a PRM-style graph, the full set of
clauses learned for the largest of the databases before sim-
plification; this would be the best network according to
BIC, if not for the cycles. Figure 5 plots various natural
measures of the match between the learned program after
cycles have been removed and the original program, as the
size of the database increases. By the time we get to the
largest of the databases, the only measures of match that
do not have a perfect score are those that deal with the di-
rections of arcs.

Professor

Student

Course
Registration

Teaching-Ability

Popularity

Rating

Difficulty

Intelligence

Ranking

Satisfaction

Grade

Instructor
Course

Student

Figure 4: Pictorial representation of the CLP( ��� ) clauses
learned from the largest schools database, before removal
of cycles.

7.2 Metabolic Activity

Our second application is based on data provided for the
2001 KDD Cup. We use the KDD01 Task 2 training data,
consisting of 4346 entries on the activities of 862 genes [3].
We chose to study this problem because it is a real-world
relational problem with much missing data. We concen-
trate on the two-class problem of predicting whether a gene
codes for metabolism, because it illustrates a strength of
learning a CLP( ��� ) program rather than an ordinary logic
program.
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Figure 5: Graph of results of CLP( ��� )-learning on the
three sizes of schools databases. Links are arcs with direc-
tion ignored. A Markov relation (MR) holds between two
nodes if one is in the Markov blanket of the other.
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Figure 6: ROC Curve for Metabolism Application

A theory predicts metabolism if we have at least a proof
saying that the probability for metabolism is above a cer-
tain value

���
, and no proof saying that the probability

for metabolism is below a certain
���

. We allow
���

to
range from 0.3 to 0.9. Because we obtain probabilities, it
is straightforward to generate an ROC curve showing how
we can gain a higher true positive prediction rate if we
are willing to live with a higher false positive prediction
rate. This is an advantage of learning a CLP( ��� ) program
rather than an ordinary logic program. The ROC curve is
shown in Figure 6. The performance of the ordinary logic
program learned by ALEPH is a single point, lying slightly
(not significantly) below the curve shown.

8 Conclusion

This paper has defined CLP( ��� ), an extension of logic
programming that defines a joint probability distribu-
tion over the denotations of ground Skolem terms. Be-
cause such terms are used in logic programming in place
of existentially-quantified variables, or missing values,
CLP( ��� ) is most closely related to PRMs. The full pa-
per also gives a detailed discussion of the relationship of
CLP( ��� ) to other probabilistic logics, including the work
of Breese [2], Haddawy and Ngo [5], Sato [10], Poole [9],
Koller and Pfeffer [7], Angelopolous [1], and Kersting and

DeRaedt [6]. To summarise that discussion in a sentence,
CLP( ��� ) does not replicate any of these approaches be-
cause they define probability distributions over sets of ob-
jects other than the set of ground Skolem terms.

CLP( ��� ) is a natural extension of logic programming that
subsumes PRMs. While this does not imply that CLP( ��� )
is preferable to PRMs, its distinctions from PRMs follow
from properties of logic programming. These distinctions
include the combination of function symbols and recursion,
non-determinism (a predicate may be defined by multiple
clauses), and the applicability of ILP techniques for learn-
ing CLP( ��� ) programs. Our primary direction for further
work is in developing improved ILP algorithms for learning
CLP( ��� ) programs.
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£æ�û2þ	ù®ð�ò@æ�ó/êD
�øeéhê
ûhþ7ù/ü�ú7ï�ûhæ"Q¼ú7û2ü�æ�ûhø}ù/��ú��Jé,ê�æ¢óQú�èdø}é,ø('7æ¢æ"!�þ	ï�ó�ò@æ�è1þ	ù/ü�ê�æ�ù/��æ¢ú��#è,æ�æ�ü/è�ý5å�æ���þ	ò@òQé,ê�ø§è�æ�!UQ
óQæ�û,ø@ï�æ�ù�é V�W X&Y"ZCY"[<\T]�Y�Y�VR]qýU^�æ"!Oé*.�
£æ&��ûhæ�þ	é,æ!ü � þ����5æ�ü�é,û2þ	ø@ù�ø@ù��bè,æ�é2èN��ûhú7ïºé,ê�æ¢ú7ûhø?�5ø}ù/þ7ò
èdæ�é�.5þ7ù/üH��þ7ò}ò@æ�ü�ð�ò@æ�ó/ê�ú7ù/��æ+��ú7û�æ!þ��2êCé,û2þ	ø@ù�ø@ù���èdæ�é�ý7å�æ&��þ	ò@ò�é,ê�ø§èlæ�!Oó>æ�ûhø@ïCæ�ù�é�_�`�a*a�Wb[Ua	ý
= ê�æ�ùOç�ï � æ�û�ú���ûhç�ù/èZú��+V�W X3Y"Z�Y�[/\$]�Y�YCV�]1ø§èZé,ê/æ�è,þ7ïCæ�þ5è£é,ê�æ�ùOç�ï � æ�û�ú�� � þ��5è�ý
ð�ò@æ�ó�ê°þ7ò}ò@ú�
�èCé,ê�æ¯ç/èdæ�û�éhú¬èdæ�é�þ%ùOç�ï � æ�û�ú���ó/þ	û2þ	ï�æ�é,æ�û2è�ýlå�æ¯þ7ò?
Zþ3î�è�èdæ�é�é,ê/æ

��ú7ò@ò}ú�
�ø@ù���ó/þ	û2þ	ï�æ�é,æ�û2è£þ7è���ú7ò@ò@ú�
�è�8

c èdæ!þ	û��2ê¥è�éhûhþ	é,æ��5îd8fe�gUh�i�jRk]ý�å�æCèdæ�é¢ø}é*éhú � æ � ûhæ�þ7ü�é,ê�Ql�/û2è�é¢è,æ�þ7ûC�2êO.�m�nQý = ê�ø§è�æ�ùOç�Qï�æ�û2þ'é,æ!è�è,ê�ú7û,é,æ�û&��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�è � æ���ú7ûhæ�ò}ú5ù��7æ�û�ú7ù/æ�è�ý/ð£é�þH�5ø?'5æ�ùG��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�ò@æ�ù/�	é,êO.<��ò§þ	çQèdæ!è
þ	ûhæ¨û,æ�Qmú5ûhü�æ�û,æ!ü � þ5èdæ!ü�ú7ù�é,ê�æ�ø}û*æ�''þ	ò@ç/þ'éhø}ú5ù#ý = ê�ø§è�ø§èZé,ê/æbð�ò@æ�ó�ê�ü�æ"�Øþ	ç/òeé*èdé,û2þ'éhæ��7î
é,ê/þ	éT�ØþR'5ú7ç�û2è¤è,ê�ú5ûdéhæ�ûo��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�è¤é,ú�þR'7ú7ø§ü¨éhê�æ���ú7ï�ó�ò@æ"!�ø}é�î�ú��/ûhæ"�/ù�ø@ù��¢ò@þ7û��5æ�ûT��ò@þ7ç/è,æ�è�ý

c æ�''þ	ò@ç/þ	é,ø@ú7ùp��ç/ù/�qéhø}ú5ùf8$g�q�hUr�n�s]ý¤å�æ�èdæ�é�éhê�ø§è�é,ú � æt��ú�'7æ�ûhþ��7æ7ýNu1ò@þ7ç/è,æ�ç�éhø}ò@ø}é�î¬ø@èï�æ�þ7è,ç�ûhæ�ü�þ7èovGw�xD.�
�ø}é,êHv°þ7ù/ü>x � æ�ø}ù/�¢éhê�æZùOç�ï � æ�ûGú��>óQú�èdø}é,ø('7æZþ	ùQü�ù�æ��5þ'éhø?'5æ
æ"!�þ	ï�ó�ò@æ�èy��ú�'7æ�û,æ!ü � î�é,ê/æ-��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�.�ûhæ�è,óQæ*�qéhø?'5æ�ò@î7ý

c �2ê/þ	ø@ù�ø@ù��®ú��z''þ	ûhø§þ � ò@æ�è�8y{Oý = ê�ø§è�ð�ò@æ�ó/ê°ó/þ	û2þ	ï�æ�é,æ�û2��ú7ù�é,ûhú7ò§èH''þ	ûhø@þ � ò@æt�2ê/þ	ø@ù�ø@ù��ü�ç�ûhø}ù/�¬è,þ	é,ç�û2þ'éhø}ú5ùf8|�2ê/þ	ø@ù�ø@ù��®ü�æ�ó�é,êÀú���þL''þ	ûhø@þ � ò@æ�éhê/þ'é þ7ó�ó>æ�þ	û2è;��ú7û�é,ê�æ��/û2èdé
é,ø@ï�æ�ø}ù%þ ò@ø}é,æ�û2þ	ò ��} .]ø§èH9�ó/ò}ç/è�éhê�æ�ï�þ�!�ø@ïbç�ï~�2ê/þ7ø}ù/ø}ù��Mü�æ�ó�é,ê%ú��Zþ	ò@òo'3þ7û,ø§þ � ò}æ!è
é,ê/þ	é£þ7ó�óQæ!þ	û�ø@ù�ó�ûhæ�'Oø@ú7ç/èlò@ø}é,æ�û2þ	ò§è �|� Bl�2���2ý7å�æ*ç/è,æ�ü�þ-'3þ7ò}ç/æ�ú��O�¨ø@ù/èdé,æ�þ5ü�ú��Jé,ê/æ
ü�æ"�Øþ7ç�ò}é�''þ	ò@ç�æ¢ú���õ�ø}ù�ú5ûhü�æ�û�éhú�ú � éhþ7ø}ù ïCú5û,æ3��ú7ï�ó�ò@æ"!�ûhæ�ò§þ'éhø}ú5ù/è � æ�é�
£æ�æ�ù ò@øeéhæ�û2þ	ò§è
ø}ù¥þH��ò§þ	çQèdæ5ý

c ï�þ�!¯ùOç�ï � æ�û�ú��1ù/úOü�æ�è�þ	ò@ò@ú�
1æ!ü�8���h��	s/�	�Ug/e�ý = ê/ø@èz��ú7ûhû,æ!èdó>ú7ù/ü/è*éhú�é,ê�æ�ùOç�ï � æ�ûú��N��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�è£ø@ù�é,ê�æ�è,æ�þ7ûC�2ê�èdó/þ���æ5ý�å�æ�è,æ�é�éhê�ø@è�é,ú � æ59*���/. ������ý
c ï�þ�!�ø}ï�ç�ï ùOç�ï � æ�û�ú��>ò@øeéhæ�û2þ	ò§èGø}ù�þz��ò@þ7ç/è,æ�8��dh���j�r	h��de�gUr	g�s��U��k]ý = ê�ø§è|
Zþ7èN�2ê/ú5è,æ�ùé,ú � æ�éhê�æ¨ò@þ7û��5æ�èdé���ò§þ	çQèdæ�ò}æ�ù��	éhê�éhê/þ'é�ó�ûhú�ü�ç/��æ!ü�ûhç�ù�éhø}ï�æ!è�èdï�þ	ò@ò@æ�û1é,ê/þ7ùM9�ê�ú7ç/û
ú7ù�ë<ù5éhæ�ò<�����&���0�Zï�þ��2ê�ø@ù�æ�è�.3û,ç/ù�ù�ø@ù���ì¤ø}ùOç�!���æ�ü;�*þ'é|�/ý õ�ý*S/ú7ûGú7ç�ûlþ7ó�ó�ò@ø(��þ'é,ø@ú7ùQè
é,ê�ø§èy''þ	ò@ç�æz
Zþ7è£æ�ø}é,ê/æ�û0��ú7û0��ý
S�ú7û£æ�þ��2ê þ	ó/ó�ò}ø���þ	é,ø@ú7ùf.	
£æ¢û2þ	ù�æ�!�óQæ�û,ø@ï�æ�ù�éhè�
�ø}é,ê�ü�ø��Jæ�ûhæ�ù�éZò}ú�
£æ�û � ú5ç�ù/ü�è£ú5ù�é,ê/æ

ïCø@ù�ø@ïbç�ï þ�����ç�û2þ���î�ú��#þ7ù�þ�����æ�ó�é2þ � ò@æ0��ò§þ	ç/è,æ�ÿ?�T{*s/h/j	j � ý'å�æ&�2ê/ú5è,æZé,ê�æ0''þ7ò}ç�æ!èlú��f�/ý���.
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��� �G���/�¡ �� ���O¢£�D¤�¥���¦�¥z§C¤G¨�¦�¦�©L¥�ª/����«(��¬G§�«(H¦�®-¯°¦���®�«(±�²?¦�³f´�¦5µ/¥�®�§-¥����L¤�ª/¥�����§���®�¦"§�®
��§>²(¦���®�§5¶K§�«(H¦�®;´y«?§�·D§C·�¦@§C·�¥C¦�¦¸��«�¹d¦�¥C¦��	§>H«(�/��º�º�®�³»���/�p��²(®�¤t´y«?§�·�º�²(��ª/®:¦¸²?¦���¬�§C·
¼ ��¥�½U«(��¬H¯°¥C¤�¿¾2§�¤G ��/�/À6¦z§�·/¦��tº�·�¤	®:¦ §C·�¦-©/��¥C��;¦�§�¦�¥C®�§C·/��§ ��²(²?¤�´�¦��KÁ0²(¦�©�·�§C¤2¥Cª��
��§5H¤�®:§;¯°¤�¥5¤���¦K·�¤�ª�¥tÂ°¤��Ã¢£�	§�¦�²3Ä����MÅtÆ&ÇG5��º�·�«(��¦�®�ÈÉ�o¢Ê§2·/��©�©�¦���¦*�p§C·/��§5¯°¤�¥H��²?²
;«(�/��º�º�®�³o§�·/¦�º"²���ª/®�¦�²?¦���¬�§C·¡§�·/��§2©�¥�¤���ª<º"¦��Ã¥Cª��	§�«(;¦*®5²(¦�®C®;§�·/���¡¤�¥5¦�Ë	ª/��²y§�¤L¤��/¦
·�¤�ª�¥3´���®y§C·�¦>®C��H¦�³/§�·�¤�ª�¬�·�«�§ ¼ ��¥�«(¦��K¯°¥C¤�Ì¤���¦���©/©�²?«�º���§�«(¤���§C¤¸���/¤�§�·/¦�¥*�<Í�¤�¥&¦*��º�·
��©�©�²(«�º���§C«?¤���´�¦;§�·Uª/®�´y«?²(² ¼ ��¥C½G¤�ª�¥0ÎTÏ*Ð/Ñ�ÒUÒ2®�¦"§:§C«?�/¬�® ��H¤��/¬K�/��Ä�³d�/� �K���<�p �� ��³����/�
´$¦ ª/®�¦ §�·�¦-��©�©�¥C¤�©�¥C«���§�¦yÎdÑ�Ó<Ò�Ô	Ñ�ÕdÖ�×�Ô	×�Ð�Ø	Ù	Úd�
Û ¦"ÜU§*³T´�¦@¤�¥�¬	����«�®:¦@¤�ª�¥;��«(®Cº"ª<®�®�«?¤��p¤�¯3;¦�§�·�¤���¤�²?¤�¬�½6«?�	§C¤ÃÂF�	È-¦�Ü�©<¦�¥�«(H¦��	§C��§�«(¤��

���/�6Â°±<Èy¦ ¼ ��²(ª/��§C«?¤��f�

Ý&Þ�ß�à	á�âFã�à	ädå*æ�å�â�ç<ä$è»é ª�¥�¦"Ü�©�¦�¥C«?H¦���§���²»H¦"§�·/¤U��¤�²(¤�¬�½�¦�;©/²?¤�½�®&µ ¼ ¦�ê�¯°¤�²(�tº�¥�¤	®�®:ê ¼ ��ê
²?«�����§C«?¤��f��Í�¤�¥3¦*��º�·G¯°¤�²(��³�´�¦>º�¤��/®�«���¦�¥�¦��/®�¦�>±�²(¦�®3´y«�§C·6®�«?Ç�¦ ¼ ��¥�½U«(��¬5¯°¥C¤�ë >§�¤� *���/�
ì ·�¦�í;îbï�ð�ñCñ$©/��¥C��H¦"§�¦�¥|ª/®�¦��H§C¤�¬�¦���¦�¥C��§�¦+§�·/¦�º�¤�H©<¤���¦��	§|§C·�¦�¤�¥�«(¦�®�«?�K���5¦��/®:¦��±�²(¦�³
���/�2§�·�¦ ¼ ¤�§�«(��¬-§C·�¥C¦�®�·�¤�²��2ª/®�¦��2¯°¤�¥�§�·/¦�¦��/®�¦��±/²?¦*®�³���¥C¦0§Cª��/��±�²?¦ ©/��¥C��H¦"§�¦�¥C®�� ì ·/¦�®�¦
©/��¥���H¦"§C¦�¥�®H��¥C¦¸§Cª���¦*�Ã´y«?§�·/«?�ò¦*��º�·Ã¯°¤�²���³Nª/®�«?��¬D¤���²(½D§�·�¦�§C¥C��«?�/«?��¬D����§C�6¯°¤�¥H§�·/��§
¯°¤�²����NÅG¤�¥C¦�¤ ¼ ¦�¥*³O¥���§�·/¦�¥>§�·/����·�¤�²(��«(��¬6¤�ª�§5�6®:«(��¬�²(¦¸§�ª���«(��¬L®:¦�§>¯°¥C¤�ó§C·�¦K§�¥���«(��«(��¬
����§��z¯°¤�¥+� ¯°¤�²(��³U´�¦&©�¦�¥�¯°¤�¥CI¾�êl¯°¤�²��;§�ª���«(��¬;´y«�§C·�«(�2§�·/¦0§�¥���«(��«(��¬>®�¦"§*� ì ·/¦&©/��¥C��;¦�§�¦�¥
º"¤�>±�«(�/��§C«?¤��M§C·/��§;½U«?¦�²(��®-§�·�¦@·�«?¬�·�¦�®:§>��º�º"ª/¥C��º"½���ª/¥�«(��¬G§C·�«(®�ô:«(����¦�¥Cõ�¾�ê�¯°¤�²(�Dº�¥�¤	®�®:ê
¼ ��²?«�����§�«(¤��H¤��>§�·�¦0§�¥���«(��«?�/¬ ®�¦"§|«�®o§C·�¦��5ª/®�¦��;¤��>§C·�¦y¦��	§C«?¥C¦+§�¥���«(��«(��¬z®:¦�§N¯°¤�¥o§�·<��§|¯°¤�²(���
ì ·�¦�¥C¦�®�ª�²?§�«(��¬5§�·/¦�¤�¥C½K«(®0§�·�¦��t§�¦*®�§C¦��G¤���§�·�¦�§�¦*®�§ ®:¦�§&¯°¤�¥&§�·/��§&¯°¤�²(��� ì ·�¦>©�¥�¤�º�¦�®C®y«(®
¥�¦�©<¦*��§�¦*�t¯°¤�¥ ¦���º�·6¤�¯$§�·�¦;µ ¼ ¦;¯°¤�²���®�³f���/��§�·�¦H¥C¦�®�ª�²�§�®z��¥C¦>H¦�¥�¬�¦��t«(�6§�·�¦5®:§C���/����¥��
´��R½H¯°¤�¥0º"¥C¤�®C®�ê ¼ ��²(«(����§�«(¤��f�
Û ¦"ÜU§*³T´�¦@©�¥C¦�®�¦��	§>§�·�¦K��¦"§���«(²(®>¤�¯0§C·�¦@¦�Ü�©<¦�¥�«(H¦��	§C��²�®�¦"§Cª�©f³N®�§���¥�§�«(��¬t´y«?§�·�§�ª���ê

«?��¬<��Á3®�¦"Ü�©�²���«(��¦���³�¤�ª/¥3¬�¤���²T«?��§�·�¦>§�ª/��«?�/¬¸©�·<��®�¦�«�®&§C¤@¦*®�§C«?5��§C¦>´y·<��§3«�®3§�·�¦;±�¦�®:§
©/��¥���H¦"§C¦�¥0®�¦"§�§�«(��¬�Â°H«(�/��º�º�³ ¼ ¤�§C«?�/¬H§�·�¥C¦�®�·�¤�²��/È�¯°¤�¥y§�·/¦-¦��/®�¦�>±�²(¦�®�³/«(�G¤�¥���¦�¥+§C¤2ª/®�¦
§�·�¦�ö²���§C¦�¥���ª�¥C«?��¬2§�·�¦z§C¥C��«?�/«?��¬�÷*§C¦�®:§&©�·/��®:¦�� ì ª���«(��¬2©�¥C¤�º"¦�¦*��®0«(��§�´�¤@®�§C¦�©/®��<Í»«(¥C®:§�³
´$¦H¥C¦�©�¦���§C¦���²(½�º���²(²oÁ&²?¦�©�·6§�¤�¬�¦���¦�¥���§C¦;��²?²o§C·�¦;§�·�¦�¤�¥C«?¦*® ´$¦H��¦�¦���§�¤Gº"¤��/®:§�¥Cª/ºÉ§ §�·/¦
��«�¹d¦�¥C¦��	§�¦��/®�¦��±/²?¦*®���ø�¦*º���ª<®:¦+§C·�¦0¢�ùOúL¥Cª��/®$��¥C¦�§�«(;¦�êÊº�¤��/®�ª�H«(��¬/³�´$¦0��¤���¤�§|¥C¦�©�¦���§
§�·�¦ ¢�ùOú¡¥Cª��/®$§�·/¦�5®:¦�² ¼ ¦�®$§�¤H²(¦���¥��¸¦��	§�«(¥�¦�²?½5�/¦�´û§C·�¦�¤�¥�«(¦�®$¯°¤�¥�¦*��º�·K��«�¹d¦�¥C¦��	§y¦��<®:¦�>ê
±�²?¦5®�«?Ç�¦��fü0��§�·�¦�¥�³d¯°¤�¥ ¦���º�·M§�ª/��«?�/¬¸¯°¤�²(�6���<��H«(�/��º�º>©<��¥���H¦"§C¦�¥*³�´�¦H«?�/«�§C«(��²?²(½t²(¦���¥C�
 ����@§�·/¦�¤�¥C«(¦�®�ª/®�«?��¬pý�î þ&ÿ��Cÿ"ï�����ÿ�ÿ�ý��&H¦"§C·�¤���¤�²(¤�¬�½t���/�¡ *���5§C·�¦�¤�¥�«(¦�® ª<®:«(��¬���ð
	�	�îbï�	��
ì ·�¦��f³	¯°¤�¥�¦�«?§�·/¦�¥�¦��/®�¦�>±�²?¦���©�©/¥�¤	��º�·f³	���/�H¯°¤�¥$¦*��º�·5¦��/®:¦��±�²(¦3®�«(Ç�¦�3±�¦"§�´�¦�¦��t 3���/�
���z´�¦&¥����/��¤�H²?½;®:¦�²?¦*ºÉ§�3��«�¹d¦�¥C¦��	§�§C·�¦�¤�¥�«(¦�®|¯°¥�¤� §�·�¦> ����/��À6¦3��¦�ÜU§$ª/®�¦0§C·�¦�®�¦y§�·/¦�¤�ê
¥�«(¦�®�§�¤>¬�¦��/¦�¥���§�¦&¦��/®�¦�>±�²?¦*®�³U���<�2¦ ¼ ��²?ª/��§�¦&§�·�¦�¥�¦*®:ª/²�§�®��Uø�¦�º���ª/®�¦0¤�ª�¥�¥C¦�®�ª�²�§�®�5�R½H±�¦
��«(®:§�¤�¥:§C¦��¸±U½@�;©/��¥�§�«�º"ª�²���¥C²(½5©<¤U¤�¥y¤�¥y¬�¤U¤��@º�·�¤�«(º�¦ ¤�¯O§C·�¦�®�¦ §�·/¦�¤�¥C«(¦�®�³�´$¦ ¥C¦�©�¦���§+§C·�«(®
®:¦�²?¦*ºÉ§�«(¤��K©�¥C¤�º"¦�®C®�����§�«(H¦�®0���/��� ¼ ¦�¥C��¬�¦y§C·�¦z¥�¦*®:ª/²�§�®��
ì ª��/«?��¬H§C·Uª/®0¥C¦�Ë	ª�«(¥�¦*®  ���³ ������§�·�¦�¤�¥C«?¦*®y©<¦�¥3��©�©�²(«(º���§�«(¤�����¤���¦ §C·�¦�¤�¥�½@¯°¤�¥���ð�	�	�îbï�	

©�²?ª<® ¤���¦>§�·�¦�¤�¥C½G¯°¤�¥2ý�î þ&ÿ��Cÿ"ï�����ÿ�ÿCý��É³d§�«(;¦*®-¶@§�¦�®:§-®:¦�§ ¯°¤�²���®�³�§C«?H¦�® ¾K§Cª���«(��¬K¯°¤�²���®�³
§�«(;¦*®��@H«?�/��º�º ¼ ��²?ª/¦�®�³�§�«(H¦�®&§�·�¦K ����5��«?¹�¦�¥�¦���§3§�·�¦�¤�¥C«?¦*®&´�¦�º�¥�¦*��§�¦-¯°¤�¥�©�¥�¤���ª<º"«(��¬
¦��/®�¦�>±�²?¦*®��
é �/º"¦;§�·/¦G ���³ �����2§C·�¦�¤�¥�«(¦�®z��¥�¦H¬�¦���¦�¥C��§�¦��f³d§�´$¤K§C��±�²(¦�®-��¥�¦H©�¥C¤���ª/º"¦*��� ì ·�¦Hµ/¥�®:§

¤���¦�³�í>îbïdð�ñ�ñ�� ����� ����ñ��É³�«�®Nª/®�¦��;§�¤>º���²�º"ª/²(��§�¦+§�·/¦&ü é�� º�ª�¥ ¼ ¦�®N���/�5º"¤���§���«(�/®»§�·/¦&±�¦�®:§
;«(�/��º�º;¯°¤�¥>¦���º�·M¦��/®:¦��±�²(¦@®�«?Ç�¦2���/�6¯°¤�¥-¦���º�· ¼ ¤�§C«?�/¬¸§C·�¥C¦�®�·�¤�²���� ì ·/¦2®:¦*º"¤��<�M¤���¦�³
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Abstract. Recent empirical studies show that runtime distributions of
backtrack procedures for solving hard combinatorial problems often have
intriguing properties. Unlike standard distributions (such as the nor-
mal), such distributions decay slower than exponentially and have “heavy
tails”. Procedures characterized by heavy-tailed runtime distributions
exhibit large variability in efficiency, but a very straightforward method
called rapid randomized restarts has been designed to essentially improve
their average performance. We show on two experimental domains that
heavy-tailed phenomena can be observed in ILP, namely in the search for
a clause in the subsumption lattice. We also reformulate the technique
of randomized rapid restarts to make it applicable in ILP and show that
it can reduce the average search-time.

1 Introduction

In the recent paper [4], Gomes et al. observe that procedures for solving
propositional satisfiability problems exhibit a remarkable runtime vari-
ability. The runtimes vary greatly depending on the choice of a particular
heuristic, a given problem instance, or - for stochastic methods - on the
choice of different random seeds (initial truth assignments), or on an-
other source of randomness. Often a satisfiability procedure “hangs” on
a given problem instance, while a different stochastic run solves the same
instance quickly. Even for a deterministic procedure and a given problem
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instance, small amount of randomization (e.g. in the employed heuristic)
yields again largely varying search-costs, some of which are substantially
lower than that of the deterministic algorithm.

In their empirical study it is shown that distributions of the runtimes
of many search algorithms decay slower than exponentially and asymp-
totically have heavy-tails. Unlike standard probability distributions, such
as the normal distribution, where events that are several standard devi-
ations from the mean are very rare, in heavy-tailed distributions there
is a non-negligible probability that an event with an extremely high cost
occurs. For example, in one of the studied problems, 80% of the runs solve
the problem in 1,000 backtracks or less, however 5% of the runs do not
result in a solution even after 1,000,000 backtracks. Gomes et al. believe
that the heavy-tailedness is a property of many exhaustive backtrack al-
gorithms for solving hard combinatorial problems, and offer a technique
called randomized rapid restarts that exploits this property in order to
reduce the average search-time. The technique was used to find solutions
of previously unsolved instances of hard combinatorial problems.

Although many search problems give rise to a heavy-tailed distri-
bution, others do not [5]. Our aim is to find out whether heavy-tailed
runtime distributions occur in ILP. Namely, we empirically study the
runtimes of the search for a first-order clause with defined desired prop-
erties, in the lattice imposed by the subsumption relation. Furthermore
we reformulate the randomized rapid restarts algorithm to be applica-
ble on the ILP search problem and on two important ILP benchmarks we
evaluate whether it reduces the search-cost with respect to a deterministic
exhaustive search.

The following section defines formally the notion of a heavy-tailed
distribution and describes the method of randomized rapid restarts. Since
the method requires randomization of the exhaustive search, Section 3
describes our way of randomization of the lattice search, based on the
selection of a random starting clause (seed). The core of the study is
Section 4 which will test empirically the hypothesis that heavy-tailed
runtime distributions describe the clause lattice-search using benchmark
ILP problems. In the same section, we shall also apply the technique of
randomized rapid restarts on the same domains, and investigate whether
it improves search efficiency. We summarize our observations in Section
6.
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2 Heavy-tailed Distributions and Randomized Rapid
Restarts

The cumulative probability distribution Pr(X < x) of a random variable
X is a non-decreasing real function on the real interval −∞ < x < ∞ and
will be denoted F (x), i.e. Pr(X > x) = 1 − F (x). Standard probability
distributions have exponentially decreasing tails, e.g. for the standard
normal distribution Fn it holds that

(1− Fn(x)) ∼ 1
x
√

2π
exp

−x2

2
(1)

where g(x) ∼ h(x) denotes limx→∞ g(x)/h(x) = 1.
Recently, in the area of algorithms for hard combinatorial problems [4]

but also other areas such as statistical physics, economics etc., different
phenomena have been shown to obey heavy-tailed distributions which
often lead to non-intuitive behaviour. For this class of distribution it
holds that

(1− F (x)) ∼ Cx−α, x > 0 (2)

where 0 < α < 2 and C > 0 are constants. It is remarkable [4] that such
distributions have finite mean but no finite variance if 1 < α < 2. If α ≤ 1,
the distribution has even neither a finite mean nor a finite variance.

To determine whether a distribution estimated by a series of mea-
surement has a heavy-tailed nature, i.e. it does not decay exponentially,
we plot the measured distribution values in a diagram with both axis
logarithmically scaled, because an exponentially decreasing distribution
should show a faster-than-linear decay in the log-log scale. For example,
substituting x with exp(x) in the normal distribution decay (see Eq. 1)
and taking log yields

log{1− Fn(exp[x])} ∼ −
(

x +
exp(2x)

2

)
(3)

while the same operation on the heavy-tailed distribution decay (see Eq.
2) yields −αx, i.e. a heavy-tailed distribution should exhibit an approxi-
mately linear decay on the log-log scale as x approaches infinity.

Let us now consider an exhaustive-search algorithm randomized in
such a way, that it starts the search at a randomly chosen point of the
search space (seed). Depending on the particular type of a search problem
and algorithm, the distribution of times required to reach a solution from
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Fig. 1. Example of normal and heavy-tailed distributions on a log-log scale. The normal
distribution decays faster than linearly while the heavy-tailed distribution decay shows
an approximately linear decay.

such seeds may or may not be heavy-tailed.1 If a heavy tail is observed, the
runtime variance and mean may be infinite and there is a non-negligible
probability that a chosen seed will start an extremely costly search, al-
though many other seeds may produce a quick path to the solution. A
direct way to reduce the variance and mean in such a case is to run
the exhaustive search up to a certain cutoff point and then restart at
a different seed if a solution is not found. Clearly, this approach called
randomized rapid restarts avoids the algorithm from getting trapped in a
very costly path and exploits the high chance of obtaining an essentially
shorter path in the next trial. It is shown in [4] that the randomized
rapid restarts technique is superior to deterministic exhaustive searches
in many propositional domains.

1 Gomes et al [5] discover the heavy-tailedness of different search problems purely
empirically and report that further studies are needed to determine exactly what
characteristics of combinatorial search problem lead to heavy-tailed behaviour. In
this ILP-focused study we also take an empirical approach.
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3 Randomizing the Lattice Search

We consider the normal ILP problem [10], namely we assume the sets
of positive (negative) examples E+ (E−) and background knowledge B.
We also assume that a search lattice of legal clauses has been defined
by the generality (subsumption) relation, a clause mode language L, and
bounded by the most specific element ⊥ (the bottom clause). This is a
usual assumption of ILP systems based on the concept of inverse entail-
ment [9], such as Aleph [6] and Progol [9].

The standard approach of conducting the lattice search is to start with
the most general (most specific, ⊥) clause and then proceed in a top-down
(bottom-up) manner. However, starting the search with a different clause
from the interior of the lattice may lead to a shorter runtime needed to
reach the desired clause. Our plan is to investigate the distribution of such
runtimes when the starting clauses are selected randomly from the lattice.
If this distribution proves to be heavy-tailed, we will be able to utilize the
technique of randomized rapid restarts to avoid the extreme-cost paths
and improve the average performance.

The randomized search algorithm proceeds as follows. Some number
of times (maxtries), the algorithm will carry out a short search (bounded
by maxtime, Section 4). Each search begins by stochastic selection of
a starting clause. The search is a deterministic best-first search, with
heuristic function h = pos(C) − neg(C). Here pos(C) is the number of
positive examples deducible from C ∧ B2, and neg(C) is analogous for
negative examples. From a given clause C, the neighbors of C in the
search space are defined by a nontraditional refinement operator ρ. It
differs from usual refinement operators employed in the top-down search
of the mentioned systems in that it produces the set REFS = ρ(C) of all
neighbours of C in the lattice, i.e. also including clauses that subsume C.
Therefore this kind of search can be seen as radial, rather than top-down
or bottom-up (visualized in Fig. 2). With this refinement operator, all
nodes in the lattice can be reached from any starting node.

We shall now address the problem of choosing the seed, i.e. the initial
stochastic clause selection. The principal difficulty of its implementation
lies in devising a procedure for uniform random sampling of clauses from
the search space. Here, we describe a procedure (from [14]) that does not
require prior generation of all elements of the search space. Recall that
these are definite clauses obtained from subsets of literals drawn from a
2 In the case when C is constructed as an extension of an existing partial theory H

in a greedy cover search, we assume that H has been added to B.
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Fig. 2. A schematic visualization of the radial lattice search (left) compared to a top-
down search (right). Nodes are explored starting at the encircled point and then fol-
lowing the dashed line. This view is simplified in that the employed heuristic function
h(C) is assumed to be constant for all C and descendants of explored nodes are inserted
in the end of the open list, which in the top-down case corresponds to a breadth-first
search.

most specific (definite) clause ⊥. Additional provisos are that each subset
is of cardinality at most c + 1 (where c is a user-specified maximum
number of negative literals) and is in the language L. Let C denote all
such clauses. Further, let the number of clauses in C with exactly l literals
be nl and N denote the subset of natural numbers {1, . . . , |C|}. Define
a function h : C → N such that h(C) =

∑|C|−1
i=1 ni + j where |C| is

the number of literals in C and 1 ≤ j ≤ n|C|. That is, h provides a
sequential enumeration of clauses by length. While many functions fit
this requirement (depending on the enumeration adopted), it is easy to
show that any such h is both 1−1 and onto. It follows that h is invertible
– that is, given a number in N , it is possible to find a unique clause in
C provided the ni (and c) are known. In principle, it is therefore possible
to achieve the selection required by randomly choosing a number n in
N and returning C = h−1(n). Such an inverse function works as follows.
Given a number n > 0: (a) find the largest number l = 0 . . . c such that
j = n − ∑l

i=0 ni > 0; (b) generate a sequence of clauses in L of length
l+1. C is the jth clause in this sequence. If n is randomly generated, then
the clause generation process does not have to be so, and can be made
more efficient by various devices. Some examples are: (a) take C to be
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estimate(⊥,L, l, s) : Given a most specific clause ⊥ and a clause length l > 1, returns
an estimate of the number of definite clauses of length l in L such that each clause
is a subset of ⊥. The estimate is obtained from a sample of size s.
1. Sample s clauses of length l from ⊥. Each such clause consists of the positive

(“head”) literal in ⊥ and a random selection, without replacement, of l − 1
literals from the negative (“body”) literals in ⊥.

2. Determine the proportion pl of the s clauses that are in L.
3. return pl × (|⊥| − 1)× . . .× (|⊥| − l + 1)

Fig. 3. A procedure for estimating the number of “legal” clauses of length l > 1. The
estimate obtained in Step 3 above is unbiased [18]. The value of the sample size s needs
to be decided. An option is to be guided by statistical estimation theory. This states
that if values of pl are not too close to 0 or 1, then we can be at least 100× (1− α)%
confident that the error will be less than a specified amount e when s = z2

α/2/(4e2)
[18]. Here z represents the standard normal variable as usual.

the first clause of that length (and in L) that has not been drawn before;
(b) a once-off generation of the appropriate number of clauses in L at
each length (“appropriate” here means that the proportion of clauses of
length i in the sample is ni/|N |); and (c) using a dependency graph over
literals in ⊥ to ensure that the random clause construction always results
in clauses within the language L.

In practice, without prior generation of the set C, the ni are not known
for i > 1 and we adopt the procedure in Fig. 33 for estimating them.

Having constructed a method for stochastic selection of the starting
clause and its subsequent deterministic refinement, we are in a position
to implement the technique of randomized rapid restarts. An implemen-
tation for the clause lattice search is described in Fig. 4. The underlying
principle that makes the technique applicable to the clause search is that,
unlike in usual ILP approaches, we do not search through a specified
number of nodes, returning the best clause found, but rather we stop
the search once a clause is found meeting a pre-specified condition of
‘goodness’ as follows.

pos(C) > 1 (4)

pos(C)
pos(C) + neg(C)

> Acc (5)

where pos(C) (neg(C)) is the number of positives (negative) examples
3 This method is implemented in the ILP system Aleph [6] and can serve as well for

other methods of randomized local search, such as GSAT or WSAT
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rrr(Lat, Acc, B, E+, E−, maxtime, maxtries) : Given background knowledge B, pos-
itive and negative examples E+, E−, return a clause from the given subsumption
lattice Lat, that satisfies the conditions in Eqs. 4 and 5 for the given constant Acc.

1. tries := 1
2. Select a random starting clause C0 using the procedure described in Section 3.
3. searchtime := 0, start timing.
4. Starting at C0, perform an exhaustive radial search described in Section 3, until

searchtime > maxtime or a clause C satisfying Eqs. 4, 5 is found.
5. If C was found, STOP, return C.
6. If tries < maxtries, tries := tries + 1, Go to 2. Otherwise return “failure”.

Fig. 4. An implementation of randomized rapid restarts for the clause lattice search.
The maximum time for one exhaustive search is limited by the constant maxtime. The
maximum number of repeated searches is maxtries.

covered by C. The first condition avoids the trivial solution C = e, e ∈ E+

and the second condition is parameterized by a constant Acc.
We set the maximum number of allowed restarts maxtries, which

should theoretically be infinite, to a finite number (maxtries = 10)
because we cannot guarantee exclude that a clause satisfying the pre-
specified condition exists in the lattice. In the case of reaching the limit
maxtries (“failure” in Fig. 4), the positive example used to construct the
current bottom clause ⊥ is returned as the resulting clause. The setting
of maxtime will be discussed in connection with the experimental setting
in Section 4.

Finally, to cover all of the positive examples in the training sets of
the experiments, we use the greedy covering approach as usual in ILP
systems, i.e. the procedure in Fig. 4 is run repeatedly with a bottom
clause constructed using one selected positive, until all positives are cov-
ered, each time adding the newly constructed clause to the background
knowledge and deleting the covered positives from the training set.

4 Experiments

4.1 The Aim

We shall investigate (a) if the heavy-tailed phenomenon manifests itself
when searching the subsumption lattice; and (b) if utilizing RRR will
help improve search efficiency for problems exhibiting the heavy-tailed
phenomenon.
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4.2 Materials

Our experimental material consists of two sets of pre-classified data,
namely the data on the mutagenic and carcinogenic properties of some
chemicals. These data are publicly available (anonymous ftp to ftp.comlab
.ox.ac.uk in the directories pub/Packages/ILP/Datasets/mutagenesis
/aleph and pub/Packages/ILP/Datasets/carcinogenesis/aleph).
We refer the reader to [16, 17] for detailed descriptions of background
knowledge available for the mutagenesis task. The background informa-
tion is encoded in approximately 13,000 facts. The background knowledge
for the carcinogenesis problem is conceptually of a similar nature. The en-
coding requires approximately 24,500 facts – see [15] for more details.

All of our subsequent experiments use an Athlon 1500MHz CPU –
based computer with 512KB of RAM and the ILP program Aleph (Version
3). Aleph is available at: http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/
areas/machlearn/Aleph/aleph.pl.

The language L will be limited to clauses of maximum number of 4
negative literals and maximum variable depth [9] 2.

4.3 Methods and Results

We shall observe the stochastic behaviour of the randomized search-
algorithm described in the previous section, namely the distribution of
search-times required to find a clause C which satisfies the conditions in
Eqs. 4,5, where we set Acc = 0.7.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution F (x) of runtimes for the
mutagenesis task, Figure 6 an analogous distribution for the carcinogene-
sis task. Both of the distributions are collected from about 35,000 searches
starting in random seeds. In the mutagenesis task, for example, almost
20% of runs arrive at a solution in less then 0.1s, however almost 30% of
runs do not find a solution in 20s.

Figures 7 and 8 clearly show that both of the experimentally measured
distributions exhibit a heavy-tail (c.f. Section 2). According to the study
[4], our findings justify the application of the method of randomized rapid
restarts. To use the algorithm described in Section 3, we need to set the
cutoff value maxtime. There is no analytic way of determining the optimal
value maxtimeopt of the cutoff value, but it is reported [4] to lie below
the median point of the runtime distribution F (x), i.e. maxtimeopt << 1s
for both our experimental domains. As it may be infeasible in the general
case to construct the runtime distributions F (x) for a given problem prior
to the learning process, we shall disregard the information provided by
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Fig. 5. The cumulative distribution F (x) of runtimes of the randomized algorithm
searching for a ‘good’ clause in the mutagenesis problem.
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Fig. 6. The cumulative distribution F (x) of runtimes of the randomized algorithm
searching for a ‘good’ clause in the carcinogenesis problem.
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Fig. 7. A log-log plot of the distribution decay 1 − F (x) concerning the same data as
in Figure 5.
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Fig. 8. A log-log plot of the distribution decay 1 − F (x) concerning the same data as
in Figure 6.
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the already generated distributions, and we choose a small ad hoc value
maxtime = 1s for both of the domains in the comparative experiments.

Table 1 summarizes the predictive accuracies and learning times of the
randomized rapid restarts technique vs. the standard exhaustive breadth-
first top-down search algorithm. The former method was tested with the
Acc parameter set to the values 0.7 and 0.9. Similarly, the latter method
was tested with two values 0.7 and 0.9 of the minimum accuracy require-
ment on a clause to be accepted for the constructed theory.

The results suggest that by using randomized rapid restarts we achieved
a drastic reduction of the search times for the price of only a small loss
in predictive accuracy.

Algorithm MUT CANC
A (%) T (s) A (%) T (s)

DTD 0.7 88.76 1589 57.91 24092
(5.99) (461) (9.75) (11915)

DTD 0.9 88.23 1541 56.22 22101
(5.63) (459) (8.98) (9811)

RRR 0.7 87.71 9 54.84 74
(7.62) (4) (8.97) (10)

RRR 0.9 86.31 24 57.57 126
(8.67) (10) (6.39) (71)

Table 1. Estimated predictive accuracies (A) and theory construction times (T). The
entries are from a 10-fold cross-validation design with time entries rounded up to
the nearest second. The numbers in parentheses are estimates of standard deviation.
These are obtained by a simple binomial formula that ignores the dependencies across
cross-validation runs. Exact calculation of standard deviations for results from cross-
validation designs is confounded by these dependencies but the approximation used here
has been found to be adequate (see [1], pg 307). The algorithms result from two search
techniques employed by Aleph, namely: deterministic top-down (DTD) (with minimum
clause accuracy setting 0.7 and 0.9, respectively) and randomized rapid restarts (with
clause threshold 0.7 and 0.9, respectively). MUT refers to the mutagenesis problem,
CANC to carcinogenesis. The search space is limited by the maximum clause-length of
5 literals and maximum variable depth 2.

5 Related Work

Besides the direct inspiration by the findings due to Gomes et al., this
work is also related to the research of the phase transition effect. Phase
transition has been observed in algorithms for solving difficult computa-
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tional problems, namely NP-complete ones such as the constraint satis-
faction problem (CSP) [13]. A constraint tightness parameter p ∈< 0; 1 >
can be calculated for any CSP instance. According to empirical studies
[13], the expected time to solve a CSP is small for values of p close to
0 (phase of ‘many solutions available’) or 1 (phase of ‘inspecting a small
search tree’) and grows dramatically for p close to a critical value pcr

(transition between the two phases). In the surrounding of pcr, the costs
of solving CSP instances not only show a high mean, but also a large
variability. Frost el al. [2] approximate the cost distributions of instances
with p close to pcr with various closed-form distributions. They point
out (independently of Gomes el al.) the long tails of these distributions
and report that “problems that are not solved early are likely to take
a long time”. The fundamental bridge between such findings and ILP is
the fact that the first-order subsumption problem can be mapped onto a
CSP [7]. Botta et al. then show [8] that a typical ILP program (FOIL)
tends to “induce hypotheses generating matching problems located inside
the phase transition region”; Giordana and Saitta report a similar obser-
vation [3] in real-world domains, including mutagenesis. Combining the
referred results, the heavy-tailed effect had been expectable before our
study, which can thus be seen as an empirical verification of this implicit
expectation. Unlike the previous studies where statistics were measured
for a collection of the proving (subsumption check) problem instances, we
measured distributions on a collection of complete hypothesis-searching
cycles, each containing a number of subsumption tests.

The way statistical observations are exploited towards efficiency im-
provements also distinguishes our approach from the mentioned related
work. Sebag and Rouveirol [11] apply a stochastic algorithm in order to
accelerate the subsumption-test and Giordana and Saitta [3] develop an
on-line complexity estimator which can potentially be used for the same
purpose. Our approach, on the other hand, allows to adopt the RRR tech-
nique to reduce the complexity of the hypothesis search in its entirety.

As far as the randomized technique of traversing through the sub-
sumption lattice is concerned, to our best knowledge, there is only indi-
rectly related work to our study. Serra et al [12] show that starting the
search for a hypothesis from random seed formulas, instead than top-
down, can be beneficial. Randomized search in an ILP system has been
assessed in [14].4

4 We are also aware of the talk of Stephen Muggleton at the Machine Intelligence
workshop in 2001 about randomization techniques in Progol but as we gather, there
is no written account on that talk.
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6 Conclusions

Our study has shown that the phenomenon of heavy-tailed runtime dis-
tributions occurs in two important experimental domains of ILP and we
believe that it is typical to many other domains. Testing this hypothesis
is a part of our future work.

This observation lead to the utilization of the technique of random-
ized rapid restarts which we reformulated for sakes of ILP. To apply this
method, the exhaustive lattice search was randomized in such a way that
we selected randomly the clause where the search was started. Random-
ized rapid restarts may then be used to reduce the average time required
to find a clause with desired properties. A natural question is whether
reducing the average runtime of the search procedure randomized in this
way may lead to outperforming the deterministic top-down or bottom-up
search. But clearly, if we do not impose a prior probability distribution
on clauses (or e.g. on clause-lengths), there is no reason to expect that a
search starting from the most general (most specific) element will be sys-
tematically faster than the average search starting in a random element
of the lattice.

Using the technique of randomized rapid restarts, we were able to
significantly reduce the search times in large hypothesis spaces of both of
the tested domains.
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Abstract:
Link discovery(LD) is an important task in data mining for counter-terrorism and is
the focus of DARPA’s Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery(EELD) research pro-
gram. Link discovery concerns the identification of complexrelational patterns that
indicate potentially threatening activities in large amounts of relational data. Most
data-mining methods assume data is in the form of a feature-vector (a single relational
table) and cannot handle multi-relational data.Inductive logic programmingis a form
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2 CHAPTER ONE

of relational data mining that discovers rules in first-order logic from multi-relational
data. This paper discusses the application of ILP to learning patterns for link discovery.

Keywords: Relational Data Mining, Inductive Logic Programming, counter-terrorism,
link discovery

1.1 Introduction

Since the events of September 11, 2001, the development of information technology
that could aid intelligence agencies in their efforts to detect and prevent terrorism has
become an important focus of attention. The Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery
(EELD) program of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is one
research project that attempts to address this issue. The establishment of the EELD
program for developing advanced software for aiding the detection of terrorist activity
pre-dates the events of 9/11. The program had its genesis at apreliminary DARPA
planning meeting held at Carnegie Mellon University after the opening of the Center
for Automated Learning and Discovery in June of 1998. This meeting discussed the
possible formation of a new DARPA research program focused on novel knowledge-
discovery and data-mining (KDD) methods appropriate for counter-terrorism.

The scope of the new program was subsequently expanded to focus on three re-
lated sub-tasks in detecting potential terrorist activityfrom numerous large information
sources in multiple formats.Evidence Extraction(EE) is the task of obtaining struc-
tured evidence data from unstructured, natural-language documents. EE builds on in-
formation extraction technology developed under DARPA’s earlier MUC (Message Un-
derstanding Conference) programs [Lehnert & Sundheim1991, Cowie & Lehnert1996]
and the current ACE (Automated Content Extraction) programat the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST)[NIST2003].Link Discovery(LD) is the
task of identifying known, complex, multi-relational patterns that indicate potentially
threatening activities in large amounts of relational data. It is therefore a form of
pattern-matching that involves matching complex, multi-relational “patterns of inter-
est” against large amounts of data. Some of the input data forLD comes from EE ap-
plied to news reports and other unstructured documents, other input data comes from
existing relational databases on financial and other transactions. Finally,Pattern Learn-
ing (PL) concerns the automated discovery of new relational patterns for potentially
threatening activities. Since determining and authoring acomplete and accurate set
of formal patterns for detecting terrorist activities is a difficult task, learning methods
may be useful for automatically acquiring such patterns from supervised or unsuper-
vised data. Learned patterns can then be employed by an LD system to improve its
detection of threatening activities. The current EELD program focused on these three
sub-topics started in the summer of 2001. After 9/11, it was incorporated under the
new Information Awareness Office (IAO) at DARPA.

The data and patterns used in EELD include representations of people, organiza-
tions, objects, and actions and many types of relations between them. The data is
perhaps best represented as a large graph of entities connected by a variety of relations.
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The areas oflink analysisandsocial network analysisin sociology, criminology, and
intelligence [Jensen & Goldberg1998, Wasserman & Faust1994, Sparrow1991] study
such networks using graph-theoretic representations. Data mining and pattern learning
for counter terrorism therefore requires handling such multi-relational, graph-theoretic
data.

Unfortunately, most current data-mining methods assume the data is from a sin-
gle relational table and consists of flat tuples of items, as in market-basket analysis.
This type of data is easily handled by machine learning techniques that assume a
“propositional” (a.k.a “feature vector” or “attribute value”) representation of examples
[Witten & Frank1999].Relational data mining(RDM) [Dz̆eroski & Lavrac̆2001b], on
the other hand, concerns mining data from multiple relational tables that are richly con-
nected. Given the style of data needed for link discovery, pattern learning for link dis-
covery requiresrelationaldata mining. The most widely studied methods for inducing
relational patterns are those ininductive logic programming(ILP) [Muggleton1992,
Lavrac & Dzeroski1994]. ILP concerns the induction of Horn-clause rules in first-
order logic (i.e., logic programs) from data in first-order logic. This paper discusses
our on-going work on applying ILP to pattern learning for link discovery as a part of
the EELD project.

1.2 Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)

ILP is the study of learning methods for data and rules that are represented in first-
order predicate logic. Predicate logic allows for quantified variables and relations and
can represent concepts that are not expressible using examples described as feature
vectors. A relational database can be easily translated into first-order logic and be used
as a source of data for ILP [Wrobel2001]. As an example, consider the following rules,
written in Prolog syntax (where the conclusion appears first), that define the uncle
relation:

uncle(X,Y) :- brother(X,Z),parent(Z,Y).
uncle(X,Y) :- husband(X,Z),sister(Z,W),parent(W,Y).

The goal ofinductive logic programming(ILP) is to infer rules of this sort given a
database of background facts and logical definitions of other relations [Muggleton1992,
Lavrac & Dzeroski1994]. For example, an ILP system can learnthe above rules for
uncle (thetarget predicate) given a set of positive and negative examples of uncle
relationships and a set of facts for the relations parent, brother, sister, and husband (the
background predicates) for the members of a given extended family, such as:

uncle(tom,frank), uncle(bob,john),
not uncle(tom,cindy), not uncle(bob,tom)
parent(bob,frank), parent(cindy,frank), parent(alice,john),
parent(tom,john), brother(tom,cindy), sister(cindy,tom),
husband(tom,alice), husband(bob,cindy).
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Alternatively, rules that logically define the brother and sister relations could be sup-
plied and these relationships inferred from a more completeset of facts about only the
“basic” predicates:parent, spouse, andgender.

If-then rules in first-order logic are formally referred to as Horn clauses. A more
formal definition of the ILP problem follows:� Given:

– Background knowledge,B, a set of Horn clauses.

– Positive examples,P , a set of Horn clauses (typically ground literals).

– Negative examples,N , a set of Horn clauses (typically ground literals).� Find: A hypothesis,H , a set of Horn clauses such that:

– 8p 2 P : H [B j= p (completeness)

– 8n 2 N : H [B 6j= n (consistency)

A variety of algorithms for the ILP problem have been developed [Dz̆eroski & Lavrac̆2001a]
and applied to a variety of important data-mining problems [Dz̆eroski2001, Houstiset al.2000].
Nevertheless, relational data mining remains an under-appreciated topic in the larger
KDD community. For example, recent textbooks on data mining[Han & Kamber2001,
Witten & Frank1999, Hand, Mannila, & Smyth2001] hardly mention the topic. An in-
creasing number of applications require handling complex,structured data types, in-
cluding bioinformatics, web and text mining, and engineering. Therefore, we believe
it is an important topic for “next generation” data mining systems. In particular, it is
critical for link discovery applications in counter-terrorism.

One of the standard criticisms of ILP methods from a data-mining perspective
is that they do not scale to large amounts of data. Since the hypothesis space of
possible logic programs is extremely large and since just testing individual hypothe-
ses requires potentially complex automated deduction, ILPmethods can have diffi-
culty processing large amounts of data. We have developed methods to help ad-
dress both of these aspects of computational complexity. First, we have developed
methods for controlling the number of hypotheses tested by developing new search
methods that use stochastic search to more efficiently explore the space of hypothe-
ses [Zelezny, Srinivasan, & Page2002] or that combine aspects of existing top-down
and bottom-up methods (see section 1.3.2). Second, we have developed methods for
automatically optimizing learned clauses by inserting cuts1 in the Prolog code so that
deduction is more efficient [Santos Costa, Srinivasan, & Camacho2000]. However, as
discussed in section 1.4, scaling ILP to very large data setsis a significant area for
future research.

1.3 Initial Work on ILP for Link Discovery

We tested several ILP algorithms on various EELD datasets. The current EELD datasets
pertain to two domains that were chosen as “challenge problems” in link discovery that

1In Prolog, cuts (!) are procedural operators that prevent potentially computationally expensive back-
tracking where the programmer determines it is unnecessary.
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have many of the underlying properties of the counter-terrorism problem – Nuclear
Smuggling and Contract Killing. The Contract-Killing domain is further divided into
natural (real world) data manually collected and extractedfrom news sources and syn-
thetic (artificial) data generated by simulators. Section 1.3.1 presents our experimental
results on the natural Smuggling and Contract-Killing data, while section 1.3.2 presents
results on the synthetic Contract-Killing data.

1.3.1 Experiments on Natural Data

The Nuclear-Smuggling Data

The Nuclear-Smuggling dataset consists of reports on Russian nuclear materials smug-
gling [McKay, Woessner, & Roule2001]. The Chronology of Nuclear and Radioactive
Smuggling Incidents is the basis for the analysis of patterns in the smuggling of Russian
nuclear materials. The information in the Chronology is based on open-source report-
ing, primarily World News Connection (WNC) and Lexis-Nexis. There are also some
articles obtained from various sources that have been translated from Italian, German
and Russian. The research from which the Chronology grew began in 1994 and the
chronology itself first appeared as an appendix to a paper by Williams and Woessner
in 1995 [Williams & Woessner1995b, Williams & Woessner1995a]. The continually
evolving Chronology then was published twice as separate papers in the same journal
as part of the “Recent Events” section [Woessner1995, Woessner1997]. As part of the
EELD project, the coverage of the Chronology was extended toMarch 2000 and grew
to include 572 incidents.

The data is provided in the form of a relational database. This database contains
Objects (described in rows in tables), each of which has Attributes of differing types
(i.e., columns in the tables), the values of which are provided by the source information
or the analyst. The Objects are of different types, which aredenoted by prefixes (E,
EV , and LK ), and consist of the following:� Entity Objects (E...): these consist of ELOCATION, E MATERIAL, E OR-

GANIZATION, E PERSON, ESOURCE, and EWEAPON;� Event Objects (EV...): these currently consist of the generic EVEVENT;� Link Objects (LK ...): used for expressing links between/among Entities and
Events,

The database has over 40 relational tables. The number of tuples in a relational table
varies from as many as 800 to as little as 2 or 3.

As a representative problem, we used ILP to learn rules for determining which
events in an incident arelinked. Such rules could be used to construct larger knowledge
structures that could be recognized as threats. Hence, the ILP system is given positive
training examples of known “links” between events. We assume all other events are
unrelated and therefore compose a set of negative examples.We also provide back-
ground knowledge that thelinked relation is commutative. Our training set consists of
140 positive examples and 140 distinct negative examples randomly drawn from a full
set of 8,124 negative pairs of events. The linking problem inthe Nuclear-Smuggling
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data is thus quite challenging in that it is a heavily relational learning problem over a
large number of relations, whereas traditional ILP applications usually require a small
number of relations.

The Natural Contract-Killing Data

The dataset of contract killings was first compiled by O’Hayon and Cook [Cook & O’Hayon2000]
in response to research on Russian organized crime that encountered frequent refer-
ences to contract killings. The dataset was subsequently expanded by the authors with
funding from the EELD program through Veridian Systems Division [Williams2002].
The database consists of a chronology of incidents each described using information
drawn from one or more news articles. As in the Nuclear-Smuggling dataset, informa-
tion in the chronology is based on open-source reporting, especially Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (FBIS) and Joint Publications Research Service (JPRS) journals,
and subsequently both FBIS on-line and the on-line version World News Connection
(WNC). These services and Lexis-Nexis were the main information sources.

The data is organized in relational tables in the same formatas the Nuclear-Smu-
ggling data described in the previous section. The dataset used in our experiments has
48 relational tables. The number of tuples in a relational table varies from as many as
1,000 to as few as 1. Each killing was categorized according to one of three possible
motivations: “Rival,” “Obstacle,” or “Threat.” The ILP task was to determine whether
the motivation for a killing was categorized as “Rival” or not. The motivation for this
learning task was to recognize patterns of activity that indicate an underlying motive,
which in turn contributes to recognizing threats. The number of positive examples in
this dataset is 38, while the number of negative examples is 34.

ILP Results on the Natural Data

ALEPH We used the ILP system ALEPH [Srinivasan2001] to learn rules for the natu-
ral datasets. By default, ALEPH uses a simple greedy set covering procedure that con-
structs a complete and consistent hypothesis one clause at atime. In the search for any
single clause, ALEPH selects the first uncovered positive example as the seed example,
saturatesthis example, and performs an admissible search over the space of clauses that
subsume this saturation, subject to a user-specified clauselength bound. Further details
about our use of ALEPH in these experiments are available from [de Castro Dutraet al.2002].

Ensembles Ensemblesaim at improving accuracy through combining the predictions
of multiple classifiers in order to obtain a single classifier. In contrast with previous
approaches [Quinlan1996, Hoche & Wrobel2001], each classifier is a logical theory
generated by ALEPH. Many methods have been presented for ensemble generation
[Dietterich1998]. We usebagging[Breiman1996a], a popular method that is known to
frequently create a more accurate ensemble. Bagging works by training each classifier
on a random sample from the training set. Bagging has the important advantage that it
is effective on “unstable learning algorithms” [Breiman1996b], where small variations
in the input data can cause large variations in the learned theories. Most ILP algorithms
are unstable in this sense. A second advantage is that the bagging algorithm is highly
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linked(A,E) :-
lk_event_person(_,EventA,PersonC,_,RelationB,RelationB,DescriptionD),
lk_event_person(_,EventF,PersonC,_,RelationB,RelationB,DescriptionD),
lk_material_location(_,MaterialG,_,EventE,_,_,_,_,_),
lk_event_material(_,EventF,MaterialG,_,_,_,_).

Figure 1.1: Nuclear-Smuggling Data: Sample Learned Rule

parallel [Dutraet al.2003]. Further details about our approach to bagging for ILP, as
well as our experimental methodology, can be found in [de Castro Dutraet al.2002].
Our experimental results are based on a five-fold cross-validation, where five times we
train on 80% of the examples and then test what was learned on the remaining 20% (in
addition, each example is in one and only one test set).

For the task of identifying linked events in the Nuclear-Smuggling dataset, ALEPH

produces an average testset accuracy of 85%. This is an improvement over the base-
line case (majority class—always guessing two events are not linked), which produces
an average accuracy of 78%. Bagging (with 25 different sets of rules) increases the
accuracy to almost 90%.

An example of a rule with good accuracy found by the system is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. This rule covers 43 of the 140 positive examples and no negative examples.
According to this rule, two smuggling eventsA andE are related if eventA involves
a personC who is also involved in another eventF. EventF involves some materialG
that appears in eventE. In other words, a personC in eventA is involved in a third event
F that uses material from eventE. PersonC played the same roleB, with description
D, in eventsA andF. The “ ” symbols mean that those arguments were not relevant
for that rule. Figure 1.2 illustrates the connections between events, material and peo-
ple involved. Solid lines are direct connections shown by the literals in the body of
the clause. The dotted line corresponds to the newly learnedconcept that describes a
connection between two events.

Person C Material G

Event F Event EEvent A

Inferred

Figure 1.2: Pictorial representation of a learned rule.

The task of identifying the underlying motive in the Contract-Killing data set is
much more difficult, with ALEPH’s accuracy at 59%, compared with the baseline ac-
curacy of 52%. Again, bagging improves the accuracy, this time to 69%. The rule in
Figure 1.3 shows one logical clause the ILP system found for this dataset. The rule
covers 19 of the 38 positive examples and a single negative example. The rule says that
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rivalKilling(EventA) :-
lk_event_event(_,EventB,EventA,RelationC,EventDescriptionD),
lk_event_event(_,EventB,EventE,RelationC,EventDescriptionD),
lk_event_event(_,EventE,EventF,_,EventDescriptionD),
lk_org_org(_,_,_,EventF,_,_,_,_,_).

Figure 1.3: Natural Contract-Killing Data: Sample LearnedRule

eventA is a killing by a rival if we can follow a chain of events that connects eventA
to eventB, eventB to eventE, and eventE to an eventF that relates two organizations.
EventsA andE have the same kind of relation,RelationC, to B. All events in the
chain are subsets of the same incidentD.

1.3.2 Experiments on Synthetic Data

The ease of generating large amounts and data and privacy considerations have led the
EELD program to use synthetic data generated by simulators.Next, we describe the
results we obtained from simulated data for the CK problem. This data was gener-
ated from a run of a Task-Based (TB) simulator developed by Information Extraction
and Transport Incorporated (IET). The TB simulator outputscase files, which contain
complete and unadulterated descriptions of murder cases. These case files are then fil-
tered for observability, so that facts that would not be accessible to an investigator are
eliminated. To make the task more realistic, the simulator output is corrupted, e.g., by
misidentifying role players or incorrectly reporting group memberships. This filtered
and corrupted data form the evidence files. In the evidence files, facts about each event
are represented as ground facts, such as:

murder(Murder714)
perpetrator(Murder714, Killer186)
crimeVictim(Murder714, MurderVictim996)
deviceTypeUsed(Murder714, PistolCzech)

The synthetic dataset that we used consists of 632 murder events. Each murder
event has been labeled as either a positive or negative example of a murder-for-hire.
There are 133 positive and 499 negative examples in the dataset. Our task was to learn
a theory to correctly classify an unlabeled event as either apositive or negative instance
of murder-for-hire. The amount of background knowledge forthis dataset is extremely
large; consisting of 52 distinct predicate names, and 681,039 background facts in all.

Scaling to large datasets in data mining typically refers toincreasing thenumber
of training examples that can be processed. Another measureof complexity that is
particularly relevant in relational data mining is thesizeof individual examples, i.e.
the number of facts used to describe each example. To our knowledge, the challenge
problems developed for the EELD program are the largest ILP problems attempted to
date in terms of the number of facts in the background knowledge. In order to more
effectively process such large examples, we have developeda new ILP method that
reduces the number of clauses that are generated and tested.
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BETH

The two standard approaches to ILP are bottom-up and top-down [Lavrac & Dzeroski1994].
Bottom-up methods like ALEPH start with a very specific clause (called abottom
clause) generated from a seed positive example and generalize it asfar as possible
without covering negative examples. Top-down methods likeFOIL [Quinlan1990] and
mFOIL [Lavrac & Dzeroski1994] start with the most general (empty)clause and re-
peatedly specialize it until it no longer covers negative examples. Both approaches
have problems scaling to large examples. When given large amounts of background
knowledge, the bottom clause in bottom-up methods becomes intractably large and the
increased branching factor in top-down methods greatly impedes their search.

Since top-down and bottom-up approaches have both strengths and weaknesses, we
developed a hybrid method that helps reduce search when learning with large amounts
of background knowledge. It does not build a bottom clause using a seed example
beforesearching for a good clause. Instead, after a random seed example is chosen,
it generates literals in a top-down fashion (i.e. guided by heuristic search), except
the literals generated are constrained to cover the seed example. Based on this idea,
we have developed a system calledBottom-clauseExploration ThroughHeuristic-
search (BETH) in which the bottom clause is not constructed in advance but“dis-
covered” during the search for a good clause. Details of the algorithm are given in
[Tang, Mooney, & Melville2003].

Results and Discussion

The performance of ALEPH, mFOIL, and BETH was evaluated using 6-fold cross-
validation. The data for each fold was generated by separateruns of the TB simulator.
The facts produced by one run of the simulator, only pertain to the entities and rela-
tions generated in that run; hence the facts of each fold are unrelated to the others. For
each trial, one fold is set aside for testing, while the remaining data iscombinedfor
training. The total number of Prolog atoms in the data is so large that running more
than six folds is not feasible.2 To test performance on varying amounts of training data,
learning curves were generated by testing the system after training on increasing sub-
sets of the overall training data. Note that, for different points on the learning curve,
the background knowledge remains the same; only the number of positive and negative
training examples given to the system varies.

We compared the three systems with respect to accuracy and training time. Accu-
racy is defined as the number of correctly classified test cases divided by the total num-
ber of test cases. The training time is measured as the CPU time consumed during the
training phase. All the experiments were performed on a 1.1 GHz Pentinum with dual
processors and 2 GB of RAM. BETH and mFOIL were implemented in Sicstus Prolog
version 3.8.5 and ALEPH was implemented in Yap version 4.3.22. Although different
Prolog compilers were used, the Yap Prolog compiler has beendemonstrated to outper-
form the Sicstus Prolog compiler, particularly in ILP applications [Santos Costa1999].

The following is a sample rule learned by BETH:

2The maximum number of atoms that the Sicstus Prolog compilercan handle is approximately a quarter
million.
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Figure 1.4: Learning Curves for Accuracy and Training Speed

System Accuracy CPU Time (mins) # of Clauses Bottom Clause Size
BETH 94.80% (+/- 2.3%) 23.39 (+/- 4.26) 4483 34

ALEPH 96.91% (+/- 2.8%) 598.92 (+/- 250.00) 63334 4061
mFOIL 91.23% (+/- 4.8%) 45.28 (+/- 5.40) 112904 n/a

Table 1.1: Results on classifyingmurder-for-hireevents given all the training data.#
of Clausesis the total number of clauses tested; andBottom Clause Sizeis the average
number of literals in the bottom clause constructed for eachclause in the learned theory.
The 90% confidence intervals are given for testAccuracyandCPU time.

murder_for_hire(A):- murder(A), eventOccursAt(A,H),
geographicalSubRegions(I,H), perpetrator(A,B),
recipientOfinfo(C,B), senderOfinfo(C,D), socialParticipants(F,D),
socialParticipants(F,G), payer(E,G), toPossessor(E,D).

This rule covered 9 positive examples and 3 negative examples. The rule can be in-
terpreted as:A is a murder-for-hire, ifA is a murder event, which occurs in a city in a
subregion of Russia, and in whichB is the perpetrator, who received information from
D, who had a meeting with and received some money fromG.

The results of our experiments are summarized in Figure 1.4.A snapshot of the
performance of the three ILP systems given 100% of the training examples is shown
in Table 1.1. On the full training set, BETH trains 25 times faster than ALEPH while
losing only 2 percentage points in accuracy and it trains twice as fast as mFOIL while
gaining 3 percentage points in accuracy. Therefore, we believe that its integration of
top-down and bottom-up search is an effective approach to dealing with the problem of
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scaling ILP to large examples. The learning curves for training time further illustrate
that although BETH and mFOIL appear to scale linearly with the number of training
examples, ALEPH’s training-time growth is super-linear.

Systems like BETH and ALEPH construct literals based on actual ground atoms
in the background knowledge, guaranteeing that the specialized clause covers at least
the seed example. On the other hand, mFOIL generates more literals than necessary
by enumerating all possible combination of variables. Somesuch combinations make
useless literals; adding any of them to the body of the current clause makes specialized
clauses that do not cover any positive examples. Thus, mFOIL wastes CPU time con-
structing and testing these literals. Since the average predicate arity in the EELD data
was small (2), the speedup over mFOIL was not as great, although much larger gains
would be expected for data that contains predicates with higher arity.

1.4 Current and Future Research

An under-studied issue in relational data mining is scalingalgorithms to very large
databases. Most research on ILP and RDM has been conducted inthe machine learning
and artificial intelligence communities rather than in the database and systems commu-
nities. Consequently, there has been insufficient researchon systems issues involved in
performing RDM in commercial relational-database systemsand scaling algorithms to
extremely large datasets that will not fit in main memory. Integrating ideas from sys-
tems work in data mining and deductive databases [Ramamohanarao & Harland1994]
would seem to be critical in addressing these issues.

On the issue of scaling, in addition to the BETH system discussed in section 1.3.2,
we are currently working on efficiently learning complex relational concepts from large
amounts of data by using stochastic sampling methods. A major shortcoming of ILP
is the computational demand that results from the large hypothesis spaces searched.
Intelligently sampling these large spaces can provide excellent performance in much
less time [Srinivasan1999, Zelezny, Srinivasan, & Page2002].

We are also developing algorithms that learn more robust, probabilistic relational
concepts represented as stochastic logic programs [Muggleton2003] and variants. This
will enrich the expressiveness and robustness of learned concepts. As an alterna-
tive to stochastic logic programs, we are working on learning clauses in a constraint
logic programming language where the constraints are Bayesian networks [Page2000,
Costaet al.2003].

One approach that we plan to investigate further is the use ofapproximate prior
knowledge to induce more accurate, comprehensible relational concepts from fewer
training examples [Richards & Mooney1995]. The use of priorknowledge can greatly
reduce the burden on users; they can express the “easy” aspects of the task at hand
and then collect a small number of training examples to refineand extend this prior
knowledge.

We also plan to use active learning to allow our ILP systems toselect more effective
training examples for interactively learning relational concepts [Muggletonet al.1999].
By intelligently choosing the examples for users to label, better extraction accuracy can
be obtained from fewer examples, thereby greatly reducing the burden on the users of
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our ILP systems.

Another important issue related to data mining for counter-terrorism is privacy
preservation. DARPA’s counter-terrorism programs have attracted significant public
and media attention due to concerns about potential privacyviolations (e.g. [Clymer2003]).
Consequently, privacy-preservingdata mining [Gehrke2002] is another very significant
“next generation” issue in data mining.

1.5 Related Work

Although it is the most widely studied, ILP is not the only approach to relational data
mining. In particular, other participants in the EELD program are taking alternative
RDM approaches to pattern learning for link discovery. Thissection briefly reviews
these other approaches.

1.5.1 Graph-based Relational Learning

Some relational data mining methods are based on learning structural patterns in graphs.
In particular, SUBDUE [Cook & Holder1994, Cook & Holder2000] discovers highly
repetitive subgraphs in a labeled graph using the minimum description length (MDL)
principle. SUBDUE can be used to discover interesting substructures in graphical data
as well as to classify and cluster graphs. Discovered patterns do not have to match the
data exactly since SUBDUE can employ an inexact graph-matching procedure based
on graph edit-distance. SUBDUE has been successfully applied to a number of im-
portant RDM problems in molecular biology, geology, and program analysis. It is also
currently being applied to discover patterns for link discovery as a part of the EELD
project (more details athttp://ailab.uta.edu/eeld/). Since relational data for
LD is easily represented as labeled graphs, graph-based RDMmethods like SUBDUE
are a natural approach.

1.5.2 Probabilistic Relational Models

Probabilistic relational models(PRM’s) [Koller & Pfeffer1998] are an extension of
Bayesian networks for handling relational data. Methods for learning Bayesian net-
works have also been extended to produce algorithms for inducing PRM’s from data
[Friedmanet al.1999]. PRM’s have the nice property of integrating some of the ad-
vantages of both logical and probabilistic approaches to knowledge representation and
reasoning. They combine some of the representational expressivity of first-order logic
with the uncertain reasoning abilities of Bayesian networks. PRM’s have been applied
to a number of interesting problems in molecular biology, web-page classification, and
analysis of movie data. They are also currently being applied to pattern learning for
link discovery as a part of the EELD project.
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1.5.3 Relational Feature Construction

One approach to learning from relational data is to first “flatten” or “propositional-
ize” the data by constructing features that capture some of the relational informa-
tion and then applying a standard learning algorithm to the resulting feature vectors
[Kramer, Lavrac̆, & Flach2001]. PROXIMITY [Neville & Jensen2000] is a system that
constructs features for categorizing entities based on thecategories and other properties
of other entities to which it is related. It then uses an interactive classification proce-
dure to dynamically update inferences about objects based on earlier inferences about
related objects. PROXIMITY has been successfully applied to company and movie
data. It is also currently being applied to pattern learningfor link discovery as a part of
the EELD project.

1.6 Conclusions

Link discovery is an important problem in automatically detecting potential threatening
activity from large, heterogeneous data sources. The DARPAEELD program is a
U.S. government research project exploring link discoveryas an important problem in
the development of new counter-terrorism technology. Learning new link-discovery
patterns that indicate potentially threatening activity is a difficult data mining problem.
It requires discovering novel relational patterns in largeamounts of complex relational
data. In this work we have shown that ILP methods can extract interesting and useful
rules from link-discovery data-bases containing up to hundreds of thousands of items.
To do so, we improved search efficiency and computation time per node over current
ILP systems.

Most existing data-mining methods assume flat data from a single relational table
and are not appropriate for link discovery. Relational datamining techniques, such as
inductive logic programming, are needed. Many other problems in molecular biology
[Srinivasanet al.1996], natural-language understanding [Zelle & Mooney1996], web
page classification [Cravenet al.2000], information extraction [Califf & Mooney1999,
Freitag1998], and other areas also require mining multi-relational data. However, re-
lational data mining requires exploring a much larger spaceof possible patterns and
performing complex inference and pattern matching. As a result, current RDM meth-
ods are not sufficiently scalable to very large databases. Consequently, we believe that
relational data mining is one of the major research topics inthe development of the next
generation of data mining systems, particularly those in the area of counter-terrorism.
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distance(Molecule,Hydrophobe,Nitrogen,D1),
contains_hydrogen_acceptor(Molecule,Acceptor),
contains_basic_nitrogen(Molecule,Nitrogen),

distance(Molecule,Hydrophobe,Acceptor,D2),

contains_hydrophobe(Molecule,Hydrophobe),
drug(Molecule,Activity_Level):-

Activity_Level

D2D1 D3

distance(Molecule,Nitrogen,Acceptor,D3).
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Abstract. Multi-relational rule mining is important for knowledge
discovery in relational databases as it allows for discovery of patterns
involving multiple relational tables. Inductive logic programming (ILP)
techniques have had considerable success on a variety of multi-relational
rule mining tasks, however, most ILP systems do not scale to very
large datasets. In this paper we present two extensions to a popular
ILP system, FOIL, that improve its scalability. (i) We show how to
interface FOIL directly to a relational database management system.
This enables FOIL to run on data sets that previously had been out of
its scope. (ii) We describe estimation methods, based on histograms,
that significantly decrease the computational cost of learning a set of
rules. We present experimental results that indicate that on a set of
standard ILP datasets, the rule sets learned using our extensions are
equivalent to those learned with standard FOIL but at considerably less
cost.

1 Introduction

Traditional data mining techniques aim to extract patterns from data sets that
may be naturally represented in flat files. Conversely, relational databases rep-
resent data as a set of interconnected relational tables. Many useful patterns
involve multiple tables, and since data in this format often cannot naturally
be represented in flat files, traditional propositional data mining methods have
difficulties learning such patterns.

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [1] algorithms aim to learn a set of
first-order logical rules from multi-relational data and thus are well suited to
multi-relational data mining tasks. There are however, two practical barriers
that must be overcome before ILP systems may be applied to mining of large
datasets. (i) ILP systems must deal with a limited amount of physical memory.
Most ILP implementations, such as FOIL [2], tacitly assume the whole database
fits into main memory. If it does not fit, these programs either crash or grind
to an effective halt as they rely on the operating system to manage moving
0 Both authors contributed equally to this work
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data between physical memory and disk. (ii) ILP systems must be faster. The
search space of ILP systems is very large and even heuristic methods are slow.
Moreover, since the time needed to score an operator typically depends on the
database size, direct application of most ILP systems to very large datasets is
impractical.

In this paper, we describe extensions to the ILP algorithm FOIL that ad-
dress both of these barriers. To deal with limited physical memory we leverage
off the considerable effort that has been addressed to this issue in the design
of relational database management systems (RDBMSs). We show how to suc-
cinctly express FOIL’s operations in terms of SQL statements that RDBMSs
have been optimized to execute. To deal with time cost we describe probabilistic
models that we use to estimate the gain of FOIL’s operators. We show how to
use these models to significantly speed up learning. Finally, we present exper-
imental results that indicate that with our estimation method we are able to
learn the same rules as standard FOIL on several standard ILP datasets, but in
significantly less time.

The interest in scaling up ILP for relational data mining on large datasets has
been growing as Dimaio and Shavlik [3], Tang et. al [4] and Mooney et. al [5] have
recently published research in this direction. Further, Stonebraker et. al [6], Fu
and Han [7], Brockhausen and Morik [8] and recently Lisi and Malerba [9] have
directly interfaced relational data-mining algorithms with RDBMSs. Although
the idea of incorporating the ability to learn first order rules from RDBMSs is
not new, the use of probabilistic models to estimate scores for learning rules has,
to the best of our knowledge, not been done before. Similar estimation methods
have been used in the area of query-optimization in databases [10,11].

2 FOIL

Quinlan’s first-order inductive learner [2,12] (FOIL) is a popular ILP algorithm
that learns function-free first order rules for a target relation. FOIL requires
as input a set of extensionally defined relations. That is, each input relation is
defined by a listing of its tuples rather than intensionally as a set of logical rules.
This parallels closely the organization of data in relational databases where we
can think of the tuples of a table as defining a relation. One of the input relations,
which we refer to as POS, is designated as the target relation. Another input
relation, which we refer to as NEG, is of the same arity as POS and contains
tuples that do not belong to the target relation. These two relations define FOIL’s
initial positive and negative tuple set. The other relations B1, ..., BN serve as
background knowledge.

Given its input, FOIL learns rules of the form

POS(X1, ..., Xm)← L1 ∧ L2 ∧ ...

where each Li is a (possibly negated) literal and X1, ..., Xm are distinct variables.
The goal of FOIL is to discover a set of rules that entails all of the tuples in
POS and none of the tuples in NEG.
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Table 1. The FOIL algorithm. Given a set of tuples, POS, in the target relation,
a set of tuples, NEG, not in the target relation and sets for tuples B1, ..., BM that
define M background relations, FOIL returns a set of first-order rules for the target
relation. The symbol ⇐ indicates variable assignment and the symbol ← indicates
logical implication.

1: procedure FOIL(POS, NEG, B1, · · ·, BN )
2: learnedRules⇐ {}
3: POSunc ⇐ POS � start with all positive tuples uncovered
4: repeat � begin FOIL’s outer loop
5: newRule⇐ learnOneRule() � POS is head of newRule
6: update POSunc � remove tuples in POSunc covered by newRule
7: add newRule to learnedRules
8: until |POSunc| == 0
9: return learnedRules

10: end procedure

11: procedure learnOneRule()
12: newRuleBody ⇐ {} � start with general rule POS ← true
13: POScurr ⇐ POSunc � all positive tuples are covered by newRule
14: NEGcurr ⇐ NEG � all negative tuples are covered by newRule
15: repeat � begin FOIL’s inner loop
16: bestLit⇐ getBestLiteral(candidateLiterals())
17: conjoin bestLit to newRuleBody � add literal to growing rule
18: update POScurr � arity of POScurr may increase
19: update NEGcurr � arity of NEGcurr may increase
20: until |NEGcurr| == 0
21: return POS ← newRuleBody
22: end procedure

23: procedure getBestLiteral(C) � C is set of candidate literals
24: maxGain ⇐ −∞
25: for all candLit ∈ C do
26: p′ ⇐ |POScurr| if candLit is added to newRule
27: n′ ⇐ |NEGcurr| if candLit is added to newRule
28: p++ ⇐ number of tuples in POScurr covered by candLit
29: gain⇐ gain(p′, n′, p++)
30: if gain > maxGain then
31: bestLiteral⇐ candLit
32: maxGain⇐ gain
33: end if
34: end for
35: return bestLiteral
36: end procedure
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Table 1 presents a high level outline of FOIL. FOIL is a covering algorithm
that on each iteration of its outer loop, which starts at Line 41, adds a single
clause to its learned rule set that logically entails (covers) some of the previously
uncovered tuples in POS and none of the tuples in NEG. FOIL’s method of
building a single rule, shown in the learnOneRule procedure of Table 1, begins
with the general rule POS ← true, which covers all positive and negative tuples.
This rule is then specialized by greedily conjoining literals one at a time to the
body until the new rule covers no negative tuples.

One trait of FOIL that distinguishes it from most propositional supervised
learning algorithms is the dynamic nature of the positive and negative example
training sets. When deciding which literal to append to the body of the new
rule, FOIL considers only the current positive and negative tuple sets, POScurr

and NEGcurr in Table 1. From one iteration to the next, these sets may shrink,
grow, increase in arity or some combination thereof.

At the start of the learnOneRule procedure POScurr is initialized to
the tuples of POS that are not covered by any rule learned so far, POSunc,
and NEGcurr is set to all the tuples in NEG. Following the addition of
the chosen literal (Line 17), FOIL updates POScurr and NEGcurr. Let
L(N1, ..., Na, O1, ..., Ob) be the chosen literal where Ni is a new variable that
does not appear anywhere else in the new rule and Oi is an old variable that
appears either in the head or a previously introduced literal. If L is unnegated,
the arity of tuples in the updated POScurr and NEGcurr sets increases by a,
the number of new variables. A tuple t in POScurr (or NEGcurr) gives rise to
a (possibly expanded) tuple in the updated set for each tuple in the relation
associated with the chosen literal that matches t on the arguments indicated by
the old variables.

FOIL uses an information theoretic heuristic to determine which literal to
append to the body of a growing rule. On each iteration of its inner loop, which
starts on Line 15, FOIL chooses the literal that has maximum gain where it
defines the gain of literal Li as

GAIN(Li) = p++ ×
{

log(
p′

p′ + n′ )− log(
p

p + n
)
}

.

Here p and n are the sizes of POScurr and NEGcurr, p′ and n′ are the sizes of
the updated POScurr and NEGcurr if Li were added and p++ is the number of
tuples in POScurr that are covered by Li.

The main computational cost of FOIL comes from the evaluation of all the
candidate literals every time a new literal is added to a growing clause. If the
input data set cannot fit in main memory, management of the current positive
and negative tuple becomes more complicated. In the next section we show how,
if our data is stored in relational database tables, these tasks can be concisely
expressed by a small number of SQL statements.

1 This and all subsequent references to line numbers refer to those in Table 1.
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3 FOIL-D

In this section we present FOIL-D, our implementation of FOIL that interfaces
directly with relational databases. FOIL-D assumes operations that involve ma-
nipulation of the relational data may not fit in main memory and thus provides
database operations, in terms of SQL statements, for them. FOIL-D does how-
ever, assume that other operations, such as generating and storing the candidate
literals, fit in main memory.

One difference between FOIL and our current implementation of FOIL-D is
that for simplicity FOIL-D only considers unnegated literals while FOIL con-
siders both unnegated and negated literals. There is nothing fundamental that
prevents FOIL-D from considering negated literals though, and we plan to add
support for them in the future.

3.1 Database Organization and Operations

Let the tuples defining the input relations be in database tables named POS,
NEG, B1, ..., BN where the mapping between tables and the relations in Table 1
is the obvious one. If the data is not in such a format, temporary tables can be
constructed. We store the uncovered positive tuples and the current positive
and negative examples in database tables named POS UNC, POS CURR and
NEG CURR respectively. Due to the dynamics of the training sets, the number
of columns of POS CURR and NEG CURR may change during the course of
the algorithm. At any time though there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the columns of POS CURR (and NEG CURR) and the distinct variables that
have been introduced by either the head or a literal in the body of the growing
clause.

The left-hand column of Table 2 lists the line numbers from Table 1 where
FOIL-D issues database queries. The right-hand column gives the SQL state-
ments2 for the corresponding line. We now discuss each of these operations in
turn.

Line 3. Here we initialize POS UNC to all the tuples in POS. SQL statements
of the from CREATE new-table-name LIKE existing-table-name create a new
empty table that has the same column names and types as the existing table
indicated.

Line 6. Here we remove from POS UNC those tuples covered by the rule just
learned. We first save the tuples of POS UNC into the temporary table
OLD POS UNC and recreate an empty POS UNC. The INSERT INTO state-
ment fills POS UNC with those tuples of OLD POS UNC that do not have
any matching tuple in POS CURR, the expanded tuples covered by the new
rule. The semantics of LEFT JOIN is to include at least one tuple from the
“left” table (OLD POS UNC in this case) even if none of them are selected

2 These statements are compatible with version 4.1 of MySQL
(http://www.mysql.com) and they can be adapted to other RDBMSs
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Table 2. SQL statements used by FOIL-D. The left-hand-column indicates line num-
bers from Table 1 where FOIL-D issues database queries. The right-hand-column lists
the corresponding SQL statements.

Line 3 CREATE TABLE POS UNC LIKE POS
INSERT INTO POS UNC SELECT * FROM POS

Line 6 ALTER TABLE POS UNC RENAME OLD POS UNC
CREATE TABLE POS UNC LIKE POS

INSERT INTO POS UNC SELECT cols FROM OLD POS UNC
LEFT JOIN POS CURR ON cond WHERE cond′

DROP TABLE OLD POS UNC
Line 13 CREATE TABLE POS CURR LIKE POS

INSERT INTO POS CURR SELECT * FROM POS UNC
Line 14 CREATE TABLE NEG CURR LIKE NEG

INSERT INTO NEG CURR SELECT * FROM NEG
Line 18 ALTER TABLE POS CURR RENAME OLD POS CURR

CREATE TABLE POS CURR (...)
INSERT INTO POS CURR SELECT cols FROM OLD POS CURR, rel(bestLit) WHERE cond
DROP TABLE OLD POS CURR

Line 19 ALTER TABLE NEG CURR RENAME OLD NEG CURR
CREATE TABLE NEG CURR (...)
INSERT INTO NEG CURR SELECT cols FROM OLD NEG CURR, rel(bestLit) WHERE cond
DROP TABLE OLD NEG CURR

Line 26 SELECT COUNT (*) FROM POS CURR, rel(candLit) WHERE cond

Line 27 SELECT COUNT (*) FROM NEG CURR, rel(candLit) WHERE cond

Line 28 SELECT DISTINCT COUNT (*) FROM POS CURR, rel(candLit) WHERE cond

with the condition in the ON clause, provided they pass the condition in the
WHERE clause. These tuples have null values for any columns that come from
the “right” table (POS CURR). The statement FOIL-D issues selects only
those tuples of OLD POS UNC that do not match any in POS CURR by
setting cond′ to col = null where col is a column in POS CURR. The condi-
tion cond in the ON clause is a set of equality constraints between columns in
OLD POS UNC and columns in POS CURR that correspond to variables
in the target relation.

Lines 13 and 14. Here we initialize POS CURR and NEG CURR, the cur-
rent positive and negative example set.

Lines 18 and 19. Here we update POS CURR and NEG CURR after we add
the highest scoring literal bestLit to the growing rule. The statements for
updating POS CURR are analogous to those for updating NEG CURR. For
simplicity, we only describe those for updating POS CURR. Before getting
the tuples with the INSERT INTO statement, we save the old tuples in a
temporary table OLD POS CURR and create a new POS CURR table that
will hold the updated examples. The new POS CURR table will have a col-
umn for each column in OLD POS CURR and each new variable in bestLit.
The INSERT INTO statement joins OLD POS CURR with the relation of
bestLit, rel(bestLit). The condition cond in the WHERE clause is a conjunc-
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tion of equalities, one for each old variable in bestLit, between columns in
OLD POS CURR and the corresponding columns in rel(bestLit). The pro-
jection cols lists the columns in OLD POS CURR along with the columns
in rel(bestLit) that correspond to the new variables in bestLit.

Lines 26-27. Here we compute counts p′ and n′ that, along with p++, we need
for computing the gain of the candidate literal candLit. The conditions cond
in the WHERE clauses are conjunctions of equalities, one for each new vari-
able in candLit, and are the same for both statements. If candLit becomes
bestLit, cond will also be used in the INSERT INTO SELECT statements issued
when updating POS CURR and NEG CURR on Lines 18 and 19.

Line 28. Here we compute p++. The DISTINCT keyword assures that tuples in
POS CURR are counted at most once. The condition cond is the same as
the one used on Line 26 to compute p.

3.2 Computational Cost of FOIL-D

The primary computational cost of running FOIL-D on large databases comes
from the database join operations used to execute the six conditional SELECT
statements (Lines 6, 18, 19, 26, 27 and 28). A join operation (r �� s) between
tables r and s selects a subset of the tuples in the cross product r × s that
matches a specified set of constraints. The implementation of the join operation
is a heavily studied topic in database research. See for example, Ramakrishnan’s
textbook [13]. The cost of a join depends on a number of properties of the
join such as the number and types of constraints (eg, >, <,=), the presence of
any database indexes on the join columns, and the number of tables. In FOIL-
D all joins involve only equality constraints (equi-joins) between two tables.
FOIL-D does perform joins with k > 1 equality constraints (k-column joins). In
this paper, we are agnostic about the implementation of join but measure the
computational cost by the total number of joins performed to learn a theory.

Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the number of joins needed to learn
a rule set of R rules with L total literals where C total candidates are considered
is

# of join operations = R + 2L + 3C

The number of rules in a learned theory R is typically small, often less than
five, and the number of literals L is also manageable, in the ten’s at most. The
number of candidates C, however, is often much larger and thus C dominates
the others. The number of candidate literals considered at each step depends
most strongly on the arity of the maximum arity relation and the number of old
variables introduced so far [14]. For example, the number of candidate literals
considered to append to a rule with 5 old variables and max arity of 3 is 136 [14].
FOIL-D uses type constraints on the arguments of the relations (or the columns
in the database) which reduces the total number of candidate literals somewhat
but not so much that it does not dominate in the above expression. Next, we
describe extensions to FOIL-D that reduce the total number of join operations
needed to learn a theory.
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4 FOIL-DH

To get the counts p′, n′ and p++ needed to compute the gain of a candidate
literal we only need the number of tuples in the result sets of the SQL statements
listed in Table 2 that we execute on Lines 26-28. Thus, one way to reduce the
total number of joins is to compute p′, n′ and p++ by more efficient means. The
approach we consider here is, using histograms, to construct probabilistic models
of the tuples in each table and to use these models to estimate the counts. We
call this system “FOIL-D with histograms” or simply FOIL-DH.

We maintain a histogram for each column of POS UNC, NEG, B1, ..., BN,
POS CURR and NEG CURR. Let hr.c be the histogram for the column r.c of
table r. The domain of hr.c is the same as the domain of the type of column r.c.
The count hr.c(v) for value v is the number of tuples in r for which the value of
column r.c = v.

4.1 Estimating p′ and n′

Now we show how, given the column histograms and an independence assump-
tion, to estimate quickly the size of any k-column equi-join, such as the ones to
get p′ and n′.

The probability pr.c(v) that a randomly selected tuple in table r has value v
in column c is

pr.c(v) = hr.c(v)/|r|.
For an equi-join between columns c of table r and c′ of table s the probability
that a randomly selected tuple from the cross product r×s satisfies the equality
constraint, and thus is included in the result set, is

p(r.c, s.c′) =
∑

v

pr.c(v)× ps.c′
(v)

where the sum is over all values in the type of column r.c (and s.c). The number
of tuples in the result set is exactly given by

size(r ��1 s) = |r||s| × p(r.c, s.c′)

where ��1 indicates a 1-column join between r and s.
This is an exact calculation because the nature of the cross product guaran-

tees that for a randomly selected tuple in r× s, the value in a column from r is
statistically independent of the value of a column from s. For multi-column joins
the summary statistics in the histograms are not sufficient to exactly compute
the size of the result set. If we assume, however, that the values of all columns
in the join from the same table are statistically independent, we can estimate
the size of a k−column join as

ˆsize(r ��k s) = |r||s|
k∏

i=1

p(r.i, s.i) (1)
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where without loss of generality we assume column r.i is joined with s.i for
1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Our estimates of p′ and n′ for candidate literal candLit then are

p̂′ = ˆsize(POS CURR ��b rel(candLit))

and
n̂′ = ˆsize(NEG CURR ��b rel(candLit))

where rel(candLit) is the relation of candLit and b is the number of old variables
in candLit.

4.2 Estimating p++

In order to compute the gain of candLit, in addition to p′ and n′, we need p++,
the number of tuples in POS CURR (pre-update) still covered by the new rule
if we accept candLit. Thus, we need to estimate the number of tuples in r =
POS CURR that give rise to at least one tuple in r ��k s where s is rel(candLit).

To estimate p++, we first compute q, the probability a randomly selected
tuple in r × s matches on join columns 2 through k given the independence
assumptions as

q =
k∏

i=2

p(r.i, s.i)

where again we assume column r.i is joined with s.i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If k = 1
we set q to 1.0. If we randomly pick with replacement j tuples from r × s, the
probability that at least one matches on join columns 2 through k is

m(j) = (1.0− (1.0− q)j).

A tuple in r with value v in the first join column has hs.1(v) tuples in the
cross product that match in the first column and this many “chances” to match
on the remaining k − 1 columns. So, we estimate the probability that the tuple
will have at least one match in the result set as m(hs.1(v)). Summing over all
values and multiplying by hr.1(v) gives our estimation of p++:

p̂++ =
∑

v

hr.1(v) ∗m(hs.1(v)).

Our choice of doing this final sum over values of the first join column is
arbitrary. We could have chosen any i of the k join columns as the one to do
the final sum over; however, we would then calculate q as the probability of a
match on the k − 1 columns excluding join column i. Due to errors introduced
by the sampling with replacement assumption of m(j), in general the estimate
p̂++ will be different for each choice of final join column i. In practice however,
we have found p̂++ to be close for any choice of i.

As with the expression for estimating p′ and n′, our estimation p̂++ is exact
for 1-column joins. Thus, we can exactly compute the gain for candidate literals
with exactly 1 old variable given the column histograms.
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4.3 Estimating the Highest Gain Literal

We speed up FOIL-D by using estimations of p′, n′ and p++ to estimate the
highest scoring candidate literal in two ways. The first method simply estimates
the gain of every candidate literal directly with p̂′, n̂′ and p̂++ and chooses the
one with highest estimated gain to append to the growing clause. This method
eliminates the 3C joins needed to estimate the gain of the C candidate literals
thereby reducing the number of joins performed to learn a theory with R rules
and L literals to

# of join operations = R + 2L.

A problem with this method is that the independence assumption often
causes the estimated gains of the highest-scoring candidate literals with 2 or
more old variables to be less than their true gains. In cases where the candidate
literal with highest gain has multiple old variables, this procedure often erro-
neously estimates the highest scoring literal to be one with only 1 old variable.

We find, however, the relative ranks of the candidate literals with multiple
old variables, especially the highest scoring ones, is relatively stable following
the estimation procedure. This leads to our other use of p̂′, n̂′ and p̂++.

We also use the estimates of the candidate literal gains as a filter to reduce the
number of candidate literals whose gains are computed exactly. Given filter size
F we pick a candidate literal to conjoin to the growing clause with this method
as follows. First, we compute the estimated gains of the entire candidate set
using our histograms as described above. Next, we rank the candidate literals
with two or more old variables by estimated gain and compute the exact gain for
the top F . Finally, we choose that the literal with the highest true gain among
these F and the top scoring candidate literal with a single old variable. We call
this method FOIL-DH(F).

The number of joins performed to learn a theory with FOIL-DH(F) is

# of join operations = R + 2L + 3FL

which is still much smaller than R + 2L + 3C for small F .

4.4 Richer Probabilistic Models

As just described, the current implementation of FOIL-DH estimates the size of
a multi-column join by assuming that, for a randomly selected tuple from either
of the tables in the join, the values for the join columns are independent of one
another. If the join columns are highly correlated, this assumption is likely to
lead to inaccurate gain estimates and could result in poor rules.

One way to address this pitfall is to explicitly represent the dependencies
between columns with a more complex probability model, such as a Bayesian
network3[15], for each table’s tuples. Using Bayesian networks, the product on
3 The current version of FOIL-DH corresponds to a Bayesian network for each table

that has one vertex for each column and no edges.
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the right-hand-side of Equation 1 would be replaced with the probability, as
given by the Bayesian networks for the two tables, that a randomly selected
tuple from the cross-product would match on the join columns.

5 Experimental Results

This section describes experiments conducted and results obtained by FOIL-D,
FOIL-DH and FOIL-DH(F) on three learning tasks taken from machine learn-
ing literature, which were used by Quinlan [2] to illustrate the power of FOIL.
Descriptions of the domains are also taken from Quinlan [2]. The aim of the
experiments performed is to determine whether the cost of obtaining accurate
hypotheses, with respect to FOIL, can be significantly reduced by using proba-
bilistic models (FOIL-DH) and filtering (FOIL-DH(F)) to estimate the scores of
literals.

1 3 4 8

0 7

6

52

Fig. 1. A small network, where ←− indicates linked-to, from Quinlan [2]

Table 3. Rules learned for can-reach

FOIL-D, FOIL-DH(1-6) can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X1)
can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X2), can-reach(X2, X1)

FOIL-DH(0) can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X2), linked-to(X3, X1),
linked-to(X2, X4), can-reach(X2, X1)
can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X2), linked-to(X3, X1),
linked-to(X2, X4), linked-to(X4, X5), linked-to(X6, X3)

5.1 Learning Connectivity of a Network

Our first learning task involved learning the definition of can-reach in the net-
work [2] shown in Figure 1. Extensional definitions of can-reach(N,N), not-can-
reach(N,N) as well as linked-to(N,N) were given as positive examples, negative
examples and background knowledge respectively. Variables in this relation con-
sists of one type, N (Node). The goal is to learn a general definition for can-reach.
Table 3 shows the rules learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(0-6), which are using
filter sizes set to 0 through 6.
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5.2 Learning Eastbound Trains

The second learning task is from the INDUCE system by Michalski
et. al [16]. Trains in Figure 2 have different numbers of cars, with var-
ious shapes and tops, carrying loads of various number and shape. The
task is to distinguish between eastbound and westbound trains. The
target relation eastbound(T) is to be defined in terms of the follow-
ing relations has car(T,C), not has car(T,C), in front(C,C), behind(C,C),
long(C), short(C), open rectangle(C), not open rectangle(C), hexagon(C),
not hexagon(C), bucket(C), not bucket(C), ellipse(C), not ellipse(C) rect-
angle(C), not rectangle(C), u shaped(C), not u shaped(C), jagged top(C),
not jagged top(C), peaked top(C), not peaked top(C), flat top(C),
not flat top(C), arc top(C), not arc top(C), open top(C), closed top(C), con-
tains no load(C), contains load(C,LS), one load(C), two load(C), three load(C),
two wheels(C), three wheels(C), double(C), and not double(C).

The variables are of three types: T (train type), C (car type) and LS
(load shape type). Clauses learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(0-6) are shown
in Table 4.

Fig. 2. Eastbound and westbound trains from Michalski et. al [16]

Table 4. Rules learned for eastbound

FOIL-D, FOIL-DH(0-6) eastbound(X0) ← has-car(X0, X1), closed-top(X1), short(X1)

5.3 Learning Family Relationships

The third and final task we consider is that of learning family relationships from
Hinton [17]. Figure 3 shows two isomorphic families of twelve members each.
There are twelve relationship types to be learned: mother, father, wife, husband,
son, daughter, sister, brother, aunt, uncle, niece and nephew. Each target relation
to be learned are to be defined in terms of the following background relations:
mother(P,P), father(P,P), wife(P,P), husband(P,P), son(P,P), daughter(P,P),
sister(P,P), brother(P,P), aunt(P,P), uncle(P,P), niece(P,P), nephew(P,P), and
their negations. The variables are all of type P (People).
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The rules learned by FOIL-DH(1) for this task are identical to those learned
by FOIL-D on all twelve relations. Table 5 and Table 6 show the definitions
learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(0-6) for uncle and mother respectively. Since
all uncles happen to also be married in these families, the second literal in both
uncle clauses serves the purpose of asserting that person X0 is a man. The
rules learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(1-6) for other relations are similar in
structure. FOIL-DH(0) fails to learn any rules4

Fig. 3. Two family trees, where = means married-to, from [17] and [2]

Table 5. Rules learned for uncle

FOIL-D, FOIL-DH(1-6) uncle(X0, X1) ← niece(X1, X0), husband(X0, X2)
uncle(X0, X1) ← nephew(X1, X0), husband(X0, X2)

FOIL-DH(0) No rules learned

Table 6. Rules learned for mother

FOIL-D, FOIL-DH(1-6) mother(X0, X1) ← daughter(X1, X0), husband(X2, X0)
mother(X0, X1) ← son(X1, X0), husband(X2, X0)

FOIL-DH(0) No rules learned

When learning the relations can-reach and the twelve familial relationships,
FOIL-D as well as FOIL-DH(1-6) constructs accurate, compact rules. However,
for the can-reach relation, FOIL-DH(0) generates long, convoluted clauses that
consist of only literals with one old variable. Furthermore, FOIL-DH(0) does
not generate any rules for any of the twelve family relationships. The reason for
this can be seen in Figure 4. Whenever FOIL-DH(0) makes an estimation of the
gain for literals with multiple old variables, it always under estimates the actual
gain of the highest scoring literals, whereas it always estimates the exact actual
4 FOIL-DH(0) learns no rules in cases where the first rule it “learns” covers zero

positive examples and is discarded.
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Fig. 4. Estimated gain versus actual gain calculations for adding the first literal in the
relation uncle. The literal with the highest scoring true gain, niece(X1,X0), has true
gain of near 12 and estimated gain of near 5. This literal is not chosen by FOIL-DH(0),
but since this literal has the highest estimated score of the literals with multiple old
variables it is correctly chosen by FOIL-DH(1).

gain for literals with exactly one old variable. Hence, literals with exactly one old
variable will score higher than literals with multiple old variables, resulting in the
unique property of the rules learned by FOIL-DH(0) for the relation can-reach.
This reasoning also supports the results of FOIL-DH(0) on the relationships of
the family dataset because the definitions of those relations require literals with
two old variables to be added first to the body of the clause.

How then was FOIL-DH(1), with a filter size of just 1, able to learn the cor-
rect definitions for can-reach and the twelve familial relationships? One possible
explanation is that even though the estimations for literals with multiple old
variables are lower, the order of the estimated gain for these literals is main-
tained. This would allow FOIL-DH(1), which specifically considers the highest
estimated literal with multiple old variables, to accurately select the best literal.

Surprisingly, all the different FOIL types in our experiments were able to
learn the exact rule for eastbound trains as shown in Table 4. It is interesting
to note that FOIL-DH(0) was able to learn the exact rule for eastbound trains,
in accordance with our reasoning above, because the rule is comprised of literals
with exactly one old variable.

Figure 5 shows the total number of JOINs performed for the different FOIL
types. FOIL-DH(0) to FOIL-DH(6) grows linearly in the number of JOINs per-
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Fig. 5. Total number of JOINs performed for the different FOIL types when learning
the following relations (in order from left to right in the histogram): can-reach, east-
bound, mother, father, wife, husband, son, daughter, sister, brother, aunt, uncle, niece,
nephew

formed. Hence, the use of FOIL-DH(F), with a resonable filter size, would still
provide significantly more savings than FOIL-D.

6 Conclusion

We have presented preliminary methods towards enabling the ILP system FOIL
to be applied to multi-relational data mining tasks on large data sets. Our meth-
ods address both the space and time hurdles that prohibit standard ILP imple-
mentations from being applied to these problems.

To deal with insufficient physical memory we leverage off relational database
management systems. We have described FOIL-D, a system that mimics the
operation of FOIL but that performs the memory intensive FOIL operations
using SQL queries to a relational database.

To deal with the slowness of FOIL on very large datasets we have described
FOIL-DH, an extension of FOIL-D that uses histograms to quickly estimate the
gains of candidate literals without performing expensive database join opera-
tions. We also showed how we use the estimation procedure as a filter to select
a small number of candidate literals whose gain we compute exactly.
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Our experimental results show that while FOIL-DH dramatically reduces
the numbers of joins it sometimes fails to learn the correct theories on a set of
standard ILP problems because of erroneous estimates. If, however, we use the
estimates as a filter we are able to learn the same correct theories as FOIL-D on
the datasets we looked at while performing significantly fewer joins.

The experiments we present in this paper all involve small datasets on stan-
dard but contrived problems. Our plans for the future involve evaluating FOIL-D
and FOIL-DH in terms of accuracy and efficiency on a number of large real-world
datasets. In addition, we plan on investigating more complex probability models
based on Bayesian networks.

In closing we note that although this paper has dealt exclusively with ex-
tending FOIL, some of the concepts developed here are applicable to other ILP
systems. For example, systems that score whole clauses (as opposed to FOIL’s
scoring of literals) as a function of the number of positive and negative examples
covered may benefit from similar estimation methods.
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Abstract. One of the most popular techniques for multi-relational data
mining is Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). Given a set of positive and
negative examples, an ILP system ideally finds a logical description of the
underlying data model that discriminates the positive examples from the
negative examples. However, in multi-relational data mining, one often
has to deal with erroneous and missing information. ILP systems can
still be useful by generating rules that captures the main relationships in
the system. An important question is how to combine these rules to form
an accurate classifier. An interesting approach to this problem is to use
Bayes Net based classifiers. We compare Näıve Bayes, Tree Augmented
Näıve Bayes (TAN) and the Sparse Candidate algorithm to a voting
classifier. We also show that a full classifier can be implemented as a
CLP(BN ) program [14], giving some insight on how to pursue further
improvements.

1 Introduction

The last few years have seen a surge of interest in multi-relational data mining,
with applications in areas as diverse as bioinformatics and link discovery. One
of the most popular techniques for multi-relational data mining is Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP). Given a set of positive and negative examples, an
ILP system ideally finds a logical description of the underlying data model that
differentiates between the positive and negative examples. ILP systems confer
the advantages of a solid mathematical foundation and the ability to generate
understandable explanations.

As ILP systems are being applied to tasks of increasing difficulty, issues such
as large search spaces and erroneous or missing data have become more relevant.
Ultimately, ILP systems can only expect to search a relatively modest number of
clauses, usually on the order of millions. Evaluating increasingly complex clauses
may not be the solution. As clauses grow larger, they become more vulnerable
to the following errors: a query will fail because of missing data, a query will
encounter an erroneous database item, and a clause will give correct answers
simply by chance.

Our work relates to a sizeable application in the field of link discovery. More
precisely, our concern involves finding aliases in a relational domain [15] where
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the data is subject to high levels of corruption. As a result, we cannot hope that
the learned rules will generally model the entire dataset. In these cases, ILP
can at best generate rules that describe fragments of the underlying model. Our
hope is that such rules will allow us to observe the central relationships within
the data.

An important question is how to combine the partial rules to obtain a useful
classifier. We have two major constraints in our domain. First, we expect the
number of positives to grow linearly with the number of individuals in the do-
main. In contrast, the number of negatives increases with the number of pairs,
and therefore grows quadratically. Consequently, any approach should be robust
to false positives. Furthermore, flexibility is also an important consideration as
we ultimately want to be able to weigh precision versus recall through some mea-
sure of confidence, ideally in the form of a probability. Secondly, we expect to use
the system for different datasets: our method should not be prone to overfitting
and it should be easy to parameterize for datasets with different observabilities
and error rates.

The previous discussion suggests probabilistic-based classifiers as a good ap-
proach to our problem. We explore three different Bayes net based approaches
to this problem. Each ILP learned rule is represented as a random variable in
the network. The simplicity and robustness of the Näıve Bayes classifier make
it a good candidate for combining the learned rules [12]. Unfortunately, Näıve
Bayes assumes independence between features and our rules may be quite inter-
dependent and perhaps even share literals. A natural extension is to use TAN [6]
classifiers as they offer an efficient way to capture dependencies between rules.
Additionally, we explore using the Sparse Candidate algorithm [7] for learning
the structure of a full Bayes net. An alternative approach we consider is to group
our rules as an ensemble [3] and use voting, which has had excellent results in
practice. We will evaluate the relative merits of these approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the problem in more detail.
Then, we explain the voting and Bayesian based approaches to rule combination.
Next, we present the main applications and discuss our results. We follow this
by demonstrating how we can represent Bayesian classifiers as a logic program
with probabilities, using CLP(BN ). Finally, we end with related work and our
conclusions.

2 Using ILP

From a logic perspective, the ILP problem can be defined as follows. Let E+ be
the set of positive examples, E− be the set of negative examples, E = E+ ∧ E−,
and B be the background knowledge. In general, B and E can be arbitrary logic
programs. The aim of an ILP system is to find a set of hypotheses (also referred
to as a theory) H , in the form of a logic program, such that all positive examples
and none of the negative examples are covered by the program.

In practice, learning processes generate relatively simple clauses which only
cover a limited subset of E+. Moreover, such clauses often cover some examples
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in E−. One possible reason for the presence of these errors is that these examples
may have been misclassified. A second reason is that approximated theories can
never be as strict as the ground truth: if our clause is only a subclause of the
actual explanation, it is possible that the clause will cover a few other incorrect
examples. We also have to address implementational difficulties: for most cases
we can only search effectively for relatively simple explanations (clauses). There-
fore, we assume that clauses represent fragments of the ground-truth and that
the learning process can capture different “features” of the ground truth. Clauses
have some distribution, which is likely to be non-uniform, over the interesting
aspects of the ground-truth theory. Even if we do not capture all features of the
ground truth, we can still learn interesting and relevant clauses.

Given a set H of clauses learned in an incomplete world we can combine them
to obtain a better classifier. One possible approach to combine clauses would be
to assume that each clause is an explanation, and form a disjunction over the
clauses. Although this approach has the merit of simplicity, and should work
well for cases where we are close to the ground truth, it does have two serious
issues we need to consider:

– We are interested in applications where the number of false instances dom-
inates. Unfortunately, the disjunction of clauses maximizes the number of
false positives.

– We expect the classifier to make mistakes, so ideally we would like to know
the degree of confidence we have in a classification.

Our problem is not novel, and several approaches come to mind. We shall
focus on two such approaches here. The idea of exploiting different aspects of
an underlying classifier suggests ensemble-based techniques. Previous work on
applying ensemble methods to ILP [4] suggests that exploring the variability in
the seed is sufficient for generating diverse classifiers. We thus decided to use a
simple approach where we use the ILP engine to generate clauses and then use
voting to group them together. A second alternative is to consider each clause as
a feature of an underlying classifier. We want to know which features are most
important. Several possibilities exist and we focus on Bayesian networks, as they
provide us with an estimated probability for each different outcome.

3 Combining Rules

3.1 Voting

It is well known that ILP systems that learn clauses using seeds are exploiting
different areas of the search space, in a manner analogous to ensemble meth-
ods. In this vein, recent ILP work has exploited several techniques for ensemble
generation, such as bagging or bootstrapping [4] and different forms of boost-
ing [5,13,9,10]. Bagging is a popular ensemble method that consists of generating
different training sets where each set contains a sample, with replacement, of
the original dataset. Hypotheses are learned from each dataset, and combined
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through a voting method. Alternatively, in boosting each classifier is built de-
pending on the errors made by previous classifiers. Each new rule thus depends
on the performance of the previous one.

Previous work on applying bagging to ILP [4] suggests that exploring vari-
ability from using different seed examples can be sufficient for generating diverse
classifiers. We shall follow a similar approach: we use hypotheses generated from
different runs of the ILP system, and combine them through unweighted voting.
With this method, we consider an example to be positive depending on the num-
ber of clauses that are satisfied for that example. The number of clauses we need
to satisfy to classify the example as positive is a variable threshold parameter.
One major advantage of using a voting method is that we can obtain different
values of precision and recall by varying the voting threshold. Thus, although a
voting method does not give an estimate of the probability for each classification,
it does provide an excellent baseline to compare with Bayesian-based methods.

3.2 Bayesian Networks

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule n-2 Rule n-1 Rule n

Fig. 1. A Näıve Bayes Net.

We expect every learned clause to be related to a clause in the “true” theory.
Hence, we would also expect that the way each learned clause classifies an ex-
ample is somehow dependent on the example’s true classification. This suggests
a simple approach where we represent the outcome for each clause as a random
variable, whose value depends on the example’s classification. The Näıve Bayes
approach is shown in Figure 1 [12]. Advantages of this approach are that it is
straightforward to understand as well as easy and fast to train.

The major drawback with Näıve Bayes is that it makes the assumption that
the clauses are independent given the class value. Often, we expect clauses to
be strongly related. Learning a full Bayes Net is an NP-complete problem, so
in this work, we experimented with Tree Augmented Näıve Bayes (TAN) [6]
networks. Figure 2 shows an example of a TAN network. TAN models allow for
more complex network structures than Näıve Bayes. The model was proposed
by Geiger in 1992 [8] and it extends work done by Chow and Liu [2]. Friedman,
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Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule n-2 Rule n-1 Rule n

Fig. 2. A TAN Bayes Net.

Geiger and Goldszmidt [6] evaluated the algorithm on its viability for classifica-
tion tasks. The TAN model, while retaining the basic structure of Näıve Bayes,
also permits each attribute to have at most one other parent, allowing the model
to capture dependencies between attributes. To decide which arcs to include in
the ’augmented’ network, the algorithm makes a complete graph between all the
non-class attributes, where the weight of each edge is given as the conditional
mutual information between those two attributes. A maximum weight spanning
tree is constructed over this graph, and the edges that appear in the spanning
tree are added to the network. Geiger proved that the TAN model can be con-
structed in polynomial time with a guarantee that the model maximizes the Log
Likelihood of the network structure given the dataset.

The problem arises of whether different Bayes networks could do better. We
report on some preliminary work using the Sparse Candidate Algorithm [7]. The
Sparse Candidate algorithm tries to speed up learning a full Bayesian Network
by limiting the search space of possible networks. The central premise is that
time is wasted in the search process by evaluating edges between attributes that
are not highly related. The algorithm retains standard search techniques, such
as greedy hill climbing, but uses mutual information to limit the number of
possible parents for each attribute to small ’candidate’ set. The algorithm works
in two phases. In the first phase, the candidate set of parents is picked for each
attribute. The candidate set must include all current parents of a node. The
second step involves performing the actual search. These two steps are repeated
either for a set number of times or until the score of the network converges.

4 Results

This section presents our results and analysis of the performance of several appli-
cations. For each application we show precision versus recall curves for the four
methods: Näıve Bayes, TAN, Sparse Candidate and voting. All our experiments
were performed using Srinivasan’s Aleph ILP system [16] running on the Yap
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Prolog system. We used our own software for Näıve Bayes and TAN. For the
Sparse Candidate Algorithm we used the LearnBayes program provided by Nir
Friedman and Gal Elidan. For this algorithm we set the number of candidate
parents to be five and we used the Bayesian Information Criterion as the scoring
function. All results are obtained using five fold cross-validation.

Our main experiment was performed on synthetic datasets developed by
Information Extraction & Transport, Inc. within the EAGLE Project [15,11].
The datasets are generated by simulating an artificial world with large numbers
of relationships between agents. The data focuses on individuals which may have
capabilities, belong to groups, and participate in a wide range of events. In our
case, given that some individuals may be known through different identifiers
(e.g., through two different phone numbers), we were interested in recognizing
whether two identifiers refer to the same individual.

All datasets were generated by the same simulator, but with different pa-
rameters for observability (how much information is available as evidence), cor-
ruption, and clutter (irrelevant information that is similar to the information
being sought). Five datasets were provided for training, and six for evaluation.
All the datasets include detailed data on a few individuals, including aliases for
some individuals. Depending on the dataset, the data may or may not have been
corrupted.

Our methodology was as follows. First, we used the five training datasets to
generate rules, using the ILP system Aleph. Using the rules learned from the
training set, we selected the ones with best accuracy and combined them with
domain expert knowledge to provide new feedback to the training phase. Using
the final set of learned rules, we converted each of the evaluation datasets into a
set of propositional feature vectors, such that each rule appeared as an attribute
in the feature vector. Each rule served as a boolean attribute, which received a
value of one if the rule matched the example and zero otherwise. For each of the
six test datasets, we performed five fold cross validation. The network structure
and parameters were learned on four of the folds, while the accuracy was tested
on the remaining fold. For each dataset, we fixed the ratio of negative examples
to positive examples at seventy to one. This is an arbitrary ratio since the full
datasets are exceedingly large, and the ground truth files were only recently
released.

The precision/recall (P/R) curves for the different datasets are seen in Fig-
ures 3 through 8. On each curve, we included 95% confidence intervals on the
precision score for select levels of recall. The curves were obtained by averaging
the precision and recall values for fixed thresholds. The precision recall curve for
the TAN algorithm dominates the curves for Näıve Bayes and voting on all six
of the datasets. For each dataset, there are several places where TAN yields at
least a 20 percentage point increase in precision, for the same level of recall, over
both Näıve Bayes and voting. On two of the six datasets, Näıve Bayes beats vot-
ing, while on the remaining four they have comparable performance. One reason
for TAN’s dominance compared to Näıve Bayes is the presence of rules which
are simply refinements of other rules. The TAN model is able to capture some
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of these interdependencies, whereas Näıve Bayes explicitly assumes that these
dependencies do not exist. Näıve Bayes’ independence assumption accounts for
the similar performance compared to voting on several of the datasets. TAN and
the Sparse Candidate algorithm had similar precision recall curves. The package
we used for the Sparse Candidate algorithm only allows for building generative
models. TAN is a discriminative model, so it emphasizes differentiating between
positive and negative examples. An important follow-up experiment would be to
adapt the Sparse Candidate algorithm to use discriminative scoring functions.

In situations with imprecise rules and a preponderance of negative exam-
ples, such as these link discovery domains, Bayesian models and especially TAN
provide an advantage. One area where both TAN and Näıve Bayes excel is in
handling imprecise rules. The Bayes nets effectively weight the precision of each
rule either individually or based on the outcome of another rule in the case of
TAN. The Bayesian nets further combine these probabilities to make a predic-
tion of the final classification, allowing them to discount the influence of spurious
rules in the classification process. Ensemble voting does not have this flexibility
and consequently lacks robustness to imprecise rules. Another area where TAN
provides an advantage is when multiple imprecise rules provide significant over-
lapping coverage on positive examples and a low level of overlapping coverage
on negative examples. The TAN network can model this scenario and weed out
the false positives. One potential disadvantage to the Bayesian approach is that
it could be overly cautious about classifying something as a positive. The high
number of negative examples relative to the number of positive examples, and
the corresponding concern of a high false positive rate, helps mitigate this po-
tential problem. In fact, at similar levels of recall, TAN has a lower false positive
rate than voting.

5 The CLP(BN ) Representation

Using Bayesian classifiers to join the rules means that we will have two distinct
classifiers using very different technology: a logic program (a set of rules), and
a Bayes net. Some further insight may be obtained by using formalisms that
combine logic and probabilities, such as CLP(BN ).

CLP(BN ) is based on the observation that in Datalog, missing values are
represented by Skolem constants; more generally, in logic programming missing
values, or existentially-quantified variables, are represented by terms built from
Skolem functors. CLP(BN ) represents such terms with unknown values as con-

straints. Constraints are kept in a separate store and can be updated as execution
proceeds (ie, if we receive new evidence on a variable). Unifying a term with a
constrained variable invokes a specialized solver. The solver is also activated be-
fore presenting the answer to a query. Syntactically, constraints are represented
as terms of the form {C = Skolem with CPT}, where C is the logical variable,
Skolem identifies the skolem function, and CPT gives the parameters for the
probability distribution.

10
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First, we show how the Näıve Bayes net classifier can be built using CLP(BN ).
The value taken by the classifier is a random variable that may take the value t

or f with some prior probability:

classifier(C) :-

{ C = classifier with p([f,t],[0.25,0.75]) }.

Each rule I ’s score V is known to depend on the classifier only:

rule(I,V) :-

classifier(C),

rule_cpt(I,P1,P2,P3,P4),

{ V = rule(I) with p([f,t],[P1,P2,P3,P4],[C]) }.

Rule I ’s score is V , which is either f or t. The value of V depends on
the value of the classifier, C, according to the conditional probability table
[P1,P2,P3,P4].Our implementation stores the tables for each rule in a database:

rule_cpt(1,0.91,0.66,0.09,0.34).

rule_cpt(2,0.98,0.87,0.02,0.13).

rule_cpt(3,0.99,0.79,0.01,0.21).

rule_cpt(4,0.99,0.87,0.01,0.13).

.....

This fully describes the Bayes net. To actually evaluate a rule we just need
to introduce the evidence given by the different rules:

nbayes(A,B,C) :-

all_evidence(0,39,A,B),

classifier(C).

all_evidence(N,N,_,_).

all_evidence(I0,N,A,B) :-

I0 < N, I is I0+1,

rule_evidence(I,A,B),

all_evidence(I,N,A,B).

rule_evidence(I,A,B) :- equals(I,A,B), !, rule(I,t).

rule_evidence(I,A,B) :- rule(I,f).

The predicate nbayes/3 receives a pair of individuals A and B, adds evidence
from all rules, and then asks for the new probability distribution on the clas-
sifier,C. The predicate all evidence recursively considers evidence from every
rule. The predicate rule evidence/3 calls rule I on the pair A and B. If the rule
succeeds, evidence from rule I is t, otherwise it adds evidence f.

A TAN network only differs in that a rule node may have two parents, the
classifier C and some other node J. This is described in the following clause:

11
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rule(I,V) :-

rule_cpt(I,J,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8),

classifier(C),

rule(J,V1),

{ V = rule(I) with p([f,t],[P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8],[C,V1]) }.

More complex networks can be described in a similar fashion.
CLP(BN ) offers two main advantages. First, we can offer interactive access

to the full classifier. Second, we gain some insight since our task now involves
learning a single CLP(BN ) program, where each newly induced rule will result
in recomputing the probability parameters currently in the database.

6 Relationship to Other Work

Our present work fits into the popular category of using ILP for feature construc-
tion. Such work treats ILP-constructed rules as Boolean features, re-represents
each example as a feature vector, and then uses a feature-vector learner to pro-
duce a final classifier. To our knowledge, the work closest to ours is by Kononenko
and Pompe [12], who were the fist to apply Näıve Bayes to combine clauses. Other
work in this category was by Srinivasan and King [17], for the task of predict-
ing biological activities of molecules from their atom-and-bond structures. Some
other research, especially on propositionalization of First Order Logic (FOL) [1],
have been developed that convert the training sets to propositions and then ap-
ply feature vector techniques to the learning phase. This is similar to what we
do; however, we first learn from FOL and then learn the network structure and
parameters using the feature vectors obtained with the FOL training, resulting
in much smaller feature vectors than in propositionalization.

Our paper contributes three novel points to this category of work. First,
it highlights the relationship between this category of work and ensembles in
ILP, because when the feature-vector learner is Näıve Bayes the learned model
can be considered a weighted vote of the rules. Second, it shows that when the
features are ILP-learned rules, the independence assumption in Näıve Bayes may
be violated badly enough to yield a high false positive rate. This false positive
rate can be brought down by permitting strong dependencies to be explicitly
noted, through learning a tree-augmented Näıve Bayes net (TAN). Third, the
present paper provides some early experimental evidence suggesting that a more
computationally expensive full Bayes net learning algorithm may not provide
added benefit in performance.

7 Conclusions

One often has to deal with erroneous and missing information in multi-relational
data mining. We compare how four different approaches for combining rules
learned by an ILP system perform for an application where data is subject
to corruption and unobservability. We were particularly interested in Bayesian
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methods because they associate a probability with each prediction, which can
be thought of as the classifier’s confidence in the final classification.

In our application, we obtained the best precision/recall results using a TAN
network to combine rules. Precision was a major concern to us due to the high
ratio of negative examples to positive examples. TAN had better precision than
Näıve Bayes because it is more robust at handling high redundancy between
clauses. TAN also outperformed voting in this application. Initial results for the
sparse candidate algorithm show a significant increase in computation time, but
no significant improvements in precision/recall.

In future work we plan to experiment with different applications and with
full Bayesian networks trained using a discriminative scoring function. We also
plan to further continue work based on the observation that we learn a single
CLP(BN ) network: this suggests that the two learning phases could be better
integrated.
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Abstract. One challenge faced by many Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) 
systems is poor scalability to problems with large search spaces and many 
examples. Randomized search methods such as stochastic clause selection 
(SCS) and rapid random restarts (RRR) have proven somewhat successful at 
addressing this weakness. However, on datasets where hypothesis evaluation is 
computationally expensive, even these algorithms may take unreasonably long 
to discover a good solution.  We attempt to improve the performance of these 
algorithms on datasets by learning an approximation to ILP hypothesis 
evaluation.   We generate a small set of hypotheses, uniformly sampled from 
the space of candidate hypotheses, and evaluate this set on actual data.  These 
hypotheses and their corresponding evaluation scores serve as training data for 
learning an approximate hypothesis evaluator.  We outline three techniques that 
make use of the trained evaluation-function approximator in order to reduce the 
computation required during an ILP hypothesis search.  We test our 
approximate clause evaluation algorithm using the popular ILP system Aleph. 
Empirical results are provided on several benchmark datasets.  We show that 
the clause evaluation function can be accurately approximated. 

1   Introduction 

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) systems [1] have been widely used in 
classification, data mining, and information extraction tasks.  Their natural treatment 
of relational data, harnessing the expressive power of first-order logic, makes them 
useful for working with databases containing multiple relational tables.  ILP systems 
combine background domain knowledge and categorized training data in constructing 
a set of rules in the form of first-order logic clauses.  Formally, given a training set of 
positive examples E+, negative examples E-, and background knowledge B, all as sets 
of clauses in first-order logic, ILP's goal is to find a hypothesis (a set of clauses in 
first-order logic) h, such that  

−+ � /∪�∪ EhBEhB          (1) 

That is, given the background knowledge and the hypothesis, one can deduce al l of 
the positive examples, and none of the negative examples.  In real world applications, 
these constraints are typically relaxed, allowing h to explain most positive examples 
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and few negative examples. ILP systems have been successfully employed in a 
number of varied domains including molecular biology [2,3], engineering design [4], 
natural language processing [5], and software analysis [6]. 

One challenge many ILP systems face is scalability to large datasets with large 
hypothesis spaces.  We define a general framework for learning a function that 
estimates the goodness of a hypothesis without looking at actual data.  We suggest a 
number of ways in which such an approximation may be employed.  One possible 
application eliminates poor hypotheses without wasting time evaluating them.  
Another uses the approximate hypothesis evaluator to guide the generation of 
promising new candidate hypotheses.  Yet another application mines the estimator 
function itself for rules that can be used to invent useful predicates. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 provides a 
background and related work on scaling up ILP.  Section 3 describes construction of 
the hypothesis evaluation estimator.  Section 4 describes in detail possible uses of 
such an estimator function.  Section 5 shows some results of estimator learning on 
benchmark datasets, and Section 6 presents future research directions. 

2   ILP Background and Related Work 

The algorithm underlying most ILP systems is basically the same – it treats 
hypothesis generation as a local search in the subsumption lattice [7].  The 
subsumption lattice is constructed based on the idea of specificity of clauses.  
Specificity here refers to implication; a clause C is more specific than a clause S i f 

CS � .  In general, it is undecidable whether or not one clause in first-order logic 
implies another [8], so ILP systems use the weaker notion of Plotkin's θ-subsumption.    
Subsumption of candidate clauses puts a partial ordering on all clauses in hypothesis 
space.  With this partial ordering, a lattice of clauses can be built, as in Figure 1.   ILP 
implementations perform some type of local search over this lattice when considering 
candidate hypotheses.  

The major distinction separating various ILP implementations is the strategy used 
in exploring the subsumption lattice.  Algorithms fall into two main categories (with 

true �  pos(X) 

h(X) �  pos(X) f(X,Y) �  pos(X) g(X,Y) �  pos(X) 

h(X) ∧ f(X,Y) �  pos(X) f(X,Y) ∧ g(X,Z) �  pos(X) 

⊥ 
Figure 1. This illustrates an example of the subsumption lattice over which many ILP 
implementations search.  The lattice is bounded above by true, and below by the bottom 
clause.  Many ILP systems treat clause discovery as local search, moving along lattice edges. 
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some exceptions): general -to-specific ("top-down") [9] and specific-to-general 
("bottom-up") exploration of the subsumption lattice [10].  Within these two 
frameworks, a variety of common local search strategies have been employed, 
including breadth-first search [11], depth-first search, heuristic-guided hill-climbing 
variants [10,11], uniform random sampling [12], rapid random restarts [13], and 
genetic algorithms [14].  Our work provides a general framework for increasing the 
speed of any ILP algorithm, regardless of the order candidate clauses are evaluated.   

One challenge ILP systems face is that they scale poorly to large datasets.  
Srinivasan [12] investigated the performance of various ILP algorithms, and found 
that the running-time depends on two factors: (1) the size of the subsumption lattice 
and (2) the time required for clause evaluation, which in turns depends on the number 
of examples in the background corpus.   

The first factor – the size of the subsumption lattice – mainly depends on the 
number of terms in a specific example's saturation.  Saturation is used to put a lower 
bound on the subsumption lattice.  The process is performed on a single positive 
example.  Using the background knowledge, saturation constructs the most specific, 
ful ly-ground clause that entails the chosen example. It is constructed by applying all 
possible substitutions for variables in the background knowledge B with ground terms 
in B.  This clause is called the chosen example's bottom clause, and it serves as the 
bottom element (⊥) in the subsumption lattice (Figure 1) over which ILP searches.  
That is, all clauses considered by ILP (in the subsumption lattice) subsume ⊥. 

As a simple example, suppose we are given background knowledge (using Prolog 
notation where ground atoms are denoted with an initial lowercase letter and variables 
are denoted with an initial uppercase letter): 

f(e,b)     g(b,c)      
∀X,Y,Z  f(X,Y) ∧ g(Y,Z) �  h(Y) 

We are also given the current positive example, e. 
We first begin saturation by letting all ground atoms in H imply e: 

f(e,b) ∧ g(b,c) �  positive(e) 

Then we apply all possible consistent substitutions, i.e., if we make the 
substitutions {e/X, b/Y, c/Z}  (using the notation { atom/Variable}  to indicate 'atom' 
is being substituted for 'Variable'), we can apply the rule given in the third line of our 
background knowledge, that is: 

f(e,b) ∧ g(b,c) �  h(b) 

Finally, combining gives us the saturation of  e: 

f(e,b) ∧ g(b,c) ∧ h(b)  �   positive(e) 

Clearly, the size of the subsumption lattice is directly related to the size of ⊥.  If we 
ignore multiple variablizations of a single ground literal and consider only hypotheses 
that contain less than c terms, then  the size of the subsumption lattice − given a 
bottom clause ⊥ − is at most )(

c⊥Ο [12].  Taking into account multiple 
variablizations introduces an additional factor, exponential in the number of constants 
in the bottom clause. 
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The second factor – the evaluation time of a clause – is more complicated to 
analyze.  Srinivasan simplifies the analysis by assuming that every clause can be 
evaluated on an example in constant time β; thus, the evaluation of a clause against 
the entire training set occurs in time )O( EE =β  where E is the set of training 
examples.  An exhaustive search of the subsumption lattice for a single clause, then, 
takes worst-case running time )O( E

c⊥ .   
However, for most datasets clause evaluation is even worse than O(|E|).  

Srinivasan's work assumed that deducing each candidate hypothesis takes constant 
time.  However, even with just one recursive rule and one background fact, deduction 
can be undecidable [15].   Restricting ourselves to the simpler case where function 
symbols are not considered (i.e., Datalog) and not allowing recursive clauses, 
evaluating a candidate clause against a set of ground background facts is NP-complete 
[16].  Most ILP datasets fall into this simpler, function-free category, where 
evaluation time is exponential (unless P=NP) in the number of variables, which 
relates to the length of the expression.  In other words, a long hypothesis wil l take 
significantly longer to test against the examples in the background knowledge than 
will a shorter hypothesis.  For many large datasets, it is precisely these long 
hypotheses that are most interesting.  As a result, approaches to scaling up ILP [9,10] 
have focused upon one of these two factors: reducing the number of clauses 
considered, or decreasing the time spent on clause evaluations.    

In reducing the number of clauses considered, the simplest techniques employ 
general AI search strategies, such as A*, i terative deepening, or beam search, to 
reduce the number of clauses in the subsumption lattice considered.  For example, 
using a beam reduces the worst-case running time to ( )E⊥O .  However, for 
extremely large datasets where |⊥| may be in the thousands and |E| in the hundred 
thousands, even this may take prohibitively long. 

A novel approach at reducing the number of clauses in the subsumption lattice 
considered has been successfully employed by Srinivasan. It uses a random sampling 
strategy that considers sampling n clauses from the subsumption lattice, where the 
value of n chosen is independent of the size of the subsumption lattice.  This gives 
worst-case running time of O(|E|) for finding a single clause.  However, Srinivasan's 
idea only works for domains where there are a sizable number of "sufficiently good" 
solutions.  Recent work by Zelezny et al. [13] has coupled random clause generation 
method with heuristic search  using the idea of rapid random restarts (RRR) to 
explore the subsumption lattice.  They repeatedly generates random clauses followed 
by a short local search.  Rückert and Kramer [17] have also had success using 
stochastic search for bottom-up rule learning, outperforming GSAT and WalkSAT. 

Other ILP optimizations focus instead on decreasing the time spent on clause 
evaluations: the |E| term in ILP's running time.  Several improvements to Prolog's 
clause evaluation function have been developed.  Blockeel et al. [18] consider 
reordering candidate clauses to reduce the number of redundant queries.  Santos Costa 
et al. [19] developed several techniques for intelligently reordering terms within 
clauses to reduce backtracking.  Srinivasan [20] developed a set of techniques for 
working with a large number of examples that only considers using a fraction of all 
available examples in the learning process.  Sebag and Rouveirol [21] use stochastic 
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matching to perform approximate inference in polynomial (as opposed to exponential) 
time.  Maloberti and Sebag [22] provide an alternative to Prolog's SLD resolution for 
θ-subsumption.  They instead treat θ-subsumption as a constraint satisfaction problem 
(CSP), then use a combination of CSP heuristics to quickly perform θ-subsumption. 

Our work is distinct from all of these techniques.  We describe a method for  
learning a function that estimates the clause evaluation function, which can be used in 
several different ways.  It can reduce the evaluation time of a clause by quickly 
approximating the goodness of a clause, in an amount of time independent of the 
number of training examples.  We can couple it with Zelezny et al.'s rapid random 
restart method in order to bias restarts toward better regions in the search space.  We 
can use it in a manner similar to Boyan and Moore's STAGE algorithm [23] to escape 
local maxima in a heuristic search.  Finally, we can extract hypotheses and perform 
predicate invention using the estimator itself. 

3   Learning the Clause Evaluation Function 

Heuristic approaches to exploring the subsumption lattice all make use of a scoring 
function to represent the goodness of a hypothesis at explaining the training data.  
Given a hypothesis (a candidate clause in first-order logic) h, a set of categorized 
training examples { }−+= EEE , ,  E

evalfn
�  maps clause h to h 's score on training set E 

under scoring metric evalfn: 

ℜ→hE
evalfn :�  (2) 

We use a multilayer, feed-forward neural network described in Section 3.1 to learn 
an approximate scoring function E

evalfn
� ˆ .  Some preliminary testing revealed that other 

machine learning algorithms (e.g. naïve Bayes, linear regression, C4.5) were 
significantly less accurate at approximating the clause evaluation function.  
Furthermore, a neural network with a single hidden layer is capable of approximating 
any bounded continuous function with arbitrarily small error [24].  We use an online 
training algorithm detailed in the Section 3.2 to train the neural network. 

3.1   Neural Network Topology 

Before constructing our clause evaluation function approximator, we need a 
method for encoding clauses as neural network inputs.  Our encoding is based on the 
top-down lattice exploration used by a number of popular ILP implementations.  In 
such implementations, a positive example is chosen at random from the training set.  
The chosen example is then saturated, building a bottom clause (⊥).  Recall that this 
bottom clause consists of only fully ground literals.  An ILP system constructs 
candidate hypotheses by choosing a subset of these fully-ground literals and 
"variablizing," replacing ground atoms with variables in a manner that replaces 
multiple instances of a single ground atom with a single variable (our approach does 
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not consider multiple – or split - variablizations of a single set of ful ly-ground 
l iterals).  Approaches differ in how they select ground literals from the bottom clause. 

Our neural-network inputs are comprised of a set of features derived from the 
candidate clause both before and after variablization.  When saturating an example, 
each li teral in that example's bottom clause is associated with an input in the neural 
network.  This input is set to 1 i f the corresponding l iteral in the bottom clause was 
used in constructing the clause, and set to 0 otherwise.  Notice that there may be 
multiple sets of li terals from the bottom clause that, when variablized, yield the same 
clause.  This means there may be many different input representations for a single 
clause.  However, we only use the input representation corresponding to the specific 
l iterals that were actually chosen when constructing the candidate clause. 

Formally, let candidate clause C be chosen by selecting some subset of literals 
from the most-specific bottom clause ⊥i for current example ei.  We treat this clause 
as a vector },,{ 1 i

xxx ⊥= ��
 in i⊥ -dimensional space, with: 

�� �
=

otherwise   0

C ngconstructiin chosen k   literal ground if   1
kx  (3) 

This vector x�  is a subset of the inputs to our neural network.  One important 
aspect of the input vector is that every possible candidate clause − that is, every clause 
in the subsumption lattice − has a unique input vector representation.  However, the 
mapping does not work in the other direction: not every possible bit vector 
corresponds to a legal clause.  In many cases, the majority of bit vectors correspond to 
i llegal clauses, which contain unbound input variables.  (Algorithms using the neural 
network to search the space of bit vectors, as in Section 4.2, need to be aware of this). 

Additionally, we give each predicate a specific input in the network, as well.  Here, 
we consider a vector y� , in which each dimension corresponds to a predicate 
appearing in ⊥i. Construction of y�  is based upon the number of times a particular 
predicate is used in a candidate clause, that is: 

yj = # of ground literals in C of predicate j (4) 

Finally, a third set of inputs to the neural network comes from features extracted 
from the variablized clause C'.  These features include 

• length - number of l iterals in C'. 
• nvars - number of distinct variables in C'. 
• nshared_vars - number of distinct variables appearing more than once in C'. 
• avg_var_freq - average number of times each variable appears in C'. 
• max_var_chain - longest variable chain appearing in C', i.e., the clause   

    f(A):-g(A,B),h(B,C) has max chain 3 (A � B � C). 

The neural network consists of one (fully-connected) hidden layer and a two output 
units.  The output units correspond to P and N, the predicted positive and negative 
coverage of a clause (that is, the number of examples from E+ and E-, respectively, 
deduced from the hypothesis).  Given these predicted values and a scoring function, 
computation of the predicted output E

evalfn
� ˆ  is trivial.  For example, commonly used 

evaluation functions include coverage (P−N) and accuracy ( NPP + ).  Thus, we can 
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evaluate a clause on the neural network by converting it to the vector notation 
specified in Equations (3) and (4), forward-propagating it on a trained neural network 
to estimate P̂  and N̂ , and calculating E

evalfn
� ˆ  from  P̂  and N̂ .  Figure 2 presents this 

network topology graphically. 

3.2   Online Training 

The neural network's initial training makes use of Srinivasan's random uniform 
sampling [12].  The user specifies a burn-in length b, and the algorithm uniformly 
randomly selects b clauses from the space of legal clauses (up to a given maximum 
clause length).  We evaluate these clauses on the training data, thereby creating 
input/output pairs for training.  Using uniform sampling to generate I/O pairs ensures 
that the neural network approximation is reasonably accurate over the entire search 
space.  Using other local search methods tends to bias the neural network's 
approximation toward some local region in the search space.  Table 1a contains an 
overview of the algorithm used to initially train the neural network. 

The methods we present in the Section 4 – that use our approximation to explore 
the subsumption lattice – continue to evaluate clauses (on actual data) once the 

Figure 2. An overview showing the neural network's topology, and an example of input 
vector  construction.  Notice that the vector x�  is constructed by the literals chosen from the 
fully-ground bottom clause, not the candidate clause.  It is quite possible for several different 
sets of selected literals to correspond to the same candidate clause; we only consider the set that 
was actually chosen in the clause's construction. 
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relatively short burn-in period is concluded.  It seems wasteful to just throw this 
potential training data for the network approximation away.  Our algorithm uses an 
online learning algorithm to make use of these clause evaluations – that occur as part 
of ILP's regular search – to improve the accuracy of the approximation.  This allows 
us to generate a virtually unlimited number of I/O pairs for our network by simply 
scoring clauses on actual data. 

Our online training algorithm is shown in Table 1b.  When a clause is evaluated by 
ILP, generating an I/O pair for training our neural network, our online learning 
algorithm adds the pair to a cache of recently evaluated clauses.  The cache typically 
stores 1000 to 10000 recently evaluated clauses, and, once full, elements in the cache 
are randomly removed to make room for incoming elements.  At regular intervals 
(typically every 50-100 insertions) the neural network is updated by backpropagation, 
using the entire cache for a fixed number of epochs (typically 10).  The continually 
changing training set, relatively short training intervals, and small number of hidden 
units (typically 5-10) prevent overtraining. 

While the goal of our approximation is to learn an approximation of the clause 
evaluation function over the entire subsumption lattice, we are especially concerned 
with high accuracy of this approximation in high-scoring regions of the subsumption 
lattice.  To ensure this accuracy, we also maintain a cache of the best clauses seen so 

Table 1:  The Neural Network burn-in training and online training algor ithms.  (a) The 
burn-in training algorithm.  Given bottom clause ⊥i, a set of training examples E, and the size 
of the training set trainset_size, train a neural network to learn the clause evaluation function 

E
evalfn

� .  We use early stopping to avoid overtraining, returning the learned network.  (b) The 
online training algorithm, called for each I/O pair <C,{pos,neg}> that ILP generates. The 
algorithm keeps a cache of recent and best-scoring clauses.  At some regular interval (every 
arrivals_between_updates arrivals), the algorithm updates trained network NN for a preset 
number of epochs (epochs_per_update).  When a new arrival overflows the cache, it removes 
old items at random. 

 

BurninTraining(⊥i, E, burnin) 
 IOPairs �  ∅ 
 NN �  new NeuralNetwork 
 minError �  +inf 
 
 for i = 1 to burnin 
  C �  rand. clause built from ⊥i 
 {pos,neg} �  evaluate(evalfn, C, E) 
  add <C,{pos,neg}> to IOPairs 
 
 Split IOPairs into TrainSet and TuneSet 
 
 for j = 1 to MAX_EPOCHS 
  foreach <ex,{pos,neg}> in TrainSet 
   run backprop on NN using <ex,{pos,neg}> 
  error �  SSE of NN on TuneSet 
  if (error < minError) 
   minError �  error 
   bestNN �  NN 
 
 return bestNN 

OnlineTrainingArrival(NN, <C,{pos,neg}>) 
 if full(recent_cache) 
  delete_random(recent_cache) 
 insert <C,{pos,neg}> into recent_cache 
 
 if score(pos,neg) > min(best_cache) 
  insert <C,{pos,neg}> sorted into best_cache 
 
 num_arrivals �  num_arrivals + 1 
 if (num_arrivals = arrivals_between_updates) 
  num_arrivals �  0 
   
  for j = 1 to epochs_per_arrival 
   foreach <ex,{p,n}> in recent_cache 
    run backprop on NN using <ex,{p,n}> 
   foreach <ex,{p,n}> in best_cache 
    run backprop on NN using <ex,{p,n}> 
 
 return NN 
 

(a) (b) 
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far.  This cache is typically 10% of the size of the recent-clauses cache, and when this 
cache is full, the lowest-scoring element is always removed to make room for 
incoming, higher-scoring clauses.  When the neural network is updated, clauses in the 
best-scoring cache are also added to the training set and used to update the neural 
network as well.  

4   Using the Clause Evaluation Approximation 

This section describes three methods for using our clause approximator to scale ILP to 
larger datasets, and speed discovery of high-scoring hypotheses.  These methods are:  

(1) approximately evaluating clauses during the search of the subsumption lattice 
(2) using the evalfn surface defined by the neural network to escape local maxima 

and to bias random restarts  
(3) extracting hypotheses and performing predicate invention using the 

approximator function 

4.1   Rapidly Exploring the Subsumption Lattice Using the Clause Approximator 

This first method allows us to piggyback on just about any other local search method 
(though not stochastic methods).  We perform our search in the usual manner; 
however, when we expand a node, instead of evaluating successor clauses on the 
complete set of examples, we use the neural network to compute the approximate 
clause evaluation score E

evalfn
� ˆ .  We then choose the next node to expand depending 

on our search strategy and the approximate scores.  If this next node was 
approximately scored on the network, we then score it on actual data (and cache it for 
future training).  We expand this new node and repeat the process.  Recall that 
approximate evaluation takes O(1) running time, not the )O( E  running time required 
to perform the actual evaluation on the training data. 

Interestingly enough, the behavior of this technique varies quite a bit depending on 
the search strategy employed.  For a branch-and-bound search, this method serves  to 
optimize the order in which clauses are evaluated – coupled with pruning, this could 
significantly reduce the total number of )O( E real evaluations required.  With A* 
search, this instead lets one "throw away" clauses that don't seem promising without 
wasting time evaluating them on actual data.  Clauses that the neural network predicts 
to score poorly will never reach the font of the open list and will never be evaluated 
on the actual data (Note that this does break the guaranteed optimality of A*). 

Nix and Weigend have developed a technique for using a neural network to predict 
not only a regression value, but also to place an error bar on its prediction [25].  Using 
their technique, we can instead approximately score clauses, storing them in the open 
list with a 95% confidence bound instead of simply their predicted score.  This tends 
to favor evaluation of clauses that the neural network cannot accurately predict – 
areas that should probably be thoroughly explored (but still seem promising!).  
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4.2   Biasing Random Restarts towards Favorable Regions of Search Space 

Additionally, we can use the surface defined by the trained neural network to guide 
our search.  The function encoded by a neural network with fixed weights defines a 
smooth surface in the space of network inputs.  We can employ this neural-network 
designed surface in a stochastic search.  For example, we can use this surface to 
perform "biased" rapid random restarts (hereafter referred to as biased-RRR): instead 
of randomly selecting literals, we perform stochastic gradient ascent on the neural-
network defined surface.  That is, starting from a random clause, we perform 
stochastic gradient ascent on this surface.  The endpoint is our "random restart": the 
point from which we begin evaluating clauses on the actual training examples.  These 
"guided" restarts bias search toward better regions of the search space. 

One issue that arises is that the neural network contains two separate output units – 
one that predicts positive coverage and one that predicts negative coverage – and we 
want to perform gradient ascent over the surface of some scoring function that is a 
(possibly nonlinear) combination of the two.  Fortunately, for all of the common 
scoring functions we can derive a simple expression relating the derivative of the 
scoring function to the derivative of the two output units.  The derivatives of each 
output unit with respect to the input – ixP ∂∂  and ixN ∂∂ – are easily computed with 
a backpropagation variant (backprop computes ijP wErr ∂∂  and ijN wErr ∂∂ ).  Table 
2 summarizes these expressions for commonly used scoring functions.  

An interesting variant of this approach uses the network-defined surface to escape 
local maxima while performing a standard ILP best-first search.  We can think of this 
as equivalent to the biased rapid random restart above; however, instead of some 
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Table 2.  This table expresses the gradient of several common scor ing functions ππππevalfn in 
terms of the gradients of the two network output units – predicted posit ive and predicted 
negative coverage.  Stochastic gradient ascent uses one of these equations to compute the 
network-surface gradient under some scoring function.  In the equations below, P denotes 
positive coverage, N denotes negative coverage, and L denotes clause length. 
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random point, the starting point for our network-guided gradient ascent is the ending 
point from the previous period of ILP's standard search (on real data).  That is, in this 
variation we rapidly alternate between brief periods of ILP's standard (best-first) 
search and stochastic gradient ascent on the neural-network-defined surface.  This 
variation is illustrated in Figure 3. 

This idea of intelligent rapid random restarts to escape local maxima is not a new 
one.  Though not in the domain of ILP, Boyan and Moore's STAGE algorithm [23] 
use quadratic regression to approximate search "trajectories."  That is, they learn a 
function mapping points in feature space to the endpoint of a local search starting at 
that point.  They use this approximation to escape local maxima in a heuristic search.  
Their algorithm ran in less time, and reported better test-set accuracy than solutions 
discovered using local search alone. 

4.3   Extracting Concepts from the Function Approximation 

Finally, we can extract concepts from the neural network itself.  Craven and Shavlik 
[26] have developed a method to extract a decision tree from a trained neural network.  
Running their algorithm on the (thresholded) trained clause-evaluation approximator 
would produce a theory – a set of clauses – that we could variablize and score on the 
actual data set. 

The neural network, in fi tting a nonlinear surface to the scoring function, wil l 
hopefully find pairs and triplets of terms that – while individually not helpful – lead to 
a highly accurate rule when combined.  Two terms that share one or more variables 
and are connected to the same single hidden unit via a highly-weighted edge that 
possibly have an impact on the accuracy of the rule when taken together.  Such a pair 
of terms is a likely candidate for terms of an invented predicate.  The neural network 
approximation could be used to find such predicates using only one or a few seeds; 
then the invented predicates could be added to the background knowledge for the 
search over the remaining seeds' subsumption lattices. 

 

Neural Network 
   Approx. evalfnπ̂  

Actual Scoring  

   Function evalfnπ  

Space of Candidate Clauses 

Score 
under 
evalfn 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 3.  This graphic illustrates our  algor ithm using stochastic gradient ascent on the 
sur face defined by the neural network to escaping a local minima in ILP's standard best-
first search.  The search alternates between periods of ILP's best-first search (1 and 3), and 
stochastic gradient ascent on the network-defined surface (2).  The only difference between this 
variant and our biased-RRR search is the starting point of the stochastic gradient ascent.  
Biased-RRR begins each period of stochastic gradient ascent at a random point in search space. 
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5   Results and Discussion 

This section presents our results on several benchmark datasets.  We first show that 
the neural network is indeed capable of learning an approximation to the clause 
evaluation function.  We then use the network in a rapid-random-restart search to bias 
restarts towards more promising regions of search space, as described in Section 4.2. 

5.1   Benchmar k Dataset Overview 

We tested clause evaluation function approximation on four standard ILP 
benchmark datasets.  The tasks included predicting mutagenic activity [27] and 
carcinogenic activity [28] in compounds, predicting the smuggling of nuclear and 
radioactive materials, and predicting metabolic activity of proteins. A brief 
description of the four datasets follows. 

Mutagenesis.  This task is concerned with predicting the mutagenicity of certain 
compounds.  The ILP learner is provided background knowledge consisting of the 
chemical properties of 188 compounds, as well as general chemical knowledge in the 
form of first-order logic relations.  The dataset is a popular benchmark, and explores a 
reasonably large search space. 

Carcinogenesis.  Similar to the mutagenesis task, but an inherently more difficult 
problem, this task's main concern is predicting carcinogenic activity compounds from 
potential carcinogenic compounds.  The database for this problem consists of 332 
labeled examples, of which about half are carcinogenic. 

Nuclear Smuggling.  This dataset, based on reports of Russian nuclear materials 
smuggling, is interesting in its highly-relational nature, with over 40 relational tables.  
The task is concerned with predicting when two smuggling events are l inked.  The 
dataset we use is a subset of the complete dataset, 192 examples split evenly into 
positive and negative examples. 

Protein Metabolism.  This task is taken from the gene-function prediction task of 
the 2001 KDD Cup challenge (www.cs.wisc.edu/~dpage/kddcup2001/).  While the 
challenge involves learning 14 different protein functions, our sub-task is only 
concerned with predicting which proteins are responsible for metabolism.  Here we 
also use a subset of the complete dataset, 230 examples split evenly between positives 
and negatives. 

5.2   Learning the Clause Evaluation Function 

This section details empirical evaluation of the neural network learning task.  Our 
goal is to ascertain whether a neural network can learn the ILP clause evaluation 
function.  To simplifying the task, in our experiments we only consider a batch 
learning process, not the online learning process outl ined in Section 3.2.  

We use the ILP system Aleph (web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/areas/ 
machlearn/Aleph/aleph_toc.html) to generate 10 sets of 1000 randomly sampled 
clauses for each of the four datasets, corresponding to 10 different positive examples 
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that were used in construction of the bottom clause.  These 10 "seed examples" were 
chosen randomly.  We considered a maximum clauselength c=6 for all but the 
Nuclear Smuggling task; we considered a larger value of c=10 for this task.  Clauses 
were scored using a standard scoring metric, a variant of Aleph’s compression 
heuristic; that is, a clause's score is given by 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )exs. pos. total

1thclauselengcovered exs. neg.covered exs. pos.
score

+−+=  (6) 

Unlike Aleph's compression (which does not include the term in the denominator), we 
convert scores into a good range for neural networks by dividing by the total number 
of positive examples.  This also allows comparison of scores across datasets. 

For each dataset, these clauses and their corresponding scores were used to train 
the neural network.  Using the machine learning package WEKA [29], we generated 
learning curves using 10-fold cross-validation.  For all datasets, the neural network 
was constructed with 10 hidden units.  The learning rate was fixed at 0.2.  We added 
early stopping to WEKA to avoid overtraining.  For each cross-validation fold, we set 
aside 33% of each training set as a tuning set.  Then, after 200 epochs, we kept the 
neural network that performed best on the tuning set.  WEKA 's numeric feature 
normalization was enabled for all numeric features. 

The learning curves for each of the four datasets appear in Figure 4.  The “All 
Data” curves show the mean root-mean-squared (RMS) error over the 10 different 
sets of examples.  (Section 3.4 explains the other two curves in each of these graphs.) 

For all four datasets, the hypothesis evaluation function E
evalfn

� was learned with 
reasonable accuracy.  In all four datasets, as more data is added to the training set, the 
neural network more accurately learns the evaluation function.  It is interesting to 
note, however, that the number of examples required to accurately learn the 
approximator, and the accuracy of the final classifier varies amongst the datasets.  

The absolute accuracy of the approximator varies across the datasets as well.  For 
protein metabolism, the fully-trained network averages 0.005 RMS error; for 
mutagenesis, the results are an order of magnitude worse, at 0.05. Sti ll, it seems 
promising that the worst performing approximator saw an RMS error of just 0.05. 

So far, we have assumed no transfer of knowledge between seed examples, i.e., we 
learn a new neural network from scratch for each saturated example.  However, 
several of the features we employ are independent of the example selected for 
saturation.  In particular, every feature except the ground l iterals selected (the vector 
x

�

 described in Section 3) is instance-independent (or at least has an instance 
independent representation).  These features can be shared when generating different 
rules from different seed examples, and, for all rules after the first, this allows us to 
bootstrap an initial classifier based on knowledge garnered from previous rules. 

Consequently, we looked at the contribution of each subset of features on each of 
the four datasets.  In particular, we wanted to see how instance-independent features 
contributed to the learning task.  As before, we used WEKA to construct two learning 
curves for each dataset.  These two learning curves correspond to training the network 
on (1) only instance-independent features, and (2) only instance-dependent features. 

As Figure 4 i llustrates, with the exception of protein metabolism, training on the 
instance-independent features alone did not produce as accurate a classi fier as training 
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on the instance-dependent features alone, or on the complete set of features.  
Furthermore, on all four datasets, using the complete set of features did not produce a 
significantly more accurate network approximator than using the instance-dependent 
features alone did.  This suggests that the instance-independent features are unlikely 
to help transfer learning for one seed example to the next seed example, and that 
better approaches need to be developed. 

Although these graphs illustrate that we are capable of learning the clause 
evaluation function, they do not show the degree to which the function is learned.  
Figure 5 compares the RMS error of the network approximation to the RMS error 
obtained by using a random sampling of training examples to approximately score 
clauses.  This provides an alternate method for computation reduction against which 
we compare our method.  It also allows us to determine the number of evaluations the 
neural network is "worth."  This number varies significantly across the four datasets, 
ranging from between 25% and 50% sampling to well beyond 90% sampling.  As 
these are all fairly small benchmark datasets, it remains an open question how our 
method will compare to sampling the training examples in larger problems (with both 
larger hypothesis spaces as well as datasets).  This includes large problems that often 
arise in the biological sciences and text extraction [30]. 

Figure 4. Learning curves showing test-set accuracy over  four  domains compar ing the 
roles of instance-dependent versus instance-independent features.  Learning curves were 
generated only using a subset of the complete set of features, and the results were compared to 
the case where all features were used to train the network. 
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5.3   Using the Evaluation Function Approximator to Guide Random Search 

This section details the use of trained neural network to bias the random restarts in a 
rapid random restart search.  Our goal here is to find the best-scoring clause in the 
subsumption lattice using as few clause evaluations as possible.  Thus, results in this 
section are only concerned with maximizing some evaluation function over the 
training data.  Assuming a well-designed evaluation function, this corresponds with 
good test-set performance.  

We implemented the previous-described online learning algorithm in Aleph.  To 
enable biased random restarts, we also implemented a stochastic gradient ascent 
algorithm.  Our gradient ascent implementation, at each step, only considered flipping 
an input bit on or off, and did not allow flipping a bit on if the clause length was 
already at its maximum.  The probability of a bit fl ip of input xi is given by: 

( ) ( ) ix

i

E
evalfn

i xZ
xP 1

ˆ1
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σ x

 (7) 

In this formula, σ2 determines the "softness" of the gradient ascent.  For our results, it 
was set such that we were 100 times more l ikely to flip the "best" li teral than the 
"worst."  The x)1(− term simply flips the sign of the gradient when we consider 
flipping a bit off (since this is a move in the negative direction). 

In order to test the performance of our algorithm, we attempt to find the clause that 
maximizes the coverage scoring function, defined as the number of positive examples 
covered minus the number of negative examples covered.  We used stochastic 
gradient ascent to bias RRR search towards with 1000 restarts and 10 steps per restart, 
and compare the biased-RRR versus normal  RRR with the same parameters.  For the 
biased-RRR, the "burn-in period" consisted of a single random restart and the local 
moves following.  We report results on three of the four datasets from the previous 

Figure 5.  Compar ing the RM S er ror  of the neural-network approximation with that 
obtained by using a random sampling of training examples to approximate clauses.  The 
error of the neural-network approximation varies widely, but in all cases does better than  a 
25% sampling of examples, and for two of the four datasets, does better than a 90% sampling. 
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section, omitting mutagenesis as it too quickly converges: over 80% of seeds found 
their best clause in the very first restart.  For each dataset we explored the 
subsumption lattices of 100 different seed examples.  Our neural network consisted of 
10 hidden units.  Finally, each rapid random restart began at the endpoint of the 
previous local search and finished after a fixed number of random steps.  Aleph search 
parameters are left at default whenever possible. 

Figure 6 shows the results for each of the three datasets.  In each of the three 
graphs, the x-axis shows the number of clauses evaluated, and the y-axis shows the 
average coverage over all seeds of the best example found thus far.  As the plots 
show, for two of the datasets – carcinogenesis and protein metabolism – biased-RRR 
found a better clause quicker than did traditional RRR.  However, in the third task, 
nuclear smuggling, biased-RRR did worse than the default implementation.  The 
reasons for this are unclear, as the neural network was clearly able to learn the 
evaluation function approximator in this domain. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

We demonstrated that the use of a neural network for clause evaluation is a useful 
tool for improving runtime efficiency when handling large search spaces in ILP.  As 
ILP is confronted with increasingly larger problems, the need for methods like the 
ones we present grows.  So far, we have treated the network learning and evaluation 
tasks as computationally "free" operations, which is not entirely true.  However, it is 
true that the running time of neural network evaluation (and training) is independent 

Figure 6. Per formance of the biased-
RRR search versus a traditional RRR 
search.  The x-axis shows the number of 
clauses evaluated, and the y-axis displays 
the average coverage of the best clause 
found at that x value.  For carcinogenesis 
and protein metabolism, the biased-RRR 
performs better, but for nuclear 
smuggling it is clearly outperformed. 
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of the number of ILP examples in the dataset.  This means that given enough 
examples in the ILP training set, neural-network evaluation can be made virtually 
free.  This strategy can be used to decrease the runtime of ILP systems on large tasks.   

The most pressing work that remains is implementing and evaluating the other 
strategies for taking advantage of the clause-evaluation approximator outlined in 
Sections 4.1 and 4.3.  Clearly accuracy is lost in approximating the clause-evaluation 
function, but it is difficult to determine how it affects solutions generated by using it 
to quickly evaluate clauses in a typical ILP search.  Another open question is whether 
useful information can be extracted from the trained neural network itself [26]. 

Also, Botta et al. [31] have characterized hypothesis space, discovering a critical 
region they have named the phase transition.  In this critical region, the computational 
complexity of inference increases, and clauses generated in this region tend to have 
poor generalization to unseen test examples.  This phase transition is a difficult region 
for ILP algorithms; our algorithm's performance here specifically needs exploration. 

Finally, we have discussed learning the evaluation approximation in a least-
squared-error sense.  However, what may be more important for ILP is the relative 
ranking of candidate clauses.  Thus, an approach l ike Caruana and Baluja's Rankprop 
algorithm [32] – an alternative to backprop concerned with correctly predicting the 
ranking of the output variables – may be more natural. 
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Abstract. Many domains in the field of Inductive Logic Programming
(ILP) involve highly unbalanced data. Our research has focused on In-
formation Extraction (IE), a task that typically involves many more
negative examples than positive examples. IE is the process of finding
facts in unstructured text, such as biomedical journals, and putting those
facts in an organized system. In particular, we have focused on learning
to recognize instances of the protein-localization relationship in Medline
abstracts. We view the problem as a machine-learning task: given posi-
tive and negative extractions from a training corpus of abstracts, learn a
logical theory that performs well on a held-aside testing set. A common
way to measure performance in these domains is to use precision and
recall instead of simply using accuracy. We propose Gleaner, a random-
ized search method which collects good clauses from a broad spectrum of
points along the recall dimension in recall-precision curves and employs
an “at least N of these M clauses” thresholding method to combine the
selected clauses. We compare Gleaner to ensembles of standard Aleph
theories and find that Gleaner produces comparable testset results in a
fraction of the training time needed for ensembles.

1 Introduction

Domains suitable for Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) can be roughly divided
into two main groups. In one group, there are tasks in which each example
has some inherent relational structure. One classic example of this domain is
the trains dataset [20], where the goal is to discriminate between two types of
trains, and the trains themselves are relational objects, having varying length and
types of objects carried by each car. A more realistic example is the mutagenesis
dataset [29], where the goal is to classify a chemical compound as mutagenic or
not using the relational nature of the atomic structure of each chemical. ILP
has proven successful in these domains by bringing the inherently relational
attributes into the hypothesis space.

The other group contains tasks where examples, in addition to having a
relational structure, have relations to other examples. One such domain is the
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learning of friendship in social networks [2], where instead of classifying people,
we try to determine the structural relationships of people based on a combination
of their personal attributes and the attributes of their known friends. Another
domain of this type is learning to suggest citations for scientific publications [21],
where a correct citation can be a combination of data in this particular paper
as well as the currently listed citations. The overall goal in these domains is to
classify links between objects instead of the objects themselves.

Our research has focused on Information extraction (IE), the process of find-
ing facts from unstructured text such as biomedical journals and putting those
facts in an organized system. In particular, we have focused on learning multi-
slot protein localization from Medline1 abstracts, where the task is to identify
links between phrases which correspond to a protein and the location of that
particular protein in a cell. When seen as a relational data task, multi-slot IE
clearly falls into the link-learning category described above.

Link-learning tasks present a number of problems to an ILP system. First,
these domains tend to have a large number of objects and relations, causing
a large explosion in the search space of clauses. A first approach is to sample
these objects and bring the space down to a reasonable size. However, even a
moderate number of objects brings about the second problem, a large skew of
the data toward negative examples. Suppose in the social network domain we
have 500 people, each of whom have 10 friends amongst these 500 people. This
gives us 5000 positive examples, assuming that the friendship relationship is not
necessarily symmetric. Our negative examples must include all other possible
friendships, for 500× 500− 5000 = 245, 000 negative examples, a skew of 1:49.

Information extraction is a domain that typically has unbalanced data; for
example, only a very small number of phrases are protein names. Learning the
relation between two entities, such as protein and location, only increases this
imbalance, as the number of positive examples is now a subset of the cross-
product of the entities, and the negative examples are every other pairing in the
dataset.

These issues lead us away from using the standard performance measure
of accuracy. Letting TP stand for true positives, FP for false positives, TN

for true negatives and FN for false negatives, accuracy can be defined as
TP+TN

TP+FP+TN+FN
. With the positive class so small relative to the negative class,

it is trivial to achieve high accuracy by labeling all test examples negative. To
concentrate on the positive examples, more appropriate performance measures
are precision, defined as TP

TP+FP
, and recall, defined as TP

TP+FN
. Precision can be

seen as a measure of how accurate we are at predicting the positive class, while
recall is a measure of how many of the total positives we are able to identify.

We chose to pursue IE from a machine-learning perspective. Given a set of
journal abstracts manually tagged with protein-localization relationships, our
goal is to learn a theory that extracts only these relations from a set of abstracts
and performs well on unseen abstracts. We use five-fold cross validation, with
approximately 250 positive and 120,000 negative examples in each fold. Our

1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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division of examples is not uniform because we chose to split our data into folds
at the journal-abstract level (so that all the sentences in a given abstract are in
the same fold), and the number of examples per abstract is variable.

We believe that ILP can be applied successfully for Information Extraction
in biomedical domains as well as other link-learning tasks. ILP offers us the ad-
vantages of a straight-forward way to incorporate domain knowledge and expert
advice and will produce logical clauses suitable for analysis and revision by hu-
mans to improve performance. We use Aleph [27], a mature ILP system, to learn
first-order clauses.

The standard approach to ILP is to learn clauses sequentially until almost
all of the positive examples are covered by at least one clause, thus creating a
theory. By itself, an individual theory will produce one value for precision and
recall, at least if one uses the standard logical approach of disjunction to combine
the clauses in a theory. A more useful evaluation would be to create a recall-
precision curve, which illustrates the trade-off between these two measurements.
One way to create a recall-precision curve from a theory containing M clauses is
to require that at least N of the clauses are satisfied. By varying N from 1 to M ,
one can obtain a variety of points in the recall-precision curve [10]. However, ILP
systems have not traditionally been designed to produce recall-precision curves,
and it is likely that specially designed algorithms will do better than simply
counting the number of clauses that are satisfied by a given example.

To address the goal of efficiently producing good recall-precision curves with
ILP, we propose the Gleaner algorithm. Gleaner is a randomized search method
that collects good clauses from a broad spectrum of points along the recall dimen-
sion in recall-precision curves and employs an “at least N of these M clauses”
thresholding method to combine the selected clauses. We compare Gleaner to
ensembles of standard Aleph theories [11]. We find that Gleaner produces compa-
rable results in a fraction of the training time needed for Aleph ensembles. These
smaller theories will also reduce classification time, an important consideration
when working with large domains.

2 Biomedical Information Extraction

Information Extraction (IE) is the process of scanning plain text files for objects
of interest and facts about these objects. As a learning task, IE is defined as:
given information in unstructured text documents, extract the relevant objects
and relationships between them. There are two main IE tasks, Named Entity
Recognition (NER) and Multi-Slot Extractions. NER can be seen as identifying
a single type of object, for example the name of an individual, corporation, gene,
or weapon. Successful rule-based approaches for named-entity IE include Rapier
[8], a system which learns clauses with the format prefix, extraction, postfix, and
Boosted Wrapper Induction (BWI) [14], a method for boosting weak rule-based
classifiers of extraction boundaries into a powerful extraction method. BWI has
been further examined by Kauchak et al. [17] showing results with high recall
and high precision on a wide variety of tasks.
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“We suggest that SMF1 and SMF2 are mitochondrial membrane proteins that influence
PEP-dependent protein import, possibly at the step of protein translocation.”

protein location(SMF1, mitochondrial)

protein location(SMF2, mitochondrial)

Fig. 1. Sample Sentence with its Correct Extractions

Multi-slot extraction builds upon the objects found in NER, and looks for
a relationship between these items in the text, some examples being a parent-
child relationship between individuals, the CEO of a particular company, or
the interaction of two proteins in a cell. Multi-slot extraction is typically much
harder; not only must the objects of the relation be identified, but also the
semantic relationship between these two objects.

Recently, biomedical journal articles have been a major source of interest in
the IE community for a number of reasons: the amount of data available is enor-
mous, the objects, proteins and genes, do not have standard naming conventions,
and there is a definite interest from biomedical practitioners to quickly find rele-
vant information [3, 26]. Biomedical journals also contain highly domain-specific
language, as seen in Figure 1.

Previous machine-learning work in the biomedical multi-slot domain includes
a number of different approaches. Ray and Craven [23] use a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) modified to include part of speech tagging, and analyze their
method on protein localization, genetic disorder and protein-protein interaction
tasks. For the same datasets, Eliassi-Rad and Shavlik [13] implemented a neural
network for IE primed with domain-specific prior knowledge. Aitken [1] uses
FOIL to perform ILP, working with a closed ontology of entities, while Brunescu
et al. [7] propose the use of ELCS, a bottom up approach to finding protein
interactions with rule templates for sentences. Brunescu et al. have also extended
Rapier and BWI to handle multi-slot extractions.

2.1 Data Labeling

In this paper, we focus on one particular dataset, learning the location of yeast
proteins in a cell as illustrated in Figure 1. Our testbed comes from Ray and
Craven [23]. The data consist of 7,245 sentences from 871 abstracts found in
the Medline database, and contains 1,200 relations. In the original dataset, the
labeling was performed semi-automatically, in order to avoid the laborious task of
labeling by a human. Protein localizations were gathered from the Yeast Protein
Database (YPD), and sentences which contained instances of both a protein and
location pair were marked as positive by a computer program.

In our early exploration of the dataset, we found that there were a signifi-
cant number of false positives that looked like true positives but were apparently
missed by the automated labeling algorithm. Also, some of the labelings were
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ambiguous at best, finding both parts of a positive protein localization, whereas
the human-judged semantics of the sentence did not involve localization. In ad-
dition, by using this labeling scheme, we did not have data on all yeast proteins
in the corpus, only those listed in YPD. Because of these issues, we decided to
relabel the dataset by hand. We were assisted in this effort by Soumya Ray.

To label the positive examples, we manually performed both protein and
location named-entity labeling and relational labeling. Our labeling standards
differ from those used by other groups [16], as our task is to extract the locations
of yeast proteins. If there was any disagreement among the labelers, we did not
tag the protein or location, to make sure our training set was as precise as
possible at the expense of some recall.

For the protein labeling, we strove to be specific rather than general, and
only labeled those words that directly refered to a protein or gene molecule.
This included gene names such as “SMF1”, protein names like “fet3p” and full
chemical names of enzymes, such as “qh2-cytochome c reductase”. Therefore,
while we would label SEC53 from “SEC53 mutant”, we did not label “isp4delta”
or “rrp1-1” as these gene products are defective and would not give rise to a
functioning protein molecule. We did not label protein families such as “hsp70”
unless it was an adjective to a protein, as in “hsp70 dnaK”. Fusion proteins, such
as when a gene is combined with a fluorescent tag, were labeled as proteins.
Protein complexes, antibodies and open reading frames were never labeled as
positive protein examples. Also, only proteins that are known to exist in yeast
were labeled, not those which were found in other species, since our dataset dealt
with the localization of yeast proteins.

Labeling the location words was much more direct. We used a list of known
cellular locations listed in an introductory cellular biology text book, includ-
ing locations and abbreviations such as “cytoskeleton”, “membrane”, “lumen”,
“ER”, “npc”, “bud”, etc. Also labeled were location adjectives, such as “nucle-
oporin” and “ribosomal”.

To determine if there was a relationship between any tagged pro-
teins and tagged locations, we used three classifications: clear, ambigu-
ous, or co-occurrence. Relationships directly implied by the text, as in
protein location(YRB1p, cytosol) from the sentence “YRB1p is located in
the cytosol,” were classified as clear, while those relationships where the pro-
tein location was implied rather than stated, such as protein location(LIP5,

mitochondrial) from the sentence “LIP5 mutants undergo a high frequency of
mitochondrial DNA deletions,” were labeled as ambiguous. The correct classifi-
cation was agreed upon by all three labelers. For our experiments, we used the
clear category as positive examples, and all other phrase pairings as negative
examples. A future goal is to improve our manual-labeling interface.

2.2 Background Knowledge

Instead of the standard feature-vector machine learning setup, ILP uses logical
relations to describe the data. Algorithms attempt to construct logical clauses
based on this background structure that will separate positive and negative
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Sentence Fragment

Text

Part Of Speech

Phrase Type

N V V N V NP

NP VP NP VP PP NP

... we haved named YFH1, localizes to mitochondria ...

Fig. 2. Sample Sentence Parse from Sundance Sentence Analyzer (N=noun, V=verb,
P=preposition or phrase)

examples. For our information extraction task, we construct background knowl-
edge from sentence structure, statistical word frequency, lexical properties, and
biomedical dictionaries.

Our first set of relations comes from the sentence structure. We use the Sun-
dance sentence parser [24] to automatically derive a parse tree for all sentences
in our dataset and the part-of-speech for all words and phrases of the tree. This
tree is then flattened to some degree, so that there are no nested phrases; all
phrases have the sentence as the root, and therefore all words are only members
of one phrase. Figure 2 shows an example sentence parse.

Each word, phrase, and sentence is given a unique identifier based on its
ordering within the given abstract. This allows us to create relations between
sentences, phrases and words not based on the actual text of the document
but on its structure, such as sentence child, phrase previous and word next

about the tree structure and sequence of words, and relations like nounPhrase,
article, and verb to describe the sentence structure. To include the actual text
of the sentence in our background knowledge, the predicate word ID to string

maps these identifiers to the words. In addition, the words of the sentence are
stemmed using the Porter stemmer [22], and currently we only use the stemmed
version of words.

Another group of background relations comes from looking at the frequency
of words appearing in the target phrases in the training set. This is done on a per-
fold basis to prevent learning from the test set. For example, the words “body”,
“npc”, and “membrane” are at least 10 times more likely to appear in location
phrases than in phrases in general in training set 1. We created predicates for
several gradations from 2 times to 10 times the general word frequency across
all abstracts in a given training set. These gradations are calculated for both
arguments–protein and location–as well as for words that appear more frequently
in between the two arguments or before or after them. We create semantic classes,
consisting of these high frequency words. These semantic classes are then used
to mark up all occurrences of these words in a given training and testing set.

A third source of background knowledge is derived from the lexical properties
of each word. Alphanumericwords contain both numbers and alphabetic charac-
ters, whereas alphabetic words have only alphabetic characters. Other lexical
and morphological features include singleChar, hyphenated and capitalized.
Also, words are classified as novelWord if they do not appear in the standard
/usr/dict/words dictionary in UNIX.
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Sentence Structure Predicates

phrase after(Phrase1,Phrase2)
phrase contains specific word(Phrase,Word,WordString)

Statistical Word Frequency Predicates

phrase contains 2x word(Phrase,Argument)
phrase contains no between halfX word(Phrase,Argument,PartOfSpeech)

Lexical Properties Predicates

alphabetic(Word)
few wordPOS in sentence(Sentence,PartOfSpeech)

Biomedical Dictionaries Predicates

phrase contains mesh term(Phrase,Term,StemmedTerm)
phrase contains go term(Phrase,Term,StemmedTerm)

Fig. 3. Sample Predicates used in our Information Extraction Task

Finally, we incorporate semantic knowledge about biology and medicine into
our background relations, such as the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)2, the
Gene Ontology (GO)3, and the Online Medical Dictionary4. As in sentence
structure, we have simplified these hierarchies to only be one level. We have
picked three categories from MeSH (protein, peptide and cellular structure), the
cellular-localization category from GO, and the cellular-biology category from
the Online Medical Dictionary, and have labeled phrases with these predicates
if any of the words in the given phrase match any words in the category.

Sentence structure predicates like word before and phrase after are added
allowing navigation around the parse tree. Phrases are also tagged as being the
first or last phrase in the sentence, likewise for words. The length of phrases is
calculated and explicitly turned into a predicate, as well as the length (by words
and phrases) of sentences. Also, phrases are classified as short, medium or long.
An additional piece of useful information is the predicate different phrases,
which is true when its arguments are distinct phrases.

Lexical predicates are augmented to make them more applicable to the phrase
level. If a phrase contains an alphabetic word, the phrase is given the pred-
icate phrase contains alphabetic word(A). Similarly phrases with specific
words are marked with phrase contains specific word(A, ‘‘lumen’’). This
is the equivalent of adding both phrase child(A,B), word ID to string(B,

‘‘lumen’’) at once. These predicates are also created for pairs and triplets of
words, so we can assert that a phrase has the word “golgi” labeled as a noun all
in one search step.

2 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html
3 http://www.geneontology.org/
4 http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/omd/
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Finally, predicates are added to denote the ordering between the phrases.
Target arg1 before target arg2 asserts that the protein phrase occurs before
the location phrase, similarly for target arg2 before target arg1. Also cre-
ated are adjacent target args (which is true when the protein and location
phrases are adjacent to each other in the sentence), and identical target args

(which says the same noun phrase contains both the protein and its location), as
well as the count of phrases before and after the target arguments. A list of our
predicate categories and some sample predicates are found in Figure 3. Overall,
we have defined 251 predicates for use in describing the training examples.

2.3 Unbalanced Data Filtering

As previously mentioned, one of the difficulties we face with this domain is the
large number of possible examples we must consider. Within each sentence, we
need to examine each pair of phrases. With only a few positive examples, our
positive:negative ratio is 1:600, leading to severely unbalanced data.

For this domain, we use prior knowledge to help reduce the number of false
positive examples. We observe that 95% of our positive relations contain only
noun phrases, while the overall ratio is 26%, and use this to limit the size of
our training data to only those candidate extractions where both arguments are
noun phrases. This reduces the positive:negative ratio in our data to 1:158. We
must necessarily keep track of all missed positive in the testing set, those that
have at most one non-noun phrase, and record them as false negatives in our
recall-precision results.

To further reduce the positive:negative ratio we randomly under-sample the
negatives, retaining only a fourth during training. This allows for faster clause
learning. Future work includes selecting the “close” negative examples to use
during training rather than randomly selecting them.

3 Aleph

Aleph [27], is a top-down ILP covering algorithm developed at Oxford University,
UK. It is written completely in Prolog and is open source. As input, Aleph takes
background information in the form of predicates, a list of modes declaring how
these predicates can be chained together, and a designation of one predicate
as the “head” predicate to be learned. Also required are lists of positive and
negative examples of the head predicate.

As a high-level overview, Aleph generates clauses for the positive examples
by picking a random example to be a seed. This example is saturated to create
the bottom clause, i.e. every relation in the background knowledge that can be
reached from this example. The bottom clause becomes the possible search space
for clauses. Aleph heuristically searches through the space of possible clauses
until the “best” clause is found or time runs out. The standard way to use
Aleph is to combine these learned clauses into a theory when enough clauses are
learned to cover almost all positive training examples.
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Aleph is a very flexible ILP system with a wide variety of learning parameters
available for modification. Some of the parameters we utilized were:

minimum accuracy. We can place a lower bound on the accuracy of all clauses
learned by our system. This is only the accuracy of the clause on the examples
covered by it, in other words, precision.

minimum positives. To prevent Aleph from learning narrow clauses, ones
which only cover a few examples, we can specify that each acceptable clause
must cover at least a certain number of positives.

clause length. The size of a particular clause can be constrained using clause
length. By limiting the length, we can explore a wider breadth of clauses
and prevent clauses from becoming too specific.

search strategy. As Aleph uses search to find good clauses, the type of search
is a parameter. These include the standard search methods of breadth-first
search, depth-first search, iterative beam search, iterative deepening, as well
as heuristic methods requiring an evaluation function.

evaluation function. There are many ways to calculate the value of a node for
further exploration. The most common heuristic used in ILP is coverage. This
is defined as the number of positives covered by the clause minus the number
of negatives (TP − FP ). A very similar heuristic is compression, which is
coverage minus the length of the clause (TP −FP −L). Since we are working
within domains to generate precision/recall curves, we also explored as our
heuristic-search’s evaluation function (a) precision× recall, and (b) the F1
measure, which is ( 2·Precision·Recall

Precision+Recall
). To improve clause quality and correct

accuracy estimates for clauses that cover a small number of examples, one
can also use the Laplace estimate, ( TP+1

TP+FP+2
).

coverage in tune set. To encourage our clauses to be more general, we added
a parameter to Aleph requiring each recorded clause to have some small
positive coverage in the tuneset. We believe this will help our clauses on the
unseen examples in the test set.

4 Gleaner

Since our biomedical IE task is a link-learning task, we need to evaluate the
success of our methods using precision and recall. In order to rapidly produce
good recall-precision curves, we have developed Gleaner, a two-stage algorithm
to (1) learn a broad spectrum of clauses and (2) then combine them into a
thresholded disjunctive clause aimed at maximizing precision for a particular
choice of recall. Our algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.

Our first stage of Gleaner learns a wide spectrum of clauses. We have Aleph
search for clauses using K seed examples. We diversify the search by first
uniformly dividing the recall dimension into B equal sized bins, for example,
[0, 0.05], [0.05, 0.10], . . . , [0.95, 1]. For each seed, we consider up to N possible
clauses using a random local-search method. As these clauses are generated, we
compute the recall of each clause and determine into which bin the clause falls.
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Create B recall bins, uniformly dividing the range [0,1]
For i = 1 to K

Pick a seed example to generate bottom clause
Use Random Local Search to find clauses
After each generation of a new clause r

Find the recall bin bk for r

If the Precision × Recall of r is best yet
Store r in bk

For each bin b

Find Lb ∈ [1, K] on trainset such that
recall of “At least L of K clauses match examples” ≈ recall for this bin

Find precision and recall of testset using each bin’s “at least L of K” decision process

Fig. 4. Gleaner Algorithm

Each bin keep tracks of the highest precision clause learned in that bin so far
and will be replaced when a more precise clause is found (actually, rather than
finding the highest precision clause within each bin, we save the clause whose
product of precision and recall is highest among those clauses falling into this
recall bin). At the end of this search process, there will be B clauses collected
for each seed and K seed examples for a total of B × K clauses (assuming a
clause is found that falls into each bin for each seed).

To perform random local search, we considered four search methods, Rapid
Random Restart (RRR), Stochastic Clause Selection (SCS), GSAT, and Walk-
SAT. SCS randomly picks clauses which are subsets of the bottom clause ac-
cording to the distribution of clauses based on length. SCS has a hard time
finding high quality clauses and is biased to select long clauses due to the heavy-
tailed distribution of clause lengths. GSAT selects an initial clause at random
and then chooses to either add or remove a randomly selected literal if the new
clause is “better” according to the evaluation function; WalkSAT modifies GSAT
by allowing a certain percent of “bad” moves. RRR works similarly to GSAT
and WalkSAT in the initial clause selection, but only refines clauses by adding
predicates (using best first search), restarting with a new clause after a speci-
fied number of evaluations. GSAT and WalkSAT occasionally make “downhill”
moves in the search space, while RRR does not, and due to the interal workings
of Aleph, adding predicates to a clause is much more efficient than removing
them. We found that RRR both takes less time and produces higher quality
clauses than the other methods, and we use it as Gleaner’s search method in the
remainder of this article.

The second stage takes place once we have gathered our clauses using ran-
dom search. We need a way to combine these clauses into a single precision/recall
point for each bin. We could choose the best clause collected from each bin, how-
ever this is likely to have poor generalization to the test set, especially for the
low-recall bins. If we classify an example as positive only if it matches all K

clauses collected for a bin, we obtain high precision, but our recall will be dras-
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tically reduced. Alternatively, if we classify an example as positive if it matches
any of our K clauses, we will probably have a theory with high recall but low
precision. Instead, we need to find a balance between these two extremes, and
classify examples to be positive if they are covered by a large enough subset of
clauses. Our hypothesis is that this method will produce a theory with about the

same recall as the bin (by construction), but higher precision than any one clause,

since we require that an example satisfy multiple clauses (assuming L > 1).
Gleaner combines the clauses in each bin to create one large thresholded

disjunctive clause, of the form “At least L of these K clauses must cover an
example in order to classify it as a positive.” We want this clause to have about
the same recall as as that of the clauses in the bin (so that we cover the full
range of possible recalls), thus we need to find the best threshold L for each bin.
We can find this L on the training set for each bin by starting with L = K and
incrementally lowering the threshold to increase recall. We stop when any lower
L would increase the distance between the recall of the best L of K clause and
our desired recall. With this L, we now evaluate our disjunctive clause on the
testset and record the precision and recall. We will end up with B precision/recall
points, one for each bin, that span the recall-precision curve.

5 Ensembles in ILP

Bagging [6] is a popular ensemble approach to machine learning where multiple
classifiers are trained using different subsamples of the training data. These
classifiers then vote on the classification of testset examples, usually with the
majority class being selected as the output classification. How they vote is user-
dependent, with some common schemes being equal voting or weighted according
to the tuneset accuracy of each voter. The main idea of bagging is that it will
produce diverse classifiers that make their mistakes in different regions of the
input space; when their votes are combined, prediction errors will be reduced.

The use of bagging for ILP has been previously investigated by Dutra et al.
[11] where they demonstrate bagging to be helpful for modest improvements in
accuracy as well as a straight-forward way to calculate the confidence of a par-
ticular example. We use their “random seeds” approach for creating ensembles.
This approach, which Dutra et al. showed to have essentially equivalent predic-
tive accuracy as bagging, produces diversity in its learned models by starting
each run of its underlying ILP system with a different “seed” example.

We compare our Gleaner approach to that of using “random seeds” in Aleph.
In this experimental control, we call Aleph N times and have it create N theories
(i.e., sets of clauses that cover most of the positive training examples and few
of the negative ones). To create a recall-precision curve from these N theories,
we simply classify an example as positive if at least K of the theories classify it
as positive; varying L from 1 to N produces a family of ensembles, and each of
these ensembles produces a point on a recall-precision curve.

Aleph involves a large number of parameters, and we use the train and test
sets to choose a good set (since this is the experimental control against which we
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Fig. 5. Area Under the Recall-Precision Curve for 100 Aleph Ensembles With Varying
Number of Clauses

compare our Gleaner system, it is “fair” to use the testset to tune parameters).
We compare several different evaluation functions for judging clauses: Laplace
(which essentially measures accuracy, but corrects for small coverage), coverage
(the number of positive examples covered minus the number of negatives cov-
ered), precision × recall, and F1 (the harmonic mean of precision and recall;
F1 is the most commonly used performance measure in information extraction).
We consider two settings for minimum accuracy for learned clauses: 0.75 and
0.90. We require all clauses to at least cover seven positive examples and to
be no longer than ten terms (the same settings we use for random sampling of
the hypothesis space in our Gleaner approach). We limit the number of clauses
considered to 100 thousand and we also limit the number of reductions to 100
million (using the call counting predicate available in YAP Prolog5).

We obtained our best area under the recall-precision curve using Laplace as
the evaluation function and a minimum clause accuracy of 0.75. (Under this
setting, the average number of clauses considered per constructed theory is ap-
proximately 35,000.)

One new finding we encountered that was not reported by Dutra et al. is that
it is better to limit the size of theories. Figure 5 plots the area under the recall-
precision curve (AURPC) as a function of the maximum number of clauses we
allow in the learned theories. Running Aleph to its normal completion given the
above parameters leads to theories containing 271 clauses on average. However,
if we limit this to the first C clauses, the AURPC can be drastically better.
The likely reason for this is that larger theories have less diversity amongst
themselves than do smaller ones, and diversity is the key to ensembles [12]. A
nice side-effect of limiting theory size is that the runtime of individual Aleph
executions is substantially reduced.

In the next section, where we evaluate our Gleaner algorithm, we limit theory
size in our “ensemble of Aleph theories” approach to 50 clauses, since as seen
in Figure 5, testset AURPC has essentially peaked by then. In that section’s

5 http://www.ncc.up.pt/˜vsc/Yap/yap.html
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experiments we do vary the size of the ensemble (i.e., number of theories) and
the number of clauses in each theory, in order to see the impact on AURPC as
a function of the amount of time spent training.

While we are from having considered all possible parameters settings and
algorithm designs with which one could use Aleph to create an ensemble of the-
ories, we have evaluated a substantial number of variants and feel that our chosen
settings provide a satisfactory experiment control against which to compare our
new algorithm, Gleaner.

6 Results

For our experiments, we divided the protein localization data into five folds,
equally divided at the journal-abstract level. Each training set consisted of three
folds, with one fold held aside for tuning and another for testing. For our current
experiments we only use the tuning set minimally, requiring each clause learned
on the training set to cover at least two positive examples in the tuning set.

To evaluate the performance of our algorithms, we use recall-precision curves
[19], or more precisely, we use the Area Under the Recall-Precision Curve (AU-
RPC) to gather a single score for each algorithm. AUC has traditionally been
used to analyze ROC curves [5], which plot the true positive rate versus the false
positive rate. To calculate the AURPC, we first standardize our recall-precision
curves to always cover the full range of recall values and then interpolate be-
tween the threshold points. From the first threshold point, which we designate
(Rfirst, Pfirst), the curve is extended horizontally to the point (0, Pfirst), since
we could randomly discard a fraction, f , of the extracted relations and expect
the same precision on the remaining examples; the setting of f would determine
the recall. An ending point of (1, Pos

Neg
) can always be found by calling everything

a positive example. This will give us a closed curve extending from 0 to 1 along
the recall dimension.

For any two points A and B in a recall-precision curve, we must inter-
polate between their true positive (TP ) and false positive (FP ) counts in
order to calculate the area. To do this, we create new points for each of
TPA + 1, TPA + 2, ..., TPB − 1, increasing the false positives for each new point
by FPB−FPA

TPB−TPA
. Interpolation for the recall-precision curve is different than for

an ROC curve; whereas the ROC interpolation would be a linear connection
between the two points, in recall-precision space the connection can be curved,
depending the actual number of positive and negative examples covered by each
point. The curve is especially pronounced when two points are far away in recall
and precision. Consider a curve constructed from a single point of (0.02, 1), and
extended to the endpoints of (0, 1) and (1, 0.008) as described above (for this
example, our dataset contains 433 positives and 56,164 negatives). Interpolating
as we have described, would produce an AURPC of 0.031; a linear connection
would overestimate with an AURPC of 0.50 (Figure 8 shows this graphically).

A sample clause found by Gleaner is shown in Figure 6. We can see for
our dataset that it is important to require the protein phrase to contain
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protein location(P,L,S) :-
first word in phrase(L,A),
phrase after(L, ),
target arg1 before target arg2(P,L,S),
after both target phrases(S,B),
phrase contains some marked up location(L, ),
few POS in phrase(P,alphanumeric),
few wordPOS in sentence(S,alphanumeric),
phrase contains no between halfX word(B,between arg1 and arg2,verb),
phrase contains some art(L,A).

where P is the protein phrase, L is the location phrase, S is the sentence,
and ‘ ’ indicates variables that only appear once in the clause.

Positive Extraction

“NPL3 encodes a nuclear protein with an RNA recognition motif and similarities to
a family of proteins involved in RNA metabolism.”
protein location(‘NPL3’, ‘a nuclear protein’)

Negative Extraction (i.e., a false positive)

“Subcellular fractionation studies further demonstrate that the 1455 amino acid
Vps15p is peripherally associated with the cytoplasmic face of a late Golgi
or vesicle compartment.”
protein location(‘the 1455 amino acid Vps15p’, ‘the cytoplasmic face’)

Fig. 6. Sample Clause with 29% Recall and 34% Precision on Testset 1

alphanumeric words. Also important for this clause is the sentence structure,
requiring that the protein phrase comes before the location phrase, and that the
location phrase is not the last phrase in the sentence.

Our Aleph-based method for producing ensembles has two parameters that
we vary: N , the number of theories (i.e., the size of the ensemble), and C, the
number of clauses per ensemble. To produce ensemble points in Figure 7, we
choose N from {10, 25, 50, 75, 100} and C from {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50},
producing 20 combinations for each fold.

For the parameters of Gleaner, we used 20 recall bins and 100 seed exam-
ples to collect 2,000 clauses total. We told RRR to construct 1,000 clauses be-
fore restarting with a new random clause. We generate AURPC data points for
Gleaner by choosing the number of seed examples from {25, 50, 75, 100}, and
using the intervals of {1K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K} for the number
of candidate clauses generated per seed.

The results of our comparison are found in Figure 7; the points are averaged
over all five folds. Note this graph has a logarithmic scale in the number of
clauses generated. We see that Gleaner can find comparable AURPC numbers
using two orders of magnitude fewer clauses. It is interesting to note that the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of AURPC from Gleaner and Aleph Ensembles by Varying Number
of Clauses Generated

Fig. 8. A Sample Gleaner Recall-Precision Curve From Fold 5

Gleaner curve is very consistent across the number of clauses allowed, while the
ensemble method increases when more clauses are considered. It is a topic of
future work to devise a new version of Gleaner that is able to better utilize
additional candidate clauses.

In Figure 8, we show one of the better recall-precision curve produced by
Gleaner using 10,000 candidate clauses per seed and 100 seed examples (on fold
5). For comparison, we also show the one-point interpolation curve mentioned
above. Gleaner’s “L of K” clauses theoretically should produce higher precision
than individual rules with the same recall, as long as coverage of positives is
greater than coverage of negatives. In practice, our clauses are not as independent
as we would like, especially in the high-recall bins, with many of the learned
clauses being identical. This overlap degrades the performance.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

Multi-Slot Information Extraction is a an appealing challenge task for ILP, due
to its large amount of examples and background knowledge, as well as the sub-
stantial skew of examples. We have developed a method called Gleaner, which
gathers a wide spectrum of clauses and combines them within bins based on
recall using an “at least N of these M clauses” thresholding method.

We find that Aleph ensembles can perform well when using early stopping
(i.e., only learning a dozen or two rules); however, Aleph ensembles suffer when
allotted a limited amount of time to create multiple theories. Our method of
Gleaner results in similar curves to Aleph ensembles, and outperforms ensembles
when both are only allowed to evaluate a limited number of clauses. There are not
many large, heavily skewed datasets available for ILP research, and we believe
this information-extraction task will provide a useful testbed for further ILP
research. To aid in ILP research this dataset is being made available at our
website (see Acknowledgements).

There are a number of approaches relating to the combination of learned
clauses to produce a confidence measure, as opposed to combining multiple the-
ories as in bagging or Gleaner. Propositionalization of the feature space has been
examined by Lavrac et al. [18], which allows for any propositional learner that
generates confidence measures to be used. Similarly, Srinivasan [28] investigated
using ILP as a feature construction tool for propositional learners, namely linear
regression. Craven and Slatterly [10] use a logical setup combined with Naive
Bayes classifiers for IE and generate recall-precision curves with their result-
ing theories. We plan to compare these within-theory ensemble methods to the
multiple theory ensemble methods and to Gleaner.

In this same vein, we see the use of boosting in ILP [15] as another alterna-
tive method to searching for clauses and learning how to combine them in one
single step. Recent work has shown that a RankBoost, a variant of boosting,
directly optimizes the area under the ROC curve [9]. We believe that a similar
optimization of the area under the recall-precision curve can be achieved, and
plan to implement this algorithm in Aleph for comparison to Gleaner.

We noticed that many of our learned clauses are focused on learning the
individual entities of the relation, in our case, creating logical clauses for protein
and location, and little of the clause is relevant to the relation between these two
entities. We believe that using a named-entity classifier to identify promising
pieces of our relation first could both reduce the number of examples as well as
produce high quality clauses due to their direct focus on the relation. Blaschke et
al. [4, 3] and Rindflesh et al. [25] have found success in biomedical information
extraction using domain expert rules, and Temkin and Gilder [31] use hand-
crafted context-free grammars to similar ends. Another step in this direction is
taking these clauses from a domain expert and learning to revise their advice,
similar to work by Eliassi-Rad and Shavlik [13].

Finally, there are many more datasets in Information Extraction where we
are planning to test our method for comparison, namely the genetic disorder and
protein interaction from Ray and Craven [23] and a protein interaction dataset
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from Brunescu et al. [7]. Other datasets outside of IE where we believe Gleaner
will be useful include the nuclear smuggling dataset from Tang et al. [30], the
social network dataset from Taskar et al. [2], and the CiteSeer citation dataset
from Popescul et al. [21]
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Abstract. Many domains in the field of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) involve
highly unbalanced data. A common way to measure performance in these domains is to use
precision and recall instead of simply using accuracy. The goal of our research is to find
new approaches within ILP particularly suited for large, highly-skewed domains. We propose
Gleaner, a randomized search method that collects good clauses from a broad spectrum of
points along the recall dimension in recall-precision curves and employs an “at least L of
these K clauses” thresholding method to combine sets of selected clauses. Our research
focuses on Multi-Slot Information Extraction (IE), a task that typically involves many
more negative examples than positive examples. We formulate this problem into a relational
domain, using two large testbeds involving the extraction of important relations from the
abstracts of biomedical journal articles. We compare Gleaner to ensembles of standard
theories learned by Aleph, finding that Gleaner produces comparable testset results in a
fraction of the training time.

Keywords: Inductive Logic Programming; Ensembles; Recall-Precision Curves; Biomedical
Information Extraction

1. Introduction

Many large relational domains recently addressed by the field of Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP) intrinsically involve highly unbalanced data, where
negative examples greatly outnumber positive examples (Tang et al., 2003;
Taskar et al., 2003; Popescul et al., 2003; Richardson & Domingos, 2006).
These domains present problems for traditional ILP algorithms, where learn-
ing is focused on obtaining accurate, interpretable theories for relatively small
datasets. The goal of our research is to find new approaches within ILP
particularly suited for large, highly-skewed domains.

The standard approach to ILP is to use a covering algorithm: first-order
logical clauses are learned sequentially, each covering a subset of the positive
examples, until almost all of the positive examples are covered by at least one
clause (Fürnkranz, 1999). These clauses are combined to form what is called a
theory. If one uses the traditional approach to combine the clauses, such that
a test example need only match one of the learned clauses to be classified
as positive, an individual theory will produce a set of true/false predictions
for the testset examples. These predictions can then be evaluated using a
wide number of evaluation metrics, such as accuracy, true positive rate, false
positive rate, precision and recall (defined in Table II).

c© 2006 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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When applying ILP to large relational datasets, one major problem with
using a covering algorithm approach is the amount of time needed to generate
a theory. Theory search is very time intensive, due to the repeated sequential
process of examining hundreds or thousands of clauses to find the one “best”
clause to add to the theory. This is especially pronounced in large datasets,
where it can take days or weeks to find a complete theory for a large training
set.

A second problem involves the evaluation metrics used for ILP domains.
The most common way to measure performance in large highly-skewed
domains is to use precision and recall (Manning & Schütze, 1999), two
evaluation metrics which focus on the correct classification of the positive
examples. However, the standard ILP approach is biased toward producing
many high-precision, low-recall clauses, which when combined typically create
a high-recall, low-precision theory. A more useful evaluation would be to
create a recall-precision curve, to illustrate the trade-off between these two
measurements.

To address the goal of efficiently producing good recall-precision curves
within ILP, we have developed and evaluated the Gleaner algorithm. Gleaner
is a parallel randomized-search method that quickly collects good clauses
from a broad spectrum of points along the recall dimension in recall-precision
curves. It then employs a simple “at least L of these K clauses” thresholding
method to combine the selected clauses and create disjoint theories, each
focused on a different region of recall-precision space.

Our datasets for exploring Gleaner come from biomedical information-
extraction and are large, relational, and highly unbalanced. Specifically, we
are given a set of Medline journal abstracts manually tagged with protein-
localization or genetic-disorder relationships, and our goal is to learn a theory
that extracts these relations from the training set of abstracts and performs
well on unseen abstracts. Using these datasets, we compare Gleaner to ensem-
bles of standard Aleph theories, finding that Gleaner produces comparable
testset results in a fraction of the training time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first review necessary
background material on ILP and our evaluation metrics of recall and preci-
sion. We then present our new algorithm Gleaner, followed by a discussion
of our biomedical information-extraction dataset in detail. We then describe
our comparison algorithm of Aleph ensembles and discuss the results of our
experiments. We report on some further extensions of Gleaner and a compar-
ison to other control algorithms, and finally conclude with some proposals for
future work in this area.

2. Interpolating in Recall-Precision Space versus ROC Space

When making predictions, machine learning classifiers commonly label each
test example as being positive or negative. These predictions can be either true
or false, giving us the classification matrix found in Table I. True positives
(TP ) are those examples where the classifier correctly predicts a positive label,
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Table II. Evaluation metrics and definitions.

classification
co

rr
ec

tn
es

s

TP TN

FP FN

Metric Definition

Accuracy TP+TN
TP+FP+TN+FN

True positive rate TP
TP+FN

False positive rate FP
FP+TN

Precision TP
TP+FP

Recall TP
TP+FN

F1-score 2·Precision·Recall
Precision+Recall

false positives (FP ) occur when the classifier incorrectly predicts a positive
label, with similar definitions for true negatives (TN) and false negatives
(FN).

Datasets with unbalanced class distributions present a number of problems
for ILP systems. First, these domains tend to have a large number of objects
and relations, causing a large explosion in the search space of clauses. A first
approach is to sample these objects and reduce the space to a reasonable
size. However, even a moderate number of objects brings about the second
problem, a large skew of the data toward negative examples. Suppose we have
500 people, each of whom have 10 friends amongst these 500 people. This
gives us 5000 positive examples, assuming that the friendship relationship is
not necessarily symmetric. Our negative examples are all other possible friend-
ships, for 500× 500− 5000 = 245, 000 negative examples, a positive:negative
skew of 1:49.

Table II contains the definitions for some common evaluation metrics:
accuracy, true positive rate, false positive rate, precision and recall. The issue
of skewed data leads us away from using the standard performance measure
of accuracy to evaluate our results. With the positive class so small relative
to the negative class, it is trivial to achieve high accuracy by labeling all test
examples negative. Precision and recall concentrate on the positive examples,
since precision measures how accurate we are at predicting the positive class,
while recall measures how many of the total positives we are able to identify.

Two common ways to evaluate the performance of algorithms are ROC
curves (Fawcett, 2003) and Recall-Precision curves (Manning & Schütze,
1999). Both are typically generated from a ranked list of examples. Points are
commonly created by first defining a threshold, where all examples ranked
higher than this threshold are classified positive and all examples lower than
this threshold are classified negative. From these classifications we can cal-
culate our TP , FP , TN , and FN values, followed by the true positive rate,
false positive rate, recall and precision for this threshold. The threshold is then
varied from the highest rank to the lowest rank, giving us all meaningfully
distinct threshold values for this ranking and therefore all possible points on
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our curve. This thresholding is a way to generate many classifiers from one
ranked list of examples; however, in general, more than one classifier can be
used to generate a curve, as will be seen later in this article.

The Area Under the Curve (AUC) has traditionally been used to analyze
ROC curves (Bradley, 1997), which plot the true positive rate versus the false
positive rate. It is equivalent to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic (Cortes
& Mohri, 2003), which calculates the chance that a randomly selected positive
will be before a randomly selected negative in a ranked list of positive and
negative examples. The optimal AUC is 1.0, where all positive examples are
ranked before negative examples, and the score of a random classifier is 0.5.
The AUC provides a quick summary of a ROC graph, which is helpful for
comparing the performance of different machine learning algorithms across a
variety of thresholds.

We will be using the Area Under the Recall-Precision Curve (AURPC) to
gather a single score for each algorithm involved in this research. We see in
Figure 1 that ROC curves can mask the true performance of an algorithm
by ignoring the class distribution, while RP curves account for this skew by
using recall and precision as the axis.

To calculate the AURPC, we first standardize our precision-recall curves to
always cover the full range of recall values [0,1] and then interpolate between
the points. From the first point, which we designate (Rfirst, Pfirst), the curve
is extended horizontally to the point (0, Pfirst). This new point is achievable
since we could randomly discard a fraction, f , of the extracted relations and
expect the same precision but smaller recall on the examples; the setting of

f would determine the recall. An ending point of (1, Total Pos
Total Pos + Total Neg

)

can always be found by classifying everything as positive. This will give us a
continuous curve extending from 0 to 1 along the recall dimension.

Remember that any point A on a precision-recall curve is generated from
the underlying true positive (TPA) and false positive (FPA) counts. Suppose
we have two points, A and B which are far apart in precision-recall space.
To find some intermediate values for our curve, we must interpolate between
their counts TPA and TPB , and FPA and FPB . First, we find out how many
negative examples it takes to equal one positive, or the local skew, defined by
FPB−FPA

TPB−TPA
. Now we can create new points with recall TPA + x for all integer

values of x such that 1 ≤ x ≤ TPB −TPA, i.e. TPA +1, TPA +2, ..., TPB − 1,
and calculate precision by linearly increasing the false positives for each new
point by the local skew. Our resulting precision-recall points will be

(
TPA + x

Total Pos
,

TPA + x

TPA + x + FPA + FPB−FPA

TPB−TPA
x

)

.

With these new points, we can now approximate the AURPC.
The graphical interpolation for the recall-precision curve is different than

for an ROC curve; whereas the ROC interpolation would be a linear connec-
tion between the two points, in recall-precision space the connection can be
curved, depending on the actual number of positive and negative examples
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(a) ROC curve
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(b) RP curve

Figure 1. ROC and RP curves both computed from the same set of predictions on our
dataset described in Section 5. Although both curves are produced from the identical
underlying predictions, visually they are strikingly different.

covered by each point. The curve is especially pronounced when a classifier
predicts many tied confidence scores, causing adjacent points to be far away
in recall and precision. Consider a curve (Figure 2) constructed from a single
point of (0.02, 1), and extended to the endpoints of (0, 1) and (1, 0.008) as de-
scribed above (for this example, our dataset contains 433 positives and 56,164
negatives). Interpolating as we have described would produce an AURPC of
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Figure 2. Interpolation differences between ROC and RP space.

0.031; a linear connection would severely overestimate with an AURPC of
0.50.

The AURPC has advantages over the breakeven point statistic, defined
as the point on a curve where precision = recall, since our curves are not
necessarily generated from a ranked list of examples. The AURPC can also
be seen as a more exact measure than the 11-point average precision statistic
(Manning & Schütze, 1999), since we calculate and interpolate between all
precision points. As with ROC curves, the optimal AURPC value is 1.0, how-
ever, the AURPC value for a random classifier is equal to TotalPos

TotalPos+TotalNeg
,

as this is the expected precision for classifying a random sample of examples
as positive. More discussion of the AURPC metric and its relation to ROC
curves can be found in Davis and Goadrich (2005).

3. Inductive Logic Programming

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) combines machine learning with logic
programming (Džeroski & Lavrac, 2001). It is the process of learning first-
order clauses to correctly categorize training set data. Typical machine
learning algorithms are propositional, using a fixed-sized feature-vector repre-
sentation, while ILP uses relations in mathematical logic to describe examples,
and can handle large and variable-sized structures and sequences. One advan-
tage of ILP is the incorporation of related background knowledge about the
data. Some currently open problems for ILP include efficiently searching the
greatly increased hypothesis space compared to propositional domains, and
appropriately calibrating probability estimates when using Boolean-valued
logical rules. We refer the reader to Nilsson and Maluszyński (2000) for
definitions of standard logic programming terminology.
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Figure 3. Relational object domains (a) and (b) versus link-learning domains (c).

Domains suitable for ILP can be roughly divided into two main groups, as
seen in Figure 3. In one group, there are tasks in which each example has some
internal relational structure. One classic example of this domain is the trains
dataset (Michalski & Larson, 1977), where the goal is to discriminate between
two types of trains (east/west), and the trains themselves are relational in
nature, having varying length (i.e. number of cars) and types of objects carried
by each car. A more realistic example is the mutagenesis dataset (Srinivasan
et al., 1996), where the goal is to classify a chemical compound as mutagenic
or not using the relational nature of the atomic structure of each chemical.
ILP has proven successful in domains like these by bringing the inherently
relational attributes into the hypothesis space.

The other group contains tasks where examples, in addition to having
a relational structure, have relations to other examples. The goal in these
domains is to classify links between objects instead of the objects themselves.
One such domain is the learning of friendship in social networks (Taskar et al.,
2003), where instead of classifying people, we try to determine the structural
relationships of people based on a combination of their personal attributes and
the attributes of their known friends. Another domain of this type is learning
to suggest relevant citations for scientific publications (Popescul et al., 2003).
Link-learning domains are typified by significant overlap in the background
knowledge for each example as well as a large skew toward negative examples,
and this article is focused on these link-learning domains.

Aleph (Srinivasan, 2003) is a top-down ILP covering algorithm developed
at Oxford University, UK. It is written completely in Prolog and is open
source. Aleph is based on an earlier ILP system called PROGOL (Muggleton,
1995a). As input, Aleph takes background knowledge in the form of either
intensional or extensional facts, a list of modes declaring how literals can be
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chained together, and a designation of one literal as the “head” predicate to
be learned. Lists of positive and negative examples of the head literal are also
required.

At a high-level overview, Aleph sequentially generates clauses for the pos-
itive examples by picking a random example to be a seed. This example is
then saturated to create the bottom clause, the most specific clause (relative
to a given background knowledge) that covers a given example. This clause is
created by chaining through literals until no more facts about the seed example
can be added or a specified limit is reached. The bottom clause determines
the possible search space for clauses. Aleph heuristically searches through the
space of possible clauses until the “best” clause is found or time runs out.
When enough clauses are learned to cover (almost) all of the positive training
examples, the learned clauses are combined to form a theory.

Rückert et al. (2002; 2003; 2004) and Železný et al. (2003; 2004), have
explored using Stochastic Local Search (SLS) to explore the hypothesis space
in both propositional and ILP settings. Aleph allows for stochastic search
functions such as Stochastic Clause Selection (SCS), GSAT and WalkSAT
(Selman et al., 1993), and Rapid Random Restart (RRR):

− SCS randomly picks clauses which are subsets of the bottom clause ac-
cording to a user-specified distribution of clause lengths. SCS has a hard
time finding high quality clauses and is biased to select long clauses due
to the heavy-tailed distribution of clause lengths since it does no local
search.

− GSAT selects an initial clause at random and then chooses to either
add or remove a randomly selected literal if the new, altered clause is
“better” according to the evaluation function; WalkSAT modifies GSAT
by allowing a certain percent of “bad” moves.

− RRR works similarly to SCS, GSAT and WalkSAT in the initial random
clause selection, but takes time to evaluate the hypothesis space around
the initial clause. RRR refines clauses by using a best-first search when
used in conjunction with a heuristic evaluation function, and restarts
with a new random clause after a specified number of evaluations. Where
GSAT and WalkSAT will make more moves in hypothesis space, RRR
makes a more thorough investigation before choosing its next move.

As stated earlier, the standard ILP approach is biased toward producing
many high-precision, low-recall clauses, which when combined typically create
a high-recall, low-precision theory. Let K be the number of clauses in a theory
and R be the recall of each clause. Assuming independence of the clauses in a
theory, the probability of a given positive example being classified as positive
by the theory is just the probability of it being classified as positive by at
least one clause. In other words, this is 1 minus the probability of it being
classified as positive by no clauses. So the recall of the theory can be written
as 1 − (1 − R)K . For large values of K, (1 − R)K approaches 0 and so the
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Table III. The Gleaner algorithm.

Initialize Bins:
Create B recall bins, bin 1

B

, bin 2

B

, ..., bin1, to uniformly divide the recall range [0,1]

Populate Bins:
For i = 1 to K (can be in parallel)

Pick a seed example to generate the bottom clause
Use Randomized Local Search to find clauses
After each generation of a new clause c

Find the recall binr for c on the training set
If the Precision × Recall of c is best yet for seed i in binr

Store c in binr and discard old best clause of seed i in binr

Until N clauses are generated

Determine Bin Threshold:
For each binj

Find theory from binm and Lm ∈ [1,K] with highest precision on tuneset such that
recall of “At least Lm of K clauses match examples” ≈ recall for binj

Evaluate On Testset:
Find precision and recall of testset using each bin’s “at least L of K” decision process

entire equation approaches 1. For example when R = 0.06 and K = 100, the
recall of the entire theory, (unrealistically) assuming independence, is 0.99.

In order for a negative example to be correctly labeled, it must not match
any of the K clauses. The probability of any one clause correctly classifying
a negative example (the True Negative Rate) is 1− [FP/(TN + FP )], which
equals TN/(TN +FP ). So the probability of all K clauses correctly calling it
negative is [TN/(TN + FP )]K . Thus the probability of a false positive is 1−
[TN/(TN +FP )]K , which approaches 1 for large values of K. In keeping with
our focus on skewed data, suppose we have 100 positive and 1,000 negative
examples and a True Negative Rate of 0.998. R = 0.06 and K = 100 implies
the precision of any one clause is 0.75, while precision for the whole theory of
independent clauses is 0.35.

4. Our Algorithm: Gleaner

In order to rapidly produce good recall-precision curves, we have developed
Gleaner, a two-stage algorithm to (1) learn a broad spectrum of clauses and
(2) then combine them into a thresholded theory aimed at maximizing preci-
sion for a particular choice of recall. Pseudo-code for our algorithm appears
in Table III. A gleaner is one who gathers grain left behind by reapers, and
we call our algorithm Gleaner because it sifts through clauses discarded by
a standard heuristic search and uses some of them to form its theories. Our
Gleaner algorithm currently uses Aleph as its underlying engine for generating
clauses.
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Figure 4. A hypothetical run of Gleaner for one seed and 20 bins on the training set,
showing each considered clause as a small circle, and the chosen clause per bin as a large
circle. This is repeated for K seeds to gather B × K clauses (assuming a clause is found
that falls into each bin for each seed).

After initialization, the first stage of Gleaner learns a wide spectrum of
clauses, illustrated in Figure 4. We use Aleph to search for clauses using
K seed examples to encourage diversity. In our experiments that appear in
Section 7, the recall dimension is uniformly divided into B equal sized bins,
for example, [0, 0.05], [0.05, 0.10], . . . , [0.95, 1]. For each seed, we consider up
to N possible clauses using stochastic local-search methods (Hoos & Stutzle,
2004). As these clauses are generated, we compute the recall of each clause
and determine into which bin the clause falls. Each bin keeps track of the
best clause appearing in its bin for the current seed. We use the heuristic
function precision × recall to determine the best clause, since we believe this
will increase the generality of our clauses. At the end of this search process,
there will be B clauses collected for each seed and K seed examples for a total
of B ×K clauses (assuming a clause is found that falls into each bin for each
seed).

To perform stochastic local search, we considered the four search methods
discussed earlier: Stochastic Clause Selection (SCS), GSAT and WalkSAT,
and Rapid Random Restart (RRR). We found that GSAT and WalkSAT
make more “uphill” moves in the search space (i.e. removing predicates from
the clause) than RRR, and due to the internal workings of Aleph, adding
predicates to a clause is much more efficient than removing them. In our
testbeds, RRR both takes less time and produces higher quality clauses than
the other methods, and we will use it as Gleaner’s search method in the
remainder of this article.

The second stage takes place once all our clauses have been gathered using
random search. Gleaner combines the clauses in each bin to create one large
thresholded theory, of the form “At least L of these K clauses must cover
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Figure 5. Twenty complete recall-precision curves, one from each Gleaner bin, evaluated
on fold 1 of our protein-localization dataset.

an example in order to classify it as a positive.” Each of these learned theo-
ries could generate their own recall-precision curves, by exploring all possible
values for L, as shown in Figure 5. These curves will overlap in their recall
and precision results, and we would like to save the highest points along this
combined curve, irrespective of the bin which generated the points. Hence, for
each bin we record the theory and threshold L which generated the highest
points in that bin on the tuning set. With this L, we now evaluate our saved
thresholded theory on the testset and record the precision and recall. We
will end up with B recall-precision points, one generated by each bin, that
hopefully broadly span the recall-precision curve.

A unique aspect of Gleaner is that each point in the recall-precision curve
could be generated by a separate thresholded theory. This is opposed to the
usual setup to create a curve, where one standard theory is transformed into
many by ranking the examples and then finding different thresholds of classi-
fication. This separate-theory method is related to using the ROC convex hull
created from separate classifiers (Fawcett, 2003). We believe using separate
theories is a strength of our Gleaner approach, such that each theory, and
therefore each point on our curves, is not hindered by the mistakes of previous
points; each theory is totally independent of the others.

An end-user of Gleaner will be able to choose their preferred operating
point from this recall-precision curve. Our algorithm will then be used to
generate testset classifications using the closest bin to their desired recall
results along with our found threshold L. If necessary, we can produce a
confidence score for each example by using the number of clauses that cover
this example within our selected bin. For this reason, we have performed
macro-averaging (Lewis, 1991) of our results to calculate the AURPC, where
the AURPC is first calculated for each fold and then averaged to produce one
value.
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PubMed Abstract1570306, Sentence 3
The deduced amino acid sequence of the FRE1 protein 
exhibits hydrophobic regions compatible with transmembrane 
domains and has significant similarity to the sequence of the 
plasma membrane cytochrome b558, a critical component of 
a human phagocyte oxidoreductase, suggesting that FRE1 
is a structural component of the yeast ferric reductase.

CLEAR: cytochrome b558 - plasma membrane
AMBIGUOUS: FRE1 - transmembrane
CO-OCCURANCE: all other combinations

Figure 6. Sample biomedical sentence with its correct extractions for a protein localization
task.

5. Selection of a Dataset

This article focuses mainly on one particular dataset, learning the location
of yeast proteins in a cell, as illustrated in Figure 6. This is an example
of Biomedical Information Extraction (IE), our domain for this research. A
second genetic-disorder dataset with a similar structure will also be examined
in Section 7. This section gives a brief overview of this domain, then proceeds
to explain this dataset, how it was collected and labeled, as well as additional
background information that was used.

5.1. Information Extraction

Information Extraction (IE) is the process of scanning unstructured text for
objects of interest and facts about these objects. When framed as a learning
task, IE is defined as: given information in unstructured text documents,
extract the relevant objects and relationships between them. There are two
main IE tasks, Single-Slot Extraction and Multi-Slot Extraction.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a common subtask of single-slot ex-
traction. NER can be seen as identifying a single type of object, for example
the name of an individual, corporation, gene, or weapon. Multi-slot extraction
builds upon the objects found in NER, and looks for a relationship between
these items in the text, some examples being a parent-child relationship be-
tween individuals, the CEO of a particular company, or the interaction of two
proteins in a cell. Multi-slot extraction is typically much harder; not only must
the objects of the relation be identified, but also the semantic relationship
between these two objects.

Recently, biomedical journal articles have been a major source of interest
in the IE community for a number of reasons: the amount of data available
is enormous; the objects, proteins and genes, do not have standard naming
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conventions; and there is interest from biomedical practitioners to quickly
find relevant information (Blaschke et al., 2002; Shatkay & Feldman, 2003;
Ray & Craven, 2001; Bunescu et al., 2004). We have focused on learning
multi-slot protein localization from Medline1 abstracts, where the task is to
identify links between phrases which correspond to a protein and the location
of that particular protein in a cell. Biomedical journals typically contain
highly domain-specific language, as seen in Figure 6. This figure’s sentence
comes from our protein-localization dataset. Proteins (black text in boxes)
and locations (white text in boxes) are the named entities of our dataset, and
we wish to discern if there is any evidence in this sentence to suggest a protein
is found in a particular cell location.

When seen as a relational data task, multi-slot IE clearly falls into the
link-learning category described in section 3. IE is a domain that typically
has unbalanced data; for example, only a very small number of phrases are
protein names. Learning the relation between two entities, such as protein and
location, only increases this imbalance, as the number of positive examples is
now a subset of the cross-product of the entities, and the negative examples
are every other entity-entity pairing in the dataset.

We believe that ILP is well-suited for information-extraction in biomedical
domains as well as other link-learning tasks. ILP offers us the advantages of
a straight-forward way to incorporate domain knowledge and expert advice
and will produce logical clauses suitable for analysis and revision by humans
to improve performance. Multi-slot IE is an appealing challenge task for ILP,
due to its large amount of examples and background knowledge, as well as
the substantial skew of examples. There are not many large, heavily skewed
datasets available for ILP research, and we believe this information-extraction
task will provide a useful testbed for further ILP research.

5.2. Data Labeling

Our testbed initially came from Ray and Craven (2001). The data consist
of 7,245 sentences from 871 abstracts found in the Medline database, and
contains 1,200 positive phrase-phrase relations. We formalize this dataset into
an ILP task as follows:

Given a sentence S, find all protein phrases P and location phrases L

that satisfy the relation protein location(P, L, S).

The original dataset was labeled semi-automatically, in order to avoid the
laborious task of labeling by a human. Protein localizations were gathered
from the Yeast Protein Database (YPD) (Hodges et al., 1997), and sentences
which contained instances of both a protein and location pair were marked
as positive by a simple computer program. In our early exploration of this
dataset, we found that there were a significant number of false positives that

1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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looked like true positives, but were apparently missed by the automated label-
ing algorithm. Also, some of the labels were ambiguous at best, finding both
a protein word and a location word, whereas the human-judged semantics of
the sentence did not involve localization. In addition, by using this labeling
scheme, we did not have data on all yeast proteins in the corpus, only those
listed in YPD. Because of these issues, we decided to relabel the dataset by
hand. Our current dataset can be found at ftp://ftp.cs.wisc.edu/machine-
learning/shavlik-group/datasets/IE-protein-location.

To label the positive examples, we manually performed first protein and
location named-entity labeling, followed by relational labeling between all
found named-entities.

For each example, we labeled the proteins and locations independently.
Then, we associated those proteins and locations that we believed were part
of the same relational tuple. The data had been previously divided into five
folds by abstract, and each abstract was partitioned into sentences by simple
heuristics. We labeled each sentence individually without looking at the whole
abstract, and deleted and merged sentences which were incorrectly split by
the previous heuristic program. We used Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)2

to look up any biological words unknown to us at the time of labeling. Our
labeling standards differ from those used by other groups (Hu, 2003) who
focus on finding general words describing proteins, as our task is to extract
the locations of specific yeast proteins. If there was any disagreement among
the three labelers, we did not tag the protein or location, to make sure our
training set was as precise as possible at the expense of some recall.

For the protein labeling, we strove to be specific rather than general, and
only labeled words that directly referred to a protein or gene molecule. This
included gene names such as “SMF1,” protein names like “fet3p” and full
chemical names of enzymes, such as “qh2-cytochome c reductase.” There-
fore, while we would label SEC53 from “SEC53 mutant,” we did not label
“isp4delta” or “rrp1-1” as these gene products are defective and would not
give rise to a functioning protein molecule. We did not label protein families
such as “hsp70” unless it was an adjective to a protein, as in “hsp70 dnaK.”
Fusion proteins, such as when a gene is combined with a fluorescent tag, were
labeled as proteins. Protein complexes, antibodies and open reading frames
were never labeled as positive protein examples. Also, only proteins that are
known to exist in yeast were labeled, not those which were found in other
species, since our dataset dealt with the localization of yeast proteins.

Labeling the location words was much more direct. We used a list of known
cellular locations listed in an introductory cellular biology text book (Becker
et al., 1996), including locations and abbreviations such as “cytoskeleton,”
“membrane,” “lumen,” “ER,” “npc,” “bud,” etc. Also labeled were location
adjectives, such as “nucleoporin” and “ribosomal.”

Each [protein,location] pair was then labeled as either a “co-occurrence,”
an “ambiguous” tuple, or a “clear” tuple. “Co-occurrence” indicates that even
though the protein and location occurred in the same sentence, they did not

2 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html
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belong to the same tuple, i.e. the sentence did not imply that the protein
was found in the marked location. “Ambiguous” indicates that the sentence
has some evidence for localization, but more information is needed (perhaps
from the surrounding context) to determine, especially automatically, that
the tuple is present. “Clear” indicates that the sentence directly implies the
relationship. For example:

− Clear. Relationships directly stated in the text, as in
protein location(YRB1p, cytosol) from the sentence “YRB1p
is located in the cytosol.”

− Ambiguous. Relationships where the protein location was implied rather
than stated, such as protein location(LIP5, mitochondrial) from
the sentence “LIP5 mutants undergo a high frequency of mitochondrial
DNA deletions.”

− Co-occurrence. Pairing of a protein and location that had no
relationship at all within the context of that sentence, such as
protein location(ERD1, ER) from the sentence “Cells lacking the
ERD1 gene secrete the endogenous ER protein, BiP.”

Each classification was agreed upon by all three labelers. For our experiments,
we used the clear category as positive examples, and all other phrase pairings
as negative examples.

5.3. Unbalanced Data Filtering

As previously mentioned, one of the difficulties we face with this domain is
the large number of possible examples we must consider. Our dataset contains
approximately 7,000 sentences. If each sentence contains approximately 12
phrases then the total number of phrase-phrase pairings is over 1 million.
Only 1,299 of those pairings are positive. This leads to a positive:negative
ratio of over 1:750.

For this domain, we use prior knowledge to help reduce the number of
false positive examples. We observe that 95% of our positive relations contain
noun phrases in both positions, while the overall ratio is 26%, and use this to
limit the size of our training data to only those candidate extractions where
both arguments are noun phrases. This reduces the positive:negative ratio in
our data to 1:158. We must necessarily keep track of all discarded positives in
the testing set, i.e., those that have at most one non-noun phrase, and record
them as false negatives in our recall-precision results.

To further reduce the positive:negative ratio we randomly under-sample
the negatives, retaining only a fourth during training. This filtering, as shown
in Figure 7, allows for faster clause learning.
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noun
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Figure 7. We filter both training and testing sets with the “noun phrase filter,” but only
the training set with the “sampling filter.”

Sentence Fragment

Text

Part Of Speech

Phrase Type

N V V N V NP

NP VP NP VP PP NP

... we haved named YFH1, localizes to mitochondria ...

Figure 8. Sample sentence parse from Sundance sentence analyzer (N=noun, V=verb,
P=preposition, NP=noun phrase, VP=verb phrase, PP=prepositional phrase).

5.4. Background Knowledge

Instead of the standard feature-vector machine learning setup (Mitchell, 1997),
ILP uses logical relations to describe the data. Our algorithms attempt to
construct logical clauses based on this background structure that will sep-
arate positive and negative examples. For our information-extraction task,
we construct background knowledge from sentence structure, statistical word
frequency, lexical properties, and biomedical dictionaries. Table IV shows a
sample sentence and some of the resulting Prolog facts we create to capture
the structure and semantics.

Our first set of predicates comes from the sentence structure. We use the
Sundance sentence parser (Riloff, 1998) to derive a parse tree for all sentences
in our dataset and the part-of-speech for all words and phrases of the tree.
We then flatten this tree, such that there are no nested phrases; all phrases
have the sentence as the root, and therefore all words are only members of
one phrase. Figure 8 shows a sample sentence parse divided into one level of
phrases.

Each word, phrase, and sentence is given a unique identifier, or constant,
based on its ordering within the given abstract. This allows us to create predi-
cates which relate sentences, phrases and words based not on the actual text of
the document but on its structure, such as sentence child, phrase previous

and word next about the tree structure and sequence of words, and predicates
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Table IV. Translation from sample sentence “YRB1p is located in the cytosol,” to Prolog.
This sentence is from the abstract whose PubMed ID is 9121474. Not all facts created are
listed.

Background Some of the Prolog facts created
Knowledge

Sentence sentence(ab9121474 sen6).

Structure phrase(ab9121474 sen6 ph0).

phrase(ab9121474 sen6 ph1).

word(ab9121474 sen6 ph0 w1).

word(ab9121474 sen6 ph1 w2).

word(ab9121474 sen6 ph1 w3).

phrase child(ab9121474 sen6 ph0, ab9121474 sen6 ph0 w1).

word next(ab9121474 sen6 ph0 w1, ab9121474 sen6 ph0 w2).

word ID to string(ab9121474 sen6 ph1 w1, ‘YRB1p’).

target arg1 before target arg2(ab9121474 sen6).

Part Of np segment(ab9121474 sen6 ph0).

Speech vp segment(ab9121474 sen6 ph1).

unk(ab9121474 sen6 ph0 w0).

cop(ab9121474 sen6 ph1 w1).

v(ab9121474 sen6 ph1 w2).

Medical phrase contains mesh term(ab9121474 sen6 ph3, ‘cytosol’).

Ontologies phrase contains medDict term(ab9121474 sen6 ph3, ‘cytosol’).

phrase contains go term(ab9121474 sen6 ph3, ‘cytosol’).

Lexical phrase contains alphabetic word(ab9121474 sen6 ph0).

Properties phrase contains specific word(ab9121474 sen6 ph1, ‘is’).

phrase contains originally leading cap(ab9121474 sen6 ph0).

Word phrase contains some arg 5x word(ab9121474 sen6 ph1).

Frequency phrase contains some arg 2x word(ab9121474 sen6 ph3).

like nounPhrase, article, and verb to describe the part of speech structure.
To include the actual text of the sentence in our background knowledge,
the predicate word ID to string maps these identifiers to word constants.
In addition, the words of the sentence are stemmed using the Porter stemmer
(Porter, 1980), and currently we only use the stemmed version of words.

Another group of background predicates comes from looking at the fre-
quency of words appearing in the target phrases in the training set. This is
done on a per-fold basis to prevent learning anything about the test set. We
created Boolean predicates for several ratios, 2 times, 5 times and 10 times
the general word frequency across all abstracts in a given training set, using
the following formula to determine which words matched which ratios:

ratio for wi =
P (wi = word|wi ∈ Target Phrase)

P (wi = word|wi 6∈ Target Phrase)

For example, the words “body,” “npc,” and “membrane” are at least 10 times
more likely to appear in location phrases than in phrases in general in training
set 1. These gradations are calculated for both target arguments, protein and
location, as well as for words that appear more frequently in between, before
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or after the two arguments. We create semantic classes consisting of these
high frequency words. These semantic classes are then used to mark up all
occurrences of these words in a given training and testing set.

A third source of background knowledge is derived from the lexical proper-
ties of each word. Alphanumeric words contain both numbers and alphabetic
characters, (such as “YRB1p” and “LIP5”) whereas alphabetic words have
only alphabetic characters. Other lexical and morphological features in-
clude singleChar (“a”), hyphenated (“qh2-cytochrome”) and capitalized

(“NIP7p”). Also, words are classified as novelWord (“phosphatidylinositol”)
if they do not appear in the standard /usr/dict/words dictionary in UNIX.

For our fourth source, we incorporate semantic knowledge about biology
and medicine into our background knowledge, such as the Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH)3, the Gene Ontology (GO)4, and the Online Medical Dic-
tionary5. As we did for the sentence structure, we have simplified these
hierarchies to only be one level. We have picked three categories from MeSH
(protein, peptide and cellular structure), the cellular-localization category
from GO, and the cellular-biology category from the Online Medical Dictio-
nary. Phrases are labeled with predicates such as phrase contains mesh term

and phrase contains go term if any of the words in the given phrase match
any words in the category. As seen in Table IV, the word ‘cytosol’ is found in
all three categories and labeled accordingly.

Sentence-structure predicates like word before and phrase after are
added, allowing navigation around the parse tree. Phrases are also tagged
as being the first or last phrase in the sentence, likewise for words. The length
of phrases is calculated and explicitly turned into a predicate, as well as the
length (by words and phrases) of sentences. Also, phrases are classified as
short, medium or long. An additional piece of useful information is the pred-
icate different phrases, which is true when its two arguments are distinct
phrases.

Lexical predicates are augmented to make them more applicable to
the phrase level. If a phrase contains an alphabetic word, the phrase
is given the predicate phrase contains alphabetic word(A). Similarly,
phrases are marked with a predicate for their actual word text, such as
phrase contains specific word(A, ‘‘lumen’’). This is the equivalent of
adding both phrase child(A,B) and word ID to string(B, ‘‘lumen’’) at
once. These predicates are also created for pairs and triplets of words, so we
can assert that a phrase has the word “golgi” labeled as a noun all in one step
when we search the hypothesis space.

Finally, predicates are added to denote the ordering between the phrases.
Target arg1 before target arg2 asserts that the protein phrase occurs be-
fore the location phrase, similarly for target arg2 before target arg1. Also
created are adjacent target args (which is true when the protein and lo-
cation phrases are adjacent to each other in the sentence, such as the phrase

3 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html
4 http://www.geneontology.org/
5 http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/omd/
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“the nucleoporin NPL3”), and identical target args (which says the same
noun phrase contains both the protein and its location), as well as the count
of phrases before and after the target arguments. Overall, we have defined 215
predicates for use in describing the training examples.

We informally evaluated the impact of the various types of background
knowledge described in Table IV. We did this by performing, for various
subsets of background knowledge, a standard run of Aleph and computing
the F1 score on fold 3’s testset of the theory created by using the first 50
clauses Aleph induces. Using all of the background knowledge results in an
F1 score of 0.418. Leaving out the MESH-related biomedical features (but
using all others), produces an F1 of 0.412. When we only leave out the lexical
and part-of-speech properties of words, F1 drops to 0.367, and when we leave
out only the features related to the statistics on words, F1 shrinks to 0.328.

6. Experimental Controls

Our main experimental control for this work is Aleph ensembles, discussed
below. In addition we compare to weighting methods of what we call Single-
Theory Ensembles, as well as näıve Bayes and Structural HMMs.

6.1. Aleph Ensembles

Bagging (Breiman, 1996) is a popular ensemble approach to machine learning
where multiple classifiers are trained using different subsamples of the training
data. This introduces a bias in each learned hypothesis toward its particular
training set. These classifiers then vote on the classification of testset exam-
ples, usually with the majority class being selected as the output classification.
How they vote is user-dependent, with some common schemes being equal
voting or weighted according to the tuneset accuracy of each voter (Dietterich,
1998). Bagging can be used to create confidence scores for each example by
using the percentage of classifiers voting for the majority class. In general, the
confidence score from an ensemble is calculated by summing the result of the
weight associated with each classifier multiplied by its prediction. The use of
bagging for ILP has been previously investigated by Dutra et al. (2002) where
they demonstrate bagging to be helpful for modest improvements in accuracy
as well as a straight-forward way to calculate the confidence of a particular
example.

Boosting (Freund & Schapire, 1996) also learns multiple classifiers, but
uses a different method to produce diverse classifiers. Examples are initially
assigned a uniform weight and classifiers are learned sequentially. For each
classifier, it is likely there will be misclassifications of the training set ex-
amples. Those examples where the classifier is incorrect will be up-weighted
to add emphasis, while correct examples will be down-weighted, forcing the
subsequent classifiers to focus on harder and harder examples. Additionally,
each potential classifier is given a score based on how well it covers the ex-
amples, with higher scores correlated with correctly covering highly weighted
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examples. As long as each classifier is always greater than 50% accurate and
sufficiently different from the other classifiers, then boosting will theoretically
converge to a highly accurate classifier. Quinlan (2001) has investigated
boosting in relation to combining theories learned by FOIL.

We investigate here the “random seeds” approach for creating ensembles
from Dutra et al. This approach, shown to have essentially equivalent predic-
tive accuracy as bagging (Breiman, 1996), produces diversity in its learned
models by starting each run of its underlying ILP system with a different
“seed” example. We compare our new Gleaner approach (described in Section
4) to that of using “random seeds” in Aleph. In this experimental control, we
call Aleph N times and have it create N theories (i.e., sets of clauses that
cover most of the positive training examples and few of the negative ones).
To create a recall-precision curve from these N theories, we simply classify an
example as positive if at least K of the theories classify it as positive; varying
K from 1 to N produces a family of ensembles, and each of these ensembles
produces a point on a recall-precision curve.

As discussed earlier, Aleph is a very flexible ILP system with a wide variety
of learning parameters available for modification. We use the train and test
sets of fold 1 of our protein-localization dataset to choose good parameter
settings (since this is the experimental control against which we compare our
Gleaner algorithm, it is “fair” to use the testset to tune parameters). We limit
the number of clauses considered to 100 thousand per seed processed, and we
also limit the number of reductions to 100 million (using the call counting

predicate available in YAP Prolog6). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, our
parameter choices were made initially and not empirically tuned. The major
Aleph parameters we used are:

minimum accuracy We can place a lower bound on the accuracy of each
clause learned by our system. (Note that this is only the accuracy of the
clause on the positive examples, in other words, precision.) We consider
two settings for minimum accuracy for learned clauses: 0.75 and 0.90.

minimum positives To prevent Aleph from learning overly narrow clauses,
ones which only cover a few examples, we specify that each acceptable
clause must cover at least a certain number of positives. We require all
clauses to at least cover seven positive examples.

clause length The size of a particular clause can be constrained using clause
length. By limiting the length, we can explore a wider breadth of clauses
and prevent clauses from becoming too specific. We required that clauses
be no longer than ten literals, including the head (the same settings we use
for random sampling of the hypothesis space in our Gleaner approach).

search strategy Aleph allows the user to choose which search function to
use. These include the standard search methods of breadth-first search,

6 http://www.ncc.up.pt/˜vsc/Yap/yap.html
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depth-first search, iterative beam search, iterative deepening, and heuris-
tic methods requiring an evaluation function. We used heuristic search
since it scales best to the large size of our task, and investigated a number
of different evaluation functions.

evaluation function There are many ways to calculate the value of a node
for further exploration. The default heuristic used in Aleph is coverage.
This is defined as the number of positives covered by the clause minus the
number of negatives (TP − FP ). In our highly skewed domain, coverage
will bias the search toward clauses which cover a small number of false
positives, no matter how many true positives they cover. A very similar
heuristic is compression, which is coverage minus the length of the clause
(TP − FP − L). Compression biases the search toward the minimum
description-length hypothesis (Rissanen, 1978), or the shorter the clause,
the better. To improve clause quality and correct accuracy estimates for
clauses that only cover a small number of examples, one can also use
the Laplace estimate, ( TP+1

TP+FP+2
). Since we are working within domains

to generate precision/recall curves, we also explored as our heuristic-
search’s evaluation function precision × recall, and the F1-score, which
is ( 2·Precision·Recall

Precision+Recall
). These two metrics try to provide a balance between

precision and recall clause coverage.

coverage in tune set. To encourage our clauses to be more general, we
added a parameter to Aleph requiring each recorded clause to cover at
least 2 positive examples in the tuneset. We believe this will help our
clauses on the unseen examples in the test set at a low computational
overhead during training.

For these parameter evaluations on fold 1, we obtained our best area under
the recall-precision curve for Aleph ensembles using Laplace as the evaluation
function and a minimum clause accuracy of 0.75, as shown in Table V. Under
this setting, the average number of clauses considered per constructed theory
is approximately 35,000.

One new finding we encountered that was not reported by Dutra et al. is
that it is better to limit the size of theories. Figure 9 plots the AURPC as a
function of the maximum number of clauses we allow in the learned theories.
Running Aleph to its normal completion given the above parameters leads to
theories containing 271 clauses on average. However, if we limit this to the first
C clauses, the AURPC can be drastically better. The likely reason for this
is that larger theories have less diversity amongst themselves than do smaller
ones, and diversity is the key to ensembles (Dietterich, 1998). Therefore in
our subsequent experiments, we stop the clause learning for each theory after
50 clauses. A convenient side-effect of limiting theory size is that the runtime
of individual Aleph executions is substantially reduced.

While we have not considered all possible parameter settings and algorithm
designs with which Aleph could be used to create an ensemble of theories, we
have evaluated a substantial number of variants and feel that our chosen
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Table V. AURPC results on testset fold 1 of protein-localization dataset, 25 clauses per
theory, 50 theories.

Minimum Heuristic
Accuracy Function AURPC

Laplace 0.38
0.75 coverage 0.35

F1-score 0.20
precision × recall 0.19

Laplace 0.34
0.90 coverage 0.35

F1-score 0.34
precision × recall 0.31
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Figure 9. AURPC for Aleph ensembles, where N = 100, with varying number of clauses
on protein-localization dataset.

settings provide a satisfactory experimental control against which to compare
our new algorithm, Gleaner.

6.2. Single-Theory Ensembles

As mentioned earlier, a theory learned by Inductive Logic Programming can be
viewed as an ensemble, or disjunction, of clauses. This view can be extended by
exploring how to weight the influence of each clause on the overall classification
of each example; a standard theory under this interpretation has all clauses
with the same (positive) weight, and the decision threshold being set to zero.
This approach, which we call a single-theory ensemble, could achieve better
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results and examines fewer clauses than the Aleph ensembles approach, and
next we explore possible weighting schemes for comparison with Gleaner.

Fawcett (2001) compares a number of propositional-rule weighting meth-
ods in relation to their area under the curve (AUC) performance. There are a
number of differences between our dataset and the ones examined by Fawcett.
First, we use ILP to only learn clauses which cover the positive class, whereas
the propositional-rule learners examined earlier by Fawcett have rules for both
positive and negative examples. For this reason, we are unable to compare to
a number of his weighting schemes. Second, our data is highly skewed toward
the negative examples, while Fawcett’s previous work has examined datasets
which have a fairly balanced distribution. One final difference to note is that
we are using the AURPC for recall-precision curves instead of the AUC for
ROC curves.

To determine the score for each test example, we investigated the following
methods on the protein-localization dataset, using the tuneset to gather our
statistics.

Ranked List This method treats a theory as a list of clauses, ordered by
using an m-estimate on the precision of each clause on the tuneset. For a
given testset example, its score is generated by finding the set of clauses
which cover this example and using the score of the highest-scoring clause.
Fawcett calls this method First, and it is also employed by Craven and
Slatterly (2001) within ILP.

Lowest False Positive Rate LFPR is another one of Fawcett’s proposed
schemes. It is similar to the Ranked List method above, using the false-
positive rate on the tuning data instead of the m-estimate as the score
for each clause, and using the lowest instead of the highest-ranked clause.

CN2 We also compared to the unordered rule resolution method mentioned
by Clark and Boswell (1991) for CN2, a propositional-rule learner. First,
the set of clauses that match each example are found. We then sepa-
rately sum the true positives and false positives for each matching clause
on the tuneset, and the score assigned to each example is the resulting
aggregated precision.

Weighted Vote Along the same lines as CN2, we can use Fawcett’s weighted
vote method. This first finds the precision of each matching clause and an
example’s score is the average of these precision scores for the matching
clauses.

Cumulative A class of weighting schemes not examined by others is to use
the size of the set of matching clauses as the score for each example.
This single-theory ensemble approach is partially inspired by Blockeel
and Dehaspe (2000) with their proposal for using cumulativity in ILP.
We call this method equal weighting, where each clause has one vote,
and the score of an example is the number of matching clauses. We also
explored using other methods to determine the weight of each clause’s
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Figure 10. Comparison of AURPC for Various Weighting Approaches on the pro-
tein-localization datasets with Error Bars for the Standard Deviation across the Five
Folds.

vote, such as the precision, recall or F1 score of each clause, as well as a
diversity metric adapted from Opitz and Shavlik (1996).

Näıve Bayes and TAN The method of first learning a theory and then
learning weights can be seen as a way to combine feature selection with
propositionalization. We also compare with two propositional learners
discussed in Davis et al. (2005b), Näıve Bayes and Tree Augmented
Networks (TAN) (Friedman et al., 1997), which augments näıve Bayes
as a way to account for the dependence between features.

We compared these different weighting schemes on the protein localization
set to find a good weighting scheme as a control experiment for Gleaner. We
used standard Aleph to learn 30 theories on each training set fold, using a
minimum accuracy setting of 0.75 and a maximum nodes setting of 100,000.
Our 150 learned theories, 30 for each fold, averaged 271 learned clauses.
Figure 10 shows the results of our different weighting schemes in the protein
localization task, ordered by performance. The five leftmost columns are for
the cumulative weighting schemes, the next two are from the propositional
learning methods, then ranking schemes, followed by the averaging schemes.

In our experiments, we found that the highest scoring scheme was cumu-

lative weighting using precision. In fact, the cumulative weighting schemes
outscored all other approaches. However the difference between Näıve Bayes,
TAN and the cumulative schemes is barely statistically significant, with p

value slightly less than 0.10. These results are a contrast to those of Fawcett,
who found that LFPR and Weighted Vote scored equally well, while Ranked
List lagged behind. However, it should be noted that our experiments only
involve one protein-localization dataset.
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6.3. Additional Controls

We also compare our results to Ray and Craven’s structural HMMs (2001),
which were retrained and evaluated on our cleaned dataset, and to a propo-
sitional näıve Bayes approach for text classification found in Mitchell (1997).
Under Ray and Craven’s HMM approach, a phrase that has more than one
protein or location, such as “pif1 and pif2,” would be counted multiple times
when part of a positive relation. Due to this different problem representation,
the HMM approach has slightly more positive examples than our ILP frame-
work, since our examples are based on the phrase constants only and not their
constituent words.

For näıve Bayes, we created two feature sets, one with a bag of words for
each of the two phrases in the relation, and one with five bags of words for each
example: one for each phrase in the relation, and one each for words before,
between and after the target phrases. We also used Mitchell’s m-estimate
equation of m

m×|V ocabulary|
with m values of 1, 10 and 100 and found the best

results with m = 1. No relational features were used in this experiment, only
the stemmed words of the sentences.

7. Experimental Results

Our main hypothesis is that by dividing up the recall-precision area, both
for collecting clauses and combining clauses into theories, we can quickly
find theories with high area under the recall-precision curve. We explore this
hypothesis through experiments on our two biomedical information extraction
domains.

7.1. Protein Localization Dataset

We divided the protein-localization data into five folds. Each training set
consisted of three folds, with one fold held aside for tuning and another for
testing. For our experiments, we require each clause learned on the training
set to cover at least two positive examples in the tuning set. Gleaner uses the
tuning set to pick the appropriate threshold L for each bin.

A sample clause chosen by Gleaner is shown in Table VI. We can see that
the clause has picked up on the tendency of the protein phrase to contain
alphanumeric words. The location part of the sentence contains words pre-
viously marked as locations in the training set, and has a familiar pattern
starting with an article, “a,” “an,” or “the.” Also important for this clause
is the sentence structure, requiring that the protein phrase comes before the
location phrase, and that the location phrase is not the last phrase in the
sentence.

Our Aleph-based method for producing ensembles has two parameters that
we vary: N , the number of theories (i.e., the size of the ensemble), and C, the
number of clauses per theory. To produce ensemble points for our experiments,
we let N be 100 and choose C from {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50}, with the average
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Table VI. Sample clause with 29% recall and 34% precision on testset 1.

protein location(P,L,S) :-
target arg1 before target arg2(P,L,S),
first word in phrase(L,A),
phrase contains some art(L,A),
phrase contains some marked up location(L, ),
phrase after(L, ),
few alphanumeric words in phrase(P),
few alphanumeric words in sentence(S),
after both target phrases(S, )).

where the variable P is the protein phrase, L is the location phrase, S is the sentence,
and ‘ ’ indicates variables that only appear once in the clause.

Positive Extraction
“NPL3 encodes a nuclear protein with an RNA recognition motif and similarities to
a family of proteins involved in RNA metabolism.”
protein location(‘NPL3’, ‘a nuclear protein’)

Negative Extraction (i.e., a false positive)
“Subcellular fractionation studies further demonstrate that the 1455 amino acid
Vps15p is peripherally associated with the cytoplasmic face of a late Golgi
or vesicle compartment.”
protein location(‘the 1455 amino acid Vps15p’, ‘the cytoplasmic face’)

nodes explored per clause learned was 35,000. To extend our analysis to lower
numbers of clauses generated, we let C be 1 and choose N from {10, 25, 50, 75,
100}. We also compare in our experiments the scenario where we drastically
limit the nodes explored to 1,000. In this latter experiment using 1,000 nodes,
approximately 20 seed examples per theory would result in singletons, i. e.
they were unable to learn a suitable clause within the time allowed. These
wasted clause evaluations are factored into our comparisons. Further attempts
to limit the nodes explored to 100 resulted in approximately 350 singletons
per theory; when these singletons are factored in to learning time, it becomes
more expensive to limit the nodes to 100 than 1,000.

We also compare Gleaner to single-theory ensembles using the cumulative
precision weighting, as this performed highest of all the weighting schemes.
To make the comparison competitive, we limited the maximum nodes to 1,000
for each learned clause in the theory, and calculated AURPC points with the
first 25, 50 and 100 clauses as well as the complete theory.

For the parameters of Gleaner, we used 20 equal-sized recall bins. We
used Rapid Random Restart (Železný et al., 2003) with the precision × recall

heuristic function to construct 1,000 clauses derived from the initial random
clause before restarting with a new random clause. We generate AURPC data
points for Gleaner by choosing 100 seed examples and using the values of
{1,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000} for the number of
candidate clauses generated per seed. We further reduce the number of seed
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Figure 11. Comparison of AURPC from Gleaner and Aleph ensembles by varying the
number of clauses generated.

examples to {25, 50, 75} to explore performance on lower numbers of clauses
generated.

The results of our comparison are found in Figure 11; the points are
averaged over all five folds. Note that this graph has a logarithmic scale in
the number of clauses generated. We see that Gleaner can find comparable
AURPC numbers while generating three orders of magnitude fewer clauses
than Aleph ensembles with 35,000 nodes per learned clause. Aleph ensembles
improve when limited to considering 1,000 nodes per learned clause, however
Gleaner is still more than one order of magnitude faster. It is interesting to
note that the Gleaner curve is very consistent (i.e. flat) across the number of
clauses allowed, while the Aleph ensemble method increases when more clauses
are considered. This demonstrates the benefit of saving more than just the
“best” clause when searching hypothesis space, as well as showing that Gleaner
is resistant to overfitting. We also see in Figure 11 that Gleaner is one order
of magnitude faster than the method of weighting one theory. Single-theory
ensembles employ a covering algorithm which halts learning when all positive
examples are either singletons or covered by a clause, thus we cannot explore
their behavior on large numbers of considered clauses. Note that Gleaner and
Aleph ensembles can be executed in parallel which will give a large savings in
running time, while the theory-weighting method learns clauses sequentially.

In Figures 12(a)-(c), we show a comparison of RP curves between Gleaner
and Aleph ensembles, using 100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 as the number
of total clauses evaluated. These results are generated by averaging the pre-
cision across all five folds at 100 equally-spaced recall values. After 100,000
clauses, we can clearly see the benefits of saving high-recall clauses, as Gleaner
quickly spans the whole recall-precision space, while Aleph ensembles are
initially limited in their recall ability. Aleph ensembles achieve higher recall
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Figure 12. Comparison of RP curves between Gleaner and Aleph Ensembles for various
numbers of clauses generated. Curves were averaged across all five folds.

and precision at 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 clauses, and the major benefit from
Gleaner is increased precision for low as well as high recall.

Gleaner’s “L of K” clauses should theoretically produce higher precision
than individual clauses with the same recall, as long as the coverage of posi-
tives is greater than the coverage of negatives and our clauses are independent.
In practice, our clauses are not as independent as we would like and have a
tendency to cover the same negatives. This is especially true in the high-recall
bins, with many of the learned clauses being identical, and we believe this
overlap degrades the performance.

Our results when comparing to structural HMMs and näıve Bayes are
shown in Table VII. Näıve Bayes only performs slightly better than random
guessing in this domain, and we believe this is partially due to relational nature
of the dataset, since each protein phrase in a positive example is repeated
in many more negative examples when not correctly paired with a location
phrase. Also, many of the protein words to be classified in the testset are novel
and therefore receive the “data-free” m-estimate score. The HMM approach
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Table VII. AURPC results averaged over five folds on the protein-localization dataset for
näıve Bayes, HMM, Aleph Ensembles, Single-Theory Ensembles and Gleaner. For Aleph
Ensembles, Single-Theory Ensembles and Gleaner, the right-most point in the curve from
Figure 11 is used.

Learning Algorithm Testset AURPC

näıve Bayes with 5 bags 0.018
näıve Bayes with 2 bags 0.032

Structural HMM 0.141
Single-Theory Ensembles 0.415

Aleph Ensembles 0.447
Gleaner 0.461
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Figure 13. Comparison of AURPC from Gleaner and Aleph ensembles by varying the
number of clauses generated on genetic-disorder dataset.

of Ray and Craven (2001) fares better, however it suffers from low recall,
achieving its highest recall of 0.31 on the testset for fold 3.

7.2. Genetic Disorder Dataset

Finally, we also evaluate Gleaner on the genetic-disorder biomedical informa-
tion extraction dataset from Ray and Craven (2001). We use their original
labelings and five folds, and construct our background knowledge in the same
fashion as the protein-localization dataset, substituting MeSH categories re-
lated to diseases where appropriate. Due to memory size limitations in Yap
Prolog, we uniformly sampled 25% of the abstracts per fold used by Ray
and Craven to create our dataset. This left us with 233 positive and 103,959
negative examples. We compare Aleph ensembles to our Gleaner algorithm,
using the same parameter settings as in our previous experiment.
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Figure 13 shows the comparison results on the genetic-disorder dataset.
Gleaner again consistently achieves a higher AURPC than Aleph ensembles
across all values for the number of candidate clauses. We notice that Gleaner
consistently improves as more clauses are examined, reaching a maximum
AURPC score of 0.44 as compared to 0.36 for Aleph ensembles. The peak
in Gleaner’s performance at 75,000 clauses indicates there could be a benefit
from pruning clauses found through Gleaner, since this point was found by
using 75 seeds and 1,000 clauses generated per seed. In this domain, early
stopping after 15 clauses per theory would improve the final AURPC of Aleph
ensembles; we show here all data points for completeness.

8. Related Work

We have applied our Gleaner algorithm to an Information Extraction task. In
addition, this article discusses ways in which a single-theory can be viewed
as an ensemble of clauses with different methods of assigning weights to the
clauses. This section looks at related work and how the Gleaner algorithm fits
into these two domains.

8.1. Information Extraction

Most work in IE has been focused on named-entity recognition. Successful
rule-based approaches for this task include Rapier (Califf & Mooney, 1998),
a system which learns clauses with the format prefix, extraction, postfix, and
Boosted Wrapper Induction (BWI) (Freitag & Kushmerick, 2000), a method
for boosting weak rule-based classifiers of extraction boundaries into a pow-
erful extraction method. BWI has been further examined by Kauchak et

al. (2004) showing results with high recall and high precision on a wide variety
of tasks.

Previous machine learning work in the biomedical multi-slot domain in-
cludes a number of different approaches. Ray and Craven (2001) use a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) modified to include part of speech tagging, and analyze
their method on protein localization, genetic disorder and protein-protein in-
teraction tasks. This probabilistic approach achieves relatively high precision
in low areas of recall, however maximum recall is limited to 70%. A limitation
of this approach is the difficulty of adding new background knowledge to the
hypothesis space, as well as the human interpretability of the results.

For the same datasets, Eliassi-Rad and Shavlik (2001) implemented a
neural network for IE primed with domain-specific prior knowledge, and
achieved significant improvements in both recall and precision over the work
of Ray and Craven. In their approach, background knowledge was directly
incorporated in the form of the initial weights and structure of the network.
The resulting neural-network structure and weights were still uninterpretable,
and the sequential nature of the data required an awkward “sliding window”
implementation to fully capture the desired background knowledge.
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Aitken (2002) uses FOIL (Quinlan, 1990) to perform ILP on an IE dataset,
working with a closed ontology of entities, which means that relationships
can only be learned between previously identified objects. He uses a “bag-
of-words” representation for each sentence and uses type information to
incorporate semantic knowledge of the data. His results are limited to a small
dataset, and recall-precision results are only given for one point as opposed
to our analysis using a curve.

Bunescu et al. (2004) propose the use of Extraction using Longest Common
Subsequence (ELCS), a bottom-up approach to finding protein interactions
with rule templates for sentences. They use a greedy covering algorithm to
repeatedly generalize sentence templates until enough templates are found to
cover most positive examples. Bunescu et al. have also extended Rapier (Califf
& Mooney, 1998) and BWI (Freitag & Kushmerick, 2000) to handle multi-
slot extractions. All of their approaches assume the use of a named entity
recognizer to label all the proteins involved in the relationship. One thing
notably absent is the incorporation of background knowledge such as part
of speech and word properties. Their results show an extension in recall for
ELCS over their modified Rapier and BWI algorithms, both of which fared
poorly in their protein-interaction domain due to low recall.

8.2. Single-Theory Ensembles

One typical approach to weighting a theory is propositionalization, where
each clause in a theory is translated into a Boolean feature. This allows for a
number of propositional learning algorithms to be used for learning weights
on each clause. Pompe and Kononenko (1995) use a näıve Bayes classifier to
find their weights, while Srinivasan and King (1996) use logistic regression, a
technique to find weights that will maximize the likelihood of the data.

Koller and Pfeffer (1997) learn the weights for clauses in a theory by
first creating a Bayesian network model for the theory. They then use an
Expectation Maximization algorithm to set the parameters to maximize the
likelihood of the data. Their results are on a toy dataset with three clauses,
so it is unknown how well this would extend to the very large datasets we
propose to investigate here. Richardson and Domingos (2006) extend work
with Relational Markov Networks (Taskar et al., 2003) to formulate Markov
Logic Networks. Their setup can take clauses from either ILP or a domain
expert, translate them to a Markov Network, and then learn the weights on
the clauses using logistic regression. Davis et al. (2005b) compare näıve Bayes,
TAN and the sparse candidate algorithm as alternate methods of learning
appropriate weight parameters. As in the above methods, there is no attempt
to modify the learned theory, only the weights.

Fürnkranz and Flach (2005) explore the effect of different heuristic func-
tions on the resulting learned theories. A few researchers have made progress
by learning clauses and their probabilities in concert with each other. Hoche
and Wrobel (2001) implement a version of Boosting in FOIL to sequentially
learn clauses. Only examples covered by a clause are reweighted, with positive
examples being down-weighted and negative examples up-weighted. After each
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clause is learned, a confidence score is created for that clause based on the
current example weights and clause coverage. Popescul et. al. (2003) proposed
an upgrade to logistic regression called Structural Logistic Regression (SLR).
They use a top-down search of the ILP hypothesis space plus aggregates to
gather clauses which are then weighted using logistic regression, as in Srini-
vasan and King (1996). SLR guides the search toward those clauses which
improve the current AIC score, however, they only compare their algorithm
to a flat data representation and not to other methods of learning weights for
clauses. Landwehr et al. (2005) and Davis et al. (2005a) concurrently proposed
nFOIL and SAYU algorithms for scoring features based on their contribution
to a growing Bayesian classifier.

Muggleton (1995b) adds a probability distribution over the ground pred-
icates, and later incorporates methods for learning these probabilities from
data (Muggleton, 2000). A common approach to learning weights for clauses
is to perform Statistical Relational Learning (SRL), which combines the prob-
abilistic benefits of Bayesian networks with the structural data representation
of ILP. Friedman et al. (1999) approach the problem from a database perspec-
tive, and upgrade Bayesian networks to operate and aggregate with relational
database schema. They have made progress with both learning parameters for
joint probability tables and the correct database structure. Kersting and De
Raedt (2000) propose a Bayesian Logic Program framework and show how
both logical and probabilistic approaches can be expressed with one common
formalism.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

The field of Inductive Logic Programming has matured to the point that
large, real-world problems are being formulated and attempted. Our research
addresses the issue of unbalanced data that frequently arises in these large
datasets. We believe there are two main strengths to the Gleaner algorithm.
First is its ability to quickly retain a large number of clauses in a wide range
of performance areas. Second is its ability to combine these collected clauses
into separate theories providing high precision across the full recall range.

A major benefit of Gleaner is the use of different seeds for each Rapid
Random Restart search. This helps us achieve many unique clauses in the
low-recall bins; since the search space is constrained to always cover the seed
example, there will necessarily be little overlap between clauses learned from
different seeds. But we have noticed a lack of diversity among the collected
clauses in the high-recall bins of Gleaner. When semantically duplicate clauses
(i.e. those with identical coverage in the training set) are removed, we are left
with only 10 to 20 clauses per bin, whereas in the low recall bins, we retain 80
to 90 clauses. We believe this hampers these theories in their ability to achieve
higher recall, and plan to investigate ways of keeping more diverse clauses for
these bins.

Currently, Gleaner keeps one clause per seed for each recall bin; it is
possible that saving more clauses will give us the flexibility to increase the
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AURPC as more clauses are processed. Remember that our Rapid Random
Restart search selects a random clause and then performs heuristic search
for a set number of moves before jumping to another place in hypothesis
space. In our experiments, we searched through 1000 clauses before jumping
to another random clause. One way we could retain a larger number of clauses
is to record the best found per bin per seed per jump, since each jump will
hopefully examine new clauses in a different area of the hypothesis space.
Some alternate ways to save more clauses are to store the best five or ten
highest scoring clauses per bin per seed, or to increase the number of bins
used in the training phase, since this will create some diversity within each
seed in addition to between seeds.

Even with more clauses gathered, though, the Gleaner algorithm is still
limited by its Rapid Random Restart approach. There is no direct search
for clauses in all areas of recall; this is only a byproduct of generating many
clauses along the way. For high-recall bins, we believe a more active approach
is needed. High-recall clauses tend to be the most general, and these are found
at the beginning of top-down searches, since each additional literal added to a
clause can only decrease its positive and negative coverage, and therefore lower
recall. We propose to incorporate into Gleaner a top-down approach such as
breadth-first search, or a heuristic search where the search strategy is guided
by finding general rather than more specific clauses. As in the original Gleaner
algorithm, these new clauses will be sorted into the appropriate recall bins.
Another possibility is to use statistics gathered from searching the hypothesis
space to influence our choice of the next initial clause jump, thus encouraging
our search within one seed to find unexplored clauses.

It is possible that the use of a bottom clause in the search for diverse
high-recall clauses will be less relevant than when searching for low-recall
clauses. In low-recall bins, merely having a bottom clause is enough to bias
Gleaner to find diverse clauses; by definition, the best clause that covers a
particular seed example and also has 10% recall will not cover 90% of the
positives, leaving ample room for a different clause to be found with a different
seed. However, with high-recall bins, such as 90% recall, the same clause
will be the best clause for approximately 90% of the positive examples, thus
limiting diversity. A more appropriate search would instead bias the search
space to avoid a randomly selected subset of negative examples. We plan to
explore heuristic functions where we can specify negative examples we wish
not to cover by giving them very high cost, and encourage the clauses to
cover as many positive examples as possible. These can be used in parallel
with different subsets of negatives. Our end result will hopefully be a large
number of high-recall clauses that cover different negative examples, which
when combined will produce higher precision along with high recall.

We plan to examine other information-extraction datasets as part of our
future research. These include the protein-interaction datasets from Ray and
Craven (2001) and from Bunescu et al. (2004), and we have reported else-
where results on a recent Learning Language and Logic challenge task dataset
(Goadrich et al., 2005). Other datasets outside of IE where we believe Gleaner
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will be useful include the nuclear smuggling dataset from Tang et al. (2003),
the social network dataset from Taskar et al. (2003), the CiteSeer citation
dataset from Popescul et al. (2003), and the university relation dataset from
Richardson and Domingos (2006).

The above datasets are all link-learning tasks relevant to ILP. We plan to
compare on datasets where there is not a severe skew, to see if Gleaner can be
a general-purpose algorithm or should only be used for recall-precision type
problems. For these balanced-data problems, we believe the Gleaner approach
can be modified to partition the ROC space instead of the recall-precision
space. We also believe that our techniques for optimizing the recall-precision
graph will be applicable outside of ILP, and plan to explore how to adapt our
Gleaner methodology to work with propositional datasets. The most straight-
forward translation would be to use CN2 (Clark & Niblett, 1989) instead of
Aleph as our clause-learning engine.

Finally, we plan to explore the AURPC evaluation metric. Two current
methods for comparing algorithms on the recall-precision curve are the Un-
interpolated Average Precision UAP (Manning & Schütze, 1999) and the
maximum F1-score. Uninterpolated Average Precision is essentially AURPC
but without smoothed interpolation between each recall point. In preliminary
work (Davis & Goadrich, 2005), we demonstrate the similarities and differ-
ences between the ROC and RP curves formally, and answer questions such as
how far will optimizing the ROC curve optimize the recall-precision curve and
what changes should be made to existing algorithms to focus on the AURPC.
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Abstract. Recent statistical performance surveys of search algorithms
in difficult combinatorial problems have demonstrated the benefits of ran-
domising and restarting the search procedure. Specifically, it has been
found that if the search cost distribution (SCD) of the non-restarted
randomised search exhibits a slower-than-exponential decay (that is, a
“heavy tail”), restarts can reduce the search cost expectation. Recently,
this heavy tail phenomenon was observed in the SCD’s of benchmark
ILP problems. Following on this work, we report on an empirical study
of randomised restarted search in ILP. Our experiments, conducted over
a cluster of a few hundred computers, provide an extensive statistical per-
formance sample of five search algorithms operating on two principally
different ILP problems (artificially generated graph data and the well-
known “mutagenesis” problem). The sample allows us to (1) estimate
the conditional expected value of the search cost (measured by the total
number of clauses explored) given the minimum clause score required
and a “cutoff” value (the number of clauses examined before the search
is restarted); and (2) compare the performance of randomised restarted
search strategies to a deterministic non-restarted search. Our findings
indicate that the cutoff value is significantly more important than the
choice of (a) the specific refinement strategy; (b) the starting element of
the search; and (c) the specific data domain. We find that the optimal
value for the cutoff parameter remains roughly stable across variations
of these three factors and that the mean search cost using this value in
a randomised restarted search is up to three orders of magnitude (i.e.
1000 times) lower than that obtained with a deterministic non-restarted
search.
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1 Introduction

Computer programs now collectively termed “predictive Inductive Logic Pro-
gramming” (predictive ILP) systems use domain-specific background informa-
tion and pre-classified sample data to construct a set of first-order rules for
predicting the classification labels of new data. Despite considerable diversity
in the applications of ILP, (see [3] for an overview) successful implementations
have been relatively uniform, namely, engines that repeatedly examine sets of
candidate rules to find the “best” ones. Any one step of this sequence is an enu-
merative search—usually some approximation to the optimal branch-and-bound
algorithm—through a space of possible rules. This choice of search method can
critically affect the performance of an ILP system on non-trivial problems. Enu-
merative search methods, despite their attractive simplicity, are not robust in
the sense of achieving a balance between efficiency and efficacy across different
problems [4]. For many practical problems that engender very large spaces of
discrete elements, enumerative search, however clever, becomes intractable and
we are forced to take seriously Trefethen’s Maxim No. 30 [1]: “If the state space
is huge, the only reasonable way to explore it is at random.”

Recently, research into the development of efficient automatic model-checkers
has led to the development of novel randomised search methods that abandon
optimality in favour of “good” solutions. Prominent examples are the GSAT
and WalkSat methods checking the satisfiability of propositional formulae [9], as
randomised alternatives to the (enumerative) Davis-Putnam solver. In conjunc-
tion with this, there is now a vigorous line of research that investigates prop-
erties of large search spaces corresponding to difficult combinatorial problems
[5]. Some intriguing properties have been identified, such as the high irregularity
of the search spaces and “heavy-tailedness” of the cost distributions of search
algorithms used. Such properties manifest themselves in a large collection of
real-world problems and have been the inspiration for the design of randomised
restarted search procedures. The basic idea of these procedures is simple: if each
search trial has a small, but fixed probability of finding a good clause, then the
probability of finding a good clause in a sequence of such trials can be made quite
high very rapidly. Put differently, the SCD from the sequence has an exponential
decay.

Previously, the heavy-tailed character of search cost distributions was re-
ported in the context of the first-order rule search conducted in ILP [11]. There,
a simple adaptation of a method known as Randomised Rapid Restarts [6] was
shown to result in a considerable reduction of clause search cost. Here, we extend
that investigation as follows:

1. We adapt a family of randomised restarted search strategies into an ILP
system and present all of them as instantiations of a general algorithm.

2. We design and conduct an extensive Monte Carlo study that allows us to
model the statistical relationships between the search cost, the score of the
best clause and the number of clauses explored in each restart (called the
“cutoff” value in the search algorithm).
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Our experiments are conducted with data drawn from two domains: artifi-
cially generated, noise-free, graph problems, in which “target” theories can be
modelled by a single, long clause (up to 10 literals in the body of the clause); and
the well-known mutagenesis problem, which is typically modelled by multiple,
relatively short clauses (typically up to 5 body literals). Although the natures
of the problems are quite different to each other, the main statistical findings
relate equally to both the domains.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we describe the clause
search strategies considered and the performance metric used to evaluate the
strategies. Details of the Monte Carlo study of these strategies and the depen-
dence of their performance on some important parameters is in Section 3, where
we also discuss our results and formulate questions requiring further investiga-
tion. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Search

We are principally concerned with performing a search in the clause subsumption
lattice bounded at one end by a finite most specific (“bottom”) clause derived
using definitions in the background knowledge, a depth-bounded mode language,
and a single positive example (the “saturant”: see [8] for more details on the
construction of this clause). For simplicity, we will assume the specification of
the depth-bounded mode language to be part of the background knowledge.

2.1 Strategies

The five search strategies that we investigate in this paper are: (1) A determinis-
tic general-to-specific search (DTD); (2) A randomised general-to-specific search
(RTD); (3) A rapid random restart search (RRR); (4) A randomised search using
the GSAT algorithm (GSAT); and (5) A randomised search using the WalkSAT
algorithm (WSAT). All five strategies can be viewed as variations of a general
search procedure shown in Fig. 1. Differences between the individual strategies
arise from the implementation of the commands in bold-face (summarised in
Table 1). All strategies include restarts (if γ is a finite value). Restarting DTD
clearly results in simply repeating the search.

As further clarification of the entries in Table 1, we note the following:

Saturant selection. A deterministic implementation (‘D’) of the first Select

command (Step 3 in Fig. 1) results in the first positive example in the pre-
sented example sequence is chosen as the saturant. A randomised implemen-
tation (‘R’) results all examples having a uniform probability of selection.

Start clause selection. A deterministic implementation (’D’) of the second
Select command (Step 4), results in the search commencing with the the
most general definite clause allowable. A randomised implementation (‘R’)
results in a clause selected with uniform probability from the set of allowable
clauses (see [11] for more details on how this is achieved).
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search(B, H, E, ssuf , call, γ) : Given background knowledge B; a set of clauses H; a
training sequence E = E+, E− (i.e. positive and negative examples); a sufficient
clause score ssuf (−∞ ≤ ssuf ≤ ∞); the maximum number of clauses the algorithm
can evaluate call, (0 < call < ∞); and the maximum number of clauses evaluated
on any single retart or the ‘cutoff’ value γ (0 < γ ≤ ∞), returns a clause D such
that B ∪ H ∪ {D} entails at least one element e of E+. If fewer than call clauses
are evaluated in the search, then the score of D is at least ssuf .

1. S := −∞; C := 0; N := 0
2. repeat
3. Select esat from E+

4. Select D0 such that D0 �θ ⊥(esat, B)
5. Active = ∅; Ref = {D0}
6. repeat
7. S∗ = maxDi∈Ref evalB,H(Di); D∗ := arg maxDi∈Ref evalB,H(Di)
8. if S∗ > S then S := S∗; D := D∗

9. N := N + |Ref |
10. Active := UpdateActiveList(Active, Ref)
11. Prune := Prune(Active, S∗)
12. Active := Active \ Prune

13. Select Dcurr from Active; Active := Active \ Dcurr

14. Ref := RefineB,H,(γ−N)(D
curr)

15. until S ≥ ssuf or C + N ≥ call or N = γ

16. C := C + N ; N := 0
17. until S ≥ ssuf or C ≥ call

18. if S = −∞ then return esat else return D∗.

Fig. 1. A general skeleton of a search procedure—possibly randomised and/or
restarted—in the clause subsumption lattice bounded by the clause ⊥(esat, B). This
clause is derived using the saturant esat and the background knowledge B. In Step
4, �θ denotes Plotkin’s (theta) subsumption between a pair of Horn clauses. Individ-
ual strategies considered in this paper are obtained by different implementations of
the bold-typed commands. Clauses are scored by a finite evaluation function eval. Al-
though in the formal notation in Step 7 the function appears twice, it is assumed that
the ‘max’ and ‘arg max’ operators are computed simultaneously. In Step 11 Prune re-
turns all elements of Active that cannot possibly be refined to have a better score than
S∗. If the number of refinements of the current clause is greater than (γ −N), Refine

returns only the first (γ − N) computed refinements, to guarantee that no more than
γ clauses are evaluated between restarts. The search is terminated when score ssuf is
reached or call clauses have been evaluated, and restarted (from Step 3) when γ clauses
have been evaluated since the last restart. If all Select commands are deterministic
then restarting (setting γ < call) results in mere repetitions of the identical search.
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Strategy → DTD RTD RRR GSAT WSAT
↓ Step

Saturant selection (Select in Step 3) D R R R R
Start clause selection (Select in Step 4) D D R R R
Update active list (UpdateActiveList in Step 10) C C C G G
Next clause selection (Select in Step 13) D R D D R
Pruning (Prune in Step 11) Y Y N N N
Refinement (Refine in Step 14) U U B B B

Table 1. Implementation differences amongst the different search strategies. The en-
tries are as follows: ‘D’ stands for ‘deterministic’, ‘R’ for ‘randomised’, ‘G’ for greedy,
‘C’ for complete, ‘Y’ to denote that pruning occurs, ‘N’ that pruning does not occur,
‘U’ for uni-directional refinement (specialisation only) and ‘B’ for to bi-directional re-
finement (specialisation and generalisation). See text for more details on these entries.

Update active list. A greedy implemention (‘G’) of the UpdateActiveList

function (Step 10) results in the active list containing only the newly explored
nodes (elements of the Ref). A complete implementation (‘C’) results in
Active containing all elements (including elements of Ref).

Next clause selection. A deterministic implementation (‘D’) of the last Se-

lect command (Step 13) results in the clause with the highest score being
chosen from the Active list (with ties being decided by the appearance order
of clauses). A randomised implementation (‘R’) results in a random choice
governed by the following prescription:

– With probability 0.5, select the clause with the highest score in the
Active list.

– Otherwise, select a random clause in the Active list with probability
proportional to its score.

Pruning. ‘Y’ denotes that pruning is performed, which results in a possibly
non-empty set being returned by the Prune command (Step 11). A ‘N’
implementation means that an empty set is returned.

Refinement. The ‘U’ implementation of Refine command (Step 14) results
in refinements that are guaranteed to be specialisations of the clause being
refined. The ‘B’ implementation produces the (most general) specializations
and (most specific) generalizations of the refined clause.

2.2 Evaluation

Informally, given some clause evaluation function, for each search strategy we
ask:

How many clauses must be searched to achieve a desired clause score?

Here, we treat the number of clauses searched as representative of the ‘search
cost’ and quantify this cost-score trade-off by the the expected value of the
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smallest cost needed to achieve or exceed a desired score ssuf 1, given an upper
bound γ on the clauses searched on any single restart. Thus, for each strategy
we wish to estimate:

cost(ssuf ) ≡ E[C|ssuf , γ] (1)

The following points are evident, but worth restating:

1. Let us assume that strategy St1 is found to achieve, on average, a desired
score ssuf significantly faster than strategy St2. Strictly speaking, even if
the clauses added successively to a constructed theory do not reference each
other, we cannot conclude that a set-covering algorithm employing St1 will
be more efficient than that using St2. This is because in the cover algo-
rithm, the individual clause search procedures are not statistically indepen-
dent events (since one influences the following by removing a subset of the
positive examples).2

2. We are only concerned here with the search cost in finding a clause with a
given score on the training set. This does not, of course, translate to any
statement about the performance of the clause found on new (test) data. It
is certainly interesting and feasible to also investigate whether and how the
generalization rate is statistically dependent on the procedure used to arrive
at an acceptable clause, given a required score. This is, however, outside the
scope of this study.

3. A search cost of immediate interest is the processor time occupied by a strat-
egy. By adopting instead to measure the number of clauses searched, we are
unable to quantify precisely the exact time taken by each strategy. Besides
the obvious hardware dependence, research elsewhere [2] has shown that the
cost of evaluating a clause can vary significantly depending on the nature
of the problem addressed and formulation of the background knowledge. In
this study we are concerned with obtaining some domain-independent insight
into the five strategies.

4. Our evaluation of the strategies may have well been based on a different
question, namely:

What clause score is achieved given an allocated search cost?

Here we would consider the expected score given an allocated cost call, that
is score(call) ≡ E[S|call, γ]. Although the sample resulting from the Monte
Carlo study can be used to evaluate the strategies in this way, space require-
ments confine this study to the former question, which we believe is of more
immediate interest to practitioners of ILP.

1 At any stage of the search, the score value maintains the highest clause evaluation
so far obtained in the search. In other words, within a particular search execution,
the score value is a non-decreasing function of the cost (i.e. the number of clauses
searched).

2 The conclusion would however be correct for many other ruleset induction algorithms
where the events are independent, such as CN2-like unordered rulesets, various other
voting rulesets etc.
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3 Empirical Evaluation

3.1 Materials

Data Experiments were conducted using two ILP benchmarks. The first data
set describes a set of 5,000 directed graphs (containing in total 16,000 edges). Ev-
ery node in a graph is coloured to red or black. Each graph is labelled positive
if and only if it contains a specific (coloured) subgraph which can be repre-
sented by a predefined clause of 10 body literals. Although this clause can be
viewed as the target theory, there exist other clauses (subgraphs) in the search
lattice that precisely separate the positive examples from the negatives. The
second problem – mutagenesis prediction – has been discussed extensively in
ILP literature and we use here one of the datasets described in our previous
publication, namely the data pertaining to 188 “regression-friendly” compounds
[10]. Table 2 describes the principal differences between the two data sets. The
graph data set is available on request to the first author and the software for
its generation can be obtained from the third author. The mutagenesis dataset
can be obtained via anonymous ftp to ftp.comlab.ox.ac.uk in the directories
pub/Packages/ILP/Datasets/mutagenesis/aleph.

Property Graphs Mutagenesis

Origin Artificially generated Real-life
Noise No Yes

‘Target’ theory Yes No
‘Good’ theory One long clause (10 lits) Several short clauses (up to 5 body lits)

# pos/neg examples 20/20 125/63

Table 2. Differences between the experimental data sets.

Algorithm and Machines All experiments use the ILP program Aleph. Aleph
is available at: http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/areas/machlea
rn/Aleph/aleph.pl. Additional code implemented to Aleph for purposes of the
empirical data collection can be obtained from the first author. The computation
was distributed over the Condor computer cluster at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. All subsequent statistical analysis of the collected data was done by
means of the R statistical package. The R procedures developed for this purpose
can be obtained from the first author.

3.2 Method

Recall that we are interested in estimating the conditional expected cost value
E[C|ssuf , γ] for each of the five strategies in Section 2.1. A straightforward way
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to collect the required statistical sample needed to estimate the expected value
for a given search strategy would thus be to run a number of instances of the
algorithm in Fig. 1, each with a different setting of the sufficient score parameter
ssuf and the restart cutoff parameter γ, each time recording the resulting value
of C. This approach would however perform a lot of redundant computation.
Instead we adopt the following method:

For each problem (5,000 graphs and 188 mutagenic chemicals)
For each randomized strategy (RTD, RRR, GSAT, WSAT)
1. γ = ∞, call = cmax (some large value: see notes below), ssuf = smax

(the maximum possible clause score: see notes below)
2. for i = 1 to #Runs

(a) Call search(B, ∅, E, ssuf , call, γ) (see Fig. 1).
(b) Record the ‘performance’ vector ci = [ci(0), . . . , ci(smaxi

)] where
ci(s) is the number of clauses evaluated before achieving (or ex-
ceeding) score s for the first time and smaxi

is the maximum
score achieved on run i.

3. Compute the expected cost from the performance vectors recorded.

The following details are relevant:

1. The method assumes a finite, integer-valued scoring function. In the exper-
iments we evaluate the score of a clause D as P (D) − N(D) where P (D)
and N(D) are the numbers of positive and negative examples ‘covered’ by
D. That is, given positive and negative examples E+, E− let Ep ⊆ E+ s.t.
B ∪ {D} |= Ep and En ⊆ E− s.t. for all en ∈ En, B ∪ {D} ∪ {en} |= �.
Then P (D) = |Ep| and N(D) = |En|. Rejecting all clauses for which
P (D) < N(D), the range of the score is 0 . . . P where P = |E+|. Thus
in Step 1 smax = P .

2. In these experiments cmax was set to 200,000 and #Runs was set to 6,000.
Thus, the empirical sample after execution of Step 2 consists of 6,000 per-
formance vectors. Each performance vector has at most P = |E+| elements
(fewer elements are possible if score P was not achieved on a run).

3. Step 3 requires the computation of expected cost (i.e. the number of evalu-
ated clauses) for any value of γ and ssuf . In Appendix A we describe how
the sample of 6,000 performance vectors can be used to obtain an unbiased
estimate this value.

The method above does not refer to the non-restarted strategy DTD. DTD
is deterministic and thus a single run (and corresponding single performance
vector) should be sufficient to describe its performance. However, unlike the
other strategies, DTD does not select the saturated example randomly, but it
selects the first positive example for saturation. To avoid artifacts arising from
any particular example ordering, we obtain instead an average conditional cost.
That is, we thus perform Step 2a above P = |E+| times, each time selecting
a different saturant. This results in P performance vectors: Appendix A shows
how these performance vectors can be used to obtain a biased (lower bound)
estimate of the expected cost for any value of ssuf .
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3.3 Results

Figures 2–5 show diagrammatically the estimated expected number of evaluated
clauses (‘expected cost value’) as a function of the restart cutoff parameter γ.
Each graph has 2 kinds of plots: horizontal lines, representing (a lower bound on)
the cost of the deterministic strategy DTD; and non-constant lines representing
a randomised strategy. Each line is tagged with a number, which represents the
sufficient clause score ssuf . Thus, in Fig. 2, for the plot labelled “Mutagenesis:
RTD”, the horizontal line tagged “10” with a constant cost of 10,000 indicates
that the expected number of clauses explored by DTD before finding a clause
with score 10 is 10,000. The corresponding costs, for different values of the
cutoff parameter γ for RTD is shown by the lowermost non-constant line (each
entry is tagged by “10”). Figures associated to the graphs domain contain 20
such plots (corresponding to all possible clause scores: some plots may overlay),
figures belonging to the mutagenesis domain contain 7 plots (corresponding to
ssuf = 10, 20, . . . 70).3 In all the diagrams, the highest vertical (cost) coordinate
should be interpreted as: “cmax or higher” as all points corresponding to an
expected cost in the interval [cmax,∞] are plotted with the vertical coordinate
cmax.

Broadly, there are remarkable similarities in the plots from different strategies
for a given problem domain, as well as from the same strategy for different
problem domains. The principal trends are these:

1. The setting of the cutoff parameter γ has a very strong impact on the ex-
pected cost. A choice close to its optimal value may reduce the expected cost
over DTD up to a 1,000 times for mutagenesis with RRR, GSAT or WSAT4.
With RTD, the reduction is even higher for very low ssuf .

2. γ ≈ 100 is a ‘good’ choice for all the investigated strategies in both domains.
For the graph problems, the value is close to optimal (in the considered
range of γ) for all strategies and for all of them it leads to similar expected
costs, with the exception of WSAT where the costs are significantly higher5

In mutagenesis, γ ≈ 100 is a local minimum for all strategies (for RTD it is
even the optimum) when ssuf > 30.

3. γ < 10 appears to be uniformly a ‘bad’ choice for all randomised strategies
on the graph problems.

4. For a given domain, expected costs of the different restarted strategies are
roughly similar, especially in the vicinity of γ = 100 (once again, WSAT on
the graphs problem is the exception).

3 We do not plot lines for further scores ssuf = 80, 90 . . . P since these were not
achieved by any of the strategies in any of the runs.

4 In mutagenesis, the high expected costs of DTD are due to several positive examples,
whose saturation leads to an unfavorable search space.

5 A tentative explanation of this may lie in the fact that the explored clause score is
a particularly good heuristic for node selection in the noise-free graph problems. In
these circumstances the randomization inherent in WSAT may be having a detri-
mental effect on the mean performance of WSAT.
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5. For both domains, other than very high values of ssuf , the costs of the
restarted strategies are uniformly lower than that of the non-restarted strat-
egy DTD for a wide range of γ (100 ≤ γ ≤ 10, 000).

3.4 Discussion

For large intervals of the cutoff parameter γ, the restarted randomised search
strategies (RTD, RRR, GSAT, WSAT) exhibit similar performance, outperform-
ing the non-restarted deterministic clause search (DTD) in terms of the cost.
However, two issues require further investigation before conclusions can be made
concerning the ranking of the strategies. First, DTD (and RTD) always begins
the search with the most general definite clause allowed by the language restric-
tion. It is therefore biased towards evaluating shorter clauses than RRR, GSAT
or WSAT which often means spending less total evaluation time for the same
number of clauses scored. If processor time is assigned to the search cost, it is
possible that both top-down strategies may improve their relative performance
with respect to the restarted methods (of course, the empirical results suggest
that the latter may evaluate far fewer clauses). Second, our measurement scheme
does not assign any cost to the computation needed to construct a bottom clause
for each restart. Clearly, the corresponding overhead time grows linearly with
decreasing γ (there will be more restarts). As a result, when computation time
is viewed as the search cost, the optimum value of γ is likely to shift to a higher
value than that determined in our experiments, and the large performance su-
periority of the the restarted methods observed for small γ is likely to reduce.

It is encouraging that two apparently very different domains and all restarted
strategies have yielded a similar range of ‘good’ values for the γ parameter.
However, the plots, especially on in the graphs domain, highlight a further aspect:
there is quite a sharp increase in costs for values of γ that are just below the
optimum. This suggests that it would thus be useful to consider a restarted
algorithm that is less dependent on the location of the optimal γ. A solution
may lie in a cutoff value gradually (for example, geometrically) growing with
each restart. This idea of dynamic restarts has been considered before [7] and
may result in a more robust search algorithm.

4 Concluding Remarks

Search is at the heart of all modern Inductive Logic Programming systems, and
most have thus far employed well-known deterministic search methods. In other
fields confronted with very large search spaces, there is now substantial evidence
that the use of randomised restarted strategies yield far superior results to de-
terministic ones (often making the difference between getting a good solution, or
none at all). Unfavourable conditions for deterministic search observed in those
fields—the heavy-tailed character of search cost distributions—have also been
reported in the context of the search conducted by many ILP systems [11]. In
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Fig. 2. Randomised Top-Down vs. Deterministic Top-Down (horizontal lines) search
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Fig. 3. ‘Randomised Rapid Restarts’ vs. Deterministic Top-Down (horizontal lines)
search
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Fig. 4. GSAT vs. Deterministic Top-Down (horizontal lines) search
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Fig. 5. WSAT vs. Deterministic Top-Down (horizontal lines) search
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this paper, we have presented what appears to be the first systematic study of a
number of randomised restarted search strategies for ILP. Specifically, we have
adopted a Monte Carlo method to estimate the search cost—measured by the
number of clauses explored before a ‘good’ clause is found—of these strategies
on two quite different ILP problems. The result is encouraging: in each domain,
for a wide range of values for a parameter γ controlling the number of restarts,
randomised restarted methods have a lower search cost than a deterministic
general-to-specific search.

The performance sample generated has also provided some useful insights
into the randomised techniques. First, it appears that there may a ‘good’ value
for γ that works adequately for across many domains. Second, although they
differ in the choice of the first element of the search and the refinement strategy
employed, all randomised methods appear to perform similarly. Third, there
may be some value in exploring a randomised restarted search strategy with a
dynamically growing value of γ.

While accepting all the usual caveats that accompany an empirical study such
as this, we believe the results here to be sufficiently encouraging for researchers to
explore further the use of randomised restarted search methods in ILP, especially
with other data domains and scoring functions.

A Calculating Expected Cost from Performance Vectors

We describe here a technique for estimating the conditional expected cost value
E[C|ssuf , γ] for each of the five strategies in Section 2.1. We exploit the fact
that the expected cost for a strategy with arbitrarily set ssuf and γ parameters
can be estimated from a sample of executions of the algorithm in Fig. 1 where
ssuf = P (where P is the maximum possible score) and γ = ∞. Since we require
all trials terminate in a finite time, we let call equal to some large finite value
cmax (for the experiments in the paper cmax = 200,000) for each of the random
trials. As we shall see below, setting a finite call will bias the estimates for
non-restarted strategies, but will still allow us to obtain unbiased estimates for
restarted strategies for all values of γ < call.

Recall that executing the experimental method described in Section 3.2 re-
sults, for each strategy and problem, in a set of ‘performance’ vectors ci =
[ci(0), . . . , ci(smaxi

)] where 1 ≤ i ≤ 6000 for the randomised strategies RTD,
RRR, GSAT and WSAT; and 1 ≤ i ≤ P = |E+| for the deterministic strategy
DTD. With each ci ci(s) is the number of clauses evaluated before achieving (or
exceeding) score s for the first time and smaxi

is the maximum score achieved
on run i

For DTD, E[C|ssuf , γ = ∞] is obtained by simply averaging the ci(s
suf ) over

all i’s. However, it is possible that in some of the trials i, the maximum score
P is not achieved after evaluating cmax clauses. In such cases, there exist values
ssuf ≤ P such that ci(s

suf ) is not defined. Here we set ci(s
suf ) ≡ cmax+1. Thus,

the cost we associate to non-restarted strategies will represent lower bounds of
their expected cost.
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For the restarted searches RTD, RRR, GSAT and WSAT, let the sequence
of steps 4–14 in Fig. 1 be called a try. The probability that ssuf is achieved in
the t-th try (and not in tries 1 . . . t − 1), given the cutoff value γ, is

F (γ|ssuf )
(
1 − Fs(γ|s

suf )
)t−1

(2)

where the conditional cumulative distribution F (x|s) = P (C ≤ x|s) represents
the probability of achieving or exceeding the score s having evaluated x of fewer
clauses. It is estimated for a given score s from the empirical data as the fraction

F (x|s) ≈
|{ci|ci(s) ≤ x}|

|{ci}|
(3)

Note that the consequence of s not being achieved in a particular run i is simply
that the condition ci(s) ≤ x does not hold. That is, run i is counted as a
realization of the random trial with an ‘unsuccessful’ outcome. Thus to estimate
F (x|s) we do not need to assign a value to ci(s) in such a case (as was done
above for DTD) and the the estimate remains unbiased.
The expected number of tries initiated before achieving ssuf is

E[T |ssuf , γ] = F (γ|ssuf )

∞∑

t=1

t
(
1 − F (γ|ssuf )

)t−1
(4)

It equals 1 for F (γ|ssuf ) = 1 and for F (γ|ssuf ) = 0 we set E[T |ssuf , γ] = ∞. If
0 < F (γ|ssuf ) < 1, it can be shown that Expression 4 converges to

E[T |ssuf , γ] =
1

F (γ|ssuf )
(5)

If we simply assumed that the algorithm evaluates exactly γ clauses in each try
including the last, then the expected number of evaluated clauses would be

Ē[C|ssuf , γ] = γE[R|ssuf , γ] =
γ

F (γ|ssuf )
(6)

However, Ē[C|ssuf , γ] is imprecise because the algorithm may achieve ssuf eval-
uating fewer than γ clauses in the last try. The expected total number of clauses
evaluated in all but the last try is

γE[T − 1|ssuf , γ] = γ

(
1

F (γ|ssuf )
− 1

)

(7)

Due to the linearity of the expectation operator, we can determine the correct
total expected cost by adding to the above value the expected number of clauses
evaluated in the last try. For this purpose, consider the family of conditional
probability distributions

Dt(n) = P (N = n|(t − 1) ∗ γ < C ≤ tγ, ssuf , γ) (8)
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For t = 1, 2, . . ., each Dt describes the probability distribution of the number
of evaluated clauses in the t-th try under the specified parameters ssuf , γ, and
given that the t-th try is the last in the search, ie. an acceptable clause is found
therein. Since individual tries are mutually independent, the distributions Dt

are identical for all t, that is, for an arbitrary t it holds Dt(n) = D1(n). Because
in the first try it holds6 that N = C, we can write

D1(n) = P (C = n|C ≤ γ, ssuf ) (9)

We did not include γ in the conditional part because its value does not affect
the probability of the event C = n given that C ≤ γ, ie. given that no restart
occurs. Applying basic probability algebra,

D1(n) =
P (C = n,C ≤ γ|ssuf )

P (C ≤ γ|ssuf )
(10)

If n > γ then D1(n) = 0. Otherwise, we can drop the C ≤ γ conjunct (implied
by C = n) from the nominator expression:

D1(n) =
P (C = n|ssuf )

P (C ≤ γ|ssuf )
=

F (n|ssuf ) − F (n − 1|ssuf )

F (γ|ssuf )
(11)

Now we can calculate the expected number E[N |(t− 1) ∗ γ < C ≤ rγ, ssuf , γ] of
clauses evaluated in the last try as

∞∑

n=1

nDt(n) =

γ∑

n=1

nD1(n) =

γ∑

n=1

n
F (n|ssuf ) − F (n − 1|ssuf )

F (γ|ssuf )
(12)

Summing up Eq. 7 with Eq. 12 we get the expected total number of evaluated
clauses:

E[C|ssuf , γ] = γ

(
1

F (γ|ssuf )
− 1

)

+

∑γ
n=1

n
(
F (n|ssuf ) − F (n − 1|ssuf )

)

F (γ|ssuf )
(13)

Recall that the conditional distribution F (.|.) used above can be estimated from
the performance vectors as described by Eq. 3.
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Abstract

Identity Equivalence or Alias Detection is an im-
portant topic in Intelligence Analysis. Often, ter-
rorists will use multiple different identities to avoid
detection. We apply machine learning to the task of
determining Identity Equivalence. Two challenges
exist in this domain. First, data can be spread across
multiple tables. Second, we need to limit the num-
ber of false positives. We present a two step ap-
proach to combat these issues. First, we use In-
ductive Logic Programming to find a set of rules
that are predictive of aliases. In the second step,
we treat each learned rule as a random variable in
a Bayesian Network. We use the Bayesian Net-
work to assign a probability that two identities are
aliases. We evaluate our technique on several data
sets and find that layering Bayesian Network over
the rules significantly increases the precision of our
system.

1 Introduction
DeterminingIdentity Equivalence, or Alias Detection, is a
common problem in Intelligence Analysis. Two different
identifiers are equivalent oraliasesif both refer to the same
object. One traditional example of aliasing centers around
mistyped or variant author names in documents. For exam-
ple, one might want to determine if a citation for V.S. Costa
and one for Vı́tor S. Costa refer to the same author. In this sit-
uation one evaluates matches based on textual similarity. Fur-
thermore, the central information comes from the surround-
ing text (Pasula et al. 2002). However, Intelligence Analysis
involves more complex situations, and often syntactic similar-
ity is either unavailable or inapplicable. Instead, aliases must
be detected through object attributes and through interaction
patterns.

The Intelligence Analysis domain offers two further chal-
lenges to this problem. First, information is commonly stored
in relational database management systems (RDBMS) and in-
volves multiple relational tables. The format of the data sug-
gests using multi-relational datamining techniques such as In-
ductive Logic Programming (ILP). ILP systems learnrules,
which can contain fields from different tables, in First Order

Logic. Modern ILP systems can handle significant databases,
containing millions of tuples.

A second challenge in Intelligence Analysis arises from
false positives, or false alarms. In our task, a false positive
corresponds to incorrectly hypothesizing that two names re-
fer to the same individual. A false positive might have seri-
ous consequences, such as incorrectly adding individuals to
a no-fly list. False positives will always cause valuable time
to be wasted. False positives reduce trust in the system: if
an expert system frequently gives spurious predictions, an-
alysts will ignore its output. For all of these reasons, it is
essential to limit the false positive rate. Unfortunately,intel-
ligence analysis is particularly susceptible to false positives,
as one is often trying to detect anomalies that occur rarely in
the general population. For example, in a city with 1 million
individuals, there are 499 billion possible alias pairs. Inthis
case, even a false positive rate of only 0.001% will result in
about 5 million false positives, or about five bad aliases per
person.

We propose a two step methodology to address these chal-
lenges. First, we learn a set of rules that can achieve high re-
call, that is, they should be able to recognize most of the true
aliases. Unfortunately, some of these rules may have poor
precision, meaning that they falsely classify identity pairs as
aliases. The second step addresses this problem. Instead of
just considering each rule as an individual classifier, we treat
each rule as a feature of a new classifier. We use machine
learning methods to obtain a classifier that takes advantageof
the characteristics of the individual rules. We use Bayesian
Networks as our model, as they calculate the probability that
a pair of identities are aliases.

We have evaluated our approach on synthetic datasets de-
veloped by Information Extraction & Transport, Inc. within
the EAGLE Project (Schrag 2004). We were provided with
artificial worlds, characterized byindividuals, and relation-
ships between these individuals. Our results show excellent
performance for several of the datasets.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
ILP applied to alias detection. In Section 3 we give a brief
overview of Bayesian networks. In Section 4 we present and
discuss our results. We compare our work with related work
in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we provide a more in depth
discussion of the datasets and our results.
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2 ILP For Alias Detection
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a framework for
learning relational descriptions (Lavrac and Dzeroski 2001).
Given sets of positive and negative examples and background
knowledge, an ILP system learns a set of rules to discriminate
between the positive and negative instances. ILP is appro-
priate for learning in multi-relational domains as the learned
rules are not restricted to contain fields or attributes for asin-
gle table in a database.

We use Srinivasan’s Aleph ILP System (Srinivasan 2001).
Aleph uses the Progol algorithm (Muggleton 1995) to learn
rules described as Prolog programs. Aleph induces rules in
two steps. Initially, it selects an example and searches the
databases for the facts known to be true about that specific
example. The Progol algorithm is based on the insight that
some of these facts should explain this example. If so, it
should be possible to generalize those facts so that they would
also explain the other examples. The algorithm thus generates
generalized combinations of the facts, searching for the com-
binations with best performance.

One major advantage of using ILP is that it produces un-
derstandable results. We show a sample rule generated by
Aleph:

alias(Id1,Id2) 
suspect(Id2),
suspect(Id3),
phonecall(Id2,Id3),
phonecall(Id3,Id1).

The rule says that two individualsId1 andId2 may be aliases
if (i) they both made phone calls to the same intermediate in-
dividual Id3; and(ii) individualsId2 andId3 have the same
attribute (suspect). The rule reflects that in this world model
suspects are more likely to have aliases. Moreover, an indi-
vidual and its aliases tend to talk to the same people.

The next rule uses different information:

alias(Id1,Id2) 
hascapability(Id1,Cap),
hascapability(Id2,Cap),
groupmember(Id1,G),
groupmember(Id2,G),
isa(G,nonthreatgroup).

Two individuals may be aliases because they have a common
capability, and because they both belong to the same non-
threat group.

Clearly, these two rules are not precise as the patterns these
rules represent could easily be applied to ordinary individu-
als. One observation is that we are only using the original
database schema. An analyst might define views, or inferred
relations, that highlight interesting properties of individuals.
For instance, the first rule indicates that an individual and
its aliases tend to communicate with the same people. We
thus might want to compare sets of people an individual and
its aliases talk to. In the spirit of aggregate constructionfor
multi-relational learning (Knobbe et al. 2001; Neville et al.
2003; Perlich and Provost 2003), we have experimented with

hand-crafting rules that use aggregates over properties com-
monly found in the ILP learned rules.

Even inventing new attributes, it is impossible to find a sin-
gle rule that correctly identifies all aliases. In the next section,
we discuss our approach for combining rules to form a better
classifier.

3 Bayesian Networks

One of the drawbacks of applying ILP to this problem is
that each database for a world is extremely large. The con-
sequence is that it is intractable to use all the negative ex-
amples when learning the rules, which makes the final set
of rules more susceptible to false positives. First, by sam-
pling the negative examples, we have changed the propor-
tion of the population that has aliases. Second, in ILP the
final classifier traditionally consists of forming a disjunction
over the learned clauses, resulting in a decision list. An un-
seen example is applied to each clause in succession until it
matches one of them. If the example does not match any rule,
then it receives the negative classification. Unfortunately, the
disjunction of clauses maximizes the number of false posi-
tives. These issues suggest a simple approach where we rep-
resent each learned rule as an attribute in a classifier. We
used Bayesian networks to combine the rules for two reasons.
First, they allow us to set prior probabilities to reflect thetrue
proportion of the population that has aliases. Second, each
prediction has a probability attached to it. We can view the
probability as a measure of confidence in the prediction. We
experiment with several different Bayes net models for com-
bining the rules. Naı̈ve Bayes (Pompe and Kononenko 1995)
is straightforward approach that is easy to understand and fast
to train.

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule n-2 Rule n-1 Rule n

Figure 1: A TAN Bayes Net.

The major drawback with Naı̈ve Bayes is that it assumes
that the clauses are independent of each other given the class
value. Often, we expect the learned rules to be strongly
related. We used Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes networks
(TAN) (Friedman et al. 1997), which allows for a slightly
more expressive model. Figure 1 shows an example of a TAN
network. Friedman, Geiger and Goldszmidt evaluated the
algorithm for its viability on classification tasks. The TAN
model, retains the basic structure of Naı̈ve Bayes, but also
permits each attribute to have at most one other parent, al-
lowing the model to capture dependencies between attributes.
To decide which arcs to include in the augmented network,
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the algorithm makes a complete graph between all the non-
class attributes, where the weight of each edge is given as the
conditional mutual information between those two attributes.
A maximum weight spanning tree is constructed over this
graph, and the edges that appear in the spanning tree are
added to the network. Geiger proved that the TAN model can
be constructed in polynomial time with a guarantee that the
model maximizes the Log Likelihood of the network struc-
ture given the dataset (Friedman et al. 1997).

We have also experimented with other structure learning
approaches, such as the Sparse Candidate algorithm (Fried-
man et al. 1999), but did not obtain significant improvements,
as discussed by Davis et al. (2004).

4 Experiments
This section presents our results and analysis of the perfor-
mance of our system on EAGLE datasets (Schrag 2004). The
datasets are generated by simulating an artificial world with
large numbers of relationships between agents. The data fo-
cuses onindividualswhich have a set of attributes, such as
the capability to perform some actions. Individuals may also
obtain resources, which might be necessary to perform ac-
tions. Individuals belong to groups, and groups participate in
a wide range ofevents. In our case, given that some individu-
als may be known through different identifiers (e.g., through
two different phone numbers), we were interested in recog-
nizing whether two identifiers refer to the same individual.

The EAGLE datasets have evolved toward more complex
and realistic worlds. We evaluate our system for datasets gen-
erated by two versions of the simulator. The results from the
first version of the simulator are indexed with numbers while
the newer datasets are indexed by roman numerals. Datasets
vary with size, both in the number of individuals and in the ac-
tivity level of each individual. Datasets also differ on observ-
ability, the amount of information available as evidence; on
corruption, the number of errors; and on clutter, the amountof
irrelevant information. Each dataset includes pre-processed
data, calledprimary data, with group information, and on
secondarydata. The primary data contains a number of pre-
sumed aliases, which may or may not be true.

Each experiment was performed in two rounds. In the
first round, thedry-run, we received a number of datasets
plus their corresponding ground truth. This allowed us to ex-
periment with our system and validate our methodology. In
the second round, thewet-run, we received datasets without
ground truth and were asked to present a hypothesis. We had
a limited amount of time to do so. Later, we received the
ground truth so that we could perform our own evaluation.

We adopted the following methodology. Rule learning is
quite expensive in these large datasets. Moreover, we have
found that most rules are relevant across the datasets, as
we believe they capture aspects common to each simulated
world. Consequently, we only performed rule learning during
the dry-run. We used Srinivasan’s Aleph ILP system (Srini-
vasan 2001) running on the YAP Prolog system. Ground-truth
was used for training examples (and not used otherwise). The
best rules from all datasets were passed forward to the wet-
run.

We present results on the wet-run data in this paper. For the
first set of data we used the wet-run datasets plus group infor-
mation derived by the Kojak system (Adibi et al. 2004) (we
did not have access to this information for the second batch
of data). Using the rules learned from the training data, we
converted each of the evaluation datasets into a set of proposi-
tional feature vectors, where each rule appears as an attribute
in the feature vector. Each rule served as a binary attribute,
which received a value of one if the rule matched the example
and a zero otherwise.

We first report results from an earlier version of the EA-
GLE simulator, where only a single alias was allowed per
entity. For space reasons, we only show results for three out
of six of the datasets. Results for the other three are similar.
We used five fold cross validation in these experiments.

For each application we show precision versus recall
curves for the three methods: Naı̈ve Bayes, TAN and voting.
We used our own software for Naı̈ve Bayes and TAN.
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Figure 2: Precision Recall for Dataset 1
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Figure 3: Precision Recall for Dataset 2

The Precision Recall curves for the different datasets are
seen in Figures 2 through 4. We compare TAN and Naı̈ve
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Figure 4: Precision Recall for Dataset 3

Bayes with unweighted voting, an ensemble method (Davis
et al. 2004). On each curve, we included 95% confidence
intervals on the precision score for selected levels of recall.
The curves were obtained by averaging the precision and re-
call values for fixed thresholds. We achieved the best results
for datasets 2 and 3, and did the worst on dataset 1, where
precision levels did not achieve 0.5.

The second set of results comes from a more recent version
of the simulator. Dataset sizes were at least as large, or bigger
than before. The new simulator supported social network at-
tributes, which could be used for the aliasing task. The error
levels were increased and each individual could have up to six
aliases. We used the same methodology as before, with two
differences. First, we used ten fold cross validation in order
to be able to perform significance tests. Second, we pooled
the results across all ten folds to generate the precision recall
curves. Due to space constraints, we only present results for
3 datasets: Datasets I, II, and III. The Precision/Recall curves
are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
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Figure 5: Precision Recall for Dataset I

Our results show much better performance for Datasets I
and II. This is due to better rule quality. In this case we were
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Figure 6: Precision Recall for Dataset II

able to find rules which have excellent recall, and the Bayes
nets perform quite well at also achieving good precision. The
results are particularly satisfactory using TAN on datasetI,
as shown in Figure 5, where we can achieve precision over
60% for very high level recall. Dataset III was the hardest
of all datasets for us. It shows a case where it is difficult to
achieve both high precision and recall. This is because there
is little information on individuals. In this case, improving
recall requires trusting in only one or two rules, resultingin
low precision.
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Figure 7: Precision Recall for Dataset III

The precision recall curve for the TAN algorithm domi-
nates the curves for Naı̈ve Bayes and ensemble voting on all
six datasets. We have calculated the areas under the Preci-
sion/Recall curve for each fold in datasets I, II, III and the
differences are statistically significant with 99% confidence.
For each dataset, there are several places where TAN yields
at least a 20 percentage point increase in precision, for the
same level of recall over both Naı̈ve Bayes and voting. On
two of the six datasets, Naı̈ve Bayes beats voting, while on
the remaining four they have comparable performance. One
reason for TAN’s dominance compared to Naı̈ve Bayes is the
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presence of rules which are simply refinements of other rules.
The TAN model is able to capture some of these interdepen-
dencies, whereas Naı̈ve Bayes explicitly assumes that these
dependencies do not exist. The Naı̈ve Bayes independence
assumption accounts for the similar performance compared
to voting on several of the datasets.

In situations with imprecise rules and a preponderance of
negative examples, such as link discovery domains, Bayesian
models and especially TAN provide an advantage. One area
where both TAN and Naı̈ve Bayes excel is in handling im-
precise rules. The Bayes nets effectively weight the precision
of each rule either individually or based on the outcome of
another rule in the case of TAN. The Bayesian nets further
combine these probabilities to make a prediction of the final
classification allowing them to discount the influence of spu-
rious rules in the classification process. Ensemble voting does
not have this flexibility and consequently lacks robustnessto
imprecise rules. Another area where TAN provides an ad-
vantage is when multiple imprecise rules provide significant
overlapping coverage on positive examples and a low level of
overlapping coverage on negative examples. The TAN net-
work can model this scenario and weed out the false positives.
One potential disadvantage to the Bayesian approach is that
it could be overly cautious about classifying something as a
positive. The high number of negative examples relative to
the number of positive examples, and the corresponding con-
cern of a high false positive rate, helps mitigate this potential
problem. In fact, at similar levels of recall, TAN has a lower
false positive rate than voting.

5 Related Work

Identity Uncertainty is a difficult problem that arises in ar-
eas such as Citation Matching, Record Linkage and De-
Duplication in Databases, Natural Language Processing, in
addition to Intelligence Analysis. A seminal work in this area
is the theory of Record Linkage (Fellegi and Sunter 1969),
based on scoring the distances between two feature vectors
(using Naı̈ve Bayes in the original work) and merging records
below some threshold. Systems such as Citeseer (Lawrence
et al. 1999) apply similar ideas by using text similarity. The
field of record matching has received significant contribu-
tions (Monge and Elkan 1996; Cohen and Richman 2002;
Buechi et al. 2003; Bilenko and Mooney 2003; Zelenko et al.
2003; Hsiung et al. 2004). On the other hand, it has been
observed that interactions between identifiers can be crucial
in identifying them (Morton 2000). Pasula et al. (2002) use
relational probabilistic models to establish a probabilistic net-
work of individuals, and then use Markov Chain Monte Carlo
to do inference on the citation domain. McCallum and Well-
ner (2003) use discriminative models, Conditional Random
Fields, for the same task. These approaches rely on prior
understanding of the features of interest, usually text based.
Such knowledge may not be available for Intelligence Analy-
sis tasks.

Detecting features of interest was therefore our first step,
and the present work fits into the popular category of us-
ing ILP for feature construction. Such work treats ILP-
constructed rules as Boolean features, re-represents eachex-

ample as a feature vector, and then uses a feature-vector
learner to produce a final classifier. To our knowledge, the
work closest to ours is the one by Pompe and Kononenko
(1995), who were the first to apply Naı̈ve Bayes to combine
clauses. Other work in this category was by Srinivasan and
King (1997), for the task of predicting biological activities of
molecules from their atom-and-bond structures. Some other
work, especially on propositionalization of First Order Logic
(FOL) (Alphonse and Rouveirol 2000), has been developed
that converts the training sets to propositions and then ap-
plies feature vector techniques to the converted data. Thisis
similar to what we do, however we first learn from FOL and,
then learn the network structure and parameters using the fea-
ture vectors obtained with the FOL training, resulting in much
smaller feature vectors than in other work.

Our paper contributes two novel points to this category of
work. First, it highlights the relationship between this cate-
gory of work and ensembles in ILP, because when the feature-
vector learner is Naı̈ve Bayes the learned model can be con-
sidered a weighted vote of the rules. Second, it shows that
when the features are ILP-learned rules, the independence as-
sumption in Naı̈ve Bayes may be violated badly enough to
yield a high false positive rate. This false positive rate can
be reduced by permitting strong dependencies to be explic-
itly noted, through learning a Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes
network (TAN).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Identity Equivalence is an important problem in Intelligence
Analysis. Quite often, individuals want to hide their iden-
tities, and therefore we cannot rely on textual information.
Instead, we need to use attributes and contextual information.
We show that good results can be achieved by using multi-
relational learning to learn rules, whose output is then com-
bined to lower the false positive rate. We were particularlyin-
terested in Bayesian methods for the latter because they asso-
ciate a probability with each prediction, which can be thought
of as the classifier’s confidence in the final classification. We
compare how three different approaches for combining rules
learned by an ILP system perform on an application where
data is subject to corruption and unobservability. We demon-
strate experimentally that we can significantly lower the false
positive rate through rule combination schemes.

We obtained the best precision recall results in our appli-
cation using a TAN network to combine rules. Precision was
a major concern to us due to the high ratio of negative ex-
amples to positive examples. TAN had better precision than
Naı̈ve Bayes or unweighted voting, because it is more robust
at handling redundancy between rules.

In future work we plan to experiment with different appli-
cations and Bayesian network structures. We are interested
in learning rules with aggregates. We plan to further con-
tinue work based on the observation that we learn a single
CLP(BN ) network (Santos Costa et al. 2003). This obser-
vation suggests that a stronger coupling between the learning
phases could be useful.
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Abstract

Statistical relational learning (SRL) constructs
probabilistic models from relational databases. A
key capability of SRL is the learning of arcs (in
the Bayes net sense) connecting entries in differ-
ent rows of a relational table, or in different tables.
Nevertheless, SRL approaches currently are con-
strained to use the existing database schema. For
many database applications, users find it profitable
to define alternative “views” of the database, in ef-
fect defining new fields or tables. Such new fields
or tables can also be highly useful in learning. We
provide SRL with the capability of learning new
views.

1 Introduction
Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) focuses on algorithms
for learning statistical models from relational databases. SRL
advances beyond Bayesian network learning and related tech-
niques by handling domains with multiple tables, represent-
ing relationships between different rows of the same table,
and integrating data from several distinct databases. SRL
techniques currently can learn joint probability distributions
over the fields of a relational database with multiple tables.
Nevertheless, they are constrained to use only the tables and
fields already in the database, without modification. Many
human users of relational databases find it beneficial to de-
fine alternative views of a database—further fields or tables
that can be computed from existing ones. This paper shows
that SRL algorithms also can benefit from the ability to define
new views, which can be used for more accurate prediction of
important fields in the original database.

We will augment SRL algorithms by adding the ability to
learn new fields, intensionally defined in terms of existing
fields and intensional background knowledge. In database
terminology, these new fields constitute a learned view of
the database. We use Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)
to learn rules which intensionally define the new fields.

We test the approach in the specific application of creating
an expert system in mammography. We chose this applica-
tion for a number of reasons. First, it is an important prac-
tical application with sizable data. Second, we have access
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Figure 1: Expert Bayes Net

to an expert developed system. This provides a base refer-
ence against which we can evaluate our work. Third, a large
proportion of examples are negative. This distribution skew
is often found in multi-relational applications. Last, our data
consists of a single table. This allows us to compare our tech-
niques against standard propositional learning. In this case, it
is sufficient for view learning to extend an existing table with
new fields. It should be clear that for other applications the
approach can yield additional tables.

2 View Learning for Mammography
Offering breast cancer screening to the ever-increasing num-
ber of women over age 40 represents a great challenge. Cost-
effective delivery of mammography screening depends on a
consistent balance of high sensitivity and high specificity. Re-
cent articles demonstrate that subspecialist, expert mammog-
raphers achieve this balance and perform significantly better
than general radiologists [24; 1]. General radiologists have
higher false positive rates and hence biopsy rates, dimin-
ishing the positive predictive value for mammography [24;
1]. Despite the fact that specially trained mammographers
detect breast cancer more accurately, there is a longstanding
shortage of these individuals [6].

An expert system in mammography has the potential to
help the general radiologist approach the effectiveness of a
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subspecialty expert, thereby minimizing both false negative
and false positive results.

Bayesian networks (BNs) are probabilistic graphical mod-
els that have been applied to the task of breast cancer diag-
nosis from mammography data [12; 2; 3]. BNs produce di-
agnoses with probabilities attached. Because of their graphi-
cal nature, they are comprehensible to humans and useful for
training. As an example, Figure 1 shows the structure of a
Bayesian network developed by a subspecialist, expert mam-
mographer. For each variable (node) in the graph, the Bayes
net has a conditional probability table giving the probability
distribution over the values that variable can take for each
possible setting of its parents. The Bayesian network in Fig-
ure 1 achieves accuracies higher than that of other systems
and of general radiologists who perform mammograms, and
commensurate with the performance of radiologists who spe-
cialize in mammography [2].

Figure 2 shows the main table (with some fields omitted for
brevity) in a large relational database of mammography ab-
normalities. Data was collected using the National Mammog-
raphy Database (NMD) standard established by the American
College of Radiology. The NMD was designed to standard-
ize data collection for mammography practices in the US and
is widely used for quality assurance. Figure 2 also presents
a hierarchy of the types of learning that might be used for
this task. Level 1 and Level 2 are standard types of Bayesian
network learning. Level 1 is simply learning the parameters
for an expert-supplied network structure. Level 2 involves
learning the actual structure of the network in addition to its
parameters.

Notice that to predict the probability of malignancy of an
abnormality, the Bayes net uses only the record for that ab-
normality. Nevertheless, data in other rows of the table may
also be relevant: radiologists may also consider other abnor-
malities on the same mammogram or previous mammograms.
For example, it may be useful to know that the same mam-
mogram also contains another abnormality, with a particular
size and shape; or that the same person had a previous mam-
mogram with certain characteristics. Incorporating data from
other rows in the table is not possible with existing Bayesian
network learning algorithms and requires statistical relational
learning (SRL) techniques, such as probabilistic relational
models [8]. Level 3 in Figure 2 shows the state-of-the-art
in SRL techniques, illustrating how relevant fields from other
rows (or other tables) can be incorporated in the network, us-
ing aggregation if necessary. Rather than using only the size
of the abnormality under consideration, the new aggregate
field allows the Bayes net to also consider the average size
of all abnormalities found in the mammogram.

Presently, SRL is limited to using the original view of the
database, that is, the original tables and fields, possibly with
aggregation. Despite the utility of aggregation, simply con-
sidering only the existing fields may be insufficient for accu-
rate prediction of malignancies. Level 4 in Figure 2 shows the
key capability that will be introduced and evaluated in this pa-
per: Using techniques from rule learning to learn a new view.
The new view includes two new features utilized by the Bayes
net that cannot be defined simply by aggregation of existing
features. The new features are defined by two learned rules

that capture “hidden” concepts central to accurately predict-
ing malignancy, but that are not explicit in the given database
tables. One learned rule states that a change in the shape of
the abnormality at a location since an earlier mammogram
may be indicative of a malignancy. The other says that an in-
crease in the average of the sizes of the abnormalities may be
indicative of malignancy. Note that both rules require refer-
ence to other rows in the table for the given patient, as well as
intensional background knowledge to define concepts such as
“increases over time.” Neither rule can be captured by stan-
dard aggregation of existing fields.

3 View Learning Framework
One can imagine a variety of approaches to perform view
learning. Our closing section discusses a number of alterna-
tives, including performing view learning and structure learn-
ing at the same time, in the same search. For the present work,
we apply existing technology in a new fashion to obtain a
view learning capability.

Any relational database can be naturally and simply rep-
resented in a subset of first-order logic [21]. Inductive logic
programming (ILP) provides algorithms to learn rules, also
expressed in logic, from such relational data [15], possibly to-
gether with background knowledge expressed as a logic pro-
gram. ILP systems operate by searching a space of possible
logical rules, looking for rules that score well according to
some measure of fit to the data. We use ILP to learn rules to
predict whether an abnormality is malignant. We treat each
rule as an additional binary feature; true if the body, or condi-
tion, of the rule is satisfied, and otherwise false. We then run
the Bayesian network structure learning algorithm, allowing
it to use these new features in addition to the original fea-
tures. Below is a simple rule, covering 48 positive examples
and 123 negative examples:

Abnormality A in mammogram M
may be malignant if:

A’s tissue is not asymmetric,
M contains another abnormality A2,
A2’s margins are spiculated, and
A2 has no architectural distortion.

This rule can now be used as a field in a new view of the
database, and consequently as a new feature in the Bayesian
network. The last two lines of the rule refer to other rows of
the relational table for abnormalities in the database. Hence
this rule encodes information not available to the current ver-
sion of the Bayesian network.

4 Experiments
The purposes of the experiments we conducted are two-fold.
First, we want to determine if using SRL yields an im-
provement compared to propositional learning. Secondly, we
want to evaluate whether using Inductive Logic Programming
(ILP) to create features, which embody a new “view” of the
database, adds a benefit over current SRL algorithms. We
looked at adding two types of relational attributes, aggregate
features and horn-clause (ILP) rules. Aggregate features rep-
resent summaries of abnormalities found either in a partic-
ular mammogram or for a particular patient. We performed
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of learning types. Levels 1 and 2 are available through ordinary Bayesian network learning algorithms,
Level 3 is available only through state-of-the-art SRL techniques, and Level 4 is described in this paper.

a series of experiments, aimed at discovering if moving up
in the hierarchy outlined in Figure 2 would improve perfor-
mance. First, we tried to learn a structure with just the orig-
inal attributes which performed better than the expert struc-
ture. This corresponds to Level 2 learning. Next, we added
aggregate features to our network. Finally, we created new
features using ILP. We investigated adding the features pro-
posed by the ILP system as well as the aggregate to the net-
work.

We experimented with a number of structure learning al-
gorithms for the Bayesian Networks, including Naı̈ve Bayes,
Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes [7], and the sparse candidate
algorithm [9]. However, we obtained best results with the
TAN algorithm in all experiments, so we will focus our
discussion on TAN. In a TAN network, each attribute can
have at most one other parent in addition to the class vari-

able. The TAN model can be constructed in polynomial
time with a guarantee that the model maximizes the Log
Likelihood of the network structure given the dataset [10;
7].

4.1 Methodology
The dataset contains 435 malignant abnormalities and 65365
benign abnormalities. To evaluate and compare these ap-
proaches, we used stratified 10-fold cross-validation. We ran-
domly divided the abnormalities into 10 roughly equal-sized
sets, each with approximately one-tenth of the malignant ab-
normalities and one-tenth of the benign abnormalities. When
evaluating just the structure learning and aggregation, 9 folds
were used for the training set. When performing aggregation,
we used binning to discretize the created features. We took
care to only use the examples in the train set to determine the
cut bin widths. When performing “view learning”, we had
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two steps in the learning process. In the first part, 4 folds of
data were used to learn the ILP rules. Afterwards,the remain-
ing 5 folds were used to learn the Bayes net structure and
parameters.

When using cross-validation on a relational database, there
exists one major methodological pitfall. Some of the cases
may be related. For example, we may have multiple abnor-
malities for a single patient. Because these abnormalities are
related (same patient), having some of these in the training
set and others in the test set may cause us to perform better
on those test cases than we would expect to perform on cases
for other patients. To avoid such “leakage” of information
into a training set, we ensured that all abnormalities associ-
ated with a particular patient are placed into the same fold for
cross-validation. Another pitfall is that we may learn a rule
that predicts an abnormality to be malignant based on proper-
ties of abnormalities in later mammograms. We never predict
the status of an abnormality at a given date based on findings
recorded with later dates.

We present the results of our first experiment using both
ROC and precision recall curves. Because of our skewed
class distribution, or large number of benign cases, we prefer
precision-recall curves over ROC curves because they better
show the number of “false alarms,” or unnecessary biopsies.
Therefore, we use precision-recall curves for the remainder of
results. Here precision is the percentage of abnormalities that
we classified as malignant that are truly cancerous. Recall is
the percentage of malignant abnormalities that were correctly
classified. To generate the curves, we pooled the results over
all ten folds in the following manner. We treat each prediction
as if it had been generated from the same model. We sorted
the estimates and used all possible split points to create the
graphs.

4.2 Results
The relational database containing the mammography data
contains one row for each abnormality in a mammogram.
Fields in this relational table include all those shown in the
Bayesian network of Figure 1. Therefore it is straightforward
to use existing Bayesian network structure learning algo-
rithms to learn a possibly improved structure for the Bayesian
network. We compared the performance of the best learned
networks against the expert defined structure shown in Fig-
ure 1. We estimated the parameters of the expert structure
from the dataset using maximum likelihood estimates with
Laplace correction. Figure 3 shows the ROC curve for these
experiments, and Figure 4 shows the Precision-Recall curves.
Figure 7 shows the area under the precision-recall curve for
the expert network (L1) and with learned structure (L2). We
only consider recalls above 50%, as for this application ra-
diologists would be required to perform at least at this level.
We further use the paired t-test to compare the areas under
the curve for every fold. We found the difference to be statis-
tically significant with a 99% level of confidence.

With the help of a radiologist, we selected the numeric and
ordered features in the database and computed aggregates for
each of these features. We determined that 27 of the 36 at-
tributes were suitable for aggregation. We computed aggre-
gates on both the patient and the mammogram level. On the
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Figure 4: Precision Recall Curves for Structure Learning.
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patient level, we looked at all of the abnormalities for a spe-
cific patient. On the mammogram level, we only considered
the abnormalities present on that specific mammogram. To
discretize the averages, we divided each range into three bins.
For binary features we had predefined bin sizes, while for
the other features we attempted to get equal numbers of ab-
normalities in each bin. For aggregations functions we used
maximum and average. The aggregation introduced 108 new
features. For the interested reader, the following paragraph
presents further details of our aggregation process.

We used a three step process to construct aggregate fea-
tures. First, we chose a field to aggregate. Second, we se-
lected an aggregation function. Third, we needed to decide
over which rows to aggregate the feature, that is, which keys
or links to follow. This is known as a slot chain in PRM termi-
nology. In our database, two such links exist. The patient id
field allows access to all the abnormalities for a given patient,
providing aggregation on the patient level. The second key is
the combination of patient id and mammogram date, which
returns all abnormalities for a patient on a specific mammo-
gram, providing aggregation on the mammogram level. To
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demonstrate this process we will work though an example of
computing an aggregate feature for patient 1 in the database
given in Figure 2. We will aggregate on the Mass Size field
and use average as the aggregation function. Patient 1 has
three abnormalities, one from a mammogram in May 2002
and two on a mammogram from May 2004. To calculate the
aggregate on the patient level, we would average the size for
all three abnormalities, which is .0367. To find the aggregate
on the mammogram level for patient 1, he have to perform
two separate computations. First, we follow the link P1 and
5/02, which yields abnormality 1. The average for this key
mammogram is simply .03. Second, we follow the link P1
and 5/04, which yields abnormalities 2 and 3. The average
for these abnormalities is .04. Figure 5 shows the database
following .

Next we tested whether useful new fields could be com-
puted by rule learning. Specifically, we used the ILP system
Aleph [26] to learn rules predictive of malignancy. Several
thousand distinct rules were learned for each fold, with each
rule covering many more malignant cases than (incorrectly
covering) benign cases. In order to obtain a varied set of
rules, we ran Aleph using every positive example in each fold
served as a seed for the search. We avoid the rule overfit-
ting found by other authors [18] by doing breadth-first search
for rules and by having a minimal limit on coverage. Each
seed generated anywhere from zero to tens of thousands of
rules. We post processed the rules using a greedy algorithm,
where we select the best scoring rule that covers new exam-
ples first. For each fold, the 50 best clauses were selected
based on 3 criteria: (1) they needed to be multi-relational; (2)
they needed to be distinct; (3) they needed to cover a signif-
icant number of malignant cases. The resulting views were
added as new features to the database. Figure 6 includes a
comparison of all levels of learning.

We can observe very significant improvements when
adding multi-relational features. Both rules and aggregates
achieved better performance. Aggregates do better for higher
recalls, while rules do better for medium recalls. We believe
this is because ILP rules are more accurate than the other fea-
tures, but have limited coverage.

Figure 7: Area Under the Curve For Recalls Above 50%

Level 4 performs as well as aggregates for high recalls, and
close to ILP for medium recalls. According to the paired t-test
the improvement of Level 4 over Level 2 is significant, using
the area under the curve metric, at the 99% level. Meanwhile,
Level 3 presents an improvement over Level 2, using the area
under the curve metric, at the 97% confidence level.

Levels 1 and 2 correspond to standard propositional learn-
ing whereas levels 3 and 4 incorporate relational information.
In this task, considering relational information is crucial for
improving preformance. Furthermore, the process of gener-
ating the views in Level 4 has been useful to the radiologist
as it has potentially identified novel correlations between at-
tributes.

5 Related Work
Research in SRL has advanced along two main lines, meth-
ods that allow graphical models to represent relations and
frameworks that extend logic to handle probabilities. Along
the first line, probabilistic relational models, or PRMs, intro-
duced by Friedman, Getoor, Koller and Pfeffer, represent one
of the first attempts to learn the structure of graphical mod-
els while incorporating relational information[8]. Recently
Heckerman, Meek and Koller have discussed extensions to
PRMs and compared them to to other graphical models[11].
A statistical learning algorithm for probabilitistic logic rep-
resentations was first given by Sato [23] and later, Cussens
[5] proposed a more general algorithm to handle log linear
models. Additionally, Muggleton [16] has provided learning
algorithms for stochastic logic programs. The structure of the
logic program is learned using ILP techniques, while the pa-
rameters are learned using an algorithm scaled up from that
used for stochastic context-free grammars.

Newer representations garnering arguably the most atten-
tion are Bayesian logic programs [13] (BLPs), constraint
logic programming with Bayes net constraints, or CLP(

���
)

[4], and Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [22]. Markov
Logic Networks are most similar to our approach. Nodes of
MLNs are the ground instances of the literals in the rule, and
the arcs correspond to the rules. One major difference is that
in our approach nodes are the rules themselves. Although we
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                                                                                                                                                           Mass Size        Mass Size

Patient        Abnormality       Date           Mass Shape          ...           Mass Size       Location         Average           Average              Be/Mal

Figure 5: Database after Aggregation on Mass Size Field

cannot work at the same level of detail, our approach makes it
straightforward to combine logical rules with other features,
and we now can take full advantage of propositional learning
algorithms.

The present work builds upon previous work on using ILP
for feature construction. Such work treats ILP-constructed
rules as Boolean features, re-represents each example as
a feature vector, and then uses a feature-vector learner to
produce a final classifier. To our knowledge, Pompe and
Kononenko [19] were the first to apply Naı̈ve Bayes to com-
bine clauses. Other work in this category was by Srinivasan
and King [25], who use rules as extra features for the task of
predicting biological activities of molecules from their atom-
and-bond structures. Popescul et.al. [20] use ���������
	�� to
derive cluster relations, which are then combined with the
original features through structural regression. In a different
vein, Relational Decision Trees [17] use aggregation to pro-
vide extra features on a multi-relational setting, and are close
to our Level 3 setting. Knobbe et al. [14] proposed numeric
aggregates in combination with logic-based feature construc-
tion for single attributes. Perlich and Provost discuss several
approaches for attribute construction using aggregates over
multi-relational features [18]. The authors also propose a hi-
erarchy of levels of learning: feature vectors, independent at-
tributes on a table, multidimensional aggregation on a table,
and aggregation across tables. Some of these techniques in
their hierarchy could be applied to perform view learning in
SRL.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a method for statistical relational learning
which integrates learning from attributes, aggregates, and
rules. Our example application shows benefits from the sev-
eral levels of learning we proposed. Level 2, structure learn-
ing, clearly outperforms the expert structure. We further show
that multi-relational techniques can achieve very significant
improvements, even on a single table domain, and that the
most consistent improvement is obtained by using Level 4,
both aggregates and new views.

We believe that further improvements are possible. It
makes sense to include aggregates in the background knowl-
edge for rule generation. Alternatively, one can extend rules
with aggregation operators, as proposed in recent work by
Vens et al. [27]. We have found the rule selection problem
to be non-trivial. Our greedy algorithm often generates too
similar rules, and is not guaranteed to maximize coverage.
We would like to approach this problem as an optimization
problem weighing coverage, diversity, and accuracy.

Our approach of using ILP to learn new features for an
existing table merely scratches the surface of the potential
for view learning. A more ambitious approach would be to
more closely integrate structure learning and view learning.
A search could be performed in which each “move” in the
search space is either to modify the probabilistic model or to
refine the intensional definition of some field in the new view.
Going further still, one might learn an intensional definition
for an entirely new table. As a concrete example, for mam-
mography one could learn rules defining a binary predicate
that identifies “similar” abnormalities. Because such a predi-
cate would represent a many-to-many relationship among ab-
normalities, a new table would be required.
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Abstract. We propose a new approach to Inductive Logic Programming
that systematically exploits caching and offers a number of advantages
over current systems. It avoids redundant computation, is more amenable
to the use of set-oriented generation and evaluation of hypotheses, and
allows relational DBMS technology to be more easily applied to ILP
systems. Further, our approach opens up new avenues such as proba-
bilistically scoring rules during search and the generation of probabilistic
rules. As a first example of the benefits of our ILP framework, we pro-
pose a scheme for defining the hypothesis search space through Inverse
Entailment using multiple example seeds.

1 Introduction

The goal of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [1] is to autonomously learn
first-order logic programs that model relational data. However, the current ap-
proach to ILP has limitations in its scalability and computational efficiency.
Recent efforts extend ideas from relational database query optimization to this
setting [2,3,4,5,6]. Along the same line, we present a new formulation of ILP that
systematically exploits caching to achieve greater efficiency and flexibility, and
present theoretical results that characterize it.

The fundamental building blocks for our approach are a new data structure
and an extension operation for hypotheses that expose and exploit opportunities
for caching the results of previous computation. This provides an immediate
benefit by avoiding the redundant computation pervasive in the standard ILP
search and score paradigm. Further, the extension operation is formulated as
a set-oriented computational strategy defined in terms of (extended) relational
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database operations, facilitating the use of relational query-processing techniques
in ILP systems.

Extensional representations of hypotheses are treated as first-class objects.
Consequently, statistics derived from these objects are easily maintained, and can
be used to define alternatives to guide the search process in ILP. For example,
probabilistic methods for search [7,3,4,8,9] can directly use statistics derived
from our new data structure for representing hypotheses.

Additionally, statistics derived from an extensional representation of hy-
potheses offer new avenues for learning a class of rules richer class than Horn
clauses. For example, rules containing statements about aggregates [10], and
rules containing probabilistic statements, such as statements about missing val-
ues [11], can be generated. While these extensions are beyond the scope of this
paper, we investigate a scheme for restricting the hypothesis search space using
Inverse Entailment based on a set of multiple seed examples. Our algorithm for
Generalized Inverse Entailment offers flexibility and robustness in hypothesis
space restriction, including alternative seed-coverage measures (which we study
in this paper) and cost-based measures that can be readily obtained from our
hypothesis representation.

Our main contributions are as follows:

(1) New data representation and extension-join operation (Section 3), with a
discussion of potential benefits (Section 3.2).

(2) New set-oriented hypothesis generation framework, with proof of soundness
and completeness with respect to inverse entailment under subsumption for
the single-seed case (Section 4).

(3) Generalization of inverse entailment to the multiple-seeds case; extension of
our hypothesis generation framework to this case; and a proof of soundness
and completeness with respect to a generalized coverage measure (Section 5).

2 Mode-Restricted Languages

The ILP task consists of learning a logic program that models a dataset of ground
facts, given as two disjoint sets of positive examples and negative examples.
We are also given “background knowledge” in the form of additional facts or
predicates defined as Horn clauses. The learned program is a set of Horn clauses
that, when added to the background knowledge, entails as many of the positive
example facts as possible while entailing as few of the negative example facts
as possible. Each clause, or hypothesis, in the learned program is built from the
predicates given in the background knowledge, and we assume they are functor-
free Horn clauses. In this section we define the space of hypotheses we seek to
represent.

We borrow the concept of user-specified “modes” that constrain the space of
allowable hypotheses from the Aleph [12] and Progol [13] ILP systems.

Definition 1. A mode is defined by (p/n, B, F) where: p is an n-ary background
predicate, B is the list of arguments of p specified to be bound, F is the list of
arguments of p specified to be free.
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Further restrictions are that B and F are disjoint sets, every argument in the
predicate is specified as either bound or free, and at least one bound argument
is specified. (We do not include the case where modes specify arguments to be
constants, but our results apply to this case as well.)

Definition 2. A moded literal p∗(A, . . . , N) is the adornment of a literal as
specified by the binding pattern in a mode.

As an example, let q be a background predicate. If q(A, B) is a literal, and
mode (q/2, [1], [2]) is defined, then qbf (A, B) is an allowed moded literal. The
first argument of q is specified as bound, that is, an input argument in the
usual ILP nomenclature, while the second is specified as free, that is, an output
argument. In the rest of this paper, we treat arguments in literals as implicit
when their details are not required, and use p∗ to denote moded literals.

For convenience, we define the following operations on moded literals: let
p∗ be the moded literal specified by mode (p/n, B, F ), then: bound(p∗) = B,
free(p∗) = F , vars(p∗) = B ∪ F , and pred(p∗) = p.

Given a set of modes, we denote the set of allowable moded literals as M.
From now on, we assume every literal in a hypothesis is a moded literal and leave
the adornment implicit when not needed. With this set of allowable moded lit-
erals the mode-restricted set of hypotheses can be defined recursively as follows:

Definition 3. Given a set of allowable moded literalsM, and a target predicate
h, the set H(M, h) of hypotheses allowable in the mode-restricted language is
recursively defined as: H(M, h) = {(h ← true.)} ∪ {(h ← r1, . . . , rn, p.) : (h ←
r1, . . . , rn.) ∈ H(M, h), p ∈M, and bound(p) ⊆ Vars(h← r1, . . . , rn.)}

The set of variables Vars(h← r1, . . . , rn.) of a hypothesis is the union of the
variable sets of its literals. That is, Vars(h← r1, . . . rn.) = vars(h)

⋃n
i=1 vars(ri).

The given positive facts we want to model are instances of the target predicate h.
For example, let r and q be background predicates and let there be modes that
specify the adornments rbf and qfb. Then, ĥ = (h(A)← rbf (A, B), qfb(C, B).) ∈
H(M, h), while ĥ = (h(A)← rbf (A, B), qfb(B, C).) �∈ H(M, h).

The set H(M, h) in Definition 3 is the set of hypothesis we want to capture
using our representation.

3 The WILD Representation

We seek to represent hypotheses in H(M, h) in such a way that, intuitively, the
result of operating on a hypothesis is reused when operating on an extension
of the hypothesis. For instance, when measuring the coverage of a hypothesis,
the substitution found in proving that a hypothesis covers an example contains
bindings which could potentially make an extension of the hypothesis cover the
same example. Our representation should reuse those bindings when measuring
the coverage of the extended hypothesis.
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Another objective is that useful statistics regarding a hypothesis should be
easy to derive and maintain from the representation of hypotheses. Continuing
with the example, we want the coverage of a hypothesis for a given example
to be easily recoverable from our data structure. However, we are interested in
maintaining statistics that are useful for measures other than coverage. We now
define a data representation and extension operation for hypotheses that meet
these goals.

Definition 4. Hypothesis ĥ ∈ H(M, h) is represented by the pair 〈ĥ, t〉, where t
is a database table. t has schema t[id ,fid , A, . . . , N ], where id is a unique (across
all existing tables) row identifier; fid is the unique identifier of the ‘parent’ row;
and A, . . . , N are variable names appearing in ĥ.

Each row of t is a binding that makes ĥ cover a fact e in a set of seeds E.
The schema of t serves to share common subsets of bindings between hypotheses
by its use of the id and fid fields. Given a set of seeds, an initial table is built
where fid is null and each seed is represented by one row.

As an example, consider hypothesis ĥ1 = (h(X, Y ) ← qbf (X, Z).), along
with seed table t0 shown in Fig. 1(a), built for the seed set {h(a, b), h(a′, b)}.
Let the facts q(a, c) and q(a′, c′) be in the table for background predicate q.
ĥ1 is represented as the intensional/extensional pair 〈h(X, Y )← qbf (X, Z)., t1〉,
where t1 is shown in Fig. 1(b).

(a) id fid X Y
1 null a b
2 null a′ b

(b) id fid Z
3 1 c
4 2 c′

Fig. 1. (a) Initial table t0. (b) Table for pair 〈ĥ1 = (h(X, Y )← qbf (X, Z).), t1〉.

Continuing this example, let the facts r(b, d) and r(b, e) be in the base ta-
ble for background predicate r. We represent the hypothesis ĥ2 = (h(X, Y ) ←
qbf (X, Z), rbf (Y, W ).) as pair 〈ĥ2, t2〉, where t2 is shown in Fig. 2(a) along with
its references to t1 for illustration.

We could avoid indirection and store all variable bindings for a corresponding
seed in each row. However, significant savings are obtained by not storing shared
bindings redundantly. For example, given pair 〈ĥ1, t1〉 above, all hypotheses that
are extensions of ĥ1, including ĥ2, share bindings for variables appearing in table
t1. Using chained tables allows these bindings to be stored once, and extensions
then refer to these bindings through indirection. Otherwise, each new table would
store a copy of table t1 along with any new bindings. The use of unique row ids
allows tables to be unambiguously reconstructed from the chained tables when
necessary. For the running example, the reconstructed table for t2 is shown in
Fig. 2(b).
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(a) id fid X Y
1 null a b
2 null a′ b

id fid Z
3 1 c
4 2 c′

id fid W
5 3 d
6 4 d
7 3 e
8 4 e

(b) id X Y Z W
1 a b c d
2 a′ b c′ d
1 a b c e
2 a′ b c′ e

Fig. 2. (a) Table t2 in pair 〈ĥ2, t2〉 with its references to t0 and t1. (b) Reconstructed

version of t2.

3.1 Extension-Join

Using this representation, we formulate hypothesis extension as a stylized join
operation on database tables [14]. This operation takes as input two inten-
sional/extensional pairs as described above. The first 〈ĥn = (h← r1, . . . , rn), tn〉
is a hypothesis pair as in definition 4. The second, 〈p, pred(p)〉, consists of a
moded literal p and its corresponding base table pred(p). The result of the op-
eration is a new hypothesis pair 〈ĥi+1 = (h ← r1, . . . , rn, p), ti+1〉. Each substi-
tution in ti is extended according to the moded literal and those that make the
new hypothesis hi+1 cover the corresponding seed e ∈ E are retained in the new
table ti+1. We denote this operation as 〈ĥi+1, ti+1〉 = 〈ĥi, ti〉·��〈p, pred(p)〉.

The extension-join operation combines a number of steps, the most significant
of which is an equi-join of the input tables. The remaining steps are for book-
keeping, and set up the equi-join to capture the proper variable bindings of the
extension. Extension-join is defined by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: The Extension-Join operation
Input: Hypothesis pair 〈hi, ti〉 and extension 〈p,pred(p)〉
Output: Extended hypothesis pair 〈hi+1, ti+1〉
X-Join(〈hi, ti〉, 〈p,pred(p)〉)
(1) compute projection of ti

(2) build join constraints and result projection list
(3) execute join and result projection
(4) if result is not empty make new table ti+1

(5) let hi = (h ← r1, . . . , rn.), and set hi+1 = (h ←
r1, . . . , rn, p.)

(6) output 〈hi+1, ti+1〉

We present the details of these steps using the running example. To create
pair 〈ĥ2, t2〉 we calculate 〈ĥ1, t1〉·��〈rbf (Y, W ), pred(r)〉, where t1 is shown in
Fig. 1(b) and the table pred(r) contains the facts r(b, d) and r(b, e).

1. Compute projection of ti. We project the input hypothesis table to only those
columns containing the bound arguments of the extension, following fid fields to
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gather necessary variable bindings. We also keep the id and fid columns required
for chaining rows in the result ti+1 to rows in ti. In our example, t1 is projected
to table t′1 shown in Fig. 3(a). For extension r bf (Y, W ) only column Y is needed
since Y is the only bound argument of rbf (Y, W ).

(a) id fid Y
3 1 b
4 2 b

(b) t.id t.fid pred(r).2
3 1 d
4 2 d
3 1 e
4 2 e

Fig. 3. (a) Table t′1, the projection of t1 to bound arguments of extension. (b) Result

of equi-join of t′1 and pred(r) after projection to identifier and free argument columns.

In principle, several extensions to a given hypothesis require the same bound
variables from the input hypothesis table. The result of extension-joining each
of these extensions and the input hypothesis can be computed simultaneously
using a single projection of the input hypothesis table. This first step in the
extension-join operation permits set-oriented optimizations of this kind.

2. Build join constraints and result projection list . This step finds common
bindings between the input hypothesis and its extension using the input moded
literal. These bindings are expressed as constraints on an equi-join operation,
the result of which is then projected to only those columns required for chaining
and those containing new variables.

For a given pair of operands, a list c of join constraints of the form ti.j = p.k
is constructed, where j is a variable column in ti and k is a column of base table p.
For our current example, c = {t′1.Y = pred(r).1} since the first column of pred(r)
is specified as a bound argument and variable Y is assigned to that column in
rbf (Y, W ). A list of column names l is constructed as {ti.id, ti, f id, p.x1, . . . ,
p.xm} where p.x1, . . . , p.xm are the columns of base table p that do not appear
in the join constraints in list c. In the example l = {t′1.id, t′1.f id, pred(r).2} since
column 2 of pred(r) is not involved in any constraint in list c.

3. Execute join and projection . The result of the previous step is used to ex-
ecute an equi-join on the two input tables. This operation is defined by the
relational algebra [14] expression πl(ti �c p) where �c is an equi-join under
the constraints given in list c, and πl is a projection to the columns listed in
l. This has the effect of extending substitutions in input table ti with bind-
ings from the input base predicate. For our running example, the result of
π{t′1.id,t′1.fid,pred(r).2}(t′1 �t′1.Y =pred(r).1 pred(r)) is shown in Fig. 3(b).

4. If result is not empty, build new table ti+1 . This step transforms the result
of the previous step so it conforms to the hypothesis schema. It also chains the
rows in ti+1 to rows of ti by making the proper entries in the fid column of the
new table. Column names for the new table are derived from the moded literal
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and a unique id is generated for each row in the result. The final result for our
example, t2, was shown in Fig. 2.

By Definition 4 and the extension-join in Algorithm 1, all hypothesis tables
contain a unique identifier for each row, and refer to the unique identifier of
a parent row. Since the seed table t0 contains exactly one row for each seed
example e in seed set E, a row identifier eid can be uniquely associated with
each seed example. Thus, any row in subsequent tables can be associated with a
seed example e ∈ E using the row identifier eid in seed table t0, by following fid
links. We define a selection operation, denoted σe(t), and a projection operation,
denoted E(t), that use these row identifiers:

Definition 5. Let ĥ = (h← r1, . . . , rn) and

〈ĥ, t〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉

such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E, and tx is the recon-
struction of t through fid fields as described above. Then:

1. E(t) def= πid(tx) is the projection of t to its example identifiers, where π is the
relational algebra projection operator.

2. σe(t)
def= σid=eid

(tx) is the selection of t to rows involving seed e, where eid is
the row identifier for seed e ∈ E in the initial table t0, and σ is the relational
algebra selection operator.

A useful property of the extension-join operation is that selection on examples
for a hypothesis table can be pushed to a selection on the original table of seeds
t0. We formalize this with the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let ĥm = (h← r1, . . . , rm.) ∈ H(M, h),

〈ĥm, tm〉 = 〈(h← true.), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rm, pred(rm)〉,

such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E, and let 〈ĥn, tn〉 =
〈ĥm, tm〉·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉.

For every e ∈ E, if 〈ĥn, te〉 def= 〈ĥm, σe(tm)〉·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉, then te = σe(tn),
where σe is the selection operation of Definition 5.

Proof. Let eid be the unique row identifier for example e in seed table t0.
(σe(tn) ⊆ te). Let te ⊂ σe(tn), then there is a tuple s ∈ σe(tn) such that

s �∈ te. Let s be the result of joining tuples s′ ∈ tm and s′′ ∈ pred(rn) according
to the definition of extension-join. Since s ∈ σe(tn), the s.id = eid, by definition
of extension-join, s′.id = s.id. = eid. However, since s �∈ te, the definition of
extension-join implies s′ �∈ σe(tm). This is a contradiction since we established
s′.id = eid.

(te ⊆ σe(t)). Conversely, let σe(tn) ⊂ te, then there is a tuple s ∈ te such
that s �∈ σe(tn). Let s be the result of joining tuples s′ ∈ σe(tm) and s′′ ∈
pred(rn) according to the definition of extension-join. Since s′ ∈ σe(tm), s′ ∈ tm
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which implies by definition of extension-join that s ∈ tn. Furthermore, since
s′ ∈ σe(tm), we have s′.id = eid, and the definition of extension-join implies
s.id = eid. We have shown that s ∈ tn and s.id = eid, but s �∈ σe(tn). This is a
contradiction. 	


It is worth noting that existing work addresses issues we present here. For
example, data structures used in algorithms for testing θ-subsumption [15,16,17]
store multiple substitutions compactly to avoid backtracking when finding satis-
fying substitutions. However, the compact representation used can make main-
taining statistics of the type we discuss below difficult. On the other hand, the
data structure for storing multiple substitutions used in the LogAn-H system [18]
uses the reconstructed tables we discuss above which store information redun-
dantly.

Techniques that store only coverage lists or some computed answers meet
some, but not all, of our goals. For example, storing coverage lists [19] or a
technique such as tuple-id propagation [20] allows for compact storage and fast
retrieval of statistics used to determine coverage measures of a hypothesis in a
classification setting. However other types statistics, those not involving cover-
age as used in some probabilistic models, for example, are not easily derivable.
We present a formulation that seeks to balance the two goals of caching and
availability of general statistics.

3.2 Benefits of the WILD Representation

We identify two general areas in which our representation offers advantages:

1. Within the current search and score paradigm in ILP, this framework allows
for efficiency, scalability and flexibility.

2. This framework easily adapts to settings where learning theories in languages
other than Horn clauses is desired.

We discuss these benefits below.

Caching Benefits. Each table contains those bindings required to determine the
coverage properties of a hypothesis ĥ with respect to the seed table t0. Once these
bindings are cached by pair 〈ĥ, t〉, they can be reused to determine coverage
properties of extensions to ĥ. This is exploited in the context of search-space
restriction in the next section.

Set-oriented Hypothesis Extension. The extension-join operation can be carried
out efficiently in a relational database system since it is defined in terms of
relational operations. Thus, ILP could potentially be carried out on disk-resident
data.

There are also set-oriented optimizations that can be performed at the tu-
ple level during extension-join. For instance, earlier we described an optimization
where extension-join on a particular hypothesis and a set of its extensions (for ex-
ample, modes that share a base table) is executed in a set-oriented fashion. This
optimization is in the spirit of the query packs presented by Blockeel et al. [5]
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Alternative Search Methods. The cached table for a hypothesis pair can be used
to maintain statistics that help in defining the hypothesis search-space, and in
exploring that space. In this paper we present an application in which statistics
from extensional tables are used to restrict the space of allowable hypotheses.

As another example, stochastic search methods can use prior distributions
over the space to guide search towards probably useful parts of the space [7,8].
A hypothesis space generated and, thus, defined using our representation can
use an informative prior derived from coverage statistics derivable from cached
tables.

Similarly, estimates of a given property of hypotheses can also be used to
guide search. For example, estimates of the coverage of a hypothesis may be
used to specify which parts of the hypothesis space to explore [4,9]. Under our
representation, these estimates are derived from a cached table resulting from
the extension-join of background predicates to some representative set of seeds.
Another method might use our representation to estimate how efficiently a hy-
potheses can be evaluated. For example, Struyf and Blockeel [3] estimate a prior
on the selectivity of literals to decide an efficient literal reordering for a given hy-
pothesis. Statistics derived from our representation can provide good estimates
of the selectivity of a literal.

Language Extensions. This framework permits learning rules in languages other
than sets of Horn clauses. For example, we can use statistics in the cached
table for a hypothesis to train a statistical model that infers missing values in
other instances of similar datasets. This is the formulation for CLP(BN) [11], a
language easily incorporated into our hypothesis framework.

Alternatively, we can use statistics in the cached table to make distributional
statements regarding variables in a hypothesis. For example, we can estimate the
distribution of a column in our target predicate and determine its correlation to
subsets of other columns in the background knowledge using statistics derived
from cached tables. This allows for statements of the type rich people tend to
live in big houses to be made in the learned program.

Extensions to the Datalog language have been proposed that add the ability
to group constants and calculate aggregates on these groups [21]. By having
cached tables available, these groups can be defined and aggregates calculated
on the fly during the learning process. This may allow for statements about
aggregates like those described by Vens et al. [10]. Another Datalog extension
is the use of negated literals in clauses. This is allowed through the requirement
that programs be stratified with respect to negation. Since we assume a set-
oriented, bottom-up evaluation strategy in our system, we can expect to learn
stratified programs with negated literals.

The remainder of this paper presents an initial example of the benefits of the
WILD representation and the avenues it opens when defining the ILP task. We
look at how the space of allowable hypotheses can be defined using background
knowledge about multiple facts in the target predicate.
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4 An Initial Application

The Aleph and Progol systems restrict the set of hypotheses in the search space
through Inverse Entailment [13]. A specific seed example is chosen to generate
a set of literals, known as the bottom clause, by finding facts in the background
knowledge that are relevant to the chosen seed example. The space of hypotheses
is restricted to include only generalizations of this bottom clause, consequently,
all hypotheses generated will cover the seed example. This process seeks to re-
strict search to useful hypotheses. However, a seed defines a space of hypotheses
that are useful only in respect to that seed.

In the presence of noise in data, restricting the search space based on a
single seed is potentially wasteful. For instance, suppose that a few positive
examples are mislabelled, and are in fact negative examples. Using any of these
examples as seeds will restrict the search space to hypotheses that probably
cover many negative examples. Hypothesis evaluation based on coverage will
then try to find a, possibly non-existent, very specific clause that differentiates
between negative examples. While search parameters can be used to alleviate
this, a minimum positive example coverage constraint for example, a principled
method that avoids this phenomenon while defining the search space is best.

If a ‘usefulness’ restriction is imposed on the search space defined in terms
of multiple seeds, then the effect of an unfavorable choice of seed might be
mitigated by true representative seeds in the set. Furthermore, it would be useful
to provide a degree of freedom in how the space restriction is defined in terms
of the multiple seeds. We show how a hypothesis generation strategy using the
WILD representation meets these goals by generalizing Inverse Entailment to
multiple seeds.

First, we describe Inverse Entailment in more detail and then show how the
WILD representation is used to define a hypothesis space. Specifically, how it is
used to define a space using Inverse Entailment in the single-seed case. Finally,
we define a generalization of Inverse Entailment and show it defines a class of
‘usefulness’ restrictions that can be imposed on the hypothesis space.

4.1 Inverse Entailment

Inverse Entailment constructs a set of literals that defines the allowable hypothe-
ses in the search space. In practice, this construction is done using a partitioning
approach: the first partition contains the constants appearing in the seed exam-
ple; at each step of the iteration, instances of the constants in the current par-
tition are found in each background predicate as specified in any of the binding
patterns defined by the given modes; each ground literal containing instances is
added to the bottom clause and new constants appearing in these literals are
added to the next partition if the corresponding argument is specified as free
in some mode. This is repeated until no new constants are added to the next
partition or a user-defined bound on the number of iterations performed is met.
To finalize, the ground literals in the bottom clause are ‘variabilized’ according
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to the given set of modes. Here and below we leave out a bound on hypothesis
length for clarity, but this can be easily implemented.

Allowable hypotheses in the search space are valid ordered subsets of the
literals in the bottom clause. Literals can only be used to extend a hypothesis if
it appears in the bottom clause and variables appearing in its bound arguments
must appear in the hypothesis to be extended. The subset of H(M, h) built from
a given bottom clause can now be defined.

Definition 6. Given a set of allowable moded literals M, target predicate h,
seed example e, depth bound k and background knowledge B, let ⊥e be the bottom
clause built from seed example e. Define the set of hypotheses HA(e) generated
from ⊥e as HA(M, h, e, k,B) = {(h ← true.)}∪{h ← r1, . . . , rn, p. : (h ←
r1, . . . , rn.)∈HA(M, h, e, k,B), p∈⊥e, and bound(p) ⊆ Vars(h← r1, . . . , rn.).}
Remark 1. We stated previously that all hypotheses in set HA(M, h, e, k,B)
will cover the seed example e. Muggleton proved in [13] that Inverse Entailment
is complete under θ-subsumption, thus if the depth bound is relaxed, that is, if
k =∞, for a given ĥ ∈ H(M, h), ĥ∧B � e if, and only if, ĥ ∈ HA(M, h, e,∞,B).

4.2 WILD Hypothesis Generation

This process of Inverse Entailment can be generalized to a set-oriented formula-
tion. Instead of a single seed example being used to restrict the search space, a
set of examples is used along with a filter function that determines which candi-
date hypotheses can be included in the search space. This generalized version of
Inverse Entailment, like the original Aleph/Progol version, benefits from bottom-
up computation. Using the representation and the extension-join operation of
Section 3, we propose the following algorithm for generating hypotheses:

Algorithm 2: WILD Hypothesis Generator
Input: Set of allowable moded literals M, target predicate h, seed fact set E, depth
bound k, background knowledge B, filter-function φ
Output: Set of hypotheses
GenerateH(M, h, E, k,B, φ)
(1) openset = {〈(h← true.), t0〉}, (t0 built from seed set E)
(2) output 〈(h← true.), t0〉
(3) while openset is not empty
(4) choose and remove 〈ĥi, ti〉 from openset
(5) foreach moded predicate p that is a valid extension to ĥi

(6) compute 〈ĥi+1, ti+1〉 = 〈ĥi, ti〉·��〈p,pred(p)〉
(7) if φ(ti+1) is true
(8) output 〈ĥi+1, ti+1〉 as an allowable hypothesis
(9) if depth of ĥi+1 ≤ k
(10) add 〈ĥi+1, ti+1〉 to openset

Valid extensions here are as in set H(M, h), that is: bound(p) ⊆ Vars(hi) so
that arguments marked bound are assigned a variable already appearing in the
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hypothesis to be extended. In step 9, the depth of hi+1 as defined by Muggleton
in [13] is easily obtained from ti+1. First, we define ĥ0 = (h ← true) to have
depth 0. If the depth of ĥi is j, and table ti+1 has columns for variables not
appearing in ti, then the depth ĥi+1 is j + 1.

Using the WILD hypothesis generator we formulate a strategy to enumerate
the set of hypotheses generated by Inverse Entailment in the single-seed case.
First, we make the seed set E = {e} a singleton set. We then set the filter
function φ to take a table as input, and return true if the table is not empty.
We’ll denote this emptiness-testing function as φempty. We prove in the following
proposition that with these parameters, we can generate a complete and sound
set of hypotheses that cover the given single seed e.

Proposition 1. Soundness and Completeness of WILD Generation for
a Single Seed. Let HB(e) = GenerateH(M, h, {e},∞,B, φempty). Hypothesis
ĥ ∈ H(M, h) covers e if, and only if, there exists table t such that 〈ĥ, t〉 ∈ HB(e).

Proof. (Only if ). Proceeds by induction on n, the number of literals in ĥ. If
n = 1 we have that ĥ must be of the form (h ← true.). ĥ covers e by a unique
substitution θ that maps variables in h to constants in e such that h[θ] = e.
That is, the result of applying substitution θ to literal h is e. By construction,
in Step 2 of Algorithm 2, we have 〈ĥ, t0〉 ∈ HB(e).

Let the ‘only if’ direction of the Proposition be true for all n ≤ m− 1; thus
we assume that for each ĥm−1 = (h ← r1, . . . , rm−1.) ∈ H that covers e, there
exists a table tm−1 such that 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 ∈ HB(e). We show that for each
extension ĥm to ĥm−1 such that ĥm = (h← r1, . . . , rm−1, rm.) covers e, there is
a pair 〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HB(e).

Since ĥm covers e we must have that ĥm−1 also covers e, and thus by the
inductive hypothesis, there is table tm−1 such that 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 ∈ HB(e). Also,
since ĥm covers e, there exists a substitution θ such that h[θ] = e and for each
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m there is a tuple s ∈ pred(ri) such that ri[θ] = si, specifically there
is a tuple sm ∈ pred(rm) such that rm[θ] = sm. Let

〈ĥm, tm〉 = 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉·��〈rm, pred(rm)〉,
then due to tuple sm ∈ pred(rm) and the definition of extension-join, there is at
least one tuple in tm, that is, φempty(tm) = true. This implies 〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HB(e)
as desired.

(If ). Now we prove that if there is a pair 〈ĥ, t〉 ∈ HB(e), then ĥ covers e.
Proceed by induction on n, the number of literals in ĥ. If n = 1 then we have
〈ĥ = (h ← true.), t0〉 ∈ HB(e), and by construction we have that t0 is built
from the constants appearing in e. We build a substitution θ from t0 such that
h[θ] = e which makes ĥ cover e.

Let the ‘if’ direction of the claim be true for all n ≤ m − 1, and assume
that if 〈ĥm−1 = (h ← r1, . . . , rm−1.), tm−1〉 ∈ HB(e) then ĥm−1 covers e. We
show that for each extension 〈ĥm, tm〉 = 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉·��〈rm, pred(rm)〉 ∈ HB(e),
ĥm = (h← r1, . . . , rm−1, rm.) covers e.
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Since 〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HB(e), we have that 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 ∈ HB(e). By the in-
ductive hypothesis, there is a substitution θ′ such that h[θ′] = e and there is
a tuple si ∈ pred(ri) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, such that ri[θ′] = si. Since
〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HB(e) we know that φempty(tm) = true, thus there is at least one
tuple sm ∈ tm. We build a substitution σ with a domain consisting of variables
not appearing in θ′, which corresponds to arguments of rm in free(rm). We bind
the variables in σ to the constants appearing in the corresponding arguments in
tuple sm. Since bound(rm) is a subset of the domain of θ′, we can build the sub-
stitution θ = θ′σ. The result is that h[θ] = e, and there is a tuple si ∈ pred(ri)
for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 such that ri[θ] = si. Finally due to the definition of
equi-join, there is a tuple sm ∈ pred(rm) such that rm[θ] = sm. This implies ĥm

covers e as desired. 	


The following corollary follows from Proposition 1 and Remark 1.

Corollary 1. WILD Generates the Inverse Entailment Space for a
Single Seed. Let HB(e) = GenerateH(M, h, {e},∞,B, φempty), and HA(e)
be as in Definition 6, then for every ĥ ∈ H(M, h), ĥ ∈ HA(e) if, and only if
there exits table t such that 〈ĥ, t〉 ∈ HB(e).

Proof. Follows trivially from Proposition 1 and Remark 1. as both sets contain
exactly the subset of H(M, h) that cover single seed e. 	


5 Generalized Inverse Entailment

We now present a scheme for generalizing Inverse Entailment using multiple
seeds. It uses the parameters in the WILD generation algorithm to restrict the
set of allowable hypotheses. Specifically, the filter function is used to only allow
generation of hypotheses that meet some coverage criteria. Inverse Entailment
is generalized in the sense that while the criterion used for restriction in Inverse
Entailment is that hypotheses cover a single seed, we use a class of measures of
the coverage of a hypotheses over the set of seed examples. This class of measures
is implemented as the filter function φ of the WILD generation algorithm.

Given a set of seed examples we denote the subset of seeds covered by a
hypothesis ĥ ∈ H(M, h) as E(ĥ).

Definition 7. Let ĥ ∈ H(M, h), then: E(ĥ) = {e ∈ E | ĥ ∈ HA(e)}, where
HA(e) is the set of hypotheses generated by Inverse Entailment from the single
seed example e as in Definition 6.

Intuitively, e ∈ E(ĥ) if ĥ is a hypothesis generated from the bottom clause
built from seed e. This is equivalent to stating, due to Remark 1, that e ∈ E(ĥ)
if ĥ covers e.

We define two filter functions we propose and evaluate in this paper. Given
a subset E′ ⊆ E, define:
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1. Intersection: φint(E′) = true if E′ = E. We will claim in Proposition 2 that
the hypotheses generated by the WILD hypothesis generator using this filter
are those hypotheses that would be generated by every bottom clause built,
in turn, by a seed in E. That is, the resulting space is the intersection of the
spaces defined by the set of Aleph bottom clauses.

2. Support: φsup(E′) = true if, for a given threshold η, |E′|/|E| ≥ η. We bor-
row this concept from frequent itemset and relational pattern mining algo-
rithms, [22,23] and use it to generalize the coverage assumptions of Inverse
Entailment. This introduces an extra parameter that can be used to deter-
mine the amount of filtering to apply. We will claim in Proposition 2 that
the hypotheses generated using this filter are those that cover at least η|E|
seed examples. Notice that if η = 1, this is equivalent to φint above.

Notice that these functions are monotonic on the size of seed subset E′ and
that they return true for the entire set E. We formalize this in the following
definition and use these properties when proving our main result in Proposition 2.

Definition 8. Proper Filter Function. Let E be a set of seed examples and
E′ ⊆ E. A filter function φ is proper when (1) if φ(E′) = true then for any
superset E′′ ⊇ E′: E′′ = true; and (2) φ(E) = true.

Below, we take φ(t) where t is a table in an intensional/extensional pair, to
mean φ(E(t)) where E(t) is the projection of t to its example identifiers as in
Definition 5.

We can now present our main result regarding generalized Inverse Entailment
which states that the WILD generator will produce only, and all, hypotheses
in H(M, h) that meet the criteria imposed by the filter function. That is, it
generates those hypotheses we deem as useful with respect to the set of seed
examples.

Proposition 2. Soundness and Completeness of WILD Generation for

Multiple Seeds. Let HW (E) def= GenerateH(M, h, E,∞,B, φ) be the set of
hypotheses generated by the WILD generator for seed set E such that φ is a
proper filter as specified in Definition 8. For all ĥ ∈ H(M, h), φ(E(ĥ)) = true
if, and only if, there exists a table t such that 〈ĥ, t〉 ∈ HW (E).

We use two Lemmas to prove this result. Once these are stated and proven
we present the proof of Proposition 2. Throughout we denote as HB(e) def=
GenerateH(M, h, {e},∞,B, φempty) the set of hypotheses described in Propo-
sition 1, that is, the set of hypotheses generated by the WILD hypothesis gen-
erator for single seed e, using the emptiness-testing function φempty. Also, we
denote as HA(e) the set from Definition 6, that is, the set of hypotheses gener-
ated by Inverse Entailment using single seed e. Recall from Corollary 1 that sets
HA(e) and HB(e) are equal.

First, we use the selection result in Lemma 1 to reason about pairs 〈ĥ, t〉, built
from multiple seeds, in terms of the single-seed space HB(e). We state in the
next Lemma the conditions in which the projection of t to its seed row identifiers
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contains the identifier for a particular example e. We show this occurs if, and
only if, the pair 〈ĥ, σe(t)〉 is in the single-seed space HB(e), or equivalently, due
to Proposition 1, when ĥ covers e. Here σe(t) is the selection of rows in t involving
seed e as defined in Definition 5

Lemma 2. Let ĥn = (h← r1, . . . , rn.) ∈ H(M, h), and

〈ĥn, tn〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉,
such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E as described in Section 3.
Let eid be the unique row identifier associated with seed example e ∈ E in table
t0. For every e ∈ E, eid ∈ E(t) if, and only if, 〈ĥ, σe(t)〉 ∈ HB(e).

Proof. (If). If 〈ĥ, σe(t)〉 ∈ HB(e), by definition of φempty, σe(tn) �= ∅. This
implies eid ∈ E(t).

(Only if). We proceed by induction on n, the number of literals in the body
of ĥ. If n = 1, then by construction 〈ĥ, σe(t)〉 ∈ HB(e).

Let the ‘only if’ direction of the Lemma be true for all n ≤ m−1; we assume
that for every

〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rm−1, pred(rm−1)〉,
such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E as described in Sec-
tion 3, and e ∈ E, eid ∈ E(tm−1) implies 〈ĥm−1, σe(tm−1)〉 ∈ HB(e).

Let 〈ĥm, tm〉 = 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉·��〈rm, pred(rm)〉, and eid ∈ E(tm), we now show
〈ĥ, σe(tm)〉 ∈ HB(e). Since eid ∈ E(tm) the selection σe(tm) �= ∅. By the defi-
nition of extension-join and σe, this implies that σe(tm−1) �= ∅, and thus eid ∈
E(tm−1). By the inductive hypothesis pair 〈ĥm−1, σe(tm−1)〉 ∈ HB(e). There-
fore, since 〈ĥm−1, σe(tm−1)〉 ∈ HB(e), and σe(tm) �= ∅, 〈ĥm, σe(tm)〉 ∈ HB(e) as
desired. 	


The result of E(t) is a set of row identifiers for examples in seed set E.
Given this set of identifiers a subset of examples in seed set E can be uniquely
specified. The next Lemma shows that under some conditions, for a hypothesis
pair 〈ĥ, t〉 the set of example identifiers in t can be mapped to the set of examples
covered by ĥ. We denote this relationship as E(t) = E(ĥ). This mapping will lead
directly to the desired result for Proposition 2, except for the issues presented
by the filter function φ. Addressing those effects will be the bulk of the proof of
Proposition 2.

Lemma 3. Let ĥ = (h← r1, . . . , rn.) ∈ H(M, h), and

〈ĥ, t〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉,
such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E as described in Section 3.
Let eid be the unique row identifier associated with seed example e ∈ E in table
t0. Then for every e ∈ E, eid ∈ E(t), if and only if, e ∈ E(ĥ), where E(t) is the
projection of table t as in Definition 5 and E(ĥ) is the set of examples covered
by hypothesis ĥ as in Definition 7. That is, E(t) = E(ĥ).
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Proof. (If ). By Definition 7, e ∈ E(ĥ) if ĥ ∈ HA(e). By Proposition 1, if ĥ ∈
HA(e) then there exists table te such that 〈ĥ, te〉 ∈ HB(e). This implies by
Lemma 1 that eid ∈ E(t) the projection of t to its seed example identifiers.

(Only if ). By Lemma 1, eid ∈ E(t) implies 〈ĥ, σe(t)〉 ∈ HB(e). By Proposi-
tion 1, 〈ĥ, te〉 ∈ HB(e) implies ĥ ∈ HA(e). Then by definition, e ∈ E(ĥ), that is,
ĥ covers single seed e. 	


We now prove Proposition 2 proceeding by induction on the number of literals
in the hypothesis. We note that if a hypothesis ĥn ∈ H(M, h) is an extension of
hypothesis ĥn−1 ∈ H(M, h), the set of examples covered by ĥn is a subset of the
examples covered by ĥn−1. We use the monotonicity of the proper filter function
φ to reason about the result of applying φ to the set of examples covered by ĥn.
Finally, Lemmas 2 and 3 provide a mapping from the set of examples covered by
a hypothesis to the examples present in a table resulting from a chain of multiple
extension-joins starting from the seed table.

Proof. (If). Let ĥ = (h← r1, . . . , rn.) ∈ H(M, h). If 〈ĥ, t〉 ∈ HW (E), then

〈ĥ, t〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rn, pred(rn)〉,
such that seed table t0 is built from a seed example set E as described in Section 3
and φ(t) def= φ(E(t)) = true. We have by Lemma 3 that E(ĥ) = E(t), and thus,
φ(E(ĥ)) = true since φ(E(t)) = true.

(Only if). We proceed by induction on n, the number of literals in the body
of ĥ. If n = 1, then ĥ = (h ← true.). By construction there is a t0 such that
〈ĥn, t0〉 ∈ HW (E).

Let the ‘only if’ direction of the Proposition be true for all n ≤ m − 1; we
assume that for every ĥm−1 = (h ← r1, . . . , rm−1.) ∈ H(M, h), φ(E(ĥm−1)) =
true implies that there is a table tm−1 such that 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 ∈ HW (E). Let
ĥm = (h ← r1, . . . , rm−1, rm) ∈ H(M, h) and φ(E(ĥm)) = true. We show there
is a table tm such that 〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HW (E).

By the monotonicity of φ, φ(E(ĥm−1)) = true since E(ĥm) ⊆ E(ĥm−1) and
φ(E(ĥm)) = true. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 ∈
HW (E) where

〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉 = 〈(h← .), t0〉·��〈r1, pred(r1)〉·�� · · · ·��〈rm−1, pred(rm−1)〉,
such that table t0 is built from a seed example set E as described in Section 3 and
φ(tm−1)

def= φ(E(tm−1)) = true. Let 〈ĥm, tm〉 = 〈ĥm−1, tm−1〉·��〈rm, pred(rm)〉.
By Lemma 3, we have E(tm) = E(ĥm) which implies φ(tm) def= φ(E(tm)) = true.
This implies 〈ĥm, tm〉 ∈ HW (E) as desired. 	


In the case of the strict intersection filter function, this Proposition states
that only hypotheses that cover every seed are generated. On the other hand, in
the case of the support filter function, only hypotheses that cover the required
number of seeds are generated.
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In future work we will experimentally evaluate the effect of alternative set-
tings of the parameters exposed for hypothesis space restriction by this frame-
work. In particular, we want to observe their effect on the accuracy of learned
hypothesis found under spaces restricted by Generalized Inverse Entailment. For
example, determining what effect different support thresholds have on accuracy
is important. Determining how robust this approach is to sampling effects as
compared to Inverse Entailment would test the conjecture that the effect caused
by a bad choice of a single seed is in fact mitigated by this proposed framework.
Characterizing the types of datasets that benefit from this approach would be
enlightening.

6 Conclusion

We presented a framework for ILP that exploits caching and avoids redundant
computation. This framework is built upon a data structure and hypothesis ex-
tension operation that makes opportunities for caching explicit. We presented
this structure and defined the extension operation in terms of relational database
operations, suggesting a way to incorporate ILP in a relational database envi-
ronment.

We also discussed how current methods that seek to improve efficiency and
alternative search definition can directly benefit from the framework presented
here. In addition, new variants of search restriction and strategy are direct re-
sults of this framework. We discussed one such variant, which generalizes Inverse
Entailment to multiple seeds, and presented theoretical results that offer a foun-
dation for this generalization.

Finally, this framework enables us to learn theories in languages other than
sets of Horn clauses, including theories that make probabilistic statements, state-
ments about aggregates, and that contain negation.

Each of the directions mentioned above holds the potential for significant
improvement in some aspect of ILP, and we believe that the work in this paper
is a first step that opens many promising avenues for future research.
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Abstract

We explore here the application of Gleaner,
an Inductive Logic Programming approach
to learning in highly-skewed domains, to the
Learning Language in Logic 2005 biomedical
information-extraction challenge task. We
create and describe a large number of back-
ground knowledge predicates suited for this
task. We find that Gleaner outperforms stan-
dard Aleph theories with respect to recall and
that additional linguistic background knowl-
edge improves recall.

1. Introduction

Information Extraction (IE) is the process of scan-
ning unstructured text for objects of interest and facts
about these objects. Recently, biomedical journal arti-
cles have been a major source of interest in the IE com-
munity for a number of reasons: the amount of data
available is enormous; the objects, proteins and genes,
do not have standard naming conventions; and there is
interest from biomedical practitioners to quickly find
relevant information (Blaschke et al., 2002, Shatkay &
Feldman, 2003, Eliassi-Rad & Shavlik, 2001, Ray &
Craven, 2001, Bunescu et al., 2004).

IE can be framed as a machine learning task: given
information in unstructured text documents, extract
the relevant objects and relationships between them.
We believe that Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)
is well-suited for IE in biomedical domains. ILP of-
fers the advantages of (1) a straight-forward way to
incorporate domain knowledge and expert advice and
(2) produces logical clauses suitable for analysis and
revision by humans to improve performance.

Appearing in Proceedings of the 4 th Learning Language in
Logic Workshop (LLL05), Bonn, Germany, 2005. Copy-
right 2005 by the author(s)/owner(s).

In this article, we report both the data-preparation
techniques and the results of applying Gleaner (Goad-
rich et al., 2004) to the Learning Language in Logic
2005 biomedical information extraction task of learn-
ing genic interactions. Gleaner is a two-stage ILP algo-
rithm that (1) learns a broad spectrum of clauses and
(2) then combines them into a thresholded disjunctive
clause aimed at maximizing precision for a particular
choice of recall. We compare our results to standard
Aleph (Srinivasan, 2003) using recall and precision,
and discuss areas open to future research.

2. Data Preparation

Our dataset for this article is the Learning Language
in Logic challenge task1, where the goal is to learn
to recognize the interaction in English sentences be-
tween protein agents and their gene targets in Bacil-

lus subtilis. Sentences in the training set contained
either a direct reference between an agent and a tar-
get, such as “GerE stimulates cotD transcription,” or
an indirect reference, such as “GerE binds to a site
on one of these promoters, cotX [...],” where the rela-
tion between GerE and cotX is mediated by the phrase
“these promoters.” The organizers call these two sub-
tasks without co-reference and with co-reference and we
chose to learn on them separately, first learning only
relationships without co-reference, and second learn-
ing only relationships with co-reference.

The training data consist of 80 sentences found in the
Medline2 database, and contain 106 relations without
co-reference and 59 relations with co-reference. For
each subtask, we used the other trainset as our tune-
set to find an appropriate threshold for making testset
predictions. While they are slightly different tasks, we
found that the benefit of more examples outweighed
dividing the training sets into subfolds.

1http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/texte/LLLchallenge/
2http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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2.1. Example Filtering

Positive examples for this dataset, consisting of
word/word pairings, have been labeled by the
challenge-task committee, while negative examples
were left up to the participants. We define negative
examples on a per-sentence basis by first finding all
words which participate in a positive relationship. The
pairings among these words which are not labeled as
positives are used as negatives for training and tun-
ing. This produced 414 without co-reference negative
examples and 261 with co-reference negative examples.

The testset was provided to us unlabeled, and con-
tained sentences for both the task with co-reference
and the task without co-reference. Unlike the train-
ing data, the testset also contained sentences which
did not contain any relations. For the testset, we cre-
ated examples from the pairing of all possible protein
and gene names found in a provided dictionary. This
produced 936 total testset examples. In subsequent
experiments, we reduced this to 618 examples by re-
moving testset examples where the agent and target of
the relation were identical (since this never happened
in the trainset). Ultimately there were 54 positive and
410 negative test examples for the without co-reference
task and 29 positive and 384 negative test examples for
the with co-reference task.

2.2. Background Knowledge

To prepare the data for learning via Inductive Logic
Programming, we constructed a variety of background
knowledge from sentence structure, statistical word
frequencies, lexical properties, and biomedical dictio-
naries, examples of which can be seen in Table 1.

Our first set of relations comes from the sentence struc-
ture. We use the Brill tagger (1995) retrained on the
GENIA dataset (Kim et al., 2003) to predict the part
of speech for each word. Then we employ a shallow
parser created by Burr Settles that uses Conditional
Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) trained on a
standard corpus (Sang, 2001) to derive a flat parse
tree, such that there are no nested phrases, for all sen-
tences in our dataset. All phrases have the sentence
as the root, and therefore all words are only members
of one phrase. Figure 1 shows a sample sentence parse
divided into one level of phrases.

Each word, phrase, and sentence is given a unique
identifier based on its ordering within the given ab-
stract, such as ab11011148 sen1 ph2 w1. This al-
lows us to create relations between sentences, phrases
and words based not on the actual text of the doc-
ument but on its structure, such as sentence child,

Figure 1. Sample Sentence Parse (N=noun, V=verb,
P=preposition, NP=noun phrase, VP=verb phrase,
PP=prepositional phrase)

phrase previous and word next about the tree struc-
ture and sequence of words, and predicates like
nounPhrase, article, and verb to describe the part
of speech structure. To include the actual text of
the sentence in our background knowledge, the predi-
cate word ID to string maps these identifiers to the
words. In addition, the words of the sentence are
stemmed using the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980), and
currently we only use the stemmed version of words.

General sentence-structure predicates like
word before and phrase after are added, al-
lowing navigation around the parse tree. Phrases are
also tagged as being the first or last phrase in the
sentence, likewise for words. The length of phrases is
calculated and explicitly turned into a predicate, as
well as the length (by words and phrases) of sentences.
Also, phrases are classified as short, medium or long.
An additional piece of useful information is the
predicate different phrases, which is true when its
two arguments are distinct phrases.

Another group of background relations comes from
looking at the frequency of words appearing in the
target phrases in the training set. We believe these
frequently occurring words could be indicators of some
underlying semantic class and will be helpful for iden-
tifying correct phrases in the testset. We created
Boolean predicates for several ratios - 2 times, 5 times
and 10 times the general word frequency across all sen-
tences in a given training set - using the following for-
mula to determine which words matched which ratios:

P (wi = word|wi ∈ Target Phrase)

P (wi = word|wi 6∈ Target Phrase)

For example, the words “depend,” “bind,” and “pro-
tein” are at least 5 times more likely to appear in pro-
tein phrases than in phrases in general in the without
co-reference training set. These gradations are cal-
culated for both target arguments, protein and gene.
We automatically create semantic classes consisting of
these high frequency words. These semantic classes are
then used to mark up all occurrences of these words in
a given training and testing set.

A third source of background knowledge is de-
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Table 1. Translation from Sample Sentence “ykuD was transcribed by SigK RNA polymerase from T4 of sporulation,” to
Prolog. This sentence is from the abstract whose PubMed ID is 11011148. Not all predicates created are listed.

Background Some of the Prolog Predicates Created
Knowledge

Sentence sentence(ab11011148 sen4).

Structure phrase(ab11011148 sen4 ph0).

phrase(ab11011148 sen4 ph1).

word(ab11011148 sen4 ph0 w0).

word(ab11011148 sen4 ph1 w1).

word(ab11011148 sen4 ph1 w2).

phrase child(ab11011148 sen4 ph0, ab11011148 sen4 ph0 w0).

word next(ab11011148 sen4 ph0 w0, ab11011148 sen4 ph0 w1).

word ID to string(ab11011148 sen4 ph1 w1, ‘ykuD’).

target arg2 before target arg1(ab11011148 sen4).

Part Of Speech np segment(ab11011148 sen4 ph0).

vp segment(ab11011148 sen4 ph1).

n(ab11011148 sen4 ph0 w0).

v(ab11011148 sen4 ph1 w1).

prep(ab11011148 sen4 ph1 w3).

Medical Ontologies phrase contains mesh term(ab11011148 sen4 ph3, ‘RNA’).

Lexical Properties phrase contains alphanumeric word(ab11011148 sen4 ph5).

phrase contains specific word(ab11011148 sen4 ph1, ‘transcribed’).

phrase contains originally leading cap(ab11011148 sen4 ph3).

Word Frequency phrase contains some arg 2x word(ab11011148 sen4 ph3).

rived from the lexical properties of each word.
Alphanumericwords contain both numbers and alpha-
betic characters, (such as “sigma 32” and “Spo0A˜P”)
whereas alphabetic words have only alphabetic char-
acters. Other lexical and morphological features in-
clude singleChar (“a”), hyphenated (“membrane-
bound”) and capitalized (“RNA”). Also, words are
classified as novelWord (“sporulation”) if they do not
appear in the standard /usr/dict/words dictionary
in UNIX. Lexical predicates are then augmented to
make them more applicable to the phrase level and
therefore more general. These predicates are also cre-
ated for pairs and triplets of words, so we can assert
that a phrase has the word “bind” tagged as a verb all
in one step when we search the hypothesis space.

For our fourth source, we incorporate semantic knowl-
edge about biology and medicine into our back-
ground relations by using the Medical Subject Head-
ings (MeSH)3. As we did for the sentence struc-
ture, we have simplified this hierarchy to only be
one level. Phrases are labeled with the predicate
phrase contains mesh term if any of the words in the
given phrase match any words in MeSH.

3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html

Additionally, predicates are added to de-
note the ordering between the phrases.
Target arg1 before target arg2 asserts that
the protein phrase occurs before the gene phrase,
similarly for target arg2 before target arg1. Also
created are identical target args (which is true
when the protein and gene phrases are the same
phrase, such as the phrase “sigmaB dependent katX
expression”) and adjacent target args (which says
the adjacent phrases contains both the gene and
protein), as well as the count of phrases before and
after the target arguments. Overall, we defined 215
predicates for use in describing the training examples.

2.3. Enriched Data

Background knowledge was also provided by the chal-
lenge task organizers. They processed the corpus with
Link Parser (Temperly et al., 1999), a tool for auto-
matically constructing a syntactic parse tree, and re-
fined the output to create two type of additional infor-
mation. First, each word was assigned its root word,
called a lemma. For instance, the word “are” would
have the lemma “be.” The second type of informa-
tion was the syntactic relations between words. This
included appositive, complement, modifier, negation,
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Table 2. Pseudo-code for Gleaner Algorithm

Initialize Bins:

Create B recall bins, bin 1

B

, bin 2

B

, ..., bin1,

to uniformly divide the recall range [0,1]

Populate Bins:

For i = 1 to K until N clauses are generated
Pick seed example to find bottom clause
Use Rapid Random Restart to find clauses
After each generation of a new clause c

Find the recall binr for c on the trainset
If the precision × recall of c is best yet

Replace c in binr,i

Determine Bin Threshold:

For each binj

Find highest precision theory m and Lm ∈ [1, K]
on trainset such that

recall of “At least L of K clauses match
examples” ≈ recall for binj

Evaluate On Testset:

Find precision and recall of testset using each
bin’s “at least L of K” decision process

object and subject relations about the sentence gram-
mar, as well as predicted parts of speech for each word
in a relationship, for a total of 27 possible relations.
For example, in the sentence “ykuD was transcribed by
SigK RNA polymerase from T4 of sporulation,” Link
Parser reports that the noun ‘yukD’ is the subject of
the verb ‘transcribed’, ‘polymerase’ and ‘T4’ are com-
plements of ‘transcribed’, and ‘RNA’ and ‘SigK’ are
modifiers of ‘polymerase’.

We chose to ignore the lemma information, since we
previously incorporated the stem of each word, and
only focused on the 27 syntactic information predi-
cates. We compare the inclusion versus exclusion of
this enriched background information in our results.

3. Gleaner

Gleaner (Goadrich et al., 2004) is a randomized search
method which collects good clauses from a broad spec-
trum of points along the recall dimension in recall-
precision curves and employs an “at least N of these
M clauses” thresholding method to combine sets of se-
lected clauses. Pseudo-code for our algorithm appears
in Table 2.

Gleaner uses Aleph (Srinivasan, 2003) as its underlying
engine for generating clauses. As input, Aleph takes

Figure 2. A sample run of Gleaner for one seed and 20 bins,
showing each considered clause as a small circle, and the
chosen clause per bin as a large circle. This is repeated
for 100 seeds to gather 2,000 clauses (assuming a clause is
found that falls into each bin for each seed).

background information in the form of either inten-
sional or extensional predicates, a list of modes declar-
ing how these predicates can be chained together, and
a designation of one predicate as the “head” predicate
to be learned. At a high-level overview, Aleph sequen-
tially generates clauses for the positive examples by
picking a random example to be a seed. This exam-
ple is then saturated to create the bottom clause, i.e.
every relation in the background knowledge that can
be connected by relations to this example in a fixed
number of steps. The bottom clause determines the
possible search space for clauses. Aleph heuristically
searches through the space of possible clauses until the
“best” clause is found or time runs out. When enough
clauses are learned to cover (almost) all of the positive
training examples, the learned clauses are combined
to form a theory. In our experiments, we will compare
Gleaner to standard Aleph theories.

After initialization, the first stage of Gleaner learns a
wide spectrum of clauses, as illustrated in Figure 2.
We search for clauses using 100 random seed examples
to encourage diversity. In our experiments, the recall
dimension is uniformly divided into 20 equal sized bins,
[0, 0.05], [0.05, 0.10], . . . , [0.95, 1.00]. For each seed, we
consider up to 25,000 possible clauses using Rapid
Random Restart (Železný et al., 2003). As these
clauses are generated, we compute the recall of each
clause and determine into which bin the clause falls.
Each bin keeps track of the best clause appearing in its
bin for the current seed. We use the heuristic function
precision × recall to determine the best clause. At the
end of this search process, there will be 20 clauses col-
lected for each seed and 100 seed examples for a total
of 2,000 clauses (assuming a clause is found that falls
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into each bin for each seed).

The second stage (modified slighly from (Goadrich
et al., 2004)) takes place once all our clauses have been
gathered using random search. Gleaner combines the
clauses in each bin to create one large thresholded dis-
junctive clause per bin, of the form “At least L of these
K clauses must cover an example in order to classify
it as a positive.” Each of these theories could generate
their own recall-precision curves, by exploring all pos-
sible values for L on the tuneset, starting with L = K

and incrementally lowering the threshold to increase
recall. These 20 curves will overlap in their recall and
precision results, and we choose the theory which cre-
ated the highest points along this combined curve on
the tuneset, irrespective of the bin which generated the
points. We will end up with 20 recall-precision points,
one for each bin, that span the recall-precision curve.

A unique aspect of Gleaner is that each point in the
recall-precision curve could be generated by a separate
theory, instead of the usual setup to create a curve,
where one hypothesis is transformed into many by
ranking the examples and then finding different thresh-
olds of classification. This separate-theory method is
related to using the ROC convex hull created from sep-
arate classifiers (Fawcett, 2003). We believe using sep-
arate theories is a strength of our Gleaner approach,
such that each theory, and therefore each point on our
curves, is not hindered by the mistakes of previous
points; each theory is totally independent of the oth-
ers.

An end-user of Gleaner will be able to choose their pre-
ferred operating point from this recall-precision curve.
Our algorithm will then be used to generate testset
classifications using the closest bin to their desired re-
call results by using our found threshold L.

4. Results

There were two dimensions on which to vary our train-
ing methods, learning on data containing co-references
or on data without co-references, and including the
provided linguistic information (enriched) or using
only the basic data. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of
Gleaner on the testset data for all four combinations,
using the restriction that the same word cannot be
both agent and target in a relation4. A sample clause
learned by Aleph can be found in Table 5. This clause
has focused on the common property that agents are
before targets, agents are nouns with internal capital

4For our challenge-task submission, we used all 936 pos-
sible test examples. Using the non-identical restriction re-
sulted in a small increase in our precision results.

Table 3. Results of Gleaner, Aleph theory, and baseline
all-positive prediction on LLL challenge task without co-
reference.

Alg Enriched F1 Recall Precision

Gleaner - 41.7 79.6 28.3√
25.1 79.6 14.9

Aleph 1K - 50.0 62.9 40.6√
31.0 59.2 21.0

Aleph 25K - 30.7 44.4 23.5√
26.1 42.5 18.8

All Pos N/A 20.1 100.0 11.2

Table 4. Results of Gleaner, Aleph theory, and baseline
all-positive prediction on LLL challenge task with co-
reference.

Alg Enriched F1 Recall Precision

Gleaner - 17.7 79.3 10.0√
18.5 82.7 10.4

Aleph 1K - 31.6 51.7 22.7√
19.3 37.9 13.0

Aleph 25K - 19.9 20.6 19.3√
19.1 24.1 15.9

All Pos N/A 12.5 100.0 6.7

letters and are complements of nouns which comple-
ment verbs, while targets are in noun phrases without
negatively correlated words in the training set.

We chose our preferred operating point by choosing
the bin with the highest F1 measure on the tuning set;
these were bin [0.55, 0.60] on the basic dataset without
co-reference, [0.65, 0.70] on the enriched dataset with-
out co-reference and bin [0.90, 0.95] on the dataset
with co-reference. With the enriched data, similar
recall points can still be achieved, however there is
a marked decrease in precision for the without co-
reference dataset. We plan to explore the use of the
enriched data from Link Parser (Temperly et al., 1999)
in our future work on this and other information-
extraction datasets.

We also show a comparison of Gleaner to two other
algorithms. First, we examine the results of a single
Aleph theory learned for each training set combina-
tion. We restrict each clause learned to have a min-
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Table 5. Sample Clause with 20% Recall and 94% Precision on Without Co-reference Training Set

agent target(A,T,S) :-
n(A),
complement of N N(G,A),
complement by V PASS N(G, ),
word parent(A,F),
phrase contains some internal cap word(F, ,A),
word parent(T,E),
phrase contains no arg halfX word(E,arg2, ),
isa np segment(E),
target arg1 before target arg2(A,T).

where the variable A is the agent, T is the target, S is the sentence,
and ‘ ’ indicates variables that only appear once in the clause.

Figure 3. Recall-Precision Curves for Gleaner and Aleph
on the dataset without co-reference.

imum precision of 75.0 and to cover a minimum of 5
positives in the training set. We also consider a maxi-
mum of both 1,000 and 25,000 clauses for each “best”
clause in a theory. With the basic data, we see Aleph
improves in precision, however recall is much lower
that our results with Gleaner. We also notice a large
drop in precision and recall between 1,000 clauses and
25,000 clauses, which we attribute to overfitting. Sec-
ond, we compare to the algorithm of calling every ex-
ample positive, which guarantees us 100% recall, and
notice that Gleaner has an increase in precision over
this baseline in both datasets.

Figure 3 shows recall-precision curves for Gleaner and
recall-precision points for the Aleph theories on the
dataset without co-reference, while Figure 4 shows
results on the dataset with co-reference. Gleaner is
able to span the whole recall-precision dimension, al-
though with less than stellar results on the without

Figure 4. Recall-Precision Curves for Gleaner and Aleph
on the dataset with co-reference.

co-reference dataset.. Gleaner seemed to suffer by not
distinguishing well between the agent and target; when
genic interaction(A,B) was predicted, most often we
also predicted genic interaction(B,A), keeping the pre-
cision lower than 50%. Another cause of our low re-
sults could be the fact that sentences with genes and
proteins but no relationships between them were not
included in the training sets, but made up almost half
of the testing set. This lack of negative sentences in the
training sets hampered our ability to distinguish be-
tween good and bad sentences when learning clauses.
Also, the size of the LLL challenge task was small
in comparison to our previous work (Goadrich et al.,
2004), creating the possibility of overfitting. Partic-
ularly affected were the enriched linguistic predicates
and the statistical predicates, which focused on irrel-
evant words (e.g. specific gene and protein words like
“sigma A” and “gerE”). Although collecting labeled
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data for biomedical information extraction can be ex-
pensive, we believe the benefits are worth the cost.

5. Conclusions

This paper has explored two Inductive Logic Program-
ming approaches to biomedical information extrac-
tion: Aleph, which learns many high-precision clauses
that cover the training set, and Gleaner, which learns
clauses from a wide spectrum of recall points and com-
bines them to create broad thresholded theories. We
developed a large number of background knowledge
predicates which try to capture both the structure and
semantics of biomedical text, and we evaluated these
two algorithms on the Learning Language in Logic
2005 Challenge Task.

We believe there is much work remaining in the combi-
nation of ILP and biomedical information extraction.
The logical structure of sentence parses as well as the
biological semantic class information can be readily
included in an ILP approach. This genic-interaction
dataset was particularly interesting since neither the
agent entity nor the target entity was a closed set, and
there could be crossover between them. Also worth
noting was the difference between the training set and
testing set with respect to negative examples. We plan
to further explore the issues which arose from using
this dataset and perform cross-validation experiments
to test for statistical significance of our results and to
include negative sentences in the training set.
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